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Preface
This thesis summarizes as a 'cumulative dissertation' some of the key journal articles and conference
papers resulting from my research into remote sensing methods for application to forestry research and
practice over the last 5 years.
This thesis, entitled ‘Mapping Tree Species, Forest Calamities and Growing Stock using high resolution
Satellite Imagery – Possibilities and Limits' begins with a short introduction about remote sensing for
forestry (chapter 1), after which I present the objectives of my dissertation (chapter 2). In chapter 3, I
briefly explain the data used (both remotely sensed data and plot data from ground-based forest
inventories) and describe the test sites (in chapter 4), before I summarize the main methods applied in the
papers. After providing an overview of the key findings of the papers for each of the different topics
(chapter 5), I discuss the possibilities for application of these methods and data in chapter 6, and end up
with general conclusions and outlook in chapter 7. Readers who are interested in more detailed
descriptions of the methods and results of my research are referred to the papers themselves, a complete
list of which can be found in the appendix chapter. The format of each of the individual papers follows
that prescribed by the respective journals in which they were published.
This work shall be cited (as appropriate for the purpose) either by reference to the individual journal
articles or to the entire body of work as:
Immitzer, M., 2017. Mapping Tree Species, Forest Calamities and Growing Stock using High Resolution
Satellite Imagery – Possibilities and Limits. Dissertation, University of Natural Resources and Life
Sciences, Vienna, pp. 266.
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Abstract
Increasing requirements for monitoring to ensure sustainable forest management result in a higher
demand for detailed, reliable and up-to-date forest information on such things as tree species mixture,
vitality status, and growing stock volume, as well as windthrow and pest detection. This information is
commonly obtained through well-established, field-based forest inventories. Remote sensing applications
can provide important additional data, particularly given the increased availability of earth observation
(EO) data in recent years. One advantage of EO data is its usefulness in the production of area-wide
maps. In this work, optical remote sensing data from current satellite missions are used to derive various
forest parameters. EO data with high spectral (5 to 10 spectral bands) and high spatial resolutions (0.5 to
30 m) are used for tree species classification, mapping calamities and growing stock.
Tree species are classified at the individual tree crown level and at the level of tree groups, depending on
the spatial resolution of the EO data. Classifications of tree crowns from ten tree species using
WorldView-2 data (8 spectral bands, 2 m spatial resolution) have an overall accuracy of 82%.
Classification of several scenes using automatically generated segments representing tree collectives show
significantly higher accuracies. Depending on the number of classes (around ten, including non-forest
classes), the models result in overall accuracies of 88 to 97%. A direct comparison of three sensors shows
that, in addition to spectral resolution, spatial resolution has a great influence on classification accuracy.
Seven tree species are distinguished with an overall accuracy of 74% using WorldView-2 data, 68% with
Sentinel-2 (10 spectral bands, 10 to 20 m spatial resolution) and 50% with Landsat-8 (6 spectral bands,
30 m spatial resolution). Hence, spatial resolutions of 10 to 30 m appear to be inadequate for species
differentiation, particularly in very heterogeneous forests. To test the possibilities of mapping tree species
on large areas the spruce and pine classification using WorldView-2 data as a reference, and metrics
derived from Landsat time series data as explanatory variables are combined to derive species-specific
fractional cover for the entire state of Bavaria. An independent validation shows error values of 12.1% for
pine and 14.2% for spruce.
The detection of calamities also shows promising results. Three classes – ‘healthy’, ‘bark beetle infested
but still green’ and ‘dead’ – can be distinguished at the tree crown level with accuracies of more than 70%
using WorldView-2 data. Windthrows are detected using a change detection approach based on RapidEye
data (5 spectral bands, 5 m spatial resolution) recorded before and after the event. With an object-based
approach, affected areas of more than 0.5 ha are identified with accuracies of around 90%.
Satellite sensors such as WorldView-2 are capable of recording stereo scenes. Hence, these data are an
alternative to LiDAR for generation of digital surface models and canopy height models (CHM). We use
CHM here for growing stock modeling, with ground-based forest inventory results as input data.
Explanatory variables include spectral and height metrics from the WorldView-2 data derived from
different reference circles. The best model has an error of 29.5%.
The studies presented underline the high potential of earth observation data for the estimation of
important forest parameters.
Key words: tree species classification, bark beetle, windthrow, growing stock, WorldView-2, Sentinel-2,
Landsat-8, random forest

Kurzfassung
Die Sicherstellung einer nachhaltigen Waldbewirtschaftung sowie steigende Monitoringanforderungen
führen zu einem erhöhten Bedarf an detaillierten, verlässlichen und aktuellen Informationen über Wälder.
Beispiele sind Baumarten, Vitalitätszustand, Holzvorrat oder die Erfassung von Veränderungen wie
Windwürfe und Schädlingsbefall. Die Bereitstellung dieser Informationen erfolgt üblicherweise anhand
etablierter, terrestrisch erhobener Forstinventuren. Fernerkundungsanwendungen können aber wichtige
zusätzliche Daten bereitstellen, insbesondere angesichts der in den letzten Jahren gestiegenen
Verfügbarkeit von Erdbeobachtungsdaten. Ein Vorteil dieser Daten ist die Möglichkeit der Herstellung
flächendeckender Karten. In dieser Arbeit werden optische Fernerkundungsdaten aktueller
Satellitenmissionen verwendet, um verschiedene forstliche Parameter abzuleiten. Die dazu verwenden
Daten weisen mit 5 bis 10 Spektralkanäle (SK) hohe spektrale und mit 0.5 bis 30 m auch hohe räumliche
Auflösung (GSD) auf und werden für die Klassifikation von Baumarten, die Erfassung von Kalamitäten
und zur Schätzung des Holzvorrates verwendet.
Die Baumartenklassifikation erfolgt je nach räumlicher Auflösung der Fernerkundungsdaten auf der Basis
der Baumkronen bzw. auf Ebene von Baumgruppen. Die Trennung von zehn Baumarten auf
Einzelkronenniveau mit WorldView-2 Daten (SK: 8, GSD: 2 m) erzielt eine Gesamtgenauigkeit von 82%.
Die Klassifikation von automatisch generierten Segmenten, welche Baumkollektive (bis Bestände)
umfassen, erzielen deutlich höhere Genauigkeiten. Abhängig von der Anzahl der Klassen (rund zehn,
inklusive Nichtwaldklassen), werden für unterschiedliche WorldView-2 Szenen Gesamtgenauigkeiten von
88 bis 97% erreicht. Ein Vergleich dreier Satellitensensoren im selben Untersuchungsgebiet zeigt, dass
neben der spektralen auch die räumliche Auflösung einen großen Einfluss auf die erzielbare
Klassifikationsgenauigkeit hat. Sieben Baumartenklassen können mittels WorldView-2 Daten mit 74%
Gesamtgenauigkeit getrennt werden, mit Sentinel-2 (SK: 10, GSD: 10 bis 20 m) werden 68% und mit
Landsat-8 (SK: 6, GSD: 30 m) 50% der Samples richtig klassifiziert. Räumliche Auflösungen niedriger als
2 m haben sich in den Arbeiten speziell in sehr heterogenen Wäldern als kritisch dargestellt. Für eine
bayernweite
Kartierung der
Fichtenund
Kiefernvorkommen
werden
WorldView-2
Klassifikationsergebnisse als Referenz und Metriken aus Landsat-Zeitreihen-Daten als erklärende
Variablen kombiniert. Die unabhängige Validierung der artenspezifischen Anteilskarten der beiden
Baumarten für ganz Bayern zeigt einen Fehler von 12.1% für Kiefer und 14.2% für Fichte.
Die Erfassung von Kalamitäten in Wäldern mittels Fernerkundungsdaten wird in zwei Fallstudien
untersucht. Mit WorldView-2 Daten werden die drei Klassen "gesund", "Borkenkäfer befallen aber noch
grün" und "tot" auf Einzelkronenniveau mit Genauigkeiten von mehr als 70% unterschieden. Die
Erfassung von Windwürfen erfolgt anhand einer Veränderungserkennung basierend auf RapidEye-Daten
(SK: 5, GSD: 5 m), die vor und kurz nach dem Ereignis aufgenommen wurden. Der objektbasierte
Klassifikationsansatz identifiziert betroffene Flächen größer 0.5 ha mit einer Genauigkeit von rund 90%.
Manche Satellitensensoren (z.B. WorldView-2) sind in der Lage Stereoszenen aufzunehmen und sind
damit eine Alternative zu LiDAR für die Erzeugung digitaler Oberflächen- und Vegetationshöhenmodelle.
Durch die Kombination dieser Informationen mit Waldinventuren können flächendeckende
Holzvorratskarten erstellt werden. Als erklärende Variabel werden für die Modellierung sowohl Spektralals auch Höhenmetriken aus den WorldView-2 Daten verwendet, die in unterschiedlichen Bezugsflächen
errechnet werden. Das beste Regressionsmodell erzielt einen Fehler von 29.5%.
Die unterschiedlichen Studien unterstreichen das hohe Potential aktueller satellitengestützter
Erdbeobachtungsdaten für die Beantwortung verschiedener forstlicher Aufgabenstellungen.
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1 Introduction
Forests cover a large part of the earth and provide important habitat for animal and plant species.
Increasing requirements of sustainable forest management and monitoring of protected areas result in an
ever increasing demand for detailed, reliable and up-to-date information. For example, structural
descriptions of forests such as tree species or growing stock are essential input data for mid-term forest
management, forest monitoring and forest modeling. Up-to-date information about changes in the forest
due to forces such as wind or pests is also of interest for forest practices.
Usually, the main sources of information available to forest managers are terrestrial sample-based
inventories. In many European countries, forest inventories have a long tradition, both for national and
local assessments. As a statistical sampling method, forest inventories are recorded on a point-by-point
basis, and their evaluation provides very good results with regard to the area analyzed. However, for many
applications, more detailed and area-specific information is necessary. Therefore, earth observation (EO)
data can be a very useful supplementary data source, mainly to derive maps that show the spatial
distribution of various forest attributes.
EO data can provide useful and objective information with a high level of detail for large areas at
reasonable cost with short repetition intervals (Masek et al., 2015; Stoffels et al., 2015; Wulder and
Franklin, 2003). Such detailed and up-to-date information about the forests is necessary for sustainable
forest management (Franklin, 2001; Wulder et al., 2008) and for assessment of ecological conditions
(Wulder et al., 2004; Zlinszky et al., 2015).
Aerial images and orthophotos have a long tradition in forestry, and have been and continue to be the
most important data source for purposes such as stand delineation and forest planning, both through the
use of visual interpretation and automated analytic techniques (Hall, 2003). However, with the increasing
availability of new EO data from airborne and spaceborne sensors, its use for forestry applications has
risen dramatically (Roberts, 2014). This encompasses several forest applications and parameters such as
stand delineation, tree line detection, stem density, growing stock and tree species classification
(Hirschmugl et al., 2013; Stoffels et al., 2015). In addition to a new generation of aerial images and Light
Detection and Ranging (LiDAR), one key driver has been the Landsat satellite family. Landsat data has
been used for many applications in recent decades, particularly after the data became freely available from
an online archive (Wulder et al., 2012a). Some examples of Landsat applications are mapping forest cover
(Hansen et al., 2013; Karlson et al., 2015) and forest changes (Hermosilla et al., 2015; Zhu et al., 2012),
differentiation among harvesting practices (Jarron et al., 2016; Wilson and Sader, 2002), monitoring forest
health status and biotic disturbances (Latifi et al., 2014; Meddens et al., 2013) and supporting forest
inventories (McRoberts and Tomppo, 2007; White et al., 2016).
A more recent generation of satellites delivers data with high spatial, spectral and temporal resolution,
which in some cases also offer the possibility of recording stereo image pairs. Due to these developments,
these data sets are increasingly used for forest applications. Examples of such data sources are commercial
very high resolution (VHR) satellites such as WorldView-2, WorldView-3 and Pleiades. Since 2016, the
freely available satellite data from the European Sentinel missions, mainly Sentinel-2, have a high potential
for forestry.
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Tree species mapping
Tree occurrence data are one of the most important forest parameters for forest managers, ecologists, and
modelers (Lindenmayer et al., 2000; McDermid et al., 2009; Wulder et al., 2004). Tree species distribution
is a key parameter for the assessment, mapping, and monitoring of biodiversity and wildlife habitat as well
for sustainable forest management (Wulder et al., 2004; Wulder and Franklin, 2003).
In contrast to forest maps based on plot-based forest inventory data, maps based on EO data are areawide products. The choice of whether to make use of EO data is, therefore, always a balance between the
level of detail and the size of the covered area. For individual tree crown (ITC) approaches, the spatial
resolution must be a minimum 0.5 m to resolve neighboring crowns efficiently (Culvenor, 2002; Immitzer
et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2004). Data with lower spatial resolution can be used for analyses requiring a
lower level of detail, such as identification of tree groups or stands. Several EO data sources, both from
active and passive sensors, are useful for tree species mapping. An overview of the possibilities and
advantages of different sensors and methods can be found in a review recently published by Fassnacht et
al. (2016). The authors point out that (i) tree species classification is still of ongoing interest, (ii) passive
sensors have greater potential then active sensors, (iii) most studies cover only small areas and most
approaches are not necessarily applicable to larger areas.
Next to the spatial resolution, the spectral and temporal resolution of the optical data is also very
important. Additional bands (to the four ‘standard’ bands Blue, Green, Red and Near Infrared) increase
the separability of tree species (Cho et al., 2011; Immitzer et al., 2012). State-of-the art sensors such as
WorldView-3 or Sentinel-2 provide information in the Red Edge and shortwave infrared (SWIR) parts of
the spectrum.
Several studies have shown that multi-temporal data can improve classification performance significantly
(Elatawneh et al., 2013; Li et al., 2015; Tigges et al., 2013).
Calamity detection
In recent years, economic damage to forestry operations due to extreme weather events has been high,
and most models predict continued increases in such threats as a result of ongoing changes in
environmental conditions (Schelhaas et al., 2003; Seidl et al., 2011). Often different forest-damaging agents
interact with one another, causing additional problems. One such case is bark beetle infestations that often
occur after large-scale windthrows (Temperli et al., 2013). Therefore, readily available and reliable
information products after abiotic and biotic damaging events are essential (Senf et al., 2017). Due to the
possibility they provide for quickly mapping large areas, EO data can, in this respect, play an important
role. Currently in Central Europe, the two major forest-damaging agents are wind and insect (mainly bark
beetle) infestations. Due to climate change, an increase in forest disturbances is predicted (Seidl et al.,
2014).
Several studies demonstrate the potential of remote sensing techniques to detect damage from windthrow
(Baumann et al., 2014; Jonikavičius and Mozgeris, 2013; Rich et al., 2010; Vogelmann et al., 2009; Wang
and Xu, 2010). Most of these studies have used Landsat data. However, the use of data with higher spatial
resolutions is also increasing (Elatawneh et al., 2014; Rich et al., 2010).
The potential of EO data has also been demonstrated for the identification of insect infestations, mainly
in coniferous forest. In particular, the detection of advanced stages of damage characterized by clear
discoloration of the needles is relatively easy. However, early detection of infestation is still challenging
(Wulder et al., 2009), even with airborne hyperspectral data of very high spectral and high spatial
resolutions (Fassnacht et al., 2014; Lausch et al., 2013). For the detection of infestation, and also for the
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characterization of the agents, temporal resolution also plays an important role. For example, specific
types of spectral changes between image acquisition time points can be used to distinguish between
different insect agents (Senf et al., 2015).
An overview of the most current developments in remote sensing techniques for forest health status
monitoring, insect disturbance and degradation mapping can be found in several recent review papers
(Hirschmugl et al., 2017; Lausch et al., 2017, 2016; Senf et al., 2017).
Growing stock estimation
Some studies used spectral information from (passive) satellite imagery such as Landsat or MODIS to
model growing stock over large areas (e.g., Chirici et al., 2008; Falkowski et al., 2009; Gallaun et al., 2010;
Koukal et al., 2007; Reese et al., 2002). With the increasing availability of height information obtained
from remote sensing data, the quality of products derived from these data, such as Canopy Height Models
(CHM) has improved. Thereby, CHM-based models have superseded models based purely on spectral
data for the estimation of biomass/growing stock in recent years. The availability of Airborne Laser
Scanning (ALS) data enables the creation of detailed (vertical) descriptions of the forest canopy. Point
clouds or raster datasets such as Digital Terrain Models (DTM) and Digital Surface Models (DSM) are
very promising data sources to support forest inventories and for use in other operational applications
(Maltamo et al., 2011; Næsset, 2007; Vauhkonen et al., 2014). Due to the high costs of ALS,
photogrammetric point clouds have become an alternative method for generating high-quality DSMs in
recent years. Photogrammetry point clouds are derived using image-matching approaches applied to
stereo image pairs (White et al., 2013). These data often have a lower level of detail as ALS data but the
advantage of additional spectral information. For stereo data acquisition, mainly airborne sensors are used
(e.g., Rahlf et al., 2014; Stepper et al., 2017). However, some spaceborne sensors also have the ability to
produce stereo imagery (Kattenborn et al., 2015; Straub et al., 2013). To obtain CHMs, an adequate DTM
is necessary, which is mostly derived from ALS campaigns.
To estimate growing stock, two approaches are most frequently applied. In the individual tree approach,
each individual tree is modelled using very high density point clouds. Finally, the derived volumes for the
individual trees are summed. In the second (area-based) approach, one uses statistical dependencies
between different EO-derived predictor variables and field measurements (e.g., Hollaus et al., 2009;
McRoberts et al., 2014; Næsset, 2002; Stepper et al., 2015; White et al., 2013). A recent review of remote
sensing and growing stock inventory methods is provided by White et al. (2016), while additional
overviews from Wulder et al. (2012b) and Maltamo et al. (2014) are more focused on the application of
ALS data.
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2 Objectives
The goal of this study is to analyze the potential and limits of high (decametric) to very high (metric)
resolution satellite imagery for obtaining forest parameters relevant for forest management and
monitoring.
EO data has great potential for describing actual forest structure and for monitoring forest change.
Therefore, this study analyzes the potential/limits of satellite data for:
(i)

Tree species mapping
Tree species distribution is one of the key parameters in forestry. EO data have great
potential for the production of area-wide tree species maps. Obviously, the spectral and
spatial resolution of the data influences the classification accuracy. Therefore, in this thesis,
different state-of-the-art spaceborne EO data are tested for their suitability in producing tree
species maps with different levels of detail. This encompasses maps of individual tree crowns,
tree groups and forest, as well as maps representing the regional distribution of tree species.
Different classification procedures are tested and optimized and the suitability of different
sensors such as WorldView-2, Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 are analyzed as to their application in
mapping tree species in Central Europe. The potential of combining different EO sensors
(e.g., WorldView-2 and Landsat-8) for large-scale applications is also tested.

(ii)

Forest disturbance mapping
Forest disturbances such as bark beetle infestation or windthrow have a great impact on
forests, raising both ecological and economic issues. Therefore, precise, reliable and timely
information are needed. EO data can play an important role in obtaining this information.
The potential of the use of very high resolution satellite data for the early recognition of bark
beetle infestation in spruce forests is analyzed, as well as the suitability of optical data for
obtaining prompt information about the dimension of windthrow impacts.

(iii)

Growing stock mapping
Mapping the distribution of the growing stock is the second most important forest parameter
for forest management after tree species information. Wall-to-wall maps of estimated
growing stock volume can support the production of forest management plans. For the
operative planning of harvesting activities, the assessment of the standing timber volume can
be very helpful. In recent years, photogrammetric point clouds have become an interesting
alternative to more frequently used ALS data. Therefore, the potential of very high resolution
stereo satellite images to extrapolate regional growing stock volume estimates from National
Forest Inventory (NFI) data is analyzed.
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3 Material and Test sites
This chapter provides a short summary of the satellite and reference data used and an overview of the test
sites. It includes key information about satellite data from WorldView-2 (WV2), RapidEye (RE),
Sentinel-2 (S2) and Landsat-8 (LS8), and explains the different terrestrial reference data used for the
analysis. In the last chapter, the main forest characteristics in the different test sites in Austria and
Germany are presented.

3.1

Satellite Images

EO data are characterized by their spatial, spectral, temporal and radiometric resolution. As there is no
perfect sensor that is capable of fulfilling all the requirements of various potential applications, the
‘optimal’ sensor depends on the application at hand (Lillesand et al., 2008). For instance, the size of the
objects to be analyzed determines the necessary spatial resolution. One can distinguish between two types
of spatial resolution: in the so-called H-resolution, elements in the scene are larger than the EO data
resolution, while the reverse is true for the L-resolution (Strahler et al., 1986). However, straightforward
classifications based on the ground sampling distance (GSD) are often made. Data with a pixel size (GSD)
of less than 1 m are said to have very fine (or very high) resolution, spatial resolutions from 1 to 10 m are
considered fine (or high), from 10 to 100 m moderate, from 100 to 1000 m coarse, and spatial resolutions
greater than 1000 m are generally referred to as very coarse (Warner et al., 2009). The spectral resolution
of a sensor refers to the number of individual bands of data recorded and their spectral ranges (e.g.,
central wavelength or full width at half maximum). Multi-spectral (MS) satellite data generally has a higher
number of spectral bands than state-of-the-art aerial imagery which commonly captures data in only four
bands - Blue, Green, Red and Near Infrared (NIR). In addition to these four bands, novel satellite sensors
often provide bands in the Red Edge or Shortwave Infrared (SWIR) (van Leeuwen, 2009). Temporal
resolution refers to the number of different time points at which images have been acquired. Multitemporal data are necessary for detecting changes in forests. Several acquisitions that are distributed at
time points over the year can also be helpful for better characterization of land cover and/or tree species.
Satellite-born sensors are often characterized by flexible (commercial) or regular (mainly freely available
data) acquisition intervals (Warner et al., 2009). Finally, radiometric resolution refers to the number of
intensity levels that a sensor can record (number of bits).
In the following chapters, the satellite sensors used for the studies included in this thesis are introduced.
The chapters are ordered based on the spatial resolution of the data they describe, beginning with the
dataset with the finest resolution.
3.1.1

WorldView-2 (WV2)

The commercial WV2 satellite, launched in 2009, carries a sensor that captures data in eight spectral bands
with an 11-bit dynamic range. At nadir, the ground resolution is 46 cm (resampled to 50 cm) for the
panchromatic band and 186 cm (resampled to 200 cm) for the spectral bands. In addition to the four
standard bands (Blue, Green, Red, and Near Infrared 1) an additional four bands are captured by this
sensor. These are Coastal, Yellow, Red Edge, and Near Infrared 2 (Figure 1).
The satellite operates in a sun-synchronous orbit at an altitude of 770 km, with each orbit lasting 110 min.
The swath width of the sensor is 16.4 km. The maximum area collected in one single pass (30° off-nadir
angle) is 16.4 x 360 km² or 138 x 112 km². Stereo data can be collected for a maximum area of
63 x 112 km². The revisit time is between 1.1 and 3.7 days at 20° off-nadir or less (DigitalGlobe, 2009).
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The WV2 satellite is operated in a constellation with other satellites such as WorldView-1 (pan 50 cm),
GeoEye-1 (pan 41 cm, 4 MS 164 cm), WorldView-3 (pan 31 cm, 8 MS and 8 SWIR 124 cm) and
WorldView-4 (pan 31 cm, 4 MS 124 cm) (DigitalGlobe, 2016). WV2 data were analyzed in Papers I, II,
IV, V, VI, VII, IX.
3.1.2

RapidEye (RE)

RE encompasses a commercial constellation of five similar satellite sensors in sun-synchronous orbits
(630 km). The multispectral push broom sensors record 12-bit data in the following five spectral bands:
Blue, Green, Red, Red Edge and Near Infrared (Figure 1) with a ground sampling distance (nadir) of 6.5
m (resampled to 5 m). The swath width is 77 km and the potential revisit time is daily (off-nadir) and 5.5
days (at nadir), respectively (Planet, 2016). RE data were applied in Paper VIII.
3.1.3

Sentinel-2 (S2)

The Sentinel space mission is funded by the European Union and carried out by the European Space
Agency (ESA) as part of the Copernicus Programme. This program began with the launch of Sentinel-1A,
a Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Satellite, in April 2014, and continued with the launches of Sentinel-2A
in 2015, Sentinel-3A and Sentinel-1B in 2016, and Sentinel-2B in 2017. Satellites Sentinel-3B, Sentinel 4
and 5 are set to be launched in the future (ESA, 2015a).
S2 flies in a sun-synchronous orbit at a mean altitude of 786 km and carries a wide-swath, high-resolution,
multispectral imager (MSI) which acquires 12-bit data in 13 spectral bands (Figure 1). The main bands of
interest for land applications are the four 10 m channels Blue, Green, Red and Near Infrared 1, and the six
20 m channels Red Edge 1, Red Edge 2, Red Edge 3, Near Infrared 2, Short Wave Infrared 1 and Short
Wave Infrared 2. Three additional bands for use in atmospheric correction are recorded at 60 m resolution
- Coastal, Water vapor and Cirrus (ESA, 2015b). The wide coverage (swath width 290 km) and five-day
global revisit time (in conjunction with twin satellites S2A and S2B) combine to provide unprecedented
opportunities for land and vegetation monitoring (Drusch et al., 2012; ESA, 2015b). S2 data were used in
the analyses of Paper III and IV.
3.1.4

Landsat (LS)

The LS satellite family is a long-term EO series from the United States of America operated by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). The LS series began in 1972 with the launch of
two Earth-viewing imagers including a 4 band Multispectral Scanner (MS) with 80 m spatial resolution.
LS2 and LS3 were launched in 1975 and 1978, respectively and carried similar sensors. LS4 followed in
1982 with an additional Thematic Mapper (TM) sensor along with the MS scanner. The nearly identical
LS5 was launched in 1984 and continued to operate for nearly 30 years. LS6 failed to reach orbit in 1993.
LS7 was launched in 1999, and is still operating. However, since 2003 LS7s produces images with artifacts
resulting from problems with the Scan Line Corrector (SLC). LS8 was launched in 2013, and LS9 is
planned for launch in 2020.
LS8 operates in a sun-synchronous orbit with a 16-day repeat cycle. The complete orbit takes 98.9
minutes. LS8 carries two sensors - the Operational Land Imager (OLI), and the Thermal Infrared Sensor
(TIRS). OLI collects image data with a 12-bit dynamic range for nine spectral bands over a 190 km swath.
The bands collected are Coastal/Aerosol, Blue, Green, Red, Near Infrared, Short Wavelength Infrared 1,
Short Wavelength Infrared 2, Panchromatic and Cirrus (Figure 1). All bands have a 30 m spatial
resolution except the panchromatic band which has a 15 m spatial resolution (USGS, 2016). LS data were
used in Papers IV, V and VI.
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3.1.5

Overview of the satellite sensor data used

The spectral bands of the four satellite sensors used in the analysis presented here are summarized in
Figure 1. The sensors are listed from the finest to the coarsest spatial resolution. The response functions
for each spectral band are illustrated.

Figure 1: Spectral characteristics of the satellite data used in this analysis: WorldView-2 (WV2), RapidEye (RE), Sentinel-2 (S2) Multi
Spectral Instrument (MSI) and Landsat-8 (LS8) Operational Land Imager (OLI). The spectral response functions are shown in color with
the central wavelength denoted in black (dashed line).

To illustrate the differences in spatial resolution among the four types of satellite data used, false color
composites showing the same landscape captured at similar acquisition times by each sensor are presented
in Figure 2.
Table 1 provides an evaluation of the sensors. The high spatial and spectral resolution of the commercial
satellite WV2 makes it particularly suitable for many applications in forestry. However, this comes at a
high price (around 30 USD/km²). Therefore, other data sets such as S2 and LS8 that are available for free
can be interesting alternatives with the additional advantage of covering large areas and providing short
global revisit intervals. RE is placed somewhere in between, as the data are less expensive to acquire than
those from WV2, but have lower spatial and spectral resolutions.
Table 1: Evaluation of the four satellite data used in this research.

Spatial resolution
Spectral resolution
Temporal resolution
Stereo imagery
Costs

WorldView-2
++
+
++*
+
-

RapidEye
+
o
++*
+
-

* off-nadir acquisitions
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Sentinel-2
+
++
++
++

Landsat 8
o
+
+
++

Figure 2: Comparison of the spatial resolutions of the satellite sensors used in the analyses presented: False color composites of the
same landscape acquired at similar time points from WorldView-2 (2 m), RapidEye (5 m), Sentinel-2 (10 m) and Landsat-8 (30 m).
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3.2

Reference data

Reference data (sometimes also called ground truth data or training samples) are necessary or at least
helpful to train and validate the models used to extract information from remote sensing data.
3.2.1

Forest inventory data

Most forest inventories are based on field surveys that gather data using one of various point sampling
methods. These data are often used as reference data to help interpret EO data. For this purpose, the
position of each inventory point should ideally be known with sub-pixel accuracy. Due to reflection and
blocking of signals that can occur in forest environments, the accuracy and precision of Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS) is often not sufficient.
The field measurements taken by the Management Forest Inventory (MFI) of the Bavarian State Forest
Enterprise (BaySF) were used as training samples containing tree species information for the classification
studies (Paper III, IV, V and VI). MFI data were also used to validate the modeled estimates of growing
stock volume (Paper IX). The models in Paper IX were trained using data from the NFI of Germany
(BWI³), which is obtained across a nationwide, permanent 4 x 4 km² grid.
These two datasets are gathered using different types of inventory design. Fixed area plots are used for the
MFI, while the NFI is based on angle-count sampling (Bitterlich, 1984, 1948). In the latter, the inclusion
probability of a tree is proportional to its basal area at breast height. Therefore, this method does not have
a fixed geographic reference area which can be directly related to EO data. This problem will be addressed
in detail in later sections.
3.2.2

Forest management data

In Austria, very detailed information about tree species composition and stand age are often gathered for
forest management planning in forests of larger enterprises such as ÖBf. This information is usually
obtained through intensive field surveys of forest stands conducted by foresters with the goal of
producing regular (e.g., every 10 years) forest management data sets. Depending on the quality of the data
collection, these stand-specific data sets can provide useful information for many applications of EO data
such as tree species classification or validation of growing stock estimations. Forest management data
were used to delineate the reference data used in Papers I and II and for the validation of results in Paper
IX.
3.2.3

Additional data acquisition

For tree species classification at the stand level in Bavaria, the reference data obtained from MFI were
augmented using visual interpretation of orthophotos and stereo interpretation of aerial images (Papers
III, IV, V and VI).
For individual tree crown approaches, additional field work is usually necessary. From our experience, the
best solution is the delineation of the tree crowns directly on the EO dataset in the field. For the bark
beetle classification, groups of infested and healthy trees were identified by foresters in the field, mapped
with GNSS devices and directly marked on orthophotos (Paper VII). Similar field work was done after the
2015 windthrow in Bavaria. Damaged areas were mapped using GNSS devices. Additional information
was also collected, such as windthrow size and type (e.g., single fallen tree, stand or large-scale windfall),
tree damage (e.g., broken branches, tree split, uprooted trees) and the most heavily affected tree species
(Paper VIII).
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3.3

Test sites

A large number of test sites were used in this research. All test sites were located in temperate forest in
Central Europe. Figure 3 provides the location of the test sites for each of the different research topics.
Also indicated are the footprints of the satellite data used in analysis.
Tree species mapping at the individual tree crown level was carried out in a very heterogeneous forest in
the east of Austria (Lackenbach in the state of Burgenland) using WV2 data (Paper I, II). Frequently
occurring tree species are Norway spruce, Scots pine, European beech and English oak. Other species
included in the analysis are European larch, Douglas fir, Lawson’s cypress, European hornbeam, silver
birch and European alder.
For tree species mapping at the stand level, 47 WV2 scenes distributed over Bavaria, Germany were
analyzed (Papers V and VI). The first Sentinel-2 analysis (Paper III) and the comparison analysis with
other satellite sensors such as WV2 and LS8 (Paper IV) were done using data covering the southeast of
Bavaria (Altötting and Ebersberg), where the dominating tree species is Norway spruce which is
interspersed with smaller amounts of European beech and Scots pine.
Maps of spruce and pine (spatial resolution 1 ha) were produced for the entire state of Bavaria (Papers V
and VI) using multi-temporal LS data sets and the results of the WV2 tree species maps as reference data.
Bark beetle-related calamity mapping was performed with WV2 data for Austria (Trieben, in the state of
Styria) (Paper VII). Windthrows were investigated in Germany (two test sites in Landsberg and Munich,
both in the state of Bavaria) using RE data (Paper VIII). All calamity study areas are characterized by
Norway spruce-dominated forests.
Wall-to-wall mapping of growing stock (Paper IX) was done in the region of Würzburg (state of Bavaria)
based on WV2 stereo data. These forests are dominated by European beech which occurs together with
sessile oak and Scots pine.

Figure 3: Location of the different test sites and footprints of the satellite data analyzed.
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4 Methods
The methods chapter provides short descriptions of the main modeling methods used for the papers
included in this dissertation. Processing steps such as data preprocessing, segmentation, transferring the
reference data to the remote sensing data and so on, are not described in detail. The methods presented
here are divided into classification and regression approaches. The first method results in a ‘hard’
(thematic) classification, while the second generates a product with continuous values. The short
theoretical descriptions of the methods below are followed by an explanation of how the specific methods
were applied in each of the different papers.

4.1

Classification Approaches

In this chapter, the classification methods employed in the various papers are briefly introduced. The main
approach applied in most of the papers was Random Forest (RF) (Breiman, 2001). However, mainly for
comparison reasons, some other methods were also applied. As the descriptions are very short, the reader
is referred to the relevant literature for more details. The chapter on RF also includes descriptions of some
advancements made in the RF method through the research presented here (e.g., feature selection and
calculation of the classification margin).
4.1.1

Random Forest (RF) Classification

The main classification approach used in the majority of the analyses included in this dissertation (Papers
II, III, IV, V, VI, VII and VIII) was the non-parametric, ensemble learning RF classifier (Breiman, 2001).
RF is an enhancement of more traditional classification approaches that utilize decision trees, and has
become increasingly popular in the last decade for addressing classification problems in remote sensing
(Belgiu and Drăguţ, 2016; Gislason et al., 2006; Pal, 2005; Rodriguez-Galiano et al., 2012).
Some of the advantages of this method are (Breiman, 2001; Hastie et al., 2009; Immitzer et al., 2012; Liaw
and Wiener, 2002):
•

it requires no assumptions about data distribution and potential collinearity in the data,

•

the risk of model overfitting is low,

•

there are no restrictions with regard to common covariance in the classes,

•

accuracy estimates are obtained using integrated bootstrapping, and

•

it generates measures of variable importance that can be helpful for feature selection.

To run a RF classification two parameters have to be defined: ntree (number of bootstrap iterations) and
for mtry (number of input variables used at each node). In the papers presented here, ntree was set to 500
(or 1000) trees and for mtry to the square root of the total number of input variables. These values for
these parameters were established in previous work that tested several parameter settings (Paper II). Many
other studies use similar values (Belgiu and Drăguţ, 2016; Gislason et al., 2006; Lawrence et al., 2006; Ng
et al., 2017; Schultz et al., 2015; Toscani et al., 2013).
Based on several tests (see for example Papers II, III, VVI, VIII; Schultz et al., 2015; Toscani et al., 2013),
two RF advancements were developed and implemented in the process of this research: feature selection
and margin calculation. Both importance values provided by RF (Mean Decrease in Gini (MDG) and
Mean Decrease in Accuracy (MDA)) were tested for use in the stepwise feature selection. The feature
selection is based on recursive feature elimination which is similar to the approach described by Guyon et
al. (2002), and is based on the MDA values and optimization of the overall accuracy of the classification
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model. At each step, the least important variable is eliminated and a new model is built. This procedure is
repeated until a model based on one single input feature is created. Finally, the model with the least
number of input features amongst all of the individual models created is used (Schultz et al., 2015; Toscani
et al., 2013).
To produce the classification margin – designed to inform the model developer about areas of
under(over)performance –the result of all trees are kept in the prediction step and next to the normal
majority class, the second leading class is also calculated and stored. For each pixel (object) the number of
nominations of the first and second class are counted. The difference between the two values allows
conclusions to be drawn about the classification stability. For example, if for one sample all trees produce
the same class, the difference would be one; however, if two classes appear nearly equally often the
classification margin is about zero (Schultz et al., 2015).
4.1.2

Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)

LDA is a common method for classification problems (categorical variables) using metric predictor
variables. Based on linear combinations of the predictor variables, discriminant functions are produced.
The method is similar to Principal Component Analysis (PCA) with the main difference being that a-priori
knowledge of the classes is available and leveraged. LDA delivers information about the univariate (Wilks’
Lambda) and multivariate (standardized mean discriminant coefficients) separation power of the input
variables. In contrast to the RF classification, the input data must have a Gaussian distribution and equal
covariance (Backhaus et al., 2008).
For comparison reasons, the LDA implementation in Paper I includes a bootstrapping method (Efron
and Tibshirani, 1993) similar to that used in the RF approach. At each step, a random sample is drawn
with replacement. In the end, the majority class of the bootstrap-sampling is taken.
4.1.3

Logistic Regression (LR)

LR is a commonly used method for handling two-class problems. In Paper VII it was used to separate the
two most similar classes - green-attack and healthy. As a LR can also be built with only one explanatory
variable, LR was also used to analyze the separation power of each band of the WV2 images. Finally, LR
results using all bands were used to verify the RF results for the two-class separation problem.
4.1.4

Classification of tree species and forest disturbances

In the individual tree crown approaches (Papers I, II, VII), the tree crowns were delineated manually by
selecting the well-illuminated pixels. For each tree crown identified in this way, all pixel values were
extracted and averaged for each spectral band. These values were then used to perform a supervised
classification.
For the stand-level tree species classification and for windthrow detection, automated segmentation
approaches were applied using standard software solutions such as eCognition (Paper V and VI) or the
freeware solution Mean Shift from Orfeo Toolbox (Paper III, IV and VIII). For each segment, all pixel
values were extracted and several statistics such as percentiles and mean values were calculated and used in
the classification. For the WV2 and RE scenes, a Wavelet transformation was applied to some bands to
create texture layers for use in addition to the spectral bands(Immitzer et al., 2014; Toscani et al., 2013).
The calculated statistics were used to build the classification models. Depending on the number of input
layers, the feature selection procedure was applied.
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4.2

Regression Approaches

Decision tree-based methods were also used to model continuous values. The methods used were chosen
as they provide advantages over other methods, and are still robust and accurate. After a general
introduction, the various implementations are described below.
4.2.1

Random Forest (RF) Regression

To estimate fractional cover of tree species and growing stock, the RF regression (Breiman, 2001) was
used. Similar to classification, a RF regression model is based on an ensemble of uncorrelated decision
trees. For each decision tree and at each decision node, a new bootstrap sample is generated from the
original data; the algorithm then randomly selects a subset of the predictors as candidates for splitting. To
obtain the final regression model, the results of the individual trees are averaged. The main advantages of
RF regression are (Breiman, 2002, 2001; Hastie et al., 2009):
•

variable distributions need not be normally distributed, or even unimodal ,

•

high-dimensional and highly correlated data sets can be processed efficiently,

•

over-fitting of the models is unlikely,

•

performance measures can be computed using the out-of-bag (OOB) data,

•

information on the importance of each input variable for the model is provided.

The number of regression trees for the forest (ntree) was fixed to values between 500 and 1000. For the
number of variables randomly selected from the total set of predictor variables P at each node (mtry), the
default setting of the regression mode (mtry = P/3) was used.
4.2.2

Fractional cover of tree species

The fractional cover of spruce and pine in 1 ha cells were modeled using RF regression. Individual models
were trained separately for each of the target classes using spatially and thematically aggregated WV2
classification results covering only a small part of the entire region of interest. The explanatory variables
were obtained from NDVI time series (amplitude, cumulative values of the vegetation period) and LS
spectral data covering the entire region of interest. First, a model was built using all available LS metrics.
Based on the feature importance information obtained from the RF model, the 100 most important
explanatory variables were chosen to build a new model. The models for the tree classes were
subsequently applied to the entire study area. Afterwards, the resulting three maps were combined and, if
necessary, rescaled so that the classes sum up to 100 for each 1 ha cell. Non-forest areas were
automatically labeled based on a forest mask.
4.2.3

Growing stock estimation

Data from NFI plots are based on angle-count sampling field measurements, thus they cannot be directly
associated with any particular geographic coordinate, but rather with the total area of forest represented by
that particular sample point. This makes applying them as training data challenging as they cannot easily
be associated with a particular pixel or group of pixels. To cope with this problem, a new method was
developed that combines multiple circles with different radii centered over the NFI plot. The pixel values
of the multispectral WV2 image and the image-based CHM within each circle were extracted, and several
statistical metrics were calculated which were then used as predictor variables in subsequent RF modeling.
For the estimation of growing stock, different sets of models were tested such as using only spectral
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variables or only height variables or combining the two variable sets. In addition, models using values
obtained within single circles and models which combine data from multiple circles were generated.
For the wall-to-wall mapping, a Moving Window (MW) procedure was developed to estimates the
growing stock for each (central) pixel. Similar to the classification procedure, a backward feature selection
algorithm based on the RF importance value ‘Increase of Mean squared Error’ (%IncMSE) was applied.
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5 Results
5.1

Tree species mapping – Individual Tree Crown (ITC)

It was possible to distinguish between ten tree species with reasonable class-specific accuracies using an
ITC approach for the test site Lackenbach (Papers I and II). The spectral signatures of each of the ten tree
species in Figure 4 show the expected differences between the coniferous and broadleaf trees in the three
bands Red Edge, Near Infrared 1 and Near Infrared 2. One can also observe large differences in the
average reflectance values in the visible part of the spectrum, mainly in the Green and Yellow bands.

Figure 4: Mean spectral signatures for ten tree species at the tree crown level at the test site Lackenbach derived from the reflectance
values in eight WorldView-2 bands: (a) full spectrum, and (b) wavelength range of visible light (detail of the full spectrum).

Based on these reflectance values, separation of the tree species using two different classification
approaches (LDA and RF) was possible. The best class-specific accuracies were achieved for European
beech, silver birch, Scots pine and Lawson’s cypress, and the lowest for European larch and European
hornbeam. The values for Producer’s Accuracy (PA) ranged from 33 to 94%, and User’s Accuracy (UA)
ranged from 57 to 92% (Table 2).

Classified as

Table 2: Confusion matrix for the individual tree crown classification model: 10 tree species, all eight bands of WorldView-2 and RF of the
test site Lackenbach (UA: User’s Accuracy, PA: Producer’s Accuracy, OA: Overall Accuracy).
Reference data
Dougl. Cypress
Beech

Spruce

Pine

Larix

Oak

Hornb.

Birch

Alder

Σ

UA

Spruce

181

8

18

17

1

0

0

0

0

0

225

0.804

Pine

11

211

18

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

248

0.851

Larix

10

14

81

8

1

0

0

0

0

1

115

0.704

Douglas fir

24

2

4

144

0

0

0

0

0

1

175

0.823

Cypress

0

0

0

0

35

0

0

0

1

2

38

0.921

Beech

0

0

0

0

0

233

1

28

3

3

268

0.869

Oak

0

0

1

0

0

2

135

15

0

5

158

0.854

Hornbeam

0

0

0

0

0

11

9

27

0

0

47

0.574

Birch

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

6

78

2

88

0.886

Alder

0

0

0

1

4

0

7

5

4

82

103

0.796

Σ

226

235

122

178

42

247

152

81

86

96

1465

PA

0.801

0.898

0.664

0.809

0.833

0.943

0.888

0.333

0.907

0.854

OA

0.824

Kappa

0.799
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A summary of the overall results can be found in Table 3. The table shows the results for classifications
including all ten species, as well as those distinguishing between only the four main ten tree species, using
models based either on the four standard bands or on all eight bands for each of the two classifiers LDA
and RF. The difference between the results obtained from the different classifiers is small. The models
based on all eight spectral bands generally showed better performance than the models based on only the
four standard bands, particularly where ten classes were distinguished. As expected, the performance of all
models and input data sets decreased with an increasing number of classes (species classified).
Table 3: Individual tree crown classification results using 4 and 8 bands for the 4 main tree species (Spruce, Pine, Beech, Oak) and all 10
tree species, for the two classification algorithms (RF and LDA) test site Lackenbach.
Tree Species
number
4
10
1

WorldView-2 Bands1

RF

LDA

Overall acc.

Kappa

Overall acc.

Kappa

0.955

0.939

0.949

0.931

4 (B,G,R,NIR1)
8 (C,B,G,Y,R,RE,NIR1,NIR2)

0.959

0.945

0.944

0.925

4 (B,G,R,NIR1)

0.775

0.743

0.786

0.756

8 (C,B,G,Y,R,RE,NIR1,NIR2)

0.824

0.799

0.835

0.811

C: Coastal, B: Blue, G: Green, Y: Yellow, R: Red, RE: Red Edge, NIR1: Near Infrared 1, NIR2: Near Infrared 2.

The application of the final RF model for a test site is presented in Figure 5. This approach delivers
detailed information about the tree species distribution for specific stands. Detailed information for
individual stands can be also summed to derive specific conclusions for larger areas.

Figure 5: Tree species distribution map at the individual tree crown level for the Lackenbach test site.
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5.2

Tree species mapping – Tree groups / stand level

The classification at the tree group or stand level is described in several papers (III, IV, V, VI). These
results were obtained using various sensors. Paper III stands out, as it presents the first ever published
results using S2 data for tree (and crop) classification. In Paper IV, the same test site in southeast Bavaria
was used to compare the results for tree species classification obtained using data from three different
sensors - WV2, S2 and LS8. For the production of reference data for the regional modeling approach of
tree species (Papers V and VI) several WV2 scenes distributed over Bavaria were classified.
The confusion matrix in Table 4 summarizes the 10-fold cross-validation results for the object-based
classification of seven forest classes based on one of the first S2 data sets obtained for Central Europe.
This classification was based on pre-operational and not yet atmospherically corrected data. Two groups coniferous and broadleaf trees - were nearly perfectly separated. On the other hand, the species-specific
results show large differences. For spruce (the most important tree species in Central Europe), the PA
achieved was 85.7% and the UA 76.7%. In addition, larch, fir and beech reached acceptable accuracy
values (60%–70%). The highest misclassification rate was observed for pine. Table 5 presents the results
obtained using the reprocessed and atmospherically corrected scene and the same reference data.
Compared to the results of the pre-operational data, some improvements can be observed, as the
atmospheric correction improved class separability.
Maps showing the reliability of the final classification were obtained through analysis of classification
results for individual trees in the RF. The so-called classification margin compares the number of votes of
the majority class with the votes of the second most common class. The results of the applied RF model
and the classification margin values are presented in Figure 6.
As expected, the classification margin shows both species-specific differences and spatial variation. In
particular, we observe a positive correlation between species-specific classification accuracies and the
classification margin. Well classified species such as spruce generally also achieved higher values for the
classification margin.

Table 4: Confusion matrices for RF models based on data from reference polygons at the stand level using one of the first available preoperational and not yet atmospherically corrected Sentinel-2 data sets for Central Europe for the test sites Altötting and Ebersberg (other
BL: other broadleaf trees; UA: User’s Accuracy, PA: Producer’s Accuracy, OA: Overall Accuracy).

Sentinel-2
Spruce
Classified as

Pine

Reference data
Spruce
66

Pine
15

Larch
2

Fir
3

Beech
0

Oak
0

Other BL
0

Σ

UA

86

0.767

1

3

1

0

0

0

0

5

0.600

Larch

5

2

28

1

0

2

6

44

0.636

Fir

4

0

1

20

1

0

2

28

0.714

Beech

0

0

0

0

48

8

9

65

0.738

Oak

1

1

2

0

2

7

2

15

0.467

Other BL

0

0

4

2

15

15

38

74

0.514

PA

77

21

38

26

66

32

57

317

0.857

0.143

0.737

0.769

0.727

0.219

0.667

OA

0.662

Kappa

0.588
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Figure 6: Classification result (left) and classification margin (right) based on the object-based approach using atmospherically corrected
Sentinel-2 data for the test site Ebersberg (the S2 band 8 (NIR) was used for the background image).

To assess the usefulness of S2 for tree species classification, a comparison was made with classifications
generated using data from other sensors with higher and lower spatial resolutions and the same reference
data. Instead of the pre-operational S2 data (Paper III), reprocessed and atmospherically corrected data
were used. Compared to uncorrected data (Paper III), the spectral signatures based on the reprocessed S2
data (Paper IV, Figure 7) depict the possible enhancements which one can attribute to data processing
and data quality. This is also remarkable regarding the respective classification accuracies. Compared to
the results from the pre-operational data (Table 4), noticeable improvements in the accuracies can be
observed for all classes (Table 5).
Comparison of the spectral signatures for seven tree species classes in Figure 7 show a high degree of
conformity between results obtained from the three sensors WV2, S2 and LS8. Similar to the results from
the individual tree crown classification, differences between coniferous and broadleaved trees are
particularly high in the near infrared. The spectral signatures from the sensor with the highest spatial
resolution reveal greater differences between the tree species even in the visible spectral range. The results
at the stand level and the results from individual tree crowns tend to be comparable. However, the overlap
of the signatures is much higher at the stand level. This implies a lower degree of separability among tree
species using the stand-level approach. The two sensors with the lowest spatial resolution (S2 and LS8)
both have the advantage of offering a spectral band in the SWIR. This wavelength range can provide very
useful additional information that is extremely helpful for tree species and tree health classification.
The confusion matrices in Table 5 for all three sensors show a clear relationship between model
performance and spatial resolution (for nearly comparable spectral resolutions). The OOB results based
on the WV2 data set show the highest overall and class-specific accuracies. The classification models reach
overall accuracies between 50 and 75%, which is in the normal range for this type of analysis (number of
species, without non-forest classes, see Immitzer et al (2012) and Fassnacht et al. (2016)). The improved
performance of WV2 compared to S2 and LS8 can be partly attributed to differences in the amount of
reference data (smaller segments and, therefore, a higher number of reference segments than for S2 and
LS8). On the other hand, for the WV2 classification, two different scenes were combined. The
classification results for WV2 are well balanced, while those for S2 and LS8 show some class-specific
differences. Dominant tree species such as spruce and beech tend to achieve higher accuracies.
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WorldView-2

Sentinel-2

Landsat-8

Figure 7: Spectral signatures for seven tree species classes based on reference polygons digitized at the stand level and obtained from
satellite sensors with different spatial and spectral resolutions: WorldView-2, Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 (combined data for test sites
Altötting and Ebersberg).
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Table 5: Confusion matrices for RF models based on reference polygons digitized at the stand level using input data sets from different
sensors: WorldView-2, Sentinel-2 and Landsat 8 for a test sites Altötting and Ebersberg (other BL: other broadleaf trees; UA: User’s
Accuracy, PA: Producer’s Accuracy, OA: Overall Accuracy).

WorldView-2
Spruce

Pine

Larch

Fir

Beech

Oak

Other BL

Σ

UA

121

5

5

6

0

0

3

Pine

2

42

3

0

0

0

0

140

0.864

Larch

4

3

48

1

0

1

2

47

0.894

Fir

1

0

0

22

0

2

2

59

0.814

Beech

0

0

0

0

73

11

26

27

0.815

Oak

0

0

1

3

5

33

14

110

0.664

Other BL

0

0

0

1

15

12

33

56

0.589
0.541

Σ

128

50

57

33

93

59

80

61
500

PA

0.945

0.840

0.842

0.667

0.785

0.559

0.413

OA

0.744

Kappa

0.691

Spruce
Classified as

Reference data

Classified as

Sentinel-2

Reference data
Spruce

Pine

Larch

Fir

Beech

Oak

Other BL

Σ

UA

Spruce

70

14

3

3

0

0

0

90

0.778

Pine

2

5

0

0

0

0

0

7

0.714

Larch

1

1

28

1

0

3

4

38

0.737

Fir

2

0

3

19

2

0

2

28

0.679

Beech

0

0

0

2

48

10

8

68

0.706

Oak

1

1

2

0

1

9

6

20

0.450

Other BL

1

0

2

1

15

10

37

66

0.561

Σ

77

21

38

26

66

32

57

317

PA

0.909

0.238

0.737

0.731

0.727

0.281

0.649

OA

0.681

Kappa

0.611

Landsat-8
Spruce

Pine

Larch

Fir

Beech

Oak

Other BL

Σ

UA

50

13

5

9

3

4

5

89

0.562

Pine

6

4

0

1

0

0

0

11

0.364

Larch

6

3

22

4

2

2

3

42

0.524

Fir

3

0

1

4

1

0

2

11

0.364

Beech

6

1

2

4

41

12

12

78

0.526

Oak

3

0

2

1

5

6

6

23

0.261

Other BL

3

0

6

3

14

7

29

62

0.468

Σ

77

21

38

26

66

31

57

316

PA

0.649

0.190

0.579

0.154

0.621

0.194

0.509

Spruce
Classified as

Reference data

OA

0.494

Kappa

0.380

However, even the best results obtained using the WV2 data sets are not at the upper end of achievable
accuracies. The classification results for 47 individual WV2 scenes distributed over Bavaria are
summarized in Figure 8 and Table 6. For the overview, classes which were only present in some WV2
scenes were aggregated to a superior (more general) class (post-classification grouping). For example, the
classes European larch, Douglas fir and white fir were combined into the class other coniferous tree species.
The OOB overall accuracies (OA) for the 47 WV2 scenes ranged from 87.6 to 97.4%, with a median of
93.8%.
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Figure 8: Distribution of the producer’s, user’s and overall accuracies based on the OOB model results of the 47 classifications of
WorldView-2 scenes distributed across Bavaria. Classes which were only identified in a few of the scenes were aggregated to a superior
(more general) class. (Abbreviations: S/P mixed: mixed spruce and pine stands, Conif: other coniferous tree species, Broad: broadleaf tree
species, Veg: non-forest vegetation, Veg free: natural areas without vegetation).

The class-specific results showed high variation and mainly non-forest classes achieved the highest
accuracies. However, the classification was mainly focused on the classes spruce and pine. The PA of spruce
ranged between 76.1 to 98.4% (median of 88.0%), and the PA for pine ranged between 30.4 and 100%
(median of 85.9%). The UA achieved values between 70.6 and 95.9% (median of 88.2%) for spruce and
between 58.3 and 100% (median of 84.7%) for pine. The range of values for the other forest classes is
similar. We found a strong influence of acquisition date and acquisition parameters on the usability of the
WV2 data for tree species separation. Data from summer (June to August) and acquisitions with nearnadir view angles showed the highest usability and achieved the highest accuracies. For good class-specific
performance, an adequate number of high-quality reference data is necessary.
Table 6: Confusion matrix based on the summed OOB results obtained from 47 WorldView-2 scenes distributed over Bavaria. Classes
which were used only for some scenes were aggregated to the superior class. (Abbreviations: S/P mix: mixed spruce and pine stands,
Conif: other coniferous tree species, Broad: broadleaf tree species, Veg: non-forest vegetation, Veg free: natural areas without vegetation).
Reference data
Spruce S/P mix
Spruce

Pine

Conif

Broad

Veg

Water Veg free Sealed Shadow Clouds

Σ

UA

4,319

141

117

333

46

11

1

1

-

21

-

4,990

0.866

S/P mixed

108

501

98

11

-

4

1

-

-

2

-

725

0.691

Pine

105

128

1,699

94

18

7

1

2

-

10

-

2,064

0.823

Conif

238

9

98

2,237

68

7

1

2

-

18

1

2,679

0.835

Broad

51

-

38

100

5,574

50

1

1

-

17

2

5,834

0.955

Veg

15

-

15

28

70

7,860

3

22

60

1

10

8,084

0.972

Water

-

-

-

-

-

-

3,103

2

27

31

1

3,164

0.981

Veg free

-

-

1

1

-

21

2

2,201

66

-

18

2,310

0.953

Sealed

-

-

-

-

1

68

53

119

8,087

11

2

8,341

0.970

Shadow

34

4

13

17

28

3

24

-

6

2,285

-

2,414

0.947
0.985

Clouds

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

19

5

-

1,660

1,685

Σ

4,870

783

2,080

2,821

5,805

8,031

3,190

2,369

8,251

2,396

1,694

42,290

PA

0.887

0.640

0.817

0.793

0.960

0.979

0.973

0.929

0.980

0.954

0.980
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OA

0.935

Kappa

0.925

For the confusion matrix shown in Table 6, the OOB results of the 47 individual WV2 scenes were again
combined. The class mixed spruce and pine shows the lowest class-specific accuracy, as this class was mainly
confused with the (pure) spruce and pine classes. Next to the mixed class, the two other forest classes
coniferous tree species and broadleaf tree species show the highest confusion with the two most important forest
classes spruce and pine. The classification of the 47 WV2 scenes covered an area of approximately
15 000 km². Examples of the maps produced from this classification can be found in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Examples of classification results using WorldView-2 scenes distributed across Bavaria (the red rectangle in the map of Bavaria
indicates the position of the respective test site in Bavaria).
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5.3

Tree species mapping – Regional level

RF ‘up-scaling’ regression models were developed to model fractional cover of spruce and pine at a 1 ha
resolution across Bavaria. These models were trained using the high resolution maps of spruce, pine and
other species for sites distributed across Bavaria previously derived from 47 WV2 classification results
(section 5.2). Explanatory variables were derived from LS spectral and LS time series data (based on
NDVI).
Results were published in two papers (Papers V and VI). First, original LS5 and LS8 scenes were used
(Paper V). The approach was determined to be sub-optimal for two reasons: (i) the limited availability of
cloud-free scenes, and (ii) the necessity of modeling each LS path separately, requiring subsequent
mosaicking of the results. Therefore, synthetic (gap-filled and smoothed) LS data were also tested (Paper
VI). This task was accomplished using a filtering and gap-filling method developed by Vuolo et al. (2017).
Here we report only the results obtained from the synthetic data.
After feature selection, the RF regression models explained 79.8% of the variance for spruce, 77.0% for pine
and 87.9% for the class others (OOB results). The most important variables came from both data types: the
reflectance data and the time-series layers. The results of the applied RF regression models are presented
in Figure 10. The maps show the fractional cover of spruce and pine from both the WV2 classification and
from the large-scale upscaling, both at a spatial resolution of 1 ha.

Figure 10: Fractional cover of spruce and pine: aggregated WorldView-2 classification (top) and result of ‘up-scaling’ using Landsat data
(bottom).
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Figure 11: Results of the independent validation for the two-step ‘up-scaling’ approach based on the synthetic Landsat data set using all
47 WV2 classification results for model training. For improved visualization, some noise was added to the validation data using the jitter
function (visual interpretation was done in 5% steps).

Independent validation results are shown in Figure 11, where EO-derived fractional covers are compared
to visual interpretations of a large number of orthophotos. The R² values for spruce and pine are 0.72 and
0.75, respectively. The RMSE varied between 12.1% (pine) and 14.2% (spruce). With an R² of 0.82, the
highest correlation with the validation estimation was found for the class others. This class combines all
forest species other than pine and spruce (validation was applied only in forested areas). For all three
classes, the bias was close to zero. The achieved accuracies are nearly identical to those obtained using the
strip-by-strip modeling based on the original data, where the R² values for spruce, pine and others were 0.74,
0.79 and 0.83, respectively (Paper V).
To test the influence of the number of input features on the results of the upscaling model, the number of
WV2 scenes was reduced one-by-one. As expected, with a decreasing number of scenes, the R² decreased
and the RMSE increased (Figure 12). However, reducing the number of scenes from 47 to around 15
WV2 scenes influenced the model results only slightly. Only after this point did further reduction of the
number of WV2 scenes used lead to a significant decrease in model performance.
A relatively close relationship is seen between the modeling error (i.e. RMSE) and the average distance of
(empty) cells to the location of the nearest WV2 scene (bottom of graphs). This demonstrates the strong
impact of (spatially) well distributed and dense training samples (here coverage with very high resolution
data), on modeling accuracy.

Figure 12: Validation results for RF-models based on different numbers of WorldView-2 scenes used to derive fractional cover of three
classes spruce, pine and others: (left) R² values, (center) RMSE values, and (right) Bias values. At the bottom of each graph, the average
minimum distance (MinDist) of (empty) 1 ha cells to the nearest very high resolution image is shown.
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5.4

Forest disturbance mapping

For a test site in Styria, the potential of WV2 for detecting bark beetle infestations was investigated (Paper
VII). Based on reference data for three bark beetle infestation stages (healthy, green-attack and dead), spectral
signatures in the eight WV2 bands were extracted (Figure 13). We observe significantly higher reflectance
values of the class dead in the visible wavelength range and lower in the near infrared compared to the two
other classes. Between the classes green-attack and healthy, spectral differences are very small. Here, the
bands Yellow and Red show the largest distinctions. On average, however, the mean value of the class
green-attack tends to fall between the average signatures of the two other classes.

Figure 13: Reflectance values of the three infestation classes healthy, green-attack and dead based on WorldView-2 image acquired on
10th July 2010 for the test site Trieben: (right) boxplots and (left) spectral signatures based on the median values.

Using a RF-classifier, the three classes were distinguishable with an overall accuracy of 76% (Table 7).
Due to large differences in the reflectance values across the spectral range, the dead class reached nearly
perfect class-specific accuracies. Between the two other classes, a higher amount of misclassification can
be observed. However, these classes still achieved UA and PA values of around 70%. Classification
models based only on the four conventional bands showed poorer performance than models based on all
eight bands. Compared to analysis using the full spectral resolution, overall accuracies were around 5
percentage points lower.
Table 7: Confusion matrix for the three classes healthy, green-attack and dead using all eight bands of the WorldView-2 images from July,
and the Random Forest classifier for the test site Trieben (UA: User’s Accuracy, PA: Producer’s Accuracy, OA: Overall Accuracy).

Classified
as

Reference data
Healthy
Green-attack
Dead
Σ
PA

Healthy
185
71
0

Green-attack
67

Dead
0

Σ

UA

252

0.734

178

0

249

0.715
1.000

0

79

79

256

245

79

580

0.723

0.727

1.000
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OA

0.762

Kappa

0.600

The potential of VHR RapidEye (RE) data for the detection of windthrows was analyzed in Paper VIII. A
two-step change detection approach was developed and tested for two test sites in southern Bavaria. In
the first step, large windthrow areas (>0.5 ha) were detected using an object-based RF classification with
spectral and textural inputs (plus vegetation indices). For the identification of smaller groups of fallen
trees, a pixel-based approach was applied in a second step.
In the test site Munich, the object-based classification correctly detected 295 of 316 validation areas
(93%). In addition to the 21 damaged areas that were not detected, 24 areas without disturbances were
detected incorrectly (false positive). Slightly better results were achieved for the test site Landsberg with a
sensitivity of 96% (Table 8).
Table 8: Contingency table of binary windthrow classifier for the test sites Munich South and Landsberg.

Classified
as

Reference Munich South

Reference Landsberg

windthrow

no windthrow

windthrow

no windthrow

windthrow detected

295 (tp)

24 (fp)

88 (tp)

1 (fp)

windthrow not detected

21 (fn)

not applicable

4 (fn)

not applicable

The pixel-based results also compared well against orthophotos acquired after the storm (Figure 14).
Even small windthrow areas could be detected with our approach. Such areas usually have a high risk of
being overlooked, which can have negative consequences for pest models etc.

Figure 14: Example of detected windthrow areas using the pixel-based approach: (left) orthophoto in false color composite acquired after
the storm and (right) classification result (windthrow areas appear in blue) based on RapidEye data for the Munich South test site.
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5.5

Growing stock mapping

Several approaches for modeling growing stock based on WV2 stereo data were tested (Paper IX). We
evaluated different circle sizes as well as combining multi-circle models using different input data: (i)
spectral variables only, (ii) height variables only, and (iii) a combination of spectral and height variables.
For model development, 92 NFI data points were used.
Figure 15 summarizes the OOB results for the best single circle and the multi-circle approaches.
Improvement in results due to the use of both spectral and height variables and due to the combination of
data from several circles, are both clearly evident. The positive effect of the combined use of spectral and
height metrics was observed for all individual circle sizes, and was particularly strong in the multi-circle
model. When the explanatory variables were extracted from multiple circles, the accuracy increased
considerably compared to all other models. The R² values increased from 0.2 (for the best single circle
approach using only spectral variables) to 0.6 (for the multi-circle method using a combination of height
and spectral variables).
Two approaches for producing maps were also tested. In addition to the commonly used hexagon
method, a MW approach was developed. In this way, both the form and size of the window were the
same during training and map production. Figure 16 illustrates the differences in the resulting maps using
the two approaches. Clearly, the MW approaches (b, c) better preserve the forest structure in comparison
to the hexagon map (HEX single ).

Figure 15: Scatterplots of predicted vs. observed growing stock using the explanatory variables based on spectral information (a, d),
height information (b, e), and the combination of both (c, f). The subfigures in the first row (a, b, c) show the results for the single-circle
models with radius 15 m, while the bottom-row subfigures (d, e, f) show the results for the multi-circle models.
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Figure 16: Illustration of the results from three different approaches used for wall-to-wall mapping of national forest inventory groundmeasured growing stocks: (a) hexagon-based wall-to-wall mapping (HEX single ), (b) Moving window wall-to-wall mapping using single-bestcircle (MW single ), (c) Moving window wall-to-wall mapping using multiple circles (MW multi ).

To further strengthen the findings based on the OOB results, a validation with independent MFI data was
done. For this purpose, the pixel results were aggregated to the inventory circles and to stands based on an
existing stand map (Figure 17). For stands containing at least five MFI points, the mean growing stock
was calculated based on the MFI data and compared to the results from the wall-to-wall map. The results
demonstrate that the MW approach outperforms hexagon-based mapping.
The stand-wise aggregated growing stock estimates for the forest within the state owned land (MW multi
approach) are shown in Figure 17. The map reflects the high variability of developmental stages of the
forest stands within the study area. Modeled stand-wise growing stocks range from 50 to more than
450 m3ha-1.

Figure 17: Map of the growing stock estimates aggregated to the stand level for the state-owned land based on the original 1 m² maps
obtained from the MW multi approach.
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6 Discussion
6.1

Mapping of tree species distribution using multispectral satellite data

The potential for tree species classification of VHR remotely sensed data with a high number of spectral
bands, such as WV2, was demonstrated for several applications. For classification of ITC in older stands,
a spatial resolution of 2 m, or 0.5 m was found to be sufficient when using pansharpened data. The overall
classification accuracy of around 82% achieved for ten tree species is in line with, or even higher than the
accuracies reported in other studies using WV2 data. Waser et al. (2014) achieved 83% for seven tree
species, and Fassnacht et al. (2017) obtained 80% for ten species. In general terms, analyzing a smaller
number of tree species often results in higher overall accuracies. For example, we were able to separate the
four main tree species with an overall accuracy of about 95%. Fassnacht et al. (2017) achieved an accuracy
level of 86% for five tree species, Cho et al. (2015) reached accuracy of 89% for three species, and
Peerbhay et al. (2014) achieved 85% overall accuracy for six tree species.
As expected, large species-specific differences could be observed, as some tree species are less separable
than others. One example is hornbeam, which generally shows lower accuracies than other species in
Central Europe, as also observed by Fassnacht et al. (2017). However, not only the differences in the
spectral signatures influence the classification accuracy. We often found that class-specific accuracies (UA
and PA) were positively correlated with sample size. Hence, to harness the high potential of VHR data
with high spectral resolution for tree species classification, having an adequate number of reference
samples of high quality is imperative. In addition, for large-scale applications of the ITC approach,
automatic segmentation would be necessary.
Therefore auxiliary 3-D information such as Canopy height models (CHM) derived from LiDAR or image
matching can be helpful (Dalponte et al., 2008; Hirschmugl et al., 2007; Holmgren et al., 2008; Puttonen et
al., 2010). Also crown delineation approaches based on only spectral information using different
segmentation algorithms can be a solution (Erikson, 2003; Leckie et al., 2005; Niccolai et al., 2010). A
detailed overview of the different methods can be found for example in Culvenor (2003), Ke &
Quackenbush (2011) and Zhen et al. (2016). We recommend that this topic is followed up with further
research. However, initial tests with various software solutions yielded already promising results for
accomplishing this task.
Our findings confirm that the level of detail (individual tree crowns or collectives of trees) and the
number of classes have an impact on the classification results. For larger scale application at the stand
level (or homogenous tree groups) where non-forest classes were also included, we achieved significantly
higher accuracies. Depending on the number of classes (~10), the overall accuracies ranged between 88
and 97%. Note that these values are (positively) biased by classes with particularly distinctive reflection
characteristics (hence easy to separate), such as water or paved surfaces.
We also found a strong influence of the acquisition date and acquisition parameters on the usability of the
WV2 data for tree species separation. Data from the summer (June to August), and acquisitions near
nadir, achieved the highest accuracy values.
The drawbacks of using WV2 data for tree species classification are the relatively high price and limited
spatial coverage of these data. Therefore, the use of data from sensors covering larger areas and having
high repetition rates is warranted. Interesting data are provided by the Sentinel-2 satellite mission (the first
of two satellites was launched in 2015, and the second in 2017) and the long-term LS mission. In our
studies, data from both of these sensors achieved relatively low accuracies when only mono-temporal data
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were available. This clearly demonstrates the high impact of spatial resolution on the classification
performance of remotely sensed data in heterogeneous forests. The 10-20 m spatial resolution of S2 are
often not sufficient for detailed analyses in structurally diverse forests (Stratoulias et al., 2015; Wulder et
al., 2004). At the same time, extraction of reference data is also challenging. One solution could be the
combination of S2 data with data sets with higher spatial resolution such as orthophotos. Instead of the
spectral information, which for larger areas is normally very heterogeneous due to the combination of
different flight campaigns, texture metrics based on vegetation indices (e.g., NDVI) can be used. Another
option for improving the classification performance is the use of multi-temporal data sets, (Elatawneh et
al., 2013; Li et al., 2015; Tigges et al., 2013). In this respect, our research with multi temporal S2 data
achieved promising results (results not published yet). As data from S2B becomes more readily available,
multi-temporal data will be more easily obtained in the near future (global revisit time of five days of S2A
and S2B). Additional progress can be expected when S2 is combined with LS8 data which has comparable
spectral properties (Vuolo et al., 2016; Wulder et al., 2015), and through the use of new methods (Vuolo et
al., 2017) for the generation of cloud-free composites of high acquisition frequency, for instance by
combining bimonthly data sets.
Our two-step method for fractional cover mapping of tree species achieved very promising results, with
75% (spruce) to 84% (pine) of the validation samples being modeled within the assumed uncertainty of
±15% of the reference sample interpretation. Compared to a conceptually and computationally simpler
pixel-based classification, the two-step method realized considerably better accuracies while using the
same basic reference data. Compared to a similar study mapping soft- and hardwoods by Metzler and
Sader (2005), our approach led to significantly higher accuracies. The comparative advantage of the twostep approach most likely results from the implicit enlargement of the reference data, by first using it to
classify VHR data. As a result, a larger amount of reference data can be leveraged during model
calibration, thus better capturing the peculiarities of the mapped tree species in terms of their spectral and
temporal signatures. These data were used in the second step for the estimation of the fractional cover at
1 ha target resolution.
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6.2

Mapping of forest disturbances using multispectral satellite data

The capacity of EO data to map disturbances such as bark beetle infestation and windthrows was clearly
demonstrated through the analysis presented here. The eight bands of WV2 data, captured at high spatial
resolution, allow ITC analysis. As expected, identification and mapping of already dead and discolored
trees using these data was relatively straightforward. This is positive, as efforts to increase biodiversity
include keeping dead trees in the forest. Hence, the detection of dead trees can be helpful when managing
biodiversity.
More challenging is the detection of differences in spectral behavior between healthy and green-attack
trees (i.e., trees that are already infected with bark beetle, but still green). The spectral signatures of these
two classes overlap significantly, even when hyperspectral data is considered (Heath, 2001; Lausch et al.,
2013). Therefore, in our study, the accuracy for the separation of these two classes did not exceed 70%.
These results underline the fact that EO data have a potential for health status mapping, but the topic is
still challenging.
To investigate this potential further, we conducted an experiment in which spruce trees were artificially
stressed by removal of 20 cm strips of bark (ring-barking) around the entire circumference of the tree
trunk (to simulate damage from bark beetle infestation.) Multi-temporal hyperspectral datasets were then
analyzed to determine when this stress became detectable through spectral changes. Changes were most
noticeable one year after the manual stressing and a few weeks earlier than was possible using more
traditional terrestrial field work observation methods (results not published yet). The detection of subtle
changes in the spectral signatures of coniferous trees is challenging, because even healthy trees show high
levels of intra-class variability. This variability, combined with differences in light conditions between
acquisitions, can cause changes to be overlooked. The mapping of different levels of damage is less
difficult for broadleaf trees (Waser et al., 2014). The reason for this is most likely a stronger effect of stress
reactions on leaf optical properties (and leaf amount) than commonly occurs in conifers. In any case, for
successful detection of tree health status, data with both high spectral and high spatial resolutions are
prerequisites (Lausch et al., 2016).
We used RE data sets acquired before and after windthrows to detect affected areas. The use of an objectbased approach made it possible to detect windthrow areas lager than 0.5 ha with very high accuracies
(over 90%). In the RF classification, several vegetation indices positively contributed to successful change
detection. Indices using the Blue and the Red Edge bands were particularly helpful. With respect to the
detection of smaller windthrow areas, our pixel-based approach also achieved very promising results. This
is very important for forest protection issues. Small windthrows are often overlooked, and therefore,
become a source for subsequent biotic pests such as bark beetle.
Rapid access to information about the size and the location of affected areas is necessary for effective
forest management. Therefore, regular acquisition of data sets is needed. Due to the costs of commercial
satellites, regular acquisitions are only possible using data sets that are provided at no cost, such as LS8
and S2. The spatial resolution of LS8 is most likely insufficient for detecting (important) small areas of
change. In contrast, the higher temporal resolution of S2 (new images are currently available every 5 days),
together with the relatively high spatial and spectral resolution provided by the 10 m bands and including
bands in the Red-Edge and SWIR, indicates the high potential of S2 for forest monitoring applications,
even in the very heterogeneous landscape of Central Europe. Some authorities are already planning to
develop monitoring systems based on change detection methods using S2 data. The next step after the
detection of changes is the identification of the agent causing the disturbance. This could be done
manually by photo interpreters, e.g. for big windthrow events. However, for long-term monitoring,
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automatic interpretation based on the data would be helpful. Initial studies have used temporal and spatial
patterns to distinguish among various causes of disturbance (Senf et al., 2015).
For small areas, the very flexible unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) could be an alternative. Initial research
using multi-copters to detect trees infested by bark beetles has shown promising results (results not
published yet). UAV-based systems could be a helpful supplementary data source for use in areas with
high risk or for locating affected areas in already identified hot-spots.
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6.3

Mapping of growing stock based on stereo satellite imagery

The potential of WV2 stereo data, calibrated using NFI field plot data, to generate maps of the growing
stock was also demonstrated here. The combined use of spectral and height information from WV2
achieved an RMSE of 29.5%, and thereby, outperformed models using either pure spectral (RMSE rel
37.1%), or only height data (RMSE rel 31.7%). The added value of the spectral information for biomass or
growing stock estimations demonstrated here is in line with results from other studies (Kattenborn et al.,
2015; Maltamo et al., 2009)
For the RF modeling, spectral and height data were extracted from multiple circles with different radii.
For the generation of spatially detailed and accurate maps displaying the estimated distribution of growing
stock within the forest, a moving window approach was developed. A comparison with traditional
approaches based on hexagonal tessellation underlined the great potential of the moving window method
developed here as an area-based mapping approach. By overcoming the fixed-area reference prerequisite
of traditional approaches, we can now leverage the advantages of angle-count field inventory plots, which
are widely used in German and Austrian NFIs, without the need to make efforts to approximate a specific
circle.
In a study conducted in the northern subarea of the our study area in Bavaria, Stepper et al. (2015) used
aerial imagery and a large amount of management forest inventory data to create RF models with which
they achieved a minimum RMSE rel of 30.9% at plot level. This demonstrates the very promising potential
of our method, as our study used satellite image data with a lower spatial resolution, and a considerably
smaller amount of ground-truth data derived from a more problematic inventory design.
Knowledge of the amount of growing stock per management unit (stand), as well as cumulative values for
entire forest districts are of prime importance for forest management professionals. Validation at the
stand level resulted in reduced RMSE values, which is in line with results from other studies (Gobakken et
al., 2015; Rahlf et al., 2014; Stepper et al., 2015). A comparison with the results reported by Stepper et al.
(2015) shows similar RMSE values of around 14% for both studies. At the district level, our wall-to-wall
method based on moving multiple circles predicted a mean growing stock value of 380 m³ha-1. The
aggregation of data from 3937 MFI plots (not used for the modeling) resulted in an average growing stock
value of 370 m³ha-1. This independent validation highlights again the high potential of the method we
have developed.
Despite the demonstrated potential of both WV2 data and the method developed, a large-scale (countrywide) application is likely not feasible due to the high data costs. Aerial images are very useful for the
production of accurate photogrammetric point clouds. The main drawback of this data is the high
variability of the spectral information that results from the need to combine data obtained during different
flight campaigns with different light conditions and vegetation status. Therefore, a combination of the
point clouds based on aerial images (DSM), with spectral data from freely available satellites such as S2
could be a solution. Such an approach seems realistic, as several authorities in Austria and Germany are
planning country-wide aerial image campaigns and release of image matching results.
Based on the promising results of Stepper et al (2017) who transferred models based on MFI data to
surrounding forests (where ground-truth information is usually not available), we recommend analyses
that combine MFI and NFI data.
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6.4

Satellite data for forest applications

Our studies demonstrate the very high potential of WV2 for several forest applications. With its high
spectral and spatial resolution and stereo capability, the sensor is well suited to overcoming problems
typically faced when using data from other sensors. Nevertheless, despite the promising results, the forest
community is still skeptical about the usefulness of such VHR satellite data (see expert survey in Paper X).
This is possibly due to the fact that the number of studies using VHR data is still comparably low (for
instance, in comparison to studies based on LiDAR or aerial images), and thus, the community is less
familiar with these data.
Wider uptake would also require the willingness to pay for the high data quality. Although these data are
probably not appropriate for regional or country-wide analyses, the size of the scenes is usually large
enough to map a complete forest district or the total area managed by a particular forest enterprise. Clear
advantages of VHR satellites are the consistent data quality, the provision of high quality multi-spectral
data, and the height information made available from the acquisition of stereo images. The high spatial
resolution enables detection and analysis of individual tree crowns, particularly in mature stands. However,
a fully automatic crown segmentation procedure is still missing. The viewing angle should be defined
carefully, especially in areas with significant relief, as images with large deviations from the nadir are less
suitable for classification. Successful change detection (in particular at the individual tree level) is
particularly difficult, if pre- and post-event images are acquired with vastly different viewing angles.
The studies presented here have underlined the high potential of the eight spectral bands of WV2 for tree
species classification, as well as for monitoring the vitality status of tree species. These findings are in line
with results from other studies (Fassnacht et al., 2017, 2016; Waser et al., 2014). With the recently
launched WV-3 satellite, data with even higher spatial and spectral resolution are becoming available. The
resolution of 30 cm (panchromatic band) will certainly facilitate more effective tree crown delineation, and
the additional SWIR bands have the potential to improve the separation of tree species and to more
accurately assess the vitality status of vegetation. Thus far, studies analyzing these data are missing. One
possible reason could be the additional costs of the eight SWIR bands (around 30€ per km² for the 8
VNIR bands and additional 30€ per km² for the SWIR bands).
RE data, with its lower spectral and spatial resolution than WV2 data, has less potential for forest
applications. The spatial resolution of 5 m is not sufficient for object-based analyses at the ITC level.
However, some analyses at the pixel level have obtained sufficient results when multi-temporal data were
used (Elatawneh et al., 2013). Due to the constellation of five satellites, RE offers very short revisit
intervals. This has proved very helpful for change detection analysis (Elatawneh et al., 2014; Krofcheck et
al., 2014). In this respect, the consistent acquisition parameters of RE (i.e. use of the same view angles) is
also advantageous. The detection of windthrows worked well, and even small areas could be detected.
However, for large-scale monitoring systems (e.g., state and country-wide), the costs and the relatively
small swath width are limiting.
With the launch of S2A and S2B, RE now has a very strong competitor with only slightly lower spatial
resolution but much better spectral resolution. S2 operates with a large swath width (290 km) and collects
multi-spectral data with 10 to 20 m spatial resolution (plus additional bands at 60 m intended for
atmospheric correction). The entire globe is covered every five days (S2A and S2B together), and the data
are free.
Unfortunately, the 10-20m resolution of S2 is not sufficient for ITC analysis. Good results were
nevertheless achieved using traditional (pixel-based) classifications. Our mono-temporal tree species
classification at the stand level achieved better results than those obtained using LS8, but slightly lower
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accuracies than those reached using WV2. Our current research shows that tree species classification can
be improved significantly through the use of multi-temporal data sets (results not published yet) or when
S2 data is combined with supplemental datasets such as texture metrics derived from orthophotos (results
not published yet). The high temporal resolution of S2 also enables the development of continuous
monitoring systems for the timely detection of forest changes such as windthrows. S2 data also enable the
detection of areas where pests such as bark beetles have reduced forest vitality. Such ‘hot-spot areas’ can
subsequently be further investigated using UAVs or other means of obtaining very high resolution data.
As demonstrated by Vuolo et al. (2016), the spectral signatures of LS8 and S2 are very compatible. This
permits both a combined analysis of LS8 and S2 data and the analysis of denser time steps. Additionally,
methods which have been successfully developed for use with LS data, are likely also applicable to S2 data.
The higher spatial and temporal resolution of S2 has the potential to improve the product quality
achievable with studies using LS data. Nevertheless, due to the high quality and the freely available archive
of data, LS8 will still play a major role in many forest applications in the future. The need for large-scale or
even global information will increase in the coming years. Therefore, appropriate monitoring systems are
to be developed. The enormous LS data archive, and the potential for the combined use of LS and S2,
ensure availability of data for many forest applications. The analysis of multi-temporal data sets up to time
series analysis will be used for many monitoring issues. In addition to previously mentioned examples
such as windthrows, pests and fire, it is also possible that even subtler changes such as shifts in phenology
and growth patterns (e.g., the start/end of the growth season) can be detected using multi-temporal
datasets.
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6.5

Random Forest classification and regression for forest applications

The use of RF to help answer a wide variety of questions related to classification and regression problems,
the ongoing optimization of existing procedures and the continuous development of new ones, underline
the great potential of RF for EO data analysis. Some (limited) comparisons with well-established and
widely used classifiers such as LDA show that RF can produce similar results. RF has several advantages
over many long-established classifiers, in particular parametric ones. Although some published studies
have shown slightly better accuracies using Support Vector Machine (SVM) than RF, our studies still
confirm several already well-known advantages of using RF:
•

It is very simple to use and produces rapid results.

•

It is capable of handling many different types of input data.

•

It can handle large amounts of input data.

•

It does not make any assumptions about how input data are statistically distributed.

•

It normally does not tend to overfit.

•

It performs integrated bootstrapping and produces OOB results.

•

It provides reliable measures of variable importance which can be used for feature selection.

•

Reliability measures can be produced in the application phase.

RF has great potential for getting a rapid initial idea about the suitability of the particular classification or
regression model. Models based on all available input data usually deliver good results. The possibility of
using a large amount of input data, including data of different types, is very helpful for object-based
classifications where a large number of object metrics are often calculated. The situation is similar for
applications such as growing stock estimation based on multiple circles in which, as was the case in our
study, a high-dimensional input data set is used.
Although RF is capable of handling high-dimensional and even highly correlated data sets, elimination of
non-relevant or redundant features can further improve model performance (Hastie et al., 2009). For both
applications (e.g., classification and regression), the feature selection procedure developed was very useful.
The best and most reliable results were produced through a recursive feature elimination procedure
(Guyon et al., 2002), involving step-by-step elimination of the least important features. The ‘Mean
Decrease in Accuracy’ (MDA) value was preferred for the classification procedure, while the ‘Increase of
Mean squared Error’ (%IncMSE) was more useful for the regression.
Importantly, when using relatively small training data sets, the OOB results of model-internal
bootstrapping usually yield very useful and stable information about model performance. However, as in
other modeling approaches, a representative sample of reference data is necessary to prevent the OOB
result from being too optimistic. If the model is defined in a reasonable manner, the OOB result is
comparable with an independent validation.
The main disadvantage of RF regression models is that the averaging of the single trees tends to
overestimate small values and underestimate high values (Baccini et al., 2004; Horning, 2010; Vanselow
and Samimi, 2014). Due to the underlying decision trees, it is not possible for RF to predict beyond the
range of the input data. For classification, an unbalanced data set can be problematic, as the classifier tries
to optimize the classification accuracy of the most frequently occurring class(es).
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7 General conclusions and Outlook
EO data and remotes sensing techniques can be useful tools for delivering timely and cost-efficient
information about forests for ecological and management purposes. State-of-the-art sensors and new
methods increase the potential of using EO data for mapping forest parameters. The advantage of spectral
data compared to traditional data such as forest inventories is the possibility to produce large-scale maps
with area-wide information. We therefore consider EO data a very useful input to forest management
activities. Despite the long tradition of the use of products such as orthophotos in forestry, the full
potential of remote sensing for forestry applications is not yet being utilized. Therefore, transfer of
methods and applications to forest practice is very important. Nevertheless, a large amount of research is
still needed to optimize the methods and improve the outputs. This is also underlined by the fact that
experts assess the potential of products such as VHR satellite data for operational use in very different
ways.
The increasing availability of suitable EO data, and the corresponding development in computer
infrastructure has enabled the possibility of analyzing large areas. The demand for products such as
nationwide tree species maps is increasing. However, the requirements regarding precise and up-to-date
information are also increasing. Therefore, the combination of data from several sensors should be
promoted. The same holds for multi-temporal data sets. Such data are very valuable for obtaining higher
levels of quality for several forest parameters and for detecting forest changes.
For large-scale applications, research on the combination of different input data and different methods
should continue. The approach of first using VHR satellite data to enlarge relatively small reference data
sets (before upscaling using Landsat-type EO data), has great potential in terms of the creation of
thematic classes and broad spatial coverage. This approach promises to be a useful and cost-effective
method for creating country-wide tree species classifications, which is of great interest to authorities in
many European countries.
For smaller areas, such as those managed by forest enterprises, the use of a combination of the stand-level
classification method presented here with the ITC approach is expected to be of great value. After an
initial, area-wide classification of relatively homogenous stands or tree groups is accomplished, a more
detailed analysis of individual trees in mature stands can be applied. Height information (e.g., from image
matching and LiDAR) can be used to select mature stands.
We believe that future research into techniques for measuring forest condition and forest change should
move away from the use of single parameter estimation, and progress further towards the utilization of
multiple products. Modeling of tree species, stem number, and growing stock volume on the same area
using the same data sets is considered reasonable.
Based on the experience gained through this dissertation, the following main research activities are
proposed:
•

Large-area applications instead of small-scale applications

•

Estimation of a set of forest parameters within the same study area instead of modeling single
parameters

•

Optimization of the modeling workflows, e.g., automatic optimization of the segmentation
parameter set for individual tree crown approaches

•

Multi-temporal analysis and time series analysis to optimize products such as tree species maps
and to detect abrupt (windthrow, harvesting) and gradual changes (vitality loss)
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•

Combination of different approaches such as large-scale stand-level analysis combined with ITC
approaches for mature stands

•

Combination of data from more than one sensor on the same area to make use of the respective
advantages of various data sources in terms of information content, e.g., combination of data with
very high spatial resolution such as orthophotos with data from sensors with very fine resolution
spectral data such as Sentinel-2 to leverage both textural and spectral information

•

Combination of data with fine spatial resolution with coarser EO data to enlarge the reference
data for optimized training of models which can then be applied to larger areas (‘upscaling’)

•

Large-area monitoring based on data with very high temporal and medium spatial resolution to
detect changes and identify hotspot areas for which data with higher spatial resolution can be
acquired to facilitate more detailed analyses (‘zoom-in’)

Obviously, the quality of the EO data (and the methods) employed has a great impact on the information
that can be derived. However, one should also not forget the influence of the quality of the reference data
on the output accuracy. Currently, forest field work is most often completely separated from EO data
analyses. Better integration and coordination of these efforts - in both directions - would be beneficial.
Minor changes in the design of forest plot surveys, and/or the collection of some additional data during
field surveys, could dramatically increase the usefulness of these inventories as a means of providing input
data for remote sensing analyses. One example could be the delineation of tree crowns and determination
of the tree species during the inventory to generate more useful reference data. On the other hand, EOderived maps of tree species composition, mean tree height or growing stock volume can be useful tools
for optimizing field work, for example for the production of forest management data.
Both forest practice professionals and remote sensing experts would benefit from a higher degree of
collaboration. Examples are:
•

EO-derived maps to support and optimize forest field work

•

Optimization of field protocols to generate additional information that can improve EO data
analysis

•

Development of new parameter calculations that are optimized for EO data instead of using
methods developed for field measurement (e.g., new biodiversity indices, new relationships
between forest parameters and EO derived metrics,…)

•

Use of products obtained from EO data analysis as inputs in modeling approaches that currently
are mainly based on field measurements

The increasing availability of high-quality EO data and the increasing need for information enable and
require a wide range of research activities, but also pose new challenges, particularly with regard to data
management.
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: Eignung von WorldView-2 Satellitenbildern für die Baumartenklassifizierung unter besonderer Berücksichtigung der vier neuen Spektralkanäle

Eignung von WorldView-2 Satellitenbildern für die
Baumartenklassifizierung unter besonderer
Berücksichtigung der vier neuen Spektralkanäle

Authors:
Immitzer, M., Atzberger, C., Koukal, T.
Journal: Photogrammetrie Fernerkundung und Geoinformation
SCI Journal, Impact factor (2016) 0.852
Contribution of Markus Immitzer:
•

Planned and organized the experiment

•

Performed the tree crown delineation

•

Developed and implemented the method

•

Performed the analyses and validation

•

Wrote major parts of the manuscript

Novelty and Innovation:
•

One of the first paper using WorldView-2 for tree species classification

•

Evaluation of the importance of the new WV2 bands for the species separation

Online available at:
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Article

PFG 2012 / 5, 0573 – 0588
Stuttgart, October 2012

Eignung von WorldView-2 Satellitenbildern für die
Baumartenklassifizierung unter besonderer
Berücksichtigung der vier neuen Spektralkanäle
Markus IMMItzer, CleMent atzberger & tatjana koukal, Wien, Österreich
Keywords: tree species, classification, temperate forest, WorldView-2, linear discriminant analysis
Summary: Suitability of WorldView-2 data for tree
species classification with special emphasis on the
four new spectral bands. There is an increasing demand for information on tree species composition
and spatial distribution. Detailed tree species maps
are essential for addressing different ecological
problems. Moreover, they are important in modern
forest management as close to nature forest management is becoming more and more common.
This study examines the potential of 8-band WorldView-2 data with 2 m ground sample distance
(GSD) for identifying 10 tree species in a mid-European forest. We delineated well-illuminated tree
crowns manually and did a supervised classification using linear discriminant analysis (LDA) implemented in a bootstrapping environment (1465
observations, 500 bootstrap samples). The overall
accuracy for the 10 tree species was around 84 % (8
bands) with class-specific producer’s accuracies
ranging between 54 % (Carpinus betulus) and 96 %
(Fagus sylvatica). In general, the accuracy was
higher for the 5 deciduous tree species (89 %) than
for the 5 coniferous tree species (79 %). The classification accuracies decreased significantly, if only
the 4 conventional bands Blue, Green, Red, and
Near Infrared 1 were used (78 % overall accuracy).
However, when the classification focused only on
the 4 main tree species in the investigation area, i.e.
Picea abies, Pinus sylvestris, Fagus sylvatica,
Quercus robur, the 4 conventional bands were sufficient to achieve high classification accuracies
(95 % overall accuracy). Adding the 4 new bands
(Coastal, Yellow, Red Edge, Near Infrared 2) to the
input feature set did not further improve the overall
classification accuracy for these 4 main tree species. Hence, the positive impact of the additional 4
new bands resulted from strongly increased classification accuracies of the 6 secondary tree species.
Green and Near Infrared 1 (conventional bands) as
well as the bands Red Edge and Near Infrared 2
(new bands) contributed most to class separability
(according to Wilks’ Lambda).

Zusammenfassung: Informationen über die
Baumartenzusammensetzung und -verteilung werden vermehrt nachgefragt. Detaillierte Baumartenkarten sind beispielsweise bei vielen ökologischen
Fragestellungen unverzichtbar, stellen aber auch in
der forstlichen Praxis aufgrund der mehr und mehr
praktizierten naturnahen Waldbewirtschaftung
eine wichtige Datengrundlage dar. In dieser Studie
wird das Potenzial der 8-Band WorldView-2 Daten
mit einer Bodenauflösung von 2 m für die Unterscheidung von 10 Baumarten in einem mitteleuropäischen Testgebiet untersucht. Dazu wurden gut
beleuchtete Teile von Baumkronen manuell abgegrenzt und mit Hilfe der Linearen Diskriminanzanalyse (LDA) klassifiziert. Durch Bootstrapping
(1465 Referenzflächen, 500 Wiederholungen) wurde für die 10 Baumarten eine Gesamtgenauigkeit
von 84 % ermittelt (8 Kanäle). Die Ergebnisse variierten von Baumart zu Baumart zum Teil beträchtlich (Produzentengenauigkeit bei Hainbuche 54 %
und bei Buche 96 %). Generell lag die Klassifikationsgenauigkeit bei den 5 Laubbaumarten höher
(89 %) als bei den 5 Nadelbaumarten (79 %). Die
Klassifikationsgenauigkeiten nahmen deutlich ab,
wenn nur die 4 konventionellen Spektralkanäle
Blue, Green, Red und Near Infrared 1 verwendet
wurden (78 % Gesamtgenauigkeit). Wurden jedoch
lediglich die 4 Hauptbaumarten kartiert (Fichte,
Kiefer, Buche und Eiche), konnte bereits mit den 4
konventionellen Kanälen eine hohe Gesamtgenauigkeit erzielt werden (95 %). Für die 4 Hauptbaumarten konnte durch die zusätzliche Verwendung der
4 neuen Kanäle (Coastal, Yellow, Red Edge, Near
Infrared 2) keine Steigerung der Klassifikationsgenauigkeit erzielt werden. Der positive Einfluss
der 4 zusätzlichen Kanäle ist dagegen bei den 6 Nebenbaumarten stark ausgeprägt. Die Untersuchung
der Trennkraft der einzelnen Kanäle ergab, dass
von den 4 konventionellen Kanälen Green und Near
Infrared 1 am meisten zur Trennung der Klassen
beitragen und von den 4 neuen Kanälen Red Edge
und Near Infrared 2 (Wilks’ Lambda).
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Einleitung

Die Identifikation und Kartierung von Baumarten stellt eine Aufgabe dar, die sowohl forstwirtschaftlich als auch ökologisch von großer Relevanz ist. Die Baumartenzusammensetzung sowie die räumliche Verteilung verschiedener Baumarten sind beispielsweise
wesentliche Eingangsparameter bei Habitatmodellierungen zur Beschreibung der Artenbiodiversität und für Monitoringzwecke. Aber
auch in der forstlichen Planung sind baumartenbezogene Aussagen unverzichtbar (Wul
der et al. 2004, mcdermid et al. 2009). Gerade
die zunehmende naturnahe Bewirtschaftung
erhöht den Aufwand der Baumartenerkennung, da großflächige Monokulturen in strukturierte, gemischte Bestände mit kleinflächigen Nutzungen übergeführt werden. Die traditionellen, rein terrestrischen Methoden der
Datenerfassung wie Stichprobeninventur und
Taxation liefern lediglich punktuelle Informationen. Diese können zwar auf die Fläche
hochgerechnet werden, ermöglichen aber keine detaillierte flächenhafte Darstellung. Dies
ist besonders bei baumartenreichen Wäldern
oftmals unzureichend.
Der Einsatz von Fernerkundungsmethoden kann einen wesentlichen Beitrag zur Beseitigung von forstlichen Informationsdefiziten leisten (Hildebrandt 1996, olSSon et al.
2008, falkoWSki et al. 2009). So können bei
der visuellen Stereointerpretation von Farbinfrarot-Luftbildern, u.a. durch die charakteristische Farbe, Kronenform und -struktur,
Baumarten generell sehr gut erfasst werden
(albertz 2009). Eine großflächige Anwendung scheitert dabei aber meist an der zeitaufwändigen Bearbeitung und den damit verbundenen hohen Kosten. Die automatisierte
Baumartenkartierung stellt daher einen aktuellen Forschungsschwerpunkt der forstlichen
Fernerkundung dar (broSinger 2010, buck
et al. 2010). Dabei weisen die zur Verfügung
stehenden Sensoren systemspezifische Vorund Nachteile auf: Digitale Orthophotos bieten zwar eine hohe räumliche Auflösung bei
geringen Erstellungskosten, sind jedoch auf
die Spektralkanäle Blau, Grün, Rot und Nahes Infrarot beschränkt. Die über das Bild
gesehen stark variierende Aufnahmerichtung
und die daraus ableitbare Information über
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das richtungsabhängige Reflexionsverhalten
kann zwar prinzipiell in einer Klassifizierung
genutzt werden (Heikkinen et al. 2011, kou
kal & atzberger 2012). Da diese direktionalen Effekte im Zuge der Bildauswertung üblicherweise jedoch nicht berücksichtigt werden, stellen sie in den meisten Anwendungen
eher eine Fehlerquelle dar. Satellitengestützt
stehen sowohl multi- als auch hyperspektrale Sensoren zur Verfügung, jedoch bei meist
geringerer räumlicher Auflösung als bei Luftbilddaten. Die geringe räumliche Auflösung
verhindert eine einzelbaumweise Erfassung
und die resultierenden Mischpixel erschweren
eine korrekte Identifizierung der Baumarten
(ScHlerf et al. 2003). Dem hohen spektralen
Informationsgehalt von Hyperspektraldaten
steht die meist eher geringe Verfügbarkeit bei
hohen Kosten gegenüber.
Mit WorldView-2 steht seit 2010 ein satellitengestützter Sensor zur Verfügung, der
durch die hohe räumliche Auflösung sowie
durch 4 neue Spektralkanäle ein hohes Potenzial für die Untersuchung von Vegetation aufweist (siehe Kapitel 2). Erste Ergebnisse über
die Verwendung dieser Daten zur Ermittlung
forstlicher Strukturparameter wurden bereits
veröffentlicht (Huang & cao 2011, ozdemir
& k arnieli 2011). In einer Überblicksstudie
bewerteten marcHiSio et al. (2010) die Steigerung der Klassifikationsgenauigkeit durch
die erstmals verfügbaren Kanäle (Coastal,
Yellow, Red Edge und Near Infrared 2) gegenüber traditionellen 4-Kanal-Bildern von
Sensoren mit vergleichbarer räumlicher Auflösung. Die Klassifikationsergebnisse konnten um 5 bis 20 % erhöht werden. Auch col
lin & PlaneS (2011) erzielten durch die 4 zusätzlichen Kanäle eine Steigerung der Klassifikationsgenauigkeiten. Weitere Arbeiten
mit WorldView-2 Daten wurden im Zuge der
von DigitalGlobe ausgeschriebenen „8-Band
Challenge“ publiziert. Darunter finden sich
auch einige Studien, die sich mit dem Themenkomplex der „Baumartenerkennung“ beschäftigten: cHen (2011) konnte bei der Baumartenidentifizierung auf Hawaii mit WorldView-2 Bildern deutlich höhere Genauigkeiten erzielen als mit IKONOS Daten. Hamdan
(2010) erreichte bei der Klassifikation von 10
tropischen Baumarten in Malaysia sehr gute
Ergebnisse. SridHaran (2011) klassifizierte
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urbane Wälder in Texas auf mehreren Detaillierungsstufen bis hinunter aufs Artenniveau
und erreichte nur geringfügig geringere Klassifikationsgenauigkeiten als mit AISA Hyperspektraldaten.
Der Einsatz von WorldView-2 für forstliche Fragestellungen ist auf Grund der hohen
räumlichen Auflösung von 0,5 m (panchromatisch) bzw. 2 m (multispektral), der zusätzlichen 4 Kanäle und der raschen Verfügbarkeit
der Daten eine interessante Alternative zu Orthophotos. Für mitteleuropäische Wälder sind
derzeit jedoch noch kaum Untersuchungen
publiziert. In dieser Studie werden daher die
forstlichen Einsatzmöglichkeiten von WorldView-2 Daten im Bereich der Baumartenerkennung in einem mitteleuropäischen Waldgebiet untersucht. Folgende Fragen stehen im
Mittelpunkt: (1) Welche Baumarten können
auf Grund der spektralen Information aus
WorldView-2 Daten unterschieden werden,
(2) welchen Mehrwert haben die 4 neuen Kanäle im Vergleich zur alleinigen Verwendung
der 4 konventionellen Kanäle, und (3) welche
der insgesamt 8 Kanäle tragen am meisten zur
Baumartenunterscheidung bei?
Für die Beantwortung dieser Fragen werden die Reflexionswerte in den multispektralen Kanälen mit 2 m Pixelgröße von manuell
abgegrenzten, beleuchteten Kronenteilen verwendet. Zur Baumartenklassifikation und Bestimmung der spektralen Trennkraft wurde
die Lineare Diskriminanzanalyse (LDA) verwendet.

2
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Hainbuchenwald über sauren Weiß-Kiefern Eichenwald bis hin zum Tannen - Buchenwald
mit Beimischungen von Eichen, Edelkastanie
und Weiß-Kiefer (k ilian et al. 1994).
Das Untersuchungsgebiet umfasst eine Fläche von knapp 3000 ha, auf welchen die beiden Nadelhölzer Gemeine Fichte (Picea abies,
(L) Karst.) und Weiß-Kiefer (Pinus sylvestris,
L.) gemeinsam mit den beiden Laubhölzern
Rot-Buche (Fagus sylvatica, L.) und Stiel-Eiche (Quercus robur, L.) die Hauptbaumarten
darstellen. Weiters kommen die Baumarten Weiß-Tanne (Abis alba, Mill.), Europäische Lärche (Larix decidua, Mill.), Douglasie (Pseudotsuga menziesii, (Mirb.) Franco),
Scheinzypresse (Chamaecyparis lawsoniana
(A.Murr.) Parl.), Riesen-Tanne (Abies grandis,
Lindl), Gelb-Kiefer (Pinus ponderosa, Douglas ex P. et C.Laws), sowie Gemeine Esche
(Fraxinus excelsior, L.), Hainbuche (Carpinus
betulus, L.), Zerreiche (Quercus cerris, L.),
Weiß-Birke (Betula pendula, Roth), SchwarzErle (Alnus glutinosa, L.), Wal-Nuss (Juglans
regia, L.), Robinie (Robinia pseudoacacia,
L.), Edelkastanie (Castanea sativa, Mill.), Vogel-Kirsche (Prunus avium, L.), Linden- (Tilia sp.), Ahorn- (Acer sp.), Ulmen- (Ulmus sp.)
und Pappel-Arten (Populus sp.) vor.

2.2 WorldView-2 Daten
Der WorldView-2 Satellit liefert seit Anfang 2010 räumlich hochauflösende Daten

Daten und Methodik

2.1 Untersuchungsgebiet
Das Untersuchungsgebiet befindet sich im Osten Österreichs (Burgenland, Bezirk Oberpullendorf) und ist durch hügelige Landschaft geprägt. Mit Seehöhen von 290 bis 670 m über
NN liegt es in der submontanen bis tiefmontanen Höhenstufe des forstlichen Wuchsgebiets
5.2 „Bucklige Welt“. Der Jahresniederschlag
liegt, mit einem sommerlichen Maximum,
zwischen 700 und 1100 mm. Die Grundgesteine sind vor allem basenarme Silikate,
Gneis und Quarzphyllit. Die potentielle natürliche Waldgesellschaft reicht vom Eichen -

Abb. 1: Lage und Bandbreite der 8 Farbkanäle
und des panchromatischen Kanals des WorldView-2 Sensors sowie Bandbreite (gestrichelt)
und mittlere Wellenlänge (durchgezogen) bei
50 % der maximalen Sensitivität (updIke &
CoMp 2010).
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in 8 Spektralkanälen (Abb. 1). Bei senkrechter Aufnahmerichtung beträgt die Bodenauflösung des panchromatischen Kanals 50 cm
und die der multispektralen Kanäle 200 cm.
Zusätzlich zu den 4 üblichen Kanälen Blue,
Green, Red und Near Infrared 1 stehen 4 weitere Kanäle, Coastal, Yellow, Red Edge und
Near Infrared 2, zur Verfügung, für welche
vom Anbieter ein großes Potenzial für vegetationskundliche Fragestellungen postuliert
wird (digitalglobe 2009).
Die verwendete WorldView-2 Szene wurde
am 10. Juli 2010 aufgenommen und deckt eine
Fläche von 7500 ha ab (Scandirection: forward, Mean Satellite Elevation: 77,8°, Mean
Satellite Azimuth: 76,6°, Mean Off Nadir
View Angle: 11°).
Zur radiometrischen und atmosphärischen
Korrektur der Aufnahme wurden zunächst
die Pixelgrauwerte in „at-sensor“ Strahldichten umgerechnet (uPdike & comP 2010). Anschließend wurde das Bild mit Hilfe des ENVI-Moduls (ENVI 4.8) FLAASH atmosphärisch korrigiert. Die Einstellungen wurden dabei iterativ durch Plausibilitätsprüfung der resultierenden Reflexionswerte eruiert. Für das
Pansharpening wurde der speziell für WorldView-2 Daten entwickelte und in ERDAS
Imagine 2010 verfügbare HCS-Algorithmus
(Hyperspherical Colour Space Algorithmus)
angewendet, welcher die Einbeziehung aller
8 Kanäle ermöglicht (PadWick et al. 2010).
Die Georektifizierung wurde mittels ERDAS
(Control Points) unter Verwendung eines Digitalen Geländemodells (5 m × 5 m Raster)
vorgenommen. Die Passpunktkoordinaten
stammten aus einem Farbinfrarot-Orthophoto
(Aufnahmejahr 2007, Pixelgröße 0,5 m). Die
erreichte mittlere Lagegenauigkeit (RMSE)
lag im 2 m Bild bei 0,70 Pixel (x: 0,50, y: 0,47).

2.3 Auswahl von Referenzflächen
Zur Auswahl von Referenzflächen wurde eine
digitale Bestandeskarte herangezogen. Diese
enthält verschiedenste Bestandesattribute, die
im Zuge der Forsteinrichtung durch Taxation und Stichprobeninventur erhoben wurden.
Die Taxation dient der bestandesweisen Zustandserhebung. Dabei werden in den einzelnen Beständen durch Winkelzählproben die
Baumartenanteile und Vorräte ermittelt. Auf
Grund der üblichen Mindestgröße von 0,5 ha
können aber durchaus auch, bezüglich Aufbau, Struktur und Baumarten, uneinheitliche Waldteile in Beständen zusammengefasst
sein. Dadurch ist eine direkte Umlegung der
Taxationsdaten auf die gesamte Bestandesfläche nicht ohne Weiteres möglich.
Ausgehend von den angegebenen Baumartenanteilen wurden möglichst reine Bestände
sowie Bestände mit eindeutig identifizierbaren Baumarten ausgewählt. Durch visuelle Interpretation wurden die Taxationsangaben auf
Plausibilität überprüft und anschließend Beispielbäume ausgewählt. Dabei wurde auf eine
gute Verteilung der ausgewählten Bestände
über das Untersuchungsgebiet und die Erfassung verschiedener Altersklassen geachtet.
Um Beschattungs- und Beleuchtungseinflüsse
zu minimieren, wurden nur die gut beleuchteten Baumkronen(-teile) verwendet (clark et
al. 2005, leckie et al. 2005b, greenberg et al.
2006).
Die Auswahl der Beispielkronen erfolgte auf Basis des Bildes mit 0,5 m Pixelgröße
(pansharpened) auf Grund der Taxationsdaten
ohne visuelle Vorinterpretation (Abb. 2). Gut
beleuchtete Kronenbereiche, die möglichst sicher einer Baumart zuzuordnen waren, wurden anschließend im Bild mit 2 m Pixelgröße

Abb. 2: Auswahl beleuchteter Baumkronen(-teile) als Referenzflächen: Baumkronen a) im Bild mit
0,5 m Pixelgröße, b) im Bild mit 2 m Pixelgröße, c) Auswahl der Kronenpixel durch Punktsetzung,
d) Referenzpolygone entsprechend den pixelweise ausgewählten Kronenteilen.
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aufgesucht und durch pixelweises Setzen von
Punkten (Shapefile) markiert. Den Punkten
wurden die wesentlichen Attribute wie Baumart und Alter aus den Forsteinrichtungsdaten
zugeordnet. Punkte in benachbarten Rasterzellen wurden anschließend zu Polygonen zusammengefügt und in eine Vektordatei (Polygon-Shapefile) konvertiert. Dieser Datensatz
wurde schließlich für das Auslesen der Spektralinformationen aus dem WorldView-2 Bild
herangezogen. Für jede Referenzfläche wurden die Mittelwerte pro Kanal ausgelesen.
Neben den 4 Hauptbaumarten Gemeine
Fichte, Weiß-Kiefer, Rot-Buche und Stiel-Eiche konnten auch Bestände mit den Baumarten Europäische Lärche, Douglasie, Scheinzypresse, Hainbuche, Weiß-Birke und SchwarzErle eindeutig identifiziert werden. Diese 6
Nebenbaumarten wurden ebenfalls in die
Analysen aufgenommen. Weitere Baumarten
konnten nicht berücksichtigt werden, da nicht
genügend Individuen eindeutig identifiziert
werden konnten.
Für die 10 untersuchten Baumarten sind in
Tab. 1 Angaben über die Anzahl der Referenzflächen und Flächenanteile aufgeführt. Insgesamt wurden 1465 Referenzflächen generiert.
Die unterschiedlichen Anteile spiegeln ungefähr die relativen Flächenverhältnisse vor Ort
wider.
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2.4 Spektrale Trennbarkeit und
Klassifikation der Baumarten
Für die Auswertung wurden die spektralen
Mittelwerte der einzelnen Referenzpolygone verwendet. Die Analyse und Visualisierung der Daten erfolgte mit dem Statistikprogramm R 2.14.1 (r develoPment core team
2011) mit den Zusatzpaketen MASS (venab
leS & r iPley 2002) und scatterplot3d (liggeS
& mäcHler 2003). Die Baumartenklassifizierung erfolgte mit Hilfe der Linearen Diskriminanzanalyse (LDA). Die LDA ist ein strukturprüfendes Verfahren, welches die Abhängigkeit der Gruppenzugehörigkeit (nominal
skaliert) von den metrisch skalierten Merkmalsvariablen prüft. Dabei werden durch Linearkombinationen der Merkmalsvariablen
sogenannte Diskriminanzfunktionen erstellt.
Deren Eigenwerte beschreiben den Anteil der
durch diese Funktionen erklärten Varianz.
Die Trennkraft der einzelnen Kanäle wurde
sowohl univariat (ANOVA, Wilks’ Lambda)
als auch multivariat (standardisierte mittlere
Diskriminanzkoeffizienten) beurteilt (back
HauS et al. 2008).
Die Klassifikationsgenauigkeiten wurden
durch Bootstrapping (efron & tibSHirani
1993) ermittelt. Dabei wird durch das zufällige Ziehen mit Zurücklegen ein Trainingsdatensatz der Größe der Stichprobe gewonnen.
Jene Beispieldaten, die nicht im Trainingsdatensatz enthalten sind (ca. 36,8 % der Daten),
verbleiben als unabhängiger Testdatensatz.

Tab. 1: Verteilung der Referenzflächen auf die 10 untersuchten Baumarten (getrennt in Nadel- und
Laubholz und gereiht nach der forstlichen Bedeutung).
Baumart
Gemeine Fichte
Weiß-Kiefer
Europäische Lärche
Douglasie
Scheinzypresse
Rot-Buche
Stiel-Eiche
Hainbuche
Weiß-Birke
Schwarz-Erle

Wissenschaftliche
Bezeichnung

Abkürzung

Anzahl
Pixel

Picea abies
Pinus sylvestris
Larix decidua
Pseudotsuga menziesii
Chamaecypris lawsoniana
Fagus sylvatica
Quercus robur
Carpinus betulus
Betula pendula
Alnus glutinosa

Fi
Ki
Lä
Dgl
SZy
Bu
Ei
HBu
Bi
SEr

1084
807
472
677
166
1519
1770
445
397
387

226
235
122
178
42
247
152
81
86
96

15,4
16,0
8,3
12,1
2,9
16,9
10,4
5,5
5,9
6,6

Summe

7724

1465

100,0
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Die Anzahl der Bootstrap-Stichproben betrug
in unserer Studie 500, wobei die zufällige Referenzflächenauswahl entsprechend der jeweiligen Anzahl an Referenzflächen pro Klasse
stratifiziert erfolgte.
Die Analyse der Klassifikationsergebnisse
der einzelnen Baumarten erfolgte durch die
Erstellung von Klassifikationsmatrizen (con
galton & green 1999). Im Zuge der 500 Bootstrap-Stichproben wurde jede Referenzfläche
mehrmals klassifiziert. Für die Klassifikationsmatrizen wurde für jede Referenzfläche
die am häufigsten klassifizierte Klasse (Modalwert) verwendet. Der Vergleich von Ergebnissen unterschiedlicher Methoden bzw. Datengrundlagen erfolgte über den Mittelwert
der Gesamtgenauigkeiten aus den einzelnen
Bootstrap-Wiederholungen.

2.5 Flächige Anwendung auf
Testfläche
Für die flächige Anwendung der Klassifizierung wurde im Untersuchungsgebiet eine
Testfläche mit großer Baumartenvielfalt ausgewählt. Innerhalb dieser Testfläche wurden
alle Baumkronen abgegrenzt, wobei die Abgrenzung wie bei den Referenzflächen erfolgte (Abb. 2). Zur Plausibilitätsprüfung der
Klassifizierungsergebnisse standen Taxationsdaten zur Verfügung. Obwohl die Taxati-

on keine absolut zuverlässige Referenzinformation für die gesamte Fläche im Sinne einer
Vollaufnahme darstellt, kann diese Information dennoch für eine näherungsweise Beurteilung der Klassifikationsergebnisse verwendet
werden.

3

Ergebnisse

3.1 Spektrale Signaturen
In Abb. 3 sind die gemittelten Spektralsignaturen über alle Referenzpolygone einer Baumart dargestellt. Der Vergleich der spektralen
Signaturen zeigt wie erwartet bei den Laubhölzern deutlich höhere Reflexionswerte im
nahen Infrarot als bei den Nadelhölzern, wobei die Rot-Buche, gefolgt von der Hainbuche,
die höchsten Werte aufweist. Zwischen StielEiche, Weiß-Birke und Schwarz-Erle sind
im nahen Infrarot nur geringe Unterschiede
erkennbar. Bei den Nadelhölzern zeigt die
Scheinzypresse die höchsten Reflexionswerte im nahen Infrarot. Mit abnehmenden Reflexionsgraden folgen Douglasie, Europäische
Lärche, Weiß-Kiefer und Gemeine Fichte. Der
Detailausschnitt für den Wellenlängenbereich
des sichtbaren Lichts zeigt, dass die Unterschiede zwischen den Baumarten in den Kanälen Green und Yellow am größten sind. Eine
eindeutige Differenzierung zwischen Laub-

Abb. 3: Mittlere spektrale Signaturen der 10 untersuchten Baumarten über alle Referenzpolygone, links: gesamter Wellenlängenbereich, rechts: Detailansicht im Bereich des sichtbaren Lichts.
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Abb. 4: Verteilung der Referenzflächen der untersuchten Baumarten in den Kanälen Blue,
Green und Near Infrared 1.

und Nadelbäumen ist hier jedoch nicht möglich. Die Ergebnisse entsprechen typischen
Signaturen für Laub- und Nadelbäume, wie
sie auch in der Literatur beschrieben werden
(k adro 1981, HoSgood et al. 1994, JoneS et al.
2010).
In Abb. 4 sind die Reflexionswerte aller
Referenzflächen in den Kanälen Blue, Green
und Near Infrared 1 dargestellt. Dies erlaubt
einerseits Rückschlüsse auf die Trennbarkeit der Baumarten und zeigt anderseits auch
die Streuungen innerhalb der Baumarten sowie die baumartenspezifischen Korrelationen
zwischen den 3 Spektralkanälen. Während die
Trennung in Nadel- und Laubbäume anhand
dieses Streudiagramms noch relativ gut möglich ist, überlagern sich die Punktwolken der
einzelnen Baumarten innerhalb dieser zwei
Gruppen teilweise sehr stark.

3.2 Lineare Diskriminanzanalyse
(LDA)
Für die LDA wurden alle 8 Kanäle verwendet,
da laut univariater ANOVA alle Spektralkanäle die 10 Baumarten höchst signifikant (FTest, P<0,01) trennen. Die erstellten 8 Diskriminanzfunktionen wurden ebenfalls auf ihre
Trennkraft untersucht. Dabei wurde festgestellt, dass alle Funktionen einen signifikan-
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ten Beitrag zur Trennung liefern (Chi2-Test,
P<0,05). Auch wenn die höchste Trennkraft
bei der Verwendung aller Funktionen erzielt
wurde, nahmen die Eigenwerte der einzelnen
Funktionen von der ersten zur achten Diskriminanzfunktion stark ab. So trug die erste Funktion bereits 75,6 % der Varianz; die
zweite trug 14,0 %, die dritte 6,6 % und die
vierte 2,7 % zur Erklärung der Varianz bei.
Die Anteile der anderen 4 Funktionen lagen
unter 1 %.
Zur Veranschaulichung der Trennkraft
der ersten 4 Diskriminanzfunktionen sind in
Abb. 5 Streudiagramme von jeweils 2 Funktionen sowie die dazugehörigen univariaten
Dichteverteilungen dargestellt, welche für
jede Baumart die Streuung in der jeweiligen
Funktion zeigen. Die Abbildung macht ersichtlich, dass durch die Kombination der ersten beiden Funktionen bereits eine deutliche
Trennung der Nadel- von den Laubbäumen
erzielt wird. Aber auch innerhalb der Laubbäume sind die einzelnen Baumarten als gut
trennbare Gruppen erkennbar, wobei sich
Schwarz-Erle und Weiß-Birke von den anderen 3 Baumarten deutlicher absetzen. Die
Kombinationen der ersten mit der dritten und
in geringerem Maße auch mit der vierten Diskriminanzfunktion separieren dann auch die
Arten innerhalb der Gruppe der Nadelbäume
besser.

3.3 Klassifikationsergebnisse
Das durch Bootstrapping ermittelte Klassifikationsergebnis bei Verwendung aller 8 Kanäle ist in Form einer Klassifikationsmatrix
in Tab. 2 dargestellt. Über alle 10 Baumarten konnten 83,7 % der 1465 Referenzflächen
richtig klassifiziert werden (Kappa: 0,814).
Die Trennung zwischen Nadel- und Laubbäumen erfolgte zu 99,1 % richtig. Innerhalb der
Nadelbäume sind 79,3 % der Referenzflächen
richtig klassifiziert. Die häufigsten Fehlklassifikationen finden sich zwischen Douglasien
und Fichten (16,3 %) und zwischen Lärchen
und Kiefern (16,4 %) bzw. Fichten (15,8 %).
Mit 64,8 % weist die Lärche die geringste
Produzentengenauigkeit der Nadelbäume auf,
während die Kiefer mit 87,2 % die höchste
Produzentengenauigkeit zeigt.
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Abb. 5: Streudiagramme der ersten 4 Diskriminanzfunktionen (LD1 bis LD4) zur Visualisierung
der Trennkraft der einzelnen Funktionen sowie die zugehörigen Dichtefunktionen für die 10 Baumarten.

Die 662 Referenzflächen der Laubbaumarten werden zu 89,0 % richtig klassifiziert. Die
häufigsten Fehlklassifikationen bei Laubbäumen sind bei Hainbuche zu beobachten. Das
beste Klassifikationsergebnis zeigt die Buche,
die mit 96,0 % die höchste Produzenten- und
mit 91,9 % gemeinsam mit Birke (92,0 %)
auch die höchste Nutzergenauigkeit aller
Baumarten aufweist.
Werden für die Analysen nur die 4 konventionellen Kanäle verwendet, zeigt sich über
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beinahe alle Baumarten eine deutliche Verschlechterung der Produzenten- und Nutzergenauigkeiten (Tab. 3). Unverändert bleiben
dagegen die sehr geringen Fehlklassifikationen zwischen Nadel- und Laubbäumen (<1 %).
Der Anstieg der Fehlerraten beschränkt sich
somit auf die bereits erläuterten Verwechslungen innerhalb der Nadel- bzw. Laubhölzer.
Am deutlichsten zeigt sich die Verschlechterung bei Hainbuche: konnten mit 8 Kanälen
noch 44 von den 81 Referenzflächen richtig
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Klassifiziert als

Tab. 2: Klassifikationsmatrix für die Klassifikation mit 8 Kanälen (Modalwerte aus 500 BootstrapWiederholungen, PG = Produzentengenauigkeit, NG = Nutzergenauigkeit).

Fi
Ki
Lä
Dgl
SZy
Bu
Ei
HBu
Bi
SEr
Σ
PG

Fi

Ki

Lä

Dgl

SZy

183
12
13
17
0
0
1
0
0
0
226

17
205
11
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
235

19
20
79
3
0
0
1
0
0
0
122

29
8
5
136
0
0
0
0
0
0
178

0
0
2
0
34
0
0
0
0
6
42

Referenz
Bu
Ei
0
0
0
0
0
237
1
9
0
0
247

0
0
0
0
0
0
144
4
0
4
152

HBu

Bi

SEr

Σ

NG

0
0
0
0
0
18
10
44
5
4
81

0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
80
3
86

0
0
0
1
3
2
4
0
2
84
96

248
245
110
159
38
258
161
58
87
101
1465

0,738
0,837
0,718
0,855
0,895
0,919
0,894
0,759
0,920
0,832

0,810 0,872 0,648 0,764 0,810 0,960 0,947 0,543 0,930 0,875

0,837

Klassifiziert als

Tab. 3: Klassifikationsmatrix für die Klassifikation mit den 4 konventionellen Kanälen Blue, Green,
Red,NearInfrared1(Modalwerteaus500Bootstrap-Wiederholungen,PG=Produzentengenauigkeit,
NG=Nutzergenauigkeit).
Referenz
Fi
Ki
Lä
Dgl
SZy
Bu
Ei
HBu
Bi
SEr
NG
Σ
Fi
Ki
Lä
Dgl
SZy
Bu
Ei
HBu
Bi
SEr
Σ
PG

167
12
10
36
1
0
0
0
0
0
226

12
205
14
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
235

19
22
72
8
0
0
1
0
0
0
122

33
10
11
120
3
0
0
0
0
1
178

0
0
1
0
37
0
0
0
0
4
42

0
0
0
0
0
228
1
18
0
0
247

0
0
0
0
0
0
143
6
0
3
152

0
0
1
0
0
32
18
21
5
4
81

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
75
9
86

0
0
0
0
4
2
3
0
6
81
96

0,739 0,872 0,590 0,674 0,881 0,923 0,941 0,259 0,872 0,844

klassifiziert werden, waren es mit 4 Kanälen
nur noch 21. Auch bei Fichte ist ein deutlicher
Anstieg der fälschlich als Douglasien klassifizierten Referenzflächen zu beobachten (36
Fälle bei 4 Kanälen gegenüber 17 bei 8 Kanälen).
Eine Zusammenfassung aller Ergebnisse ist
in Tab. 4 dargestellt. Die Genauigkeitsmaße
aus den oben angeführten Klassifikationsmatrizen werden ergänzt durch die Klassifikationsergebnisse für die Trennung der 4 Hauptbaumarten Gemeine Fichte, Weiß-Kiefer, RotBuche und Stiel-Eiche (im Vergleich zu den
insgesamt 10 Baumarten). Außerdem werden
die Mittelwerte (MW) der Gesamtgenauigkeiten und deren Standardabweichungen (SD)
aus den 500 Bootstrap-Wiederholungen aufgelistet.

231
249
109
168
46
262
166
46
86
102
1465

0,723
0,823
0,661
0,714
0,804
0,870
0,861
0,457
0,872
0,794
0,784

Werden statt der 8 verfügbaren nur die 4
konventionellen Kanäle für die Klassifikation verwendet, verschlechtert sich das Klassifikationsergebnis deutlich. Bei Betrachtung der mittleren Gesamtgenauigkeiten der
500 Einzelklassifikationen ist eine signifikante Abnahme von 83,0 % auf 78,2 % (TTest, t=-54,05, df=998, P<0,01) feststellbar.
Beschränkt sich die Klassifikation hingegen
auf die 4 Hauptbaumarten, zeigen die 4 zusätzlichen Kanäle keine Verbesserung. So
liegt im Untersuchungsgebiet die mittlere Gesamtgenauigkeit bei der Unterscheidung der
4 Hauptbaumarten Fichte, Kiefer, Buche und
Eiche bei Verwendung von 4 Kanälen mit
94,8 % sogar geringfügig über den 94,5 % bei
Verwendung von 8 Kanälen (T-Test, t=4,91,
df=998, P<0,01).
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Tab. 4: Übersicht der Klassifikationsergebnisse für die 10 Baumarten (Fi, Ki, Lä, Dgl, SZy, Bu, Ei,
HBu, Bi, SEr) bzw. 4 Baumarten (Fi, Ki, Bu, Ei) mit 8 bzw. 4 Kanälen (beste Klassifikationsergebnisse jeweils in Fettschrift; Mittelwerte, Standardabweichungen und Modalwerte aus 500 Bootstrap-Wiederholungen).
10 Baumarten
4 Baumarten
Bewertungskriterium
8 Kanäle 4 Kanäle 8 Kanäle 4 Kanäle
Mittelwert der Gesamtgenauigkeiten
Standardabweichung der Gesamtgenauigkeiten
Gesamtgenauigkeit aus Modalwerten (Klassifikationsmatrix)
Kappa aus Modalwerten (Klassifikationsmatrix)

0,830
0,013
0,837
0,814

0,782
0,015
0,784
0,754

0,945
0,011
0,945
0,926

0,948
0,011
0,950
0,933

Die in Tab. 4 aufgeführten Mittelwerte der
Gesamtgenauigkeiten und deren Standardabweichungen aus den 500 Bootstrap-Wiederholungen berücksichtigen die Streuung (unterschiedliche Klassifikationen) innerhalb der
Referenzflächen und liegen erwartungsgemäß
etwas unter den Werten aus den Klassifikationsmatrizen, die aus den Modalwerten pro
Referenzfläche erstellt wurden. Die Unterschiede zwischen den beiden Gesamtgenauigkeitsmaßen fallen aber über alle Modelle nur
sehr gering aus und bescheinigen den Modellen damit eine hohe Robustheit gegenüber den
verwendeten Trainingsdaten.

Schwarz-Erle, Hainbuche, Rot-Buche und
einzelne Europäische Lärchen vor, während
im Süden Weiß-Kiefer und Gemeine Fichte dominieren. Das Klassifizierungsergebnis
(10 Baumarten, 8 Kanäle) stimmt mit dieser
Beschreibung weitgehend überein. Die Vergesellschaftung von Stiel-Eiche mit Hainbuche ist plausibel (Eichen-Hainbuchenwald),
jedoch erscheint der Anteil der Hainbuche etwas höher als es die Taxationsdaten erwarten
lassen. Die Baumart Douglasie wird in der
Bestandesbeschreibung nicht erwähnt. Bei
den klassifizierten Douglasien handelt es sich
daher vermutlich um Fehlklassifikationen.

3.4 Klassifikation einer Testfläche

3.5 Trennkraft der einzelnen
Spektralkanäle

In dem Bestandesteil, der als Testfläche
ausgewählt wurde, kommen laut Taxation im
nördlichen Teil die Baumarten Stiel-Eiche,

Im Zuge der LDA wurden zwei Kennwerte
berechnet, die Aufschluss über die Trennkraft

Abb. 6: Klassifizierung der Kronenpolygone der Testfläche: links: Bestand in CIR-Darstellung (Pixelgröße 0,5 m), rechts: mittels LDA klassifizierte Kronenpolygone.
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Abb. 7: Normalisierte Wichtigkeiten (0 = geringste, 1 = höchste Wichtigkeit) der einzelnen Kanäle
für die Klassifizierung der 10 Baumarten. Die jeweils 4 wichtigsten sind grün hervorgehoben.

der einzelnen Spektralkanäle liefern (Abb. 7).
Die Wilks‘-Lambda-Werte der univariaten
ANOVA geben an, wie gut die einzelnen Kanäle die 10 Baumarten trennen können. Mit
den geringsten Wilks‘-Lambda-Werten trennen die Kanäle Near Infrared 1 und 2, bzw.
auch der Red Edge Kanal univariat deutlich
besser als die Kanäle im Wellenlängenbereich des sichtbaren Lichts. Bewertet man die
Trennkraft auf Basis der standardisierten und
gemittelten Diskriminanzkoeffizienten aus
der LDA, ergibt sich folgende Reihung: Near
Infrared 1, Green, Blue und Near Infrared 2.
Interessanterweise befinden sich damit 2 Kanäle aus dem Wellenlängenbereich des sichtbaren Lichts unter den 3 wichtigsten Kanälen. Für den direkten Vergleich der einzelnen
Maße wurden die Kenngrößen auf den Wertebereich von 0 geringste Wichtigkeit) bis 1
(höchste Wichtigkeit) normalisiert. Die Ergebnisse in Abb. 7 zeigen eine gute Übereinstimmung zwischen den Reihungen anhand
der beiden Wichtigkeitsmaße.
Die Kanäle Near Infrared 1, Near Infrared
2 und Green sind bei beiden Wichtigkeitsmaßen unter den 4 wichtigsten Kanälen. Bei den
Mittleren Diskriminanzkoeffizienten fallen
Red Edge und Near Infrared 2 jedoch verglichen mit der Reihung nach den Wilks’ Lambda Werten stark gegenüber dem Kanal Near
Infrared 1 ab. Dies ist vermutlich durch hohe
Korrelationen zwischen den genannten Kanälen zu erklären. Von den 4 neuen Kanälen
(Coastal, Yellow, Red Edge und Near Infrared
2) sind laut Wilks’ Lambda nur 2 unter den
4 wichtigsten Kanälen (Red Edge und Near

Infrared 2); unter Verwendung des Mittleren
Diskriminanzkoeffizienten ist es nur der Near
Infrared 2 Kanal.

4

Diskussion

Die verwendeten WorldView-2 Satellitendaten zeigten eine gute Eignung für die Trennung der untersuchten Baumarten im Testgebiet. Bei der Klassifikation der 4 Hauptbaumarten (Fi, Ki, Bu, Ei) zeigten bereits die 4
konventionellen Kanäle (Blau, Grün, Rot und
Near Infrared 1) sehr gute Ergebnisse, welche
durch die Mitverwendung der 4 neuen Kanäle
(Coastal, Yellow, Red Edge und Near Infrared
2) nicht mehr verbessert wurden. Bezüglich
der 6 Nebenbaumarten konnten die zusätzlichen Kanäle jedoch eine deutliche Verbesserung des Klassifikationsergebnisses bewirken.
So konnte die Gesamtgenauigkeit der Klassifikation der 10 untersuchten Baumarten von
78 % (4 Kanäle) auf 84 % (8 Kanäle) gesteigert werden. Die geringen Genauigkeitsunterschiede bei Verwendung von 4 gegenüber
8 Kanälen bei der Analyse weniger (Haupt-)
Baumarten decken sich mit den Ergebnissen
der Studie von cHen (2011). Dieser erzielte bei
der Klassifikation zweier Baumarten mit verschiedenen Klassifikationsalgorithmen (u.a.
LDA) mit 4 Kanälen immer annähernd die
gleichen Ergebnisse wie mit 8 Kanälen.
Die Detailergebnisse zeigten, dass die Unterscheidung zwischen Nadel- und Laubbäumen zu 99 % richtig erfolgte. Die erzielten
Nutzergenauigkeiten der einzelnen Baumar-
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ten lagen zwischen 71 % und 92 %, die Produzentengenauigkeiten zwischen 54 % und
96 %, wobei die geringsten Werte bei Hainbuche bzw. Lärche festgestellt wurden. Gerade bei diesen Baumarten ist vermutlich
ein Teil der Fehlklassifikationen auf Fehler
in den Referenzdaten (falsche Baumartenzuordnung) zurückzuführen: Beide Baumarten
bilden im Untersuchungsgebiet keine Reinbestände, vielmehr handelt es sich um begleitende (Hainbuche) oder einzeln eingesprengte (Lärche) Baumarten. Dadurch kann es bei
der Referenzdatengewinnung zu fehlerhaften
Zuordnungen gekommen sein. Die Tatsache,
dass einzelne Baumarten bei sonst sehr ausgeglichenem Klassifikationsergebnis deutlich
geringere Genauigkeiten erzielen, ist bei nahezu allen Studien, die eine größere Anzahl
an Arten untersuchen, zu beobachten (car
leer & Wolff 2004, voSS & Sugumaran 2008,
WaSer et al. 2010, 2011, JoneS et al. 2010,
Hamdan 2010).
Hervorzuheben sind auch die generell geringeren Klassifikationsgenauigkeiten bei den
Nadelbaumarten im Vergleich zu den Laubbaumarten. Neben den geringeren spektralen
Unterschieden zwischen den Nadelbäumen
könnte die höhere Fehlerrate teilweise auch
durch die Kronenform begründet sein: Durch
die für Nadelbäume typische, schmale Kronenform sind bei Bilddaten mit 2 m Pixelgröße nur wenige Pixel gut beleuchtet und baumartenrein. Dadurch fielen bei der Referenzdatengewinnung deutlich weniger Pixel pro Beispielkrone an, wodurch einzelne Mischpixel
einen größeren Einfluss auf den Mittelwert
des Referenzpolygons ausüben. Durch die geringe Nadel- und Kronentransmissivität sind
Schatteneffekte zudem stärker ausgeprägt als
bei Laubbäumen (ScHlerf & atzberger 2012).
Ähnlichen Studien in temperierten Wäldern zeigten bei Verwendung von Sensoren
unterschiedlicher spektraler und räumlicher
Auflösung Gesamtgenauigkeiten zwischen
45 % und 96 %. Die besten Werte wurden
in der Regel erzielt, wenn nur wenige Baumarten, wie z.B. 3 Arten bei Heikkinen et al.
(2011), untersucht oder zusätzliche Eingangsdaten, wie z.B. LiDAR bei Holmgren et al.
(2008), verwendet wurden. In der vorliegenden Studie konnten die 4 Hauptbaumarten
Gemeine Fichte, Weiß-Kiefer, Rot-Buche und
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Stiel-Eiche mit einer Gesamtgenauigkeit von
95 % klassifiziert werden, unabhängig davon
ob nur die 4 konventionellen oder alle 8 Kanäle zum Einsatz kamen. Dieses Ergebnis liegt
über vergleichbaren Studien, in denen ebenfalls 4 bis 5 Baumarten rein spektral klassifiziert wurden. Auch bei der Klassifikation der
10 Baumarten liegen die erzielten Gesamtgenauigkeiten mit 84 % im Spitzenfeld der
Ergebnisse vergleichbarer Studien (carleer
& Wolff 2004, WaSer et al. 2010, JoneS et al.
2010). Die Gründe dafür liegen vermutlich einerseits in den spektralen und geometrischen
Eigenschaften der verwendeten WorldView-2
Daten und andrerseits in der Klassifizierung
ausschließlich gut beleuchteter Kronenteile.
Durch diese Vorgangsweise kann der Einfluss
von Beleuchtungsunterschieden auf das Klassifikationsergebnis deutlich reduziert werden.
Die Abgrenzung der beleuchteten Kronenteile erfolgte manuell. Für die großflächige
Umsetzung der Baumartenkartierung ist es
notwendig, diesen Arbeitsschritt zu automatisieren. Dies wurde bereits in mehreren Studien
z.B. durch die Kombination von Spektraldaten
mit 3D-Informationen erfolgreich bewerkstelligt (z.B. voSS & Sugumaran 2008, Holmgren
et al. 2008, dalPonte et al. 2008, Straub et al.
2010, JoneS et al. 2010, WaSer et al. 2011), wobei die Spektraldaten in erster Linie der Artunterscheidung dienten. Die 3D-Informationen z.B. in Form von Digitalen Oberflächenmodellen wurden hingegen vor allem für die
Abgrenzung einzelner Baumindividuen verwendet. Für diese Zwecke sind LiDAR-Daten
gut nutzbar (z.B. Heinzel et al. 2008, Holm
gren et al. 2008, Straub et al. 2010, WaSer et
al. 2011). Selbstverständlich können geeignete Oberflächenmodelle auch aus dem Bildmaterial selbst erstellt werden (z.B. HirScHmugl
et al. 2007). Bei der Verwendung von LiDAR
Daten könnten diese neben den Spektralkanälen auch als Eingangsdaten für die Klassifikation dienen und zu einer weiteren Verbesserung des Ergebnisses führen (voSS & Sugu
maran 2008, Holmgren et al. 2008, JoneS et
al. 2010).
Andere Ansätze beschränken sich auf nur
eine Datenquelle und verwenden verschiedene
Segmentierungsalgorithmen zur Einzelbaumabgrenzung. Diese reichen von vorgefertigten Verfahren z.B. mit Definiens (SridHaran
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2011), über weiterentwickelte Watershed Segmentation Ansätze (z.B. k anda et al. 2004,
Wang et al. 2004) bis hin zu speziell entwickelten Verfahren (z.B. brandtberg 1999,
atzberger & ScHlerf 2002, culvenor 2002,
erikSon 2003, leckie et al. 2005a). Ein ausführlicher Überblick über die unterschiedlichen Verfahren findet sich unter anderem in
culvenor (2003) und Wolf & HeiPke (2007).
Alle Studien verwenden hochauflösende Bilddaten, vorzugsweise Luftbilder. Mit dem panchromatischen Kanal mit einer Auflösung von
0,5 m sollten auch WorldView-2 Daten für
derartige Verfahren geeignet sein.

5

Schlussfolgerungen und
Ausblick

Im Vergleich zu Luftbildern bieten WorldView-2 Daten aufgrund der höheren spektralen Auflösung bei gleichzeitig geringeren Blickrichtungseffekten deutliche Vorteile. Nachteilig sind die geringere Flexibilität
bezüglich des Aufnahmezeitpunkts und die
geringere räumliche Auflösung. Gegenüber
anderen satellitengestützten Sensoren, wie
z.B. QuickBird, kann WorldView-2 vor allem durch die höhere spektrale und räumliche
Auflösung punkten.
Da der Erwerb aller 8 anstelle der 4 konventionellen Kanäle zu einer Verdoppelung
der Datenkosten führt, ist für jede konkrete Anwendung eine Kosten-/Nutzenanalyse
sinnvoll. Wie in dieser Studie gezeigt werden
konnte, reichen bei Klassifikationsaufgaben
mit wenigen Zielklassen die konventionellen
Kanäle aus, während sich die 4 neuen Kanäle
(Coastal, Yellow, Red Edge und Near Infrared
2) bei komplexeren Fragestellungen als vorteilhaft erwiesen haben.
Der vorgestellte Ansatz beschränkt sich
auf die Analyse der beleuchteten Kronenteile, welche manuell abgegrenzt wurden. Ziel
unserer weiteren Forschungsarbeit ist die automatisierte, großflächige Umsetzung der Methode. Soweit möglich soll dabei die Einzelbaumabgrenzung rein auf Basis des WorldView-2 Bildes ohne Zuhilfenahme zusätzlicher Daten, wie z.B. LiDAR Daten, erfolgen,
um im Sinne einer praxistauglichen Anwen-
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dung den Datenaufwand möglichst gering zu
halten.
Neben der großflächigen Anwendung ist
eine Ausweitung der Analyse in Bezug auf
weitere Baumarten und die Berücksichtigung
des Baumalters geplant. Im Zuge dessen werden für alle relevanten Baumarten Referenzdaten vor Ort erhoben. Damit können Unsicherheiten, wie sie im Zusammenhang mit
Taxationsdaten speziell bei sehr heterogenen,
gemischten Beständen auftreten, in den weiteren Untersuchungen vermieden werden. Auch
ein direkter Vergleich der Klassifikation für
das gleiche Untersuchungsgebiet mit einem
weiteren Sensor, vorzugsweise mit Luftbildern, ist geplant.
In der vorliegenden Studie wurden lediglich
LDA-basierte Klassifikationsergebnisse vorgestellt. Nicht gezeigt wurden parallel dazu
durchgeführte Untersuchungen mit Hilfe des
Algorithmus Random Forests (breiman 2001),
welche in jeder Hinsicht sehr ähnliche Ergebnisse ergaben. Dies betrifft sowohl den möglichen Informationsgewinn durch die Verwendung der zusätzlichen WorldView-2 Kanäle
als auch die Analyse der spektralen Trennkraft der einzelnen Kanäle.
Im spektralen Merkmalsraum abgeleitete
Texturmerkmale (atzberger 2003) wurden
in der vorliegenden Studie nicht untersucht,
könnten aber Genauigkeitssteigerungen bewirken. Ebenso wäre die Optimierung der
Klassifikation durch die Verwendung eines
späteren Aufnahmezeitpunktes innerhalb der
Vegetationsperiode oder eines multi-saisonalen Datensatzes desselben Sensors denkbar
(Hill et al. 2010).
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Abstract: Tree species diversity is a key parameter to describe forest ecosystems. It is, for
example, important for issues such as wildlife habitat modeling and close-to-nature forest
management. We examined the suitability of 8-band WorldView-2 satellite data for the
identification of 10 tree species in a temperate forest in Austria. We performed a Random
Forest (RF) classification (object-based and pixel-based) using spectra of manually
delineated sunlit regions of tree crowns. The overall accuracy for classifying 10 tree species
was around 82% (8 bands, object-based). The class-specific producer’s accuracies ranged
between 33% (European hornbeam) and 94% (European beech) and the user’s accuracies
between 57% (European hornbeam) and 92% (Lawson’s cypress). The object-based
approach outperformed the pixel-based approach. We could show that the 4 new
WorldView-2 bands (Coastal, Yellow, Red Edge, and Near Infrared 2) have only limited
impact on classification accuracy if only the 4 main tree species (Norway spruce, Scots
pine, European beech, and English oak) are to be separated. However, classification
accuracy increased significantly using the full spectral resolution if further tree species
were included. Beside the impact on overall classification accuracy, the importance of the
spectral bands was evaluated with two measures provided by RF. An in-depth analysis of
the RF output was carried out to evaluate the impact of reference data quality and the
resulting reliability of final class assignments. Finally, an extensive literature review on
tree species classification comprising about 20 studies is presented.
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1. Introduction
Tree species diversity is a key parameter to describe forest ecosystems. It is a relevant parameter for
various ecological issues such as wildlife habitat modeling and it is also becoming more and more
important in sustainable forest management [1–3]. For example, in close-to-nature forest management
pure stands are replaced by heterogeneous, mixed stands. Hence, spatially detailed tree species
information is of high importance. Traditional forest inventories and other field-based data acquisition
methods, such as stand estimation, are not suitable for such tasks. It is nearly impossible to acquire
detailed tree species information over large areas purely on the basis of field assessments. Therefore,
enhanced methods are required to get spatially-explicit information on the tree species composition
and distribution patterns.
Remote sensing is particularly useful for this task, as it provides a synoptic view and delivers
information over large areas at a high level of detail [4]. There is a large variety of sensors with a wide
range of spatial and spectral resolution. For tree species classification at crown scale in forests with
high tree species diversity, data with both high spatial and spectral resolution are desirable (e.g., [4–7]).
Airborne cameras provide data with the highest spatial resolution that is available at the moment.
However, they are limited to the spectral bands Blue, Green, Red, and Near Infrared. Besides, due to
their wide field of view, aerial photos show strong effects caused by the bi-directional reflectance
characteristics of most land cover types. Depending on the sun-view-geometry, which varies with the
position of the object within the image, the spectral signature of an object can differ significantly.
Although these effects can be useful in special image analysis techniques [8], they are usually regarded
as a limiting factor in automatized analysis of aerial images. Airborne hyperspectral sensors meet the
requirements regarding spectral and spatial resolution. However, due to the high costs and their still
limited availability, hyperspectral data have gained only limited acceptance for operational use yet.
Satellite-borne multispectral sensors either have a high spatial resolution but provide only the 4
standard bands (Blue, Green, Red, Near Infrared), such as IKONOS or QuickBird, or they provide
more bands but only with lower spatial resolution, such as MODIS, Landsat, ASTER, and SPOT.
In 2009, WorldView-2, a new satellite-borne sensor, was launched by DigitalGlobe. The very high
spatial resolution (0.5 m in the panchromatic band and 2.0 m in the multispectral bands) and 4 new
spectral bands (Coastal, Yellow, Red Edge and Near Infrared 2) additional to the 4 standard bands
(Blue, Green, Red, and Near Infrared 1), give reason to expect that this sensor has a high potential for
tree species mapping. The data provider postulates that all 4 new bands are strongly related to
vegetation properties. For example, the reflectance measured in the Coastal band is related to the
chlorophyll content of plants. The Yellow band is intended for the detection of ‘yellowness’ of targets,
for example, of tree crowns caused by insect diseases. The Red Edge band is supposed to discriminate
between healthy trees and trees that are impacted by disease and to enhance the separation between
different species and age classes. The Near Infrared 2 band that partly overlaps the standard Near
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Infrared 1 band but is less affected by atmospheric influence is expected to enable sophisticated
vegetation analysis, such as biomass studies [9].
In some recently published studies on tree species mapping with WorldView-2 data, promising
results have been obtained [10–14]. However, studies in European forests are still missing. Therefore,
for the present study an area located in Austria was chosen to test the suitability of WorldView-2 for
tree species mapping. The area is ideally suited for this purpose, as it is very rich in tree species
compared to other European forest biomes, such as boreal forests.
Non-parametric methods are very attractive for classification purposes, as they can be used with
arbitrary data distributions and without the assumption that the forms of the underlying densities are
known [15]. They are, therefore, applicable to a huge variety of practical classification problems.
Random Forest [16] is one of the most recent non-parametric methods. It is a very accurate classifier
and robust against noise [16–18]. Compared to other non-parametric methods, the setup of a RF is
simple, because no sophisticated parameter tuning is necessary.
In the last decade, RF has become increasingly important in remote sensing. It has been used, for
example, to classify land cover [18–22] and ecological zones [23], to identify spectral differences of
tree species [24–27], to map landslides [28], to create forest canopy fuel maps for fire forecasting [29],
to quantify aboveground forest carbon pools [30], and to analyze urban areas [31]. RF is often employed
together with hyperspectral data, which provide a very large number of input variables [21,24–26].
That is because RF is, in contrast to parametric methods, relatively insensitive to the small sample size
problem (i.e., the number of training samples per class is significantly smaller than the dimension of
the feature space, also called ‘Hughes effect’) [32,33]. Besides, there are studies with multispectral
satellite data with medium (Landsat) [21,22] and high spatial resolution (IKONOS, QuickBird) [28].
The RF classifier was also successfully used together with LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) data,
either in combination with spectral data [25,31] or by itself [30].
When image data is acquired at high spatial resolution, object-based image analysis approaches
have proven to be superior to pixel-based approaches. This is true in particular, if the pixel size is
significantly smaller than the average size of the objects of interest [34–36]. In our study, the sunlit
regions of individual tree crowns are the objects of interest. Depending on the size of the tree and on
the crown form (conical, spherical), the size of these regions varies in the 2 m multispectral image
from a few (about 2 or 3) to several (about 10 to 20) pixels. As it is not known in advance, if the
pixel-based or the object-based approach will perform better in tree species discrimination, a
comparison of these two concepts of image analysis is required.
This study aims at separating 10 tree species in a mid-European, submontane forest using spectral
information provided by the WorldView-2 sensor applying Random Forest classification. We focus on
the following research questions: (1) Which tree species can be separated by WorldView-2 data and
which accuracies can be achieved? (2) Do the 4 additional bands of WorldView-2 improve the
classification accuracy significantly compared to the 4 standard bands? (3) Is the classifier Random
Forest suitable for detailed tree species classification, and (4) which approach performs better, an
object-based or a pixel-based one?
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2. Material
2.1. Study Site
The study site covers approximately 3000 ha and is located in the East of Austria (47°38′N,
16°26′E) in the province of Burgenland. The terrain is hilly and lies in the submontane life zone with
an elevation between 290 and 670 m above sea level. The annual rainfall is between 700 and
1,100 mm, with a maximum in summer. The bedrocks are mainly base-poor silicates, quartz phyllite
and gneiss. The potential natural forest community ranges from oak-hornbeam forest over pine-oak
forest to fir-beech forest with admixture of oak, chestnut and Scots pine [37]. The privately owned
forest is commercially used focusing on timber production and hunting.
As a result of forest management, the area is dominated by Norway spruce (Picea abies, (L) Karst.),
Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris, L.), European beech (Fagus sylvatica, L.) and English oak (Quercus
robur, L.). Secondary tree species are Silver fir (Abies alba, Mill.), European larch (Larix decidua,
Mill.), Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii, (Mirb.) Franco), Lawson’s cypress (Chamaecyparis
lawsoniana, (A. Murr.) Parl.), Grand fir (Abies grandis, Lindl), Ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa,
Douglas ex P. et C. Laws), European ash (Fraxinus excelsior, L.), European hornbeam (Carpinus
betulus, L.), Turkey oak (Quercus cerris, L.), Silver birch (Betula pendula, Roth), European alder
(Alnus glutinosa, L.), Persian walnut (Juglans regia, L.), Black locust (Robinia pseudoacacia, L.),
European chestnut (Castanea sativa, Mill.), Sweet cherry (Prunus avium, L.), linden- (Tilia sp.),
maple- (Acer sp.), elm- (Ulmus sp.) and poplar-species (Populus sp.). The tree species Douglas fir,
Lawson’s cypress, Grand fir, Ponderosa pine, and Black locust are allochthonous species in Europe.
2.2. Reference Data
For generating reference data we concentrated on pure and homogeneous stands identified by a
forest stand map. A stand map is a common instrument in traditional forest management planning and
contains key attributes for each stand, such as timber volume, basal area, age, and tree species
composition. The tree species composition is estimated in the field by an evaluator (stand estimation).
The procedure is quite fast and gives a good overview for each stand. However, in large and
heterogeneous stands the stand description usually does not provide detailed information about the
spatial distribution of all occurring tree species. For this reason we used inventory data (angle count
sample plots in a regular 200 m grid) as additional information.
The chosen stands were distributed over the whole study site (Figure 1). Within these stands, clearly
identifiable tree crowns were selected on the image with 0.5 m pixel size. The selected trees belonged
mainly to the middle and old age classes, where the crowns could be easily detected. For each
reference tree we delineated the sunlit part of the crown to minimize shadow effects [5,38,39]. The
manual delineation was done by setting points on all relevant crown pixels on the 2 m image
(Figure 2). Then the points were converted into polygons following the pixel edges. To each tree
crown the tree species information specified in the forest stand map or in the inventory data and the
spectral information from the WorldView-2 image were assigned. For the object-based approach, we
calculated the mean band values for each crown polygon using its within-crown pixel spectra. For the
pixel-based approach, we used the individual pixel spectra.
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Figure 1. Study site, test area and location of reference samples (homogeneous stands).

Figure 2. Manual delineation of sunlit tree crowns exemplified for the test area:
(a) selected tree crowns in the image with 0.5 m pixel size, and (b) derived tree crown
polygons in the image with 2 m pixel size.

We included the 4 main tree species Norway spruce, Scots pine, European beech and English oak
and 6 secondary tree species in the analysis. For the other tree species listed in Section 2.1 we could
not identify a sufficient number of individual tree crowns. Table 1 shows the tree species included in
the study as well as the number of pixels and objects (tree crowns) per tree species. In total, 1,465
reference polygons were delineated. In the sample, the distribution by tree species corresponds roughly
to the distribution in the study site. In addition to classification of the 10 tree species we included also
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the classification with only 4 (main) species (PA, PS, FS and QR) for comparability with studies that
comprise only a few tree species, e.g. studies in boreal forests.
Table 1. Common and scientific names, acronyms, and number of pixels and objects of the
10 analyzed tree species.
Common Name

Scientific Name

Norway spruce

Leaf

No. of

No. of

Proportion1

Phenology

Pixels

Objects

[%]

Acronym

Type

Picea abies

PA

Conifer

Evergreen

1,084

226

15.4

Scots pine

Pinus sylvestris

PS

Conifer

Evergreen

807

235

16.0

European larch

Larix decidua

LD

Conifer

Deciduous

472

122

8.3

Douglas fir

Pseudotsuga menziesii

PM

Conifer

Evergreen

677

178

12.1

Lawson’s cypress

Chamaecyparis lawsoniana

CL

Conifer

Evergreen

166

42

2.9

European beech

Fagus sylvatica

FS

Broadleaf

Deciduous

1,519

247

16.9

English oak

Quercus robur

QR

Broadleaf

Deciduous

1,770

152

10.4

European hornbeam

Carpinus betulus

CB

Broadleaf

Deciduous

445

81

5.5

Silver birch

Betula pendula

BP

Broadleaf

Deciduous

397

86

5.9

European alder

Alnus glutinosa

AG

Broadleaf

Deciduous

387

96

6.6

7,724

1,465

100.0

1

based on objects.

2.3. Test Area
For plausibility checks and for demonstrating the method on a continuous area, we selected a test
area covered by an approximately 50 years old mixed forest characterized by a high tree species
diversity (yellow area in Figure 1). The test area represents an independent data set as it does not
contain any reference trees used for building the classifiers (Section 3.3). For the whole test area all
visible tree crowns were delineated as described in Section 2.2 and illustrated in Figure 2. To assess
classification results for this area, forest management data was consulted. However, as explained in
Section 2.2 this data provides only rough information on the true tree species composition. Therefore,
the classification results were also verified in the field.
2.4. WorldView-2 Image
The WorldView-2 image was recorded under cloudless conditions over the site in the middle of the
growing season on 10 July 2010 (Processing Level: Ortho Ready Standard, Scan Direction: forward,
Mean Satellite Elevation: 77.8°, Mean Satellite Azimuth: 76.6°, and Mean Off Nadir View Angle:
11°). At this time of the year, the leaves of all tree species are fully developed, which provides good
conditions for tree species classification. The WorldView-2 satellite provides high spatial resolution
data with 8 spectral bands. At nadir the ground resolution (GSD) is 50 cm for the panchromatic band
(0.46–0.80 µm) and 200 cm for the multispectral bands. In addition to the 4 standard bands Blue
(0.45–0.51 µm), Green (0.51–0.58 µm), Red (0.63–0.69 µm), and Near Infrared 1 (0.77–0.90 µm),
another 4 bands are available. The new bands are Coastal (0.40–0.45 µm), Yellow (0.59–0.63 µm),
Red Edge (0.71–0.75 µm), and Near Infrared 2 (0.86–1.04 µm). Further details about the sensor can be
found on the website of the provider (http://worldview2.digitalglobe.com/) and in [40]. WorldView-2
data can be ordered either with the 4 standard bands or with all 8 bands.
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The pixel gray values (digital numbers) were converted to ‘at-sensor’ radiance [40]. In addition, we
performed an atmospheric correction with the ENVI module (ENVI 4.8) FLAASH resulting in
top-of-canopy reflectance. This step was done to derive meaningful spectral reflectance signatures of the
tree species. The settings were chosen iteratively by checking the resulting reflectance values for
plausibility (final FLAASH settings: Atmospheric Model: Mid-Latitude Summer, Aerosol Model: Rural,
Initial Visibility: 70 km). For pansharpening, the HCS algorithm (Hyperspherical Color Space algorithm)
[41] was used. This algorithm is dedicated to WorldView-2 data and is implemented in ERDAS Imagine
2010. With ERDAS Imagine the image was georectified by using a digital terrain model (5 m grid). The
coordinates of the control point were taken from a color-infrared orthophoto (recorded in 2007, 0.5 m
pixel size). The achieved average accuracy (RMSE) was 0.70 pixels on the 2 m image.
3. Methods
For tree species classification we applied object-based and pixel-based approaches using manually
delineated sunlit regions of the tree crowns (Section 2.2). As input features, either the spectral
information of the 8 WorldView-2 bands were used or only the 4 standard bands.
3.1. Spectral Variability Within and Among Tree Species
Figure 3 shows the mean spectral signatures for the 10 tree species. As expected, the reflectance
values in the Red Edge band and in the two Near Infrared bands are higher for the broadleaf tree
species than for the conifers [42–44]. European beech (FS) and European hornbeam (CP) show the
highest values and differ significantly from the other tree species, whereas the differences between the
other broadleaf tree species are much lower (Figure 3(a)). Among the conifers the Lawson’s cypress
(CL) shows the highest reflectance values in the near infrared, followed by Douglas fir (PM), European
larch (LD), Scots pine (PS) and Norway spruce (PA). In the visible (Figure 3(b)) the bands Green and
Yellow show the largest differences, but the differentiation is not as clear as in the near infrared.
Figure 3. Mean spectral signatures of the 10 tree species derived from the 8 WorldView-2
bands using the reference polygons (for sample size see Table 1): (a) full spectrum, and
(b) wavelength range of visible light (detail of the full spectrum).
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Figure 4. Box-whisker-plots of median reflectance values of the 8 WorldView-2 bands for
the 10 tree species derived from the reference polygons.
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The box-whisker-plots in Figure 4 show the spectral variability among and within the 10 tree
species. The conifers and the broadleaf trees are well distinguishable by the bands in the near infrared.
Within these tree species groups the separation is not so clear. Partly, there are considerable spectral
overlaps. Some tree species differ clearly from the other species in particular bands, for example Scots
pine (PS) in the bands Coastal and Blue, Silver birch (BP) in the band Yellow, and European beech (FS)
in the bands Near Infrared 1 and Near Infrared 2. The tree species show band-specific within-species
variance. For example for European hornbeam (CB) the variance in the Red band is quite large
compared to the other broadleaf trees and that in the Coastal band is relatively small.
3.2. Band Correlations
On the basis of the correlation matrix computed from the reference samples (Table 2), we could
identify 3 groups of bands: (A) Coastal, Blue, (Red), (B) Green, Yellow, (Red), and (C) Red Edge,
Near Infrared 1, and Near Infrared 2. Within each group the correlations between the bands are high.
The Red band is put in brackets, because it shows high correlation with Blue (Group A) as well as with
Green and Yellow (Group B). Each group contains 1 or 2 bands from the 4 standard bands and from
the 4 new bands respectively. Thus, the standard bands and the new bands are partly highly correlated
providing redundant information.
Table 2. Pairwise correlations between the 8 bands computed from the reference samples
(the names of the new bands are printed in cursive letters, correlations >0.70 in bold letters).
Group
A

B

C

Band

Coastal

Blue

Green

Yellow

Red

Red Edge

Near Infrared 1 Near Infrared 2

Coastal

-

0.88

0.36

0.48

0.64

0.11

0.08

0.06

Blue

0.88

-

0.48

0.57

0.77

0.05

−0.02

−0.04

Green

0.36

0.48

-

0.90

0.72

0.61

0.44

0.45

Yellow

0.48

0.57

0.90

-

0.82

0.51

0.33

0.35

Red

0.64

0.77

0.72

0.82

-

0.26

0.14

0.16

Red Edge

0.11

0.05

0.61

0.51

0.26

-

0.95

0.95

Near Infrared 1

0.08

−0.02

0.44

0.33

0.14

0.95

-

0.98

Near Infrared 2

0.06

−0.04

0.45

0.35

0.16

0.95

0.98

-

3.3. Random Forest and Linear Discriminant Analysis
For classification we used Random Forest (RF) [16], a non-parametric ‘ensemble learning’
algorithm. It is an enhancement of traditional decision trees and consists of a large number of trees. For
the construction of each decision tree an individual bootstrap sample is drawn from the original data
set (sampling with replacement). The split determination at each node is based on the Gini criterion. In
standard decision trees, the nodes are split by the variable that gives the best split, i.e., the highest
decrease in Gini. In RF, a subset of variables is randomly selected at each node, and from this subset
the best-splitting variable is chosen. New data are classified by taking the majority vote among the
classification outcomes of all constructed decision trees. For estimating the classification error, the
samples not in the bootstrap sample (out-of-bag data, OOB), approximately 36.8% of the original data
set at each bootstrap iteration, are used. Each decision tree is used to classify the samples in the
corresponding OOB data set. Then for each sample in the original data set the majority vote among the
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classification outcomes of the involved decision trees is compared with the true class label giving an
estimate of the misclassification rate.
RF provides two measures to assess the explanatory power of the input variables, i.e., mean
decrease in accuracy (MDA) and mean decrease in Gini (MDG). To calculate the MDA of a variable,
the values of this variable are randomly permuted for the OOB data, while keeping the values of the
other variables constant. The importance of the variable is obtained by comparing the resulting
misclassification rate with the rate achieved without randomly permuting the values of the variable.
This procedure is repeated for each variable [16]. To calculate the MDG of a variable, the decreases in
the splitting criterion Gini related to this variable are summarized in the forest and normalized by the
number of trees [45]. A detailed description of RF can be found in [16,17] and in particular for remote
sensing applications in [18,22].
To run a RF classifier, two parameters have to be set: the number of classification trees (number of
bootstrap iterations) and the number of input variables used at each node. We varied both parameters
across a wide range of values (number of trees: 1 to 2,500; number of random split variables at each
node: 1 to 5). The overall accuracy (object-based, 10 tree species, 8 bands) averaged over 20 repetitions
increased sharply until reaching a plateau of 250 trees with accuracies remaining almost constant
beyond this point (Figure 5). Using 1 or 2 randomly selected input variables per node delivered better
results than using 3, 4 or 5 variables. For this reason and for comparability with other studies, we chose
the default settings of 500 trees and 2 (the square root of the number of input variables) variables at
each node [17,46].
Figure 5. Effect of the number of trees and the number of random split variables at each
node (mtry) on the overall accuracy for the object-based RF classification of 10 tree
species using the 8 bands of WorldView-2 (mean overall accuracy from 20 repetitions).

For comparison, we applied also Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), which is an established and
widely used parametric statistical classifier that is also used in remote sensing [5,47–52]. It estimates
linear decision boundaries to separate the classes. As a prerequisite, the classes should be
approximately Gaussian distributed and should have equal covariance [17]. The classification
accuracies were determined by bootstrapping [53] with 500 bootstrap iterations. The test-datasets of all
iterations were identical with the respective RF OOB datasets.
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To evaluate the results of RF and LDA we produced confusion matrices with the majority vote from
all bootstrap iterations and calculated the producer’s and user’s accuracies for each class, the overall
accuracy (correct classification rate), and Cohen’s Kappa coefficient [54]. For the comparison of
different methods we used Kappa and its variance to implement Z-Statistic [55].
3.4. Explanatory Power of the Spectral Bands
For a better understanding of the whole classification process we wanted to figure out, which input
variables (bands) are most relevant for tree species classification and particularly to investigate the role
of the 4 new WorldView-2 bands Coastal, Yellow, Red Edge, and Near Infrared 2.
Both RF and LDA provide measures for assessing variable importance. In RF we used the measures
MDA and MDG (Section 3.3). In addition we computed Wilks’ Lambda that is a product of the
ANOVA performed prior to LDA and measures the univariate separation power of the variables. In the
LDA the multivariate explanatory power of the variables was obtained from the mean discriminant
function coefficients (MDFC). For this measure the coefficients of the discriminant functions are
standardized and their weighted averages over the discriminant functions are computed [56]. In
addition to these measures we determined the overall accuracy for all possible combinations with 4
bands (in total 70 combinations) both with RF (averaged over 20 repetitions) and LDA (with all
samples), and identified the 4-band combination that gave the highest classification accuracy. Then we
compared the best classification result of RF and LDA, respectively, with the results achieved with the
4-band combinations proposed by MDA, MDG, MDFC, and Wilks’ Lambda.
3.5. Classification Stability
The Random Forest classifier is an ensemble method that combines several individual classification
trees (e.g., 500) and is therefore able to adjust for the instabilities of the individual classification trees.
Each classification tree outputs a class and the class that is the majority vote is assigned to the instance
to be classified (Section 3.3). Hence, in addition to the final class decision, i.e., the majority vote, the
class distribution among the votes of all trees is also known. It shows how ambiguous the decision is
and which classes are involved. By examining this information, further insights can be gained both in
the context of validation and of prediction.
In the validation phase, the number of votes for the most frequent class divided by the number of
times the sample appears in the out-of-bag (OOB) dataset serves as a measure of ambiguity:
(1)

UV
Nmajority
NOOB

Unambiguity for a reference sample (validation);
Number of votes for the most frequent class;
Number of times the sample appears in the out-of-bag (OOB) dataset.

Three cases of validation outcome can be distinguished (Table 3). We computed the unambiguity
for each reference sample and from this we derived for each case (a, b, and c) and for each tree species
the distribution of unambiguity. This information can, for example, be used for locating outliers in the
reference dataset. Samples that are misclassified with a high unambiguity (case b or c) are outlier
candidates and should be verified.
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Table 3. Cases of validation outcome.
Case

Majority vote

Reference

Classified as

a
b
c

correct
wrong
wrong

tree species i
tree species i
not tree species i

tree species i
not tree species i
tree species i

In the prediction phase, the unambiguity of a new sample is computed by dividing the number of
votes for the most frequent class by the number of trees in the RF model (Equation (2)) as each new
sample is classified by all classification trees of the RF model.
(2)

UP
Nmajority
Ntrees

Unambiguity for a new sample (prediction);
Number of votes for the most frequent class;
Number of trees in the RF model.

In combination with the ordinary class-specific user’s accuracies derived in the validation phase, the
unambiguity gives an estimate of the achieved classification reliability for each new sample to be
classified:
(3)

RP
UP
UAcc

Reliability for a new sample (prediction);
Unambiguity for a new sample (prediction);
User’s accuracy of the most frequent class.

In addition, the retrieved classification ambiguities computed for new samples offer the possibility
to compute the class-specific probabilities for each sample to be classified, enabling a soft
classification (not implemented in the paper).
All analysis in this study were carried out with the statistic software R 2.15 [57] with the additional
packages graphics [57], fmsb [58], MASS [59] and randomForest [46].
4. Results
4.1. Object-Based Classification Results for 4 Tree Species
Table 4 shows the results for the object-based classification of the 4 main tree species using all 8
bands of the WorldView-2 image. All user’s and producer’s accuracies were over 90% without any
misclassifications between coniferous and broadleaf tree species. From the 860 samples only 36 were
misclassified, resulting in an overall accuracy of 95.9% (Kappa 0.945).
If only the 4 standard bands instead of the 8 bands were used, the results degraded only slightly (not
shown). The user’s and producer’s accuracies of the individual trees species and also the overall
accuracy with 95.5% (Kappa 0.939) were almost the same as the results achieved with all 8 bands.
This shows that the new WorldView-2 bands have no positive influence on classifying only a small
number of tree species.
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Table 4. Confusion matrix for the 4 main tree species using the 8 bands of WorldView-2 and
object-based RF classification (horizontal line separates coniferous and broadleaf trees).
Reference Data
PS
FS

Classified as

PA

PA
PS

211
15

12
223

FS
QR
Σ

0
0
226

0
0
235

Prod. acc.

0.934 0.949

QR

Σ

User’s acc.

0
0

0
0

223
238

0.946
0.937

243
4
247

4
148
152

247
152
860

0.980
0.974

0.984 0.974

0.959

4.2. Object-Based Classification Results for 10 Tree Species
The confusion matrix in Table 5 summarizes the results for classifying 10 tree species using all 8
bands. The overall accuracy was 82.4%, 81.2% of the conifers and 83.8% of the broadleaf trees were
classified correctly. The separation into coniferous and broadleaf trees (computed after post-classification
grouping) was achieved with an overall accuracy of 99.2%.
Large differences between the 10 tree species were observed. The producer’s accuracies ranged
from 33.3% (European hornbeam, CB) to 94.3% (European beech, FS), and the user’s accuracies from
57.4% (European hornbeam, CB) to 92.1% (Lawson’s cypress, CL). The European larch (LD) shows
with 66.4% the lowest producer’s accuracy and with 70.4% also the lowest user’s accuracy among the
conifers. Among the broadleaf tree species, the European hornbeam (CB) shows the lowest accuracies.
The best agreements were obtained for European beech (FS), Silver birch (BP), Scots pine (PS) and
Lawson’s cypress (CL).
Table 5. Confusion matrix for the 10 tree species using the 8 bands of WorldView-2 and
object-based RF classification (horizontal line separates coniferous and broadleaf trees).
Reference Data
Classified as

PA

PS

LD

PM

CL

FS

QR

CB

BP

AG

Σ

User’s acc.

PA

181

8

18

17

1

0

0

0

0

0

225

0.804

PS

11

211

18

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

248

0.851

LD

10

14

81

8

1

0

0

0

0

1

115

0.704

PM

24

2

4

144

0

0

0

0

0

1

175

0.823

CL

0

0

0

0

35

0

0

0

1

2

38

0.921

FS

0

0

0

0

0

233

1

28

3

3

268

0.869

QR

0

0

1

0

0

2

135

15

0

5

158

0.854

CB

0

0

0

0

0

11

9

27

0

0

47

0.574

BP

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

6

78

2

88

0.886

AG

0

0

0

1

4

0

7

5

4

82

103

0.796

Σ

226

235

122

178

42

247

152

81

86

96

1465

Prod. acc.

0.801

0.898

0.664

0.809

0.833

0.943

0.888

0.333

0.907

0.854

0.824

If only the 4 standard bands instead of the 8 bands were used for the differentiation of the 10 tree
species, the classification accuracy decreased. Table 6 shows that the producer’s and user’s accuracies
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for all tree species (except English oak, QR) were significantly lower than the corresponding values
achieved with 8 bands (Table 5). The overall accuracy was reduced by 4.9 percentage points.
Table 6. Confusion matrix for the 10 tree species using the 4 standard bands of
WorldView-2 and object-based RF classification (horizontal line separates coniferous and
broadleaf trees).
Reference Data
Classified as

PA

PS

LD

PM

CL

FS

QR

CB

BP

AG

Σ

User’s acc.

PA

167

7

20

29

1

0

0

0

0

0

224

0.746

PS

10

204

24

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

246

0.829

LD

11

17

63

14

1

0

0

1

0

1

108

0.583

PM

38

7

12

124

3

0

1

0

0

0

185

0.670

CL

0

0

0

2

33

0

0

0

0

3

38

0.868

FS

0

0

0

0

0

227

1

31

1

3

263

0.863

QR

0

0

1

1

0

2

140

15

0

5

164

0.854

CB

0

0

1

0

0

17

6

24

1

0

49

0.490

BP

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

5

75

5

86

0.872
0.775

AG

0

0

1

0

4

0

4

5

9

79

102

Σ

226

235

122

178

42

247

152

81

86

96

1465

Prod. acc.

0.739

0.868

0.516

0.697

0.786

0.919

0.921

0.296

0.872

0.823

0.775

4.3. Pixel-Based Classification Results for 10 Tree Species
The results of the pixel-based classification are presented in Table 7 (10 tree species, 8 bands).
Comparing the results with the corresponding results of the object-based classification (Table 5)
revealed that the results of the pixel-based approach were significantly worse than those of the
object-based approach. This finding was evident for all tree species included in the study, except two
tree species. For English oak (QR) the producer’s accuracy was slightly higher and for European
hornbeam (CB) the user’s accuracy did not change.
Table 7. Confusion matrix for the 10 tree species using the 8 bands of WorldView-2 and
pixel-based RF classification (horizontal line separates coniferous and broadleaf trees).
Reference Data
Classified as

PA

PS

LD

PM

CL

FS

QR

CB

BP

AG

Σ

User’s acc.

PA

755

125

143

186

4

3

12

1

6

9

1244

0.607

PS

109

629

51

30

0

0

4

1

0

0

824

0.763

LD

41

28

202

35

5

1

11

5

9

2

339

0.596

PM

141

21

48

393

12

0

21

0

5

5

646

0.608

CL

4

0

1

6

103

1

2

1

17

8

143

0.720

FS

0

0

1

0

0

1330

89

165

6

19

1610

0.826

QR

27

3

15

22

15

154

1589

167

16

86

2094

0.759

CB

0

0

0

0

0

26

15

70

6

4

121

0.579

BP

0

1

3

2

15

0

1

23

310

15

370

0.838

AG

7

0

8

3

12

4

26

12

22

239

333

0.718

7724

Σ

1084

807

472

677

166

1519

1770

445

397

387

Prod. acc.

0.696

0.779

0.428

0.581

0.620

0.876

0.898

0.157

0.781

0.618

0.728
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4.4. Summary of RF Classification Results and Comparison with LDA
The tree specific classification results (user’s accuracies) are summarized in Figure 6 (RF, 10 tree
species). Figure 6(a) shows the effect of using the full spectral resolution (i.e., 8 bands) in relation to
the sole use of the 4 standard bands. Only three tree species (European larch (LD), Douglas fir (PM),
and European Hornbeam (CB)) benefited from the additional bands significantly with an increase in
user’s accuracies between 8 and 15 percentage points, i.e., the tree species that had the lowest user’s
accuracies using only 4 bands. For the remaining tree species the improvements were moderate (ranging
between 1 and 6 percentage points).
By classifying objects instead of pixels the user’s accuracies could be raised significantly for most
tree species (Figure 6(b)). Only for European Hornbeam (CB) no improvements could be found. In
general, the positive impact was higher for conifers, ranging between 9 and 22 percentage points, than
for broadleaf trees, ranging between 4 and 10 percentage points.
Comparing the two charts, it is remarkable that the positive impact of the 4 additional bands
(Figure 6(a)) was considerably lower than the improvements that were achieved by using the
object-based instead of the pixel-based approach (Figure 6(b)).
Figure 6. Spider charts representing the user’s accuracies for the following classification
approaches (RF, 10 tree species): (a) 8 versus 4 bands (object-based), (b) object-based
versus pixel-based (8 bands).

An overview of all classification results is provided in Table 8. The following models are
compared: 4 versus 10 tree species, pixel-based versus object-based classification and RF classification
versus LDA. The detailed LDA results are shown in the online supplementary file (Tables S1–S4).
The Kappa values show moderate (below 0.80) to strong (up to 0.95) agreement between the
classification results and the reference data. For all Kappa values the single Z-Value was higher than
3.29 denoting that all results were most significantly better than random.
Using only the 4 standard bands (Red, Green, Red, Near Infrared 1) instead of the 8 available
bands, the classification accuracies for 10 tree species declined. For example, in the object-based
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approach, Kappa decreased significantly from 0.799 to 0.743 for RF (Z-test, Z = 47.7, P < 0.01) and
from 0.811 to 0.756 for LDA (Z-test, Z = 49.41, P < 0.01). However, if only a few tree species (i.e.,
the 4 main tree species Norway spruce (PA), Scots pine (PS), European beech (FS) and English oak
(QR)) were considered, the Kappa values, derived with 8 and 4 bands respectively, differed only
slightly. With RF it decreased from 0.945 (8 bands) to 0.939 (4 bands) (Z-test, Z = 71.70, P < 0.01),
and with LDA it increased from 0.925 (8 bands) to 0.931 (4 bands) (Z-test, Z = 63.25, P < 0.01).
Table 8. Classification results with 4 and 8 bands for the 4 main tree species (PA, PS, FS,
QR) and all 10 tree species (PA, PS, LD, PM, CL, FS, QR, CB, BP, AG), for the pixel-based
and the object-based approach and for the two classification algorithms (RF and LDA).
Tree Species

Approach
pixel-based

4
object-based
pixel-based
10
object-based
1

WorldView-2 Bands1

RF

LDA

Overall acc.

Kappa

Overall acc.

Kappa

4 (B,G,R,NIR1)
8 (C,B,G,Y,R,RE,NIR1,NIR2)
4 (B,G,R,NIR1)
8 (C,B,G,Y,R,RE,NIR1,NIR2)

0.868
0.881
0.955
0.959

0.819
0.837
0.939
0.945

0.849
0.862
0.949
0.944

0.793
0.810
0.931
0.925

4 (B,G,R,NIR1)
8 (C,B,G,Y,R,RE,NIR1,NIR2)
4 (B,G,R,NIR1)
8 (C,B,G,Y,R,RE,NIR1,NIR2)

0.690
0.728
0.775
0.824

0.634
0.678
0.743
0.799

0.657
0.700
0.786
0.835

0.593
0.645
0.756
0.811

C: Coastal, B: Blue, G: Green, Y: Yellow, R: Red, RE: Red Edge, NIR1: Near Infrared 1, NIR2: Near Infrared 2.

Using the pixel-based instead of the object-based approach led to a significantly lower classification
performance. In the classification of 10 tree species with all 8 bands, Kappa decreased from 0.799 to
0.678 (Z-test, Z = 62.77, P < 0.01) in case of RF and from 0.811 to 0.645 (Z-test, Z = 64.53, P < 0.01)
in case of LDA. Also for 4 tree species, the pixel-based accuracies were significantly lower. The
RF-Kappa decreased from 0.945 to 0.837 (Z-test, Z = 86.23, P < 0.01) and the LDA-Kappa from 0.925
to 0.810 (Z-test, Z = 74.51, P < 0.01).
In general, the overall accuracy and the tree species-specific results (online supplementary file, Table
S5 and S6) for RF and LDA were quite similar. For example for 10 tree species (8 bands, object-based)
LDA performed slightly better than RF (RF: 0.799, LDA: 0.811, Z-test, Z = 50.56, P < 0.01) and for
the 4 main tree species (8 bands, object-based) RF achieved a slightly better result (RF: 0.945, LDA:
0.925, Z-test, Z = 67.91, P < 0.01).
4.5. Classification Stability
The tree species-specific classification unambiguities (RF, object-based, 10 tree species, 8 bands)
are presented in form of histograms in Figure 7. The 10 tree species show different patterns. The first
row in each figure illustrates the correctly classified samples (case a, Section 3.5). For Norway spruce,
Scots pine, European beech, English oak, and Silver birch, the highest frequencies occur at the highest
unambiguity values and the frequencies decrease continuously with decreasing unambiguity. In the
second and third rows (case b and c, respectively), showing the misclassified samples, these tree
species have medium to low unambiguity values for most samples.

Remote Sens. 2012, 4
Figure 7. Histograms based on the classification unambiguity for (a) coniferous and (b)
broadleaf trees ranging from 0 to 1 with an interval of 0.1 for the three cases (case a:
correctly classified samples of the specified tree species, case b: samples of the specified
tree species classified as another tree species, and case c: samples of other tree species
classified as the specified tree species).
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European larch and European hornbeam, which are the tree species with the lowest classification
accuracies according to the confusion matrix (Table 5), do not show this pattern. For these tree species,
two characteristics are remarkable. Firstly, there are no correctly classified samples (first row in
Figure 7(a) and 7(b), respectively, case a) that have high unambiguity values (0.9–1.0). Instead, the
medium unambiguity values occur with high frequencies. Secondly, among the misclassified (second
rows, case b) an unexpected high number of samples appears in the columns representing the highest
unambiguity values. This can be explained by spectral similarities to other tree species or by
misattributions in the reference samples (i.e., outliers). Before these samples are used in the prediction
of new samples, their class attributions should be verified. For example, there are 4 crowns of
European larch that were misclassified with high unambiguity (case b). According to our records, 1 of
them was classified as Norway spruce and 3 were classified as Scots pine, both with high unambiguity
(case c). Besides there are 4 Norway spruce reference samples that were classified as Scots pine, again
with high unambiguity. This adds up to 7 Scots pine entries with high unambiguity in the third row
(case c).
4.6. Test Area
We classified the test area (Section 2.3) with the object-based RF approach (10 tree species, 8 bands).
The classification results (majority votes) are shown in Figure 8(a). According to the forest stand map
and our field observations, the test area is covered by a very heterogeneous mixed forest with equal
proportions of coniferous and broadleaf tree species. The southwest is dominated by Scots pine and
Norway spruce, and the eastern part is dominated by European beech. English oak, Silver birch,
European alder, European hornbeam and European larch are also present serving as accompanying tree
species. The classification results were plausible and corresponded quite well to this description.
Likewise, the proportions of broadleaf and coniferous tree species were correctly determined.
The classification of Scots pine corresponded well to the observations in the field, whereas Norway
spruce was underrepresented and European larch was overrepresented. According to the bootstrap
results (Table 5), European larch showed one of the lowest classification accuracies due to confusion
with Norway spruce and Scots pine. The tree crowns classified as Douglas fir were in fact Norway
spruce. The Lawson’s cypress that was not present in the field, occurred only occasionally in the tree
species map (<1%) showing that the classifier was mostly right regarding this tree species.
The classified crowns of European beech could be confirmed in the field to a very high degree.
However, in total this tree species was underrepresented in the map. Furthermore, we observed that the
proportion of English oak and European hornbeam in the map was higher than expected from the field
observations. In some cases, this was due to confusion with European alder. The proportion of Silver
birch corresponded well to our observations in the field.
For the reliability map presented in Figure 8(b) we computed the unambiguities and reliabilities
according to Equations (2) and (3) using the classification results shown in Figure 8(a) and the user’s
accuracies from Table 5. As shown in the histograms, the conifers were classified with a bit higher
reliabilities (mean: 0.59) than the broadleaf trees (mean: 0.54). Among the conifers Scots pine was
classified with the highest reliability (0.61) and European larch with the lowest (0.32). Among the
broadleaf trees, European beech was classified with the highest reliability (0.58) and European
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hornbeam with the lowest (0.26). The tree species that were classified with a high reliability showed
good agreement of the mapping results and the observations in the field.
Figure 8. Classification of the test area (RF, 10 tree species, 8 bands): (a) tree species map,
(b) reliability map derived from the species-specific user’s accuracies and the individual
unambiguities.
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4.7. Explanatory Power of the Spectral Bands
We examined the explanatory power of the 8 spectral bands in the classification of the 10 tree
species using the following measures of variable importance: MDA, MDG, MDFC, and Wilks’
Lambda. For further interpretations, the measures of variable importance were evaluated in
combination with the pairwise correlations shown in Table 2 and particularly under consideration of
the 3 groups of bands identified on the basis of the correlation matrix. If a band is added to the set of
variables that highly correlates with one of the bands that is already part of the variable set, only little
additional information is provided by the new band, which may have an impact on the computed
measures of variable importance.
Table 9 shows the explanatory power of the 8 bands according to the measures of variable
importance derived from RF and LDA and the resulting band rankings.
Table 9. Explanatory power of the 8 bands in the classification of the 10 tree species from
different statistical analysis (MDA & MDG: RF, MDFC: LDA, Wilks’ Lambda: ANOVA)
with the corresponding ranks in parentheses. The horizontal lines separate the 3 groups
identified on the basis of the correlation matrix (new bands are printed in cursive letters).
Band
Coastal
Blue

Group
A

Green
Yellow

B

Red
Red Edge
Near Infrared 1
Near Infrared 2

C

MDA

MDG

MDFC

Wilks’ Lambda

0.896 (5)

117.8 (8)

0.295 (5)

0.580 (8)

0.899 (3)

130.9 (6)

0.407 (3)

0.507 (7)

0.909 (1)

145.2 (4)

0.470 (2)

0.392 (4)

0.876 (7)

118.0 (7)

0.257 (6)

0.471 (5)

0.898 (4)

132.0 (5)

0.256 (7)

0.495 (6)

0.858 (8)

184.0 (3)

0.183 (8)

0.154 (3)

0.903 (2)

238.3 (1)

0.650 (1)

0.096 (1)

0.887 (6)

219.1 (2)

0.361 (4)

0.099 (2)

The ranking according to MDG was similar to the ranking according to Wilks’ Lambda. Both
measures ranked the bands Near Infrared 1, Near Infrared 2, Red Edge, and Green as the four most
important variables. The ranking according to MDA and MDFC showed also some similarities. These
two measures ranked the bands Green, Near Infrared 1, and Blue as the three most important variables.
The bands Red and Near Infrared 2 were in the fourth position, respectively. As we can see from
Table 9, one band per group was picked at a time. In this way, the band correlations were taken into
account adding as much new spectral information as possible with each band.
We evaluated the measures of variable importance by simulating a feature selection procedure
(Section 3.4). We compared the best classification result that could be achieved with 4 spectral bands
(derived by trying out all 70 possible 4-band combinations) with the results achieved with the 4-band
combinations proposed by MDA, MDG, MDFC, and Wilks’ Lambda (Table 10).
From the results presented in Table 10 we conclude that the feature selection according to MDA led
to the best classification performance. Compared to the 4-band combination that gave the best
classification result, the differences in overall accuracy were 1.5 percentage points with RF and
0.0 percentage points with LDA. The feature selection according to MDG and Wilks’ Lambda led to
worse classification results. The poor classification performance of these 4-band combinations can be
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explained by the fact that in both cases 3 out of the 4 selected bands were highly correlated belonging
to the same group (C) and that the spectral information represented by group A (Coastal, Blue) was
missing. Wilks’ Lambda measures the explanatory power of the variables univariately. It does not
consider the other variables in the feature set. Thus, if the feature set contains correlated variables, as it
is the case in this study, Wilks’ Lambda is not suited for feature selection. Obviously, the same is valid
for MDG, as it led to nearly the same band ranking. In contrast to Wilks’ Lambda, MDFC rates the
variables multivariately (as it does MDA), but it led to a poorer classification performance than MDA
(with a difference in overall accuracy of 3.9 percentage points with RF and 2.3 percentage points with
LDA compared to the 4-band combination that gave the best classification result).
Table 10. Overall accuracies for RF (mean overall accuracy from 20 repetitions) and LDA
(with all samples) derived by different 4-band combinations (new bands are printed in cursive
letters) based on MDA, MDG, MDFC, and Wilks’ Lambda (10 tree species, object-based).
4-Band Combination1

Overall acc. RF

Overall acc. LDA

best classification result RF

C, G, R, NIR1

0.792

0.782

best classification result LDA

B, G, R, NIR1

0.777

0.790

MDA

B, G, R, NIR1

0.777

0.790

MDG

G, RE, NIR1, NIR2

0.726

0.746

MDFC

B, G, NIR1, NIR2

0.753

0.767

G, RE, NIR1, NIR2

0.726

0.746

Basis of the 4-Band Combination

Wilks’ Lambda
1

C: Coastal, B: Blue, G: Green, Y: Yellow, R: Red, RE: Red Edge, NIR1: Near Infrared 1, NIR2: Near Infrared 2

5. Discussion
5.1. Spectral Separability of Tree Species
The study shows that WorldView-2 satellite data are highly suitable to separate the investigated tree
species. The distinction between coniferous and broadleaf tree species (RF, object-based, 10 tree
species, 8 bands) was excellent (99% correct). The achieved user’s accuracies of the various tree
species ranged between 57% and 92%, and the producer’s accuracies ranged between 33% and 94%.
The lowest values were found for European hornbeam (CB) and European larch (LD). For these tree
species it was difficult to find reliable reference samples, as they usually do not occur in pure stands in
our study site. Therefore, some of the misclassifications maybe due to errors in the reference data set.
Another possible reason for the observed misclassifications are spectral overlaps. The fact that some
tree species reveal significantly lower accuracies, while other species show balanced classification
results, are also found in other studies that considered a high number of tree species [12,60–64].
The classification of the test area showed some limitations. Concluding from our observations in the
field, a great deal of the identified misclassifications could be explained by the very complex forest
structure in the test area. Most stands were multi-storied and the tree crowns were small as the thinning
was done only recently. Both characteristics lead to mixed pixels that may cause misclassifications.
In general, it was difficult to gather suitable data in the field for verification. Due to the described
stand structure it was quite difficult to measure or estimate the tree species composition in the field in
such a way that it was comparable with the one assessed from the image. The tree composition one can
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see and measure from the ground can vary significantly from the one seen from above. For this reason,
we recommend visual (stereo) photo interpretation to obtain reliable quantitative data for verification
rather than measurements in the field.
5.2. The Role of the 8 WorldView-2 Bands in Tree Species Classification
The 4 main tree species (Norway spruce (PA), Scots pine (PS), European beech (FS), and English oak
(QR)) could be separated very accurately by using only the 4 standard bands (Blue, Green, Red, and
Near infrared 1). Adding the 4 new bands (Coastal, Yellow, Red Edge, and Near infrared 2) to the set of
explanatory variables had hardly any impact on the classification accuracy. This finding corresponds to
the results of [10], where 4 bands and 8 bands performed almost equally in a two-class-problem using
various classification algorithms (LDA, Quadratic Discriminant Analysis, Support Vector Machine
and RF).
However, when we classified 10 tree species, the use of the 4 additional bands led to a significant
improvement of classification accuracy. For example, in the object-based classification the Kappa
value increased from 0.74 (4 bands) to 0.80 (8 bands). For two tree species (European larch (LD) and
Douglas fir (PM)) the producer’s accuracies could be improved by more than 10 percentage points
using all bands. Even stronger improvements could be achieved by [14]. They simulated WorldView-2
data from high spatial resolution hyperspectral data (High-fidelity Imaging Spectrometer, HiFIS) and
reported an increase in Kappa from 0.55 to 0.71 (8 savanna tree species, maximum likelihood
classification) by adding the 4 additional bands.
By including the 4 new bands in the set of explanatory variables, the number of variables used in
the classification is doubled. From this, one may expect a stronger effect on classification accuracy
than the one observed in our study. The small positive effect of the new bands can be explained by the
pairwise band correlations. Each of the new bands correlated with one or more standard band(s) with a
correlation coefficient higher than 0.85 (Coastal and Blue: 0.88, Yellow and Green: 0.90, Red Edge
and Near Infrared 1: 0.95, Near Infrared 1 and Near Infrared 2: 0.98). Also the two new bands Red
Edge and Near Infrared 2 showed a high correlation (0.95), whereas among the standard bands the
correlations are low to moderate (0.02 to 0.77). Therefore adding the 4 new bands to the 4 standard
bands introduced a lot of redundant information. One advantage of RF is that it can handle this
collinearity [65].
An extensive analysis of the explanatory power of the bands revealed that in the classification with
all 8 bands, the bands Green, Near Infrared 1, and Blue were most important. The bands Red
(according to MDA) and Near Infrared 2 (according to MDFC) were in the fourth position. By
checking all possible 4-band combinations, the combinations with the bands Coastal, Green, Red, and
Near Infrared 1 (RF) and Blue, Green, Red, and Near Infrared 1 (LDA) yielded the best classification
results. In all mentioned 4-band combinations at least 3 standard bands appear. From this we conclude
that the new bands play only a minor part in tree species classification, but they are helpful especially
when a larger number of tree species has to be separated or when the tree species show substantial
spectral overlaps. The 4 measures of variable importance led to different 4-band combinations. With
MDA, followed by MDFC, we could find the 4-band combinations that were closest to the optimal
4-band combination, whereas MDG and Wilks’ Lambda were not suitable for feature selection, as they
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score the bands without considering the information that the other variables in the feature set
contribute. The superiority of MDA compared with MDG corresponds to the findings of [66,67]. They
conclude that the MDA measure may be preferred, when within-predictor correlation exists.
5.3. Quality Checks
We introduced two new measures derived from the RF procedure for quality checking, the
classification ambiguity and the classification reliability. Both indices were found very useful for
interpreting the tree species map of the test site. The classification ambiguity permits to detect oddly
behaving reference samples, i.e., outliers, very easily (validation phase). In the prediction phase it can
be used in combination with the user’s accuracies to assess the classification reliability individually for
each classified pixel or object. These measures are not restricted to tree species discrimination but can
be helpful also for other problems such as land cover classification.
5.4. Non-Parametric versus Parametric Classification
The non-parametric RF classifier performed almost equally well as the established and widely used
parametric LDA classifier. Comparing RF and LDA regarding their requirements on the data, we see
the following advantages of RF for tree species classification: (1) In contrast to LDA, the non-parametric
RF classifier does not make any assumptions about data distribution. Therefore it can handle also
possibly occurring multi-modal data distributions. In our study the classes were mostly normally
distributed leading to similar results with RF and LDA. However, this may not always be the case in
image analysis. In tree species classification the robustness against non-normally distributed data sets
can be helpful, for example, if only the most relevant tree species are mapped individually while
pooling the secondary tree species in a single class. (2) RF is more flexible than LDA regarding class
homogeneity. In contrast to LDA, RF does not require that the classes have a common covariance
matrix, which often is not the case in tree species classification and hence limits the use of LDA and
other parametric classifiers. (3) RF provides a reliable measure of variable importance, i.e., mean
decrease in accuracy (MDA) that is very helpful for feature selection, as demonstrated in the paper.
Altogether, RF offers a powerful alternative to traditional parametric methods.
5.5. Performance of the Pixel-Based and the Object-Based Approach
The object-based classification results outperformed the pixel-based results (10 tree species) in
terms of overall accuracy by about 10 percentage points. These differences are notable especially
considering that the results derived by the pixel-based approach might be positively biased due to
spatial autocorrelation.
The advantage of classifying crown objects instead of individual pixels (both sunlit) corresponds to
the findings in [5,10,38,39]. We assume that the average over a couple of pixels captures species-specific
differences in crown structure and transmissivity very effectively and compensates for mixed pixels.
The improvements achieved by object-based classification were higher for coniferous than for
broadleaf trees (Figure 6(b)). This can be explained by differences in the crown form. Due to the
conical shape of conifer crowns the sunlit regions are smaller and therefore more affected by mixed
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pixels compared to broadleaf trees with rather spherical crowns. Scots pine differs from other conifers
showing an intermediate crown form. For this reason, the increase in accuracy observed for this tree
species was least among the conifers.
As our tree crowns were usually covered only by a few 2 m pixels (multispectral), we could not
take advantage of textural and/or n-dimensional co-variance information, as it is quite common in
object-based classification. This approach proved already to be very efficient in physically-based
retrievals of canopy LAI and other biophysical variables [68].
The performance of an object-based classification depends strongly on the quality of the segments.
In this study, the crown delineation was done manually resulting in objects (i.e., tree crowns) that
were ideally suited for classification. Reproducing this kind of delineation by using an
automated segmentation algorithm is challenging but essential for an operational large-scale
application of the method. The delineation of tree crowns can, for example, be done by auxiliary 3-D
information [52,61,63,69–72], for example obtained from Canopy Height Models. Such datasets can
either be derived from LiDAR data [52,61,69,71,73] or from the spectral images themselves [74]
providing that they cover the area of interest stereoscopically. Other crown delineation approaches
employ only spectral information and use different segmentation algorithms, such as (enhanced)
watershed algorithms [75–77], multiresolution segmentation [11,63], or custom-built algorithms
(e.g., [74,78–81]). A detailed overview of the different methods can be found for example in [82,83].
All studies use images with very high spatial resolution, preferably aerial photos. Therefore we expect
that such approaches will also be suitable for WorldView-2 data that provide a panchromatic band with
a pixel size of 0.5 m. The automatic tree crown delineation based on WorldView-2 data will be subject
of further investigations.
Also for the pixel-based approach a procedure has to be established that automatically separates
crown and non-crown pixels properly either during or previous to classification.
5.6. Comparison with Other Studies
The accuracies obtained in this study are in line with or higher than the accuracies reported in
comparable studies. Table 11 presents an overview of studies on tree species classification in
temperate and boreal forests carried out within the last 10 years using data from sensors with different
spatial and spectral resolution. The applied classification algorithms range from parametric methods,
such as logistic regression and the widely-used maximum likelihood classification, to nonparametric
methods such as Support Vector Machines. The overall accuracies, reported in the listed studies, range
between 45% and 96%. The highest values were generally achieved by analyzing only a small number
of tree species and/or by using additional input data (e.g., LiDAR). In our study, the 4 main tree
species Norway spruce, Scots pine, European beech and English oak were correctly classified with an
overall accuracy of about 95%. This result is significantly better than the results reported in similar
studies with 4 or 5 tree species. Also the classification of 10 tree species with an overall accuracy of
82% with RF and 84% with LDA respectively outperforms most of the other studies that included
more than 5 tree species (Table 11).
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Species no.

Overall acc.
[%]6

OI

3

96

0.93 Picea abies, Pinus sylvestris & broadleaf trees

ML

OI

3

91

0.87 Picea abies, Pinus sylvestris & broadleaf trees

[69]

MD

OI

3

91

0.86 Picea abies, Pinus sylvestris & Betula pendula

[84]

3

89

0.82 Picea abies, Pinus sylvestris & broadleaf trees

[50]

3

88

n.s.

Pinus sylvestris, Picea abies & Betula sp.

3

87

n.s.

Larix sp., Cryptomeria japonica, Fagus sp.

OI

3

84

0.76 Picea abies, Pinus sylvestris & broadleaf trees

DT

OI

3

84

n.s.

Fagus sylvatica, Quercus sp. / Carpinus betulus & conifers

[73]

LDA

OI

3

78

n.s.

Picea abies, Pinus sylvestris & broadleaf trees

[47]

Picea abies, Pinus sylvestris & Betula sp.

[52]

Wild RC 20

A M

DMC

LDA

OI

A M ADS40-SH52

Aug

SVM

OI

H M

DCRTRV20

Oct

ML

OS

A M

DMC

Jun

ML

Sensor

A M

Oct
May &
Jul
Oct

Datatyp2

Jun

DMC

Platform1

DMC

A M

A M

n.s.

n.s.

A M

Wild RC 20

Jun

A M

DMC

x

Tree species

Reference

Approach5

ML

A M

Kappa6

Classification
algorithm4

x

Acquisition
date

LiDAR3

Table 11. Results from tree species classifications in temperate and boreal forests with
spectral remote sensing data using different sensors and classification methods from the
last 10 years (ordered by the number of tree species and overall accuracy).

[69]

[85]
[75]
[69]

Sep

LDA

OI

3

68

n.s.

A M ADS40-SH52

Sep

ANN

OI

4

84

0.73 Picea abies, Pinus sylvestris, Larix decidua & Betula sp.

A M Wild RC30/4

Aug

DT

OI

4

77

n.s.

Picea abies, Pinus sylvestris, Betula pubescens & Populus tremula

[86]

Aug
Apr &
Jun
Apr &
Jun

LDA

OI

4

67

n.s.

Picea abies, Pinus sylvestris, Betula pubescens & Populus tremula

[49]

ACA

OS

5

87

0.83 Picea abies, Pinus sylvestris, Pseudotsuga menziesii, Fagus sylvatica, & Quercus sp.

[87]

ML

OS

5

82

0.77 Picea abies, Pinus sylvestris, Pseudotsuga menziesii, Fagus sylvatica, & Quercus sp.

[87]

A M

n.s.

S

M

ASTER

S

M

ASTER

[61]

Pseudotsuga menziesii, Abies grandis, Abies amabilis, Thuja plicata, Tsuga heterophylla &
[88]
hardwood
Fraxinus excelsior, Quercus robur, Acer campestre, Betula pendula, Populus tremula & Ulmus
A M
ATM
Oct
ML
OI
6
[89]
84
0.79
minor
Mar, Jul
Fraxinus excelsior, Quercus robur, Acer campestre, Betula pendula, Populus tremula & Ulmus
A M
ATM
ML
OI
6
[89]
71
0.63
& Oct
minor
Pinus strobus, Picea glauca, Gleditsia triacanthos, Acer saccharum, Tilia Americana &
A H
AISA
Jul
x NN
OI
6
[63]
57
n.s.
Quercus palustris
Pinus strobus, Picea glauca, Gleditsia triacanthos, Acer saccharum, Tilia Americana &
A H
AISA
Jul
NN
OI
6
[63]
48
n.s.
Quercus palustris
Pinus strobus, Picea glauca, Gleditsia triacanthos, Acer saccharum, Tilia Americana &
A H
AISA
Oct
NN
OI
6
[63]
45
n.s.
Quercus palustris
Pinus sylvestris, Pinus nigra subsp. Laricio, Larix decidua, Pseudotsuga menziesii, Fagus
S M
IKONOS
Jun
ML
P
7
[60]
86
0.84
sylvatica, Fagus sylvatica purpure & Quercus sp.
Picea abies, Abies alba, Pinus mugo, Pinus sylvestris, Larix decidua, Fagus sylvatica, & other
A H
AISA
Jul
x SVM OI
7
[27]
83
0.77
broadleaf (& non forest)
Pinus rigida, Pinus koraiensis, Larix leptolepis, Quercus mongolica, Quercus variabilis,
S M
IKONOS
May
ML
PA 7
[90]
77
0.73
Quercus acutissima & Castanea crenata
ADS40-SH40
Picea abies, Pinus sylvestris, Abies alba, Larix decidua, Fagus sylvatica, Fraxinus excelsior,
A M
Sep
ANN OI
7
[61]
76
0.70
& RC30
Acer sp., Alnus sp., & Betula sp.
A H
MIVIS
Jul
ML
OI
7
[91]
75
0.67 Pinus sp., Castanea sativa, Alnus sp., Salix sp., Populus sp., Quercus sp. & Alien species
Picea abies, Abies alba, Pinus mugo, Pinus sylvestris, Larix decidua, Fagus sylvatica, & other
A H
AISA
Jul
SVM OI
7
[27]
74
0.66
broadleaf (& non forest)
Picea abies, Pinus sylvestris, Acer sp., Fagus sp., Fraxinus sp., Populus sp., Salix sp. &
A M
DMC
Aug
LR
OI
8
[62]
88
0.86
Quercus sp.
Picea abies, Pinus sylvestris, Pinus mugo, Abies alba, Larix decidua, Fagus sylvatica,
A H
AISA
Jul
SVM
P
11 n.s. 0.75 Fraxinus excelsior, Acer pseudoplatanus, Ostrya carpinifolia, Quercus petraea, Ulmus glabra [92]
(& non forest)
Abies grandis, Thuja plicata, Pseudotsuga menziesii, Tsuga heterophylla, Pinus contorta,
A H
AISA
Jul
x SVM OI 11 74
0.60 Populus balsamifera, Populus tremuloides, Alnus rubra, Acer macrophylum, Quercus [64]
garryana & Arbutus menziesii,
Abies grandis, Thuja plicata, Pseudotsuga menziesii, Tsuga heterophylla, Pinus contorta,
A H
AISA
Jul
SVM OI 11 72
0.60 Populus balsamifera, Populus tremuloides, Alnus rubra, Acer macrophylum, Quercus [64]
garryana & Arbutus menziesii,
Picea abies, Pinus sylvestris, Pinus mugo, Abies alba, Larix decidua, Fagus sylvatica,
S M
GeoEye-1
Sep
SVM
P
11 n.s. 0.51 Fraxinus excelsior, Acer pseudoplatanus, Ostrya carpinifolia, Quercus petraea, Ulmus glabra [92]
(& non forest)
Abies concolor, Abies magnifica, Juniperus occidentalis, Pinus albicaulis, Pinus contorta,
Pinus jeffreyi, Pinus monticola, Tsuga mertensiana, Populus tremuloides, Alnus incana,
S M
IKONOS
Jul
ML
P
16 58
[39]
0.50
Arctostaphylos patula, Artemesia tridentate, Ceanothus cordulatus, Ceanothus velutinus,
Quercus vaccinifolia, Salix sp. (& 3 grass species; results without class ‘water’)
1
A: Airplane, H: Helicopter, S: Satellite; 2 H: Hyperspectral, M: Multispectral; 3 Additional information for the tree species classification; 4 ACA: Adaptive Classification
Approach, DT: Decision Tree, LDA: Linear Discriminant Analysis, LR: Logistic Regression, MD: Minimum Distance, ML: Maximum Likelihood, NN: Nearest Neighbor,
ANN: Artificial Neural Network, SVM: Support Vector Machine; 5 OI: object-based classification of individual trees or clusters of some trees, OS: object-based classification
of stands, P: pixel-based classification, PA: pixel-based classification and aggregation of classified pixels to objects; 6 n.s: not specified.
A M

CASI

Sep

ML

OI

6

93

n.s.

We assume that the reasons for our relatively high classification accuracies were the spectral and
spatial properties of the WorldView-2 sensor being very suitable for the task of tree species
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classification. Besides, the large sample size per class certainly had a positive impact on the
classification results. Furthermore, we suppose that considering only the sunlit regions of the tree
crowns in the classification process, as demonstrated also for other sensors [38,39,61,86], significantly
contributed to high classification accuracies. In this way, the within-species spectral variability was not
increased by varying illumination conditions within the tree crown. Finally, as we delineated the
crowns manually, very accurate object boundaries were obtained. By this, the fusion of neighboring
tree crowns in the reference polygons was avoided to a great extent resulting in almost unmixed
reference samples.
6. Conclusion
The study focused on the suitability of single-date WorldView-2 data for tree species mapping at
crown level in a mid-European forest test site located in Austria. For testing the sensor’s potential in
forest mapping, a large number of individual tree crowns from 10 tree species were manually
delineated. The retrieved spectral signatures were analyzed with the Random Forest (RF) classifier.
For comparison the parametric Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) was also tested.
With an overall accuracy of 82% (RF, object-based, 10 tree species, 8 bands) we could demonstrate
the high potential of WorldView-2 data for tree species mapping. The four new (additional) bands
proved to be useful for classifying the full set of (10) tree species. However, the added-value of the
new bands was species-dependent. Achieving improvements in user’s accuracy of 8 percentage points
and higher, some tree species, such as Douglas fir and European larch, were much better separated
with 8 bands, compared to the sole use of the 4 standard bands. For other tree species, such as Scots
pine, European beech, Silver birch, and European alder, the improvements were only marginal (below
2 percentage points). As the 4 additional bands double the already very high (4-band) WorldView-2
data costs, users need to evaluate carefully, if the 4 new bands are beneficial in relation to the extra costs.
A few tree species showed significantly lower producer’s and user’s accuracies than the other
species. For European hornbeam, for example, the user’s accuracy was only 57% (RF, object-based, 10
tree species, 8 bands), while for 8 of the 10 tree species it was 80% and higher. The relatively low
accuracies were obtained despite the fact that the full spectral resolution of the WorldView-2 sensor
was used and that the shadow effects were minimized by focusing only on the sunlit parts of the tree
crowns. The observed spectral overlap is the result of the many structural and biochemical/biophysical
variables determining the tree reflectance. This can yield similar spectral signatures with quite
different combinations of structural and biochemical/biophysical properties. Perhaps, additional bands
in the SWIR (reflectance spectra) or the TIR (emissivity spectra) would be needed for a better
discrimination of these species. Hence, the WorldView-3 satellite, launching in 2014, with 8 new
SWIR bands may improve the capabilities for tree species mapping. Alternatively, temporal and/or
directional signatures could be analyzed in addition to the spectral data. Both additional dimensions are
in principle obtainable from WorldView-2 data, but were not available for the present study.
RF and LDA can be considered representative and state-of-the-art classifiers for non-parametric and
parametric algorithms. Both algorithms were similarly effective for the classification purpose. The
main advantage of LDA is its straightforward interpretability. On the other hand, RF is probably more
robust and theoretically more flexible regarding intra-class data distributions. In addition, the Mean
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Decrease in Accuracy (MDA) criterion, delivered as an output of RF, proved to be very efficient for
feature selection. It performed slightly better than the corresponding metrics from LDA (Mean
Discriminant Function Coefficient, MDFC) to identify the best 4-band combination out of all available
8 bands. The overall accuracy (RF, object-based, 10 tree species) that was achieved with the 4-band
combination identified by MDA was only 1.5 percentage points lower than that achieved with the best
4-band combination. For this reason we recommend RF for similar studies and MDA for feature
selection.
Our study clearly demonstrated the utility of deriving tree species related statistics reflecting the
ambiguity of the class assignment. Benefits of such statistics were demonstrated for identifying
possible misclassifications and outliers (e.g., erroneous and/or questionable references samples). Maps
were produced indicating the unambiguity of the class assignment for each individual tree crown.
Through field verification the usefulness of this quality measure was confirmed. Research in this
direction should be continued.
Following a range of similar studies, our study focused on an object-based approach, where
the pixel spectra within a delineated tree crown were averaged before analysis. For comparison, also
pixel-based classification was tested and we could confirm the superiority of the object-based
approach. We attribute the significant increase in overall accuracy of up to 10 percentage points (RF,
10 tree species, 8 bands) to the fact that the negative impact of mixed pixels was minimized by
averaging the individual (pixel) signatures over the area covered by the sunlit tree crown. This
interpretation is supported by the fact that the accuracy increase was most noticeable for conifers
having relatively small sunlit regions per crown due to the conical shape of the crown. Small sunlit
crown regions increase the risk of selecting mixed pixels affected by shadow effects. For similar
studies, we therefore recommend object-based approaches.
As the WorldView-2 satellite was launched only in 2009, studies employing this new sensor for
vegetation analysis are still rare. Only little information about the benefits and limitations of the 8
spectral bands are available. With this study we could contribute to fill this gap regarding tree species
mapping. Our findings and conclusions refer to regions with forest conditions comparable with those
in the presented study. Without additional studies, the results cannot be generalized. Further studies
that cover different vegetation types within diverse bio-geographical settings are needed to confirm the
potential of WorldView-2 data for tree species classification in other environments.
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Abstract: The study presents the preliminary results of two classification exercises assessing the
capabilities of pre-operational (August 2015) Sentinel-2 (S2) data for mapping crop types and tree
species. In the first case study, an S2 image was used to map six summer crop species in Lower
Austria as well as winter crops/bare soil. Crop type maps are needed to account for crop-specific
water use and for agricultural statistics. Crop type information is also useful to parametrize crop
growth models for yield estimation, as well as for the retrieval of vegetation biophysical variables
using radiative transfer models. The second case study aimed to map seven different deciduous and
coniferous tree species in Germany. Detailed information about tree species distribution is important
for forest management and to assess potential impacts of climate change. In our S2 data assessment,
crop and tree species maps were produced at 10 m spatial resolution by combining the ten S2 spectral
channels with 10 and 20 m pixel size. A supervised Random Forest classifier (RF) was deployed
and trained with appropriate ground truth. In both case studies, S2 data confirmed its expected
capabilities to produce reliable land cover maps. Cross-validated overall accuracies ranged between
65% (tree species) and 76% (crop types). The study confirmed the high value of the red-edge and
shortwave infrared (SWIR) bands for vegetation mapping. Also, the blue band was important in both
study sites. The S2-bands in the near infrared were amongst the least important channels. The object
based image analysis (OBIA) and the classical pixel-based classification achieved comparable results,
mainly for the cropland. As only single date acquisitions were available for this study, the full
potential of S2 data could not be assessed. In the future, the two twin S2 satellites will offer global
coverage every five days and therefore permit to concurrently exploit unprecedented spectral and
temporal information with high spatial resolution.
Keywords: Sentinel-2; forest; cropland; classification; Random Forest

1. Introduction
The Sentinel-2A satellite was successfully launched on 23 June 2015, as part of the European
Copernicus program and the first scenes were delivered a few days later [1]. Sentinel-2 (S2) carries
an innovative wide-swath, high-resolution, multispectral imager (MSI) with 13 spectral bands; this is
going to offer unprecedented perspectives on our land and vegetation [2,3]. The combination of high
resolution (up to 10 m), novel spectral capabilities (e.g., three bands in the red-edge plus two bands in
the SWIR), wide coverage (swath width of 290 km) and minimum five-day global revisit time (with
twin satellites in orbit) is expected to provide extremely useful information for a wide range of land
(and coastal) applications [4].
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In preparation for this new satellite mission, the scientific community has been working to
provide feedback to system developers to define the best algorithms and data exploitation strategies.
This activity resulted in several experiments based on simulated S2 datasets [5–15]. These studies
reported a high potential of S2 in various fields of application. This potential in Earth Observation
(EO), however, needs to be confirmed by real data.
Actual S2 data are now available and ready for exploitation for scientific and commercial purposes.
With the present study, a first assessment of the S2 land cover mapping capabilities is undertaken by
using pre-operational (August 2015) S2 images acquired over two test sites located in Central Europe.
The preliminary assessment focuses on crop type and tree species mapping. Both are important for
remote sensing applications.
Crop type maps produced before the end of the season, for example, are requested by policyand decision-makers for management, statistics and economic purposes, as well as by Earth system
scientists as input in crop models. Inglada et al. [16] recently revised the state-of-the-art in crop
mapping using simulated S2 data. The study indicates that crop type maps, detailed enough to
monitor individual parcels, are not globally available and that the data stream from S2 will offer a high
potential to fill the gap between the availability of timely and accurate crop type maps and the user’s
needs. The study also performed a benchmarking of different classification algorithms highlighting the
adequacy of the Random Forest (RF) classifier for land cover mapping. Scientific efforts are ongoing
to integrate these algorithms in operative tools to use with S2 data, for instance within the S2 for
Agriculture project funded by the European Space Agency (ESA), or the CropMon project funded by
the Austrian Space Application Programme (ASAP). Within this context, our study contributes to the
current state-of-the-art by reporting for the first time the application of the RF classifier to map crop
types using actual S2 data.
Similarly, the classification approach was applied to a forest test site using one of the first available
cloud-free S2 acquisition of Central Europe. Mapping tree species provides detailed description of
forest ecosystems. This is necessary for ecological issues and sustainable forest management. Therefore,
a large variety of sensors with a wide range of spatial and spectral resolution have been used in the
past [17–19]. Besides providing descriptions of the actual forest composition, high repetition rates
of satellite sensors facilitate the detection of changes caused by human as well as abiotic and biotic
disturbances [20,21]. Both the actual mixture of species and the detection of changes and disturbances
are information of increasing importance due to changing climate conditions [22].
The main objective of the study was to assess the suitability of S2 data for typical land cover
classifications in agriculture and forestry using a supervised Random Forest (RF) classifier. As part of
the case studies, we were also interested to see:
i)
ii)

how well object-based classifiers compare against a pixel-based approaches, and
which S2 spectral bands contribute most to the classification accuracy.

As the satellite has not yet reached its full operational mode/capacity, we were not yet able
to exploit the temporal information. The study is preliminary as the analyzed images were only
pre-operational. Some images still show some artifacts as demonstrated in Appendix A (Figures A1–3).
All images analyzed in this study were released by ESA for first assessments and feedback.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Overview
To assess the potential of Sentinel-2 (S2) data for crop type and tree species mapping, we performed
supervised classifications using the Random Forest (RF) classifier. Only pre-operational, single-date S2
images were used. The images were acquired in August 2015.
The workflow applied in this study is shown in Figure 1 and involved pixel- and object-based
classifications for each case study (cropland and forest).
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Figure 1. Workflow of the pixel- and object-based classification and validation.

Figure 1. Workflow of the pixel- and object-based classification and validation.
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study.
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S2 images (ToA reflectance) acquired on 13 August (forest) and 30 August, 2015 (cropland), were
S2 carries an innovative wide-swath, high-resolution, multispectral imager (MSI) with 13 spectral
used.

bands with 10 to 60 m spatial resolution [3] (Figure 2). The first S2 image was acquired and processed
on 27 June, only four days after launch [3,26]. For the present study, cloud-free Level 1C S2 images
(ToA reflectance) acquired on 13 August (forest) and 30 August, 2015 (cropland), were used.
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Figure 3. Location of cropland and forest test sites in Austria and Germany. Each site covers an area
of about 10 × 10 km2. The extent of the respective S2 tiles is also indicated together with ESA’s scene
naming convention.
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The Marchfeld region is characterized by a semi-arid climate with an average annual precipitation
The Marchfeld region is characterized by a semi-arid climate with an average annual
of 500–550 mm, and 200–440 mm between April–September. Annual precipitation can drop to 300 mm,
precipitation of 500–550 mm, and 200–440 mm between April–September. Annual precipitation can
making it the driest region of Austria. For example, in 2015, Statistik Austria estimated a loss of about
drop to 300 mm, making it the driest region of Austria. For example, in 2015, Statistik Austria
one-fifth of the harvested vegetables (especially onions and carrots) compared to the previous year
estimated a loss of about one-fifth of the harvested vegetables (especially onions and carrots)
due to the long period of heat and drought.
compared to the previous year due to the long period of heat and drought.
The soil conditions in Marchfeld are characterized by a high spatial variability, including soils with
The soil conditions in Marchfeld are characterized by a high spatial variability, including soils
low to moderate water-storage capacity [27–29]. The main crops cultivated during summer months
with low to moderate water-storage capacity [27–29]. The main crops cultivated during summer
are vegetables (11% of the crop area), sugar beet (10%) and potatoes (7%). Winter cereals are cultivated
months are vegetables (11% of the crop area), sugar beet (10%) and potatoes (7%). Winter cereals are
on about two-thirds of the crop area [30].
cultivated on about two-thirds of the crop area [30].
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Table 1. Reference samples from August 2015 for the cropland test site Marchfeld.
Table 1. Reference samples from August 2015 for the cropland test site Marchfeld.

Crop
type
Crop
type
Carrots
Carrots
Maize
Maize
Onions
Onions
Soya
Soya
Sugar
beet
Sugar
beet
Sunflower
Sunflower
1
Winter
crops
Winter
crops 1

Number of polygons
32
32
73
73
15
53
86
32
32
161
161

Averagepolygon
polygonsize
size(in
(inpixel)
pixel) Number
Number
pixels
Average
of of
pixels
290
9279
290
9279
546
39,834
546
39,834
311
4672
311
4672
383
20,299
383
20,299
382
32,824
382
32,824
314
10,045
314
10,045
703
113,222
703
113,222

1 Note that winter crops had been harvested at the time of image acquisition (30 August, 2015). This class
Note
that winter crops had been harvested at the time of image acquisition (30 August, 2015). This class
thereforerepresents
representsbare
baresoils.
soils.
therefore

1

Figure 5. Average spectral signatures of the seven crop classes of cropland test site Marchfeld. The

Figure 5. Average spectral signatures of the seven crop classes of cropland test site Marchfeld.
Top-of-Atmosphere (ToA) reflectance values (y-axis) are multiplied by a factor of 1000.
The Top-of-Atmosphere (ToA) reflectance values (y-axis) are multiplied by a factor of 1000.
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reference data (Figure 6) were obtained from forest inventory points acquired by the BaySF and
Our analysis focused on the two largest connected forest areas: Altoetting and Ebersberg. These two
visual interpretation of very high resolution image data (WorldView-2 and orthophotos).

forests are characterized by heterogeneous mixed forests with only few pure stands. The reference data
(Figure 6) were obtained from forest inventory points acquired by the BaySF and visual interpretation
of very high resolution image data (WorldView-2 and orthophotos).
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Figure 6. Sentinel-2 scene (13 August 2015) of the two forest test sites (a) Ebersberg and (b) Altoetting in
Figure 6. Sentinel-2 scene (13 August 2015) of the two forest test sites (a) Ebersberg and (b) Altoetting in
Bavaria, Germany. The dots represent the centroids of the reference polygons used for classification.
Bavaria, Germany. The dots represent the centroids of the reference polygons used for classification.
The top-right map shows forest heterogeneity observed at the S2 spatial resolution of 10 m.
The top-right map shows forest heterogeneity observed at the S2 spatial resolution of 10 m.

The reference data (Table 2) from the two forest test sites were combined in one dataset and
The reference
data (Table
from
the
two forest
test sites
combined
in one fir,
dataset
and jointly
jointly
used for analysis.
As 2)
only
few
reference
points
werewere
available
for Douglas
we excluded
used
for
analysis.
As
only
few
reference
points
were
available
for
Douglas
fir,
we
excluded
this
species
this species from the analysis. The maple-, birch-, alder and willow-species were analyzed together
from
theEuropean
analysis.hornbeam
The maple-,
birch-,
and
willow-species
with
in the
classalder
“other
broadleaf
trees”. were analyzed together with European
hornbeam in the class “other broadleaf trees”.
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Average spectral signatures of the seven analyzed tree species classes are shown in Figure 7.
Average spectral signatures of the seven analyzed tree species classes are shown in Figure 7.
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Includes mainly following species: European hornbeam, maple-, birch-, alder and willow-species.
Includes mainly following species: European hornbeam, maple-, birch-, alder and willow-species.
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Besides a classical pixel-based mapping, we also aimed to assess the potential of S2 for

Besides a classical pixel-based mapping, we also aimed to assess the potential of S2 for object-based
object-based classifications. For this purpose, a Large Scale Mean Shift (LSMS) segmentation was
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algorithm extension to the spatial domain was proposed by Comaniciu and Meer [33].
number of clusters and therefore is well suited for image segmentation. The algorithm extension to the
In this study, we used the LSMS segmentation implemented in the open source software Orfeo
spatial
domain was proposed by Comaniciu and Meer [33].
Toolbox version 5.0.0. More information about LSMS can be found in Comaniciu and Meer [33] or in
In
thisetstudy,
thedescription
LSMS segmentation
in the open
source
software
Ming
al. [34].we
A used
detailed
of the Orfeoimplemented
Toolbox is provided
by Michel
et al.
[35]. TheOrfeo
Toolbox
version
5.0.0.
More
information
about
LSMS
can
be
found
in
Comaniciu
and
Meer
[33] or in
LSMS segmentation algorithm requires three parameters:
Ming et al. [34]. A detailed description of the Orfeo Toolbox is provided by Michel et al. [35]. The LSMS
•
Spatial Radius hs (spatial distance between classes)
segmentation
algorithm requires three parameters:
•
Range Radius hr (spectral difference between classes)
‚
‚

Spatial Radius hs (spatial distance between classes)
Range Radius hr (spectral difference between classes)
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Minimum size ms (merging criterion)

Several parameter sets were tested based on our experience and the results of the segmentation
were visually evaluated using a trial-and-error approach. The final parameter sets for the two test sites
are shown in Table 3. Due to the fragmentation and higher heterogeneity of the forest test sites, smaller
segments were needed compared to the cropland segmentation. To achieve this, smaller range radius
(hr) and smaller minimum size (ms) were used for the segmentation of the forest test sites.
Table 3. Parameter sets for the LSMS segmentation of the two test sites. For segmentation, only the
four spectral bands at 10 m spatial resolution were used (e.g., bands 2, 3, 4 and 8).
Test Site

Spatial Radius (hs)

Range Radius (hr)

Minimum Size (ms)

Cropland (Marchfeld)
Forest (Ebersberg & Altoetting)

10
10

30
10

10
4

2.6. Random Forest (RF) Classification
The classifications were performed using the Random Forest (RF) classifier [36]. RF is a widely
used machine learning algorithm consisting of an ensemble of decision trees. It uses bootstrap
aggregating, i.e., bagging, to create different training subsets to produce a diversity of trees, each
providing a classification result for the samples not chosen. The output class is obtained as the majority
vote of the outputs of a large number individual trees [36,37]. The algorithm produces an internal
unbiased estimate of the generalization error, using the so-called “out-of-bag” (OOB) samples (which
are not included in the training subset). In addition, RF provides a measure of the input features
importance, called Mean Decrease in Accuracy (MDA), through random permutation, which can be
used for feature ranking or selection [17,38–40]. The randomized sampling leads to increased stability
and better classification accuracy compared to a single decision tree approach. RF is also relatively
insensitive to the number of input data and multicollinearity of the data [41]. RF has been successfully
applied in several regression and classification problems of EO data and generally achieves good
results [17,38,40,42–48].
In this study we used the RF implementation randomforest [37] in R 3.2.3 [49]. A RF model requires
the setting of two parameters:
‚
‚

the number of trees to be grown in the run (ntree), and
the number of features used in each split (mtry).

Several studies demonstrated that default model parameters often provide satisfactory
results [17,37,50]. Therefore, we used the defaults values [36,37] and set ntree to 500 trees, while
mtry was set equal to the square root of the total number of input features.
2.7. Accuracy Assessment
For validation of the RF-classification results, we used a 10-fold cross-validation approach [23].
This involved splitting the reference objects randomly in 10 sub-data sets, each including around 10%
of the samples of each class. In each training step, a RF model was trained with 90% of the reference
data and applied to the remaining 10% (i.e., the validation data set). This step was repeated ten times.
At the end, the ten results were aggregated to one confusion matrix. To permit a comparison between
pixel- and object-based classification approaches, we split the pixels for the pixel-based classification
using exactly the same partitions as applied to the object-based approach. Note that the splitting in
10 sub-data sets was not used for final map production. Instead, we used all reference samples to
create new models, which were applied to the entire S2-scenes.
For pixel- and object-based classifications, the classification performance was assessed based on
common statistical measures [51] derived from the confusion matrix. The selected statistical measures
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confidence,
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This involved
assigning a class. In the second step the margin was calculated as the proportion of votes for the
calculating the confidence score, being as the ratio of votes of the winning class to the total number of
winning class (score) minus the proportion of votes of the second class. The margin values were
trees used in the classification. Higher scores indicate that the classifier is more confident in assigning
calculated for the pixel-based classifications providing additional information about the map
a class. In the second step the margin was calculated as the proportion of votes for the winning class
reliability [45,52].
(score) minus the proportion of votes of the second class. The margin values were calculated for the
pixel-based
classifications providing additional information about the map reliability [45,52].
3. Results and Discussion

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Crop Classification
3.1. Crop
TheClassification
object-based classification for the cropland test site achieved a satisfactory (cross-validated)
overall
accuracy
of 76.8%
(Table 4).
reveal
well-balanced
user´s accuracy,
while the
The object-based
classification
forAll
theclasses
cropland
test asite
achieved a satisfactory
(cross-validated)
producer´s
accuracy
shows
larger
differences.
The
most
accurately
classified
crops
were
sugar
beet,
overall accuracy of 76.8% (Table 4). All classes reveal a well-balanced user´s accuracy, while
the
maize and winter crops with producer’s accuracies higher than 80%, followed by onions and soya.
producer´s accuracy shows larger differences. The most accurately classified crops were sugar beet,
The three best-classified crops are the ones with the largest number of training samples (Table 1).
maize and winter crops with producer’s accuracies higher than 80%, followed by onions and soya.
They also reveal relatively high classification margins (Figure 8).
The three best-classified crops are the ones with the largest number of training samples (Table 1).
They also reveal relatively high classification margins (Figure 8).
Table 4. Confusion matrix and statistical measures for the object-based crop classification for the
cropland test site Marchfeld. Results were obtained using 10-fold cross-validation.
Table 4. Confusion matrix and statistical measures for the object-based crop classification for the
SunWinter
cropland test site Marchfeld. Results were obtained using 10-foldSugar
cross-validation.

OBJECT-BASED

Carrots

Maize

Onions

Soya

Beet
Flower
Crops
OBJECT-BASED
Carrots
Beet 2 Sun-Flower
Carrots
11 Maize 1 Onions 0 Soya Sugar
3
0 Winter0Crops
Maize
1 3
9 2
9
5
Carrots
11 8
1 58
0
0
03
Maize
8 0
58 1
1
5
30
Onions
11 9
0 9
2
0
Onions
0
1
11
0
2
0
00
Soya
3
4
2
33
3
0
Soya
3
4
2
33
3
0
0
Sugar beet
10
6
1
5
70
1
0
Sugar beet
10
6
1
5
70
1
0
Sunflower
0
1
0
1
0
9
Sunflower
0
1
0
1
0
9
33
Wintercrops
crops
0 2
2 0
0
155
Winter
0 0
2 2
0
17 17
155
PA
0.344
0.623 0.623
0.814 0.814 0.2810.281
0.963
PA
0.344 0.7950.7950.733 0.733
0.963
OA
OA
Kappa
Kappa

UA

UA
0.647
0.624
0.647
0.624
0.786
0.786
0.733
0.733
0.753
0.753
0.643
0.643
0.881
0.881
0.768
0.768
0.699
0.699

Figure 8. Spectral signatures and classification margins of the cropland test site Marchfeld. (a) Spectral
Figure 8. Spectral signatures and classification margins of the cropland test site Marchfeld.
signatures of the seven crop classes including the specific intra-class standard deviations. The
(a) Spectral signatures of the seven crop classes including the specific intra-class standard deviations.
Top-of-Atmosphere (ToA) reflectance values (y-axis) are multiplied by a factor of 1000. (b)
The Top-of-Atmosphere (ToA) reflectance values (y-axis) are multiplied by a factor of 1000.
Classification margins of the seven crop classes displayed as cumulative frequency distributions.
(b) Classification margins of the seven crop classes displayed as cumulative frequency distributions.
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Sunflower was often confused with winter crops, most probably due to the fact that sunflower was
already in the senescence phase at the time of the Sentinel-2 image acquisition. This led to a large
overlap with the spectral signature of bare soils (e.g., winter crops) and generally low classification
margins (Figure 8).
Compared to the object-based approach (Table 4), slightly better classification results were
obtained using the pixel-based classification (Table 5) with cross-validated OA = 83.2% vs. 76.8%.
However, compared to the object-based approach, larger variations in the user´s accuracy were found.
The difficulty to correctly classify carrots and sunflower remained, with sunflower achieving slightly
improved results (44% instead of 28%). The pixel-based classification also revealed an additional
confusion between sunflower and onions and, in the case of onions, confusion with winter crops and
sunflower. Due to its canopy structure, onions present a high proportion of visible soil and this might
have caused confusion with bare soil pixels (winter crops) and sunflower.
Table 5. Confusion matrix and statistical measures for the pixel-based crop classification for the
cropland test site Marchfeld. Results were obtained using 10-fold cross-validation.
PIXEL-BASED

Carrots

Maize

Onions

Soya

Sugar Beet

Sun-flower

Winter Crops

UA

Carrots
Maize
Onions
Soya
Sugar beet
Sunflower
Winter crops
PA

3130
1133
48
698
3923
37
310
0.337

248
32,246
42
2908
2543
267
1580
0.810

40
89
3193
43
90
617
600
0.683

1019
3446
29
11,138
3298
127
1242
0.549

1225
2676
186
822
27,467
63
385
0.837

23
426
475
153
48
4427
4493
0.441

140
1467
40
418
224
1032
109,901
0.971
OA
Kappa

0.537
0.777
0.796
0.688
0.731
0.674
0.927
0.832
0.754

In general, most confusion between winter crops and the other crops can be explained with
the sub-optimal timing of the S2 image acquisition (30 August). At this time many of the crops are
in an advanced growth stage or already in senescence (Figure 5). Better results can be expected by
either choosing a more suitable date for image acquisition or by using multi-temporal data [53–57].
Nevertheless, even using a single (and not perfectly timed) image, the results are already comparable
to the outcome of the study presented in Inglada et al. [16]. They investigated the classification
performance using multi-temporal SPOT images over 12 sites and achieved overall accuracies around
80%–85% for most sites.
Our pixel- or object-based classifications did not show clear differences in terms of accuracy
and visual appearance of the maps. Hence, only pixel-based results are presented in Figure 9; the
corresponding area statistics are listed in Table 6. Although no (parcel) boundaries were imposed to
produce the map shown in Figure 9, field boundaries are well depicted and can be easily recognized.
Figure 10 shows the corresponding margin map for the pixel-based classification (in Figure 8 the
margins are shown per crop type). Again, very little high-frequency spatial variability (salt-and-pepper)
can be observed while a clear spatial structure appears. Areas with low margin often correspond to
the classes onion, sunflower and carrots, whereas winter crops and sugar beet are often classified with
higher margins.
Table 6. Area statistics (in ha) derived from the pixel-based classification of the cropland test
site Marchfeld.
Carrots

Maize

Onions

Soya

Sugar Beet

Sunflower

Winter Crops

1198

12,009

798

3302

7040

1943

33,234
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The confusion matrix in Table 7 summarizes the results for the object-based classification of
seven forest classes based on a 10-fold cross-validation. The two groups of coniferous and broadleaf
trees (shaded areas in Table 7) were nearly perfectly separated (93% correct), whereas class-specific
classifications were not always satisfactory. The classification of the most important forest species
spruce achieved a producer’s accuracy of 85.7% and user’s accuracy of 76.7%. In addition, larch,
fir and beech reached acceptable accuracy values (60%–70%). The highest misclassification rate was
observed for pine: only around 14% of the pine validation samples were correctly classified, but 70%
misclassified as spruce. At the time of image acquisition, the two forest classes spruce and pine had
a very large spectral overlap across all 10 spectral channels of S2 (Figure 12).
Table 7. Confusion matrix and statistical measures for the object-based tree species classification for
the forest test sites Ebersberg and Altoetting. Results were obtained using 10-fold cross-validation (other
BL = other broadleaf trees).
OBJECT-BASED

Spruce

Pine

Larch

Fir

Beech

Oak

Other BL

UA

Spruce
Pine
Larch
Fir
Beech
Oak
Other BL
PA

66
1
5
4
0
1
0
0.857

15
3
2
0
0
1
0
0.143

2
1
28
1
0
2
4
0.737

3
0
1
20
0
0
2
0.769

0
0
0
1
48
2
15
0.727

0
0
2
0
8
7
15
0.219

0
0
6
2
9
2
38
0.667
OA
Kappa

0.767
0.600
0.636
0.714
0.738
0.467
0.514
0.662
0.588

The results of the pixel-based classification for the forest test sites are presented in Table 8.
Compared to the object-based approach (Table 7), the pixel-based classification gave a slightly lower
overall accuracy. In particular, the class specific results were significantly worse in the pixel-based
approach, except for spruce (nearly the same accuracy), pine and oak (better results). The highest
decrease in accuracy was observed for fir and larch. We also observe a lower kappa coefficient
compared to the object-based approach.
Table 8. Confusion matrix and statistical measures for the pixel-based tree species classification for the
forest test sites Ebersberg and Altoetting. Results were obtained using 10-fold cross-validation (other
BL = other broadleaf trees).
PIXEL-BASED

Spruce

Pine

Larch

Fir

Beech

Oak

Other BL

UA

Spruce
Pine
Larch
Fir
Beech
Oak
Other BL
PA

75,563
12,616
60
77
11
107
173
0.853

26,496
6867
180
16
8
233
262
0.202

310
88
748
3
24
92
435
0.440

327
135
2
183
10
32
71
0.241

21
21
35
2
3406
1713
1779
0.488

220
275
60
0
1761
3653
2827
0.415

203
146
343
7
2030
2480
6555
0.557
OA
Kappa

0.733
0.341
0.524
0.635
0.470
0.440
0.542
0.635
0.357

Both tree species classifications are therefore not fully satisfactory. In general, the achieved
classification accuracies are lower than those of other studies, in which satellite data with higher spatial
resolution were used (e.g., WorldView-2) [17,59].
A main reason for the observed difficulties results from the fact that the selected forests are
characterized by a heterogeneous and highly fragmented species distribution. Consequently, lower
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classification accuracies were observed for those tree species which are either rare in the study area
or seldom form pure stands. For these tree classes, the delimitation of suitable reference data was
already difficult. The spatial resolution of S2 has to be taken into account for future field work and
reference data acquisition [60]. The lower producer accuracies for larch and fir for example, are due to
the smaller size of the available reference polygons (Table 2). The classification results are often better
for the dominant classes. This is more evident in the pixel-based approach because larger polygons
(reference data) imply more reference pixels for the model generation. For a more detailed comparison
of the two approaches, these differences should be taken into account using alternative methods such
as proposed by Radoux and Bogaert [61]. Additionally it has to be considered that the forest classes are
more heterogeneous than the cropland classes. Parameters such as age, stand density, crown coverage
and understory have a direct influence on the spectral behavior of forest classes and their intra-class
variability [62,63]. Forest canopies show a very complex surface with an alternation of well-illuminated
and shaded parts. This should in principle favor the use of object-based approaches [17,64,65]. In our
case, however, object sizes were relatively small compared to the spatial resolution of S2, and this in
particular for the non-dominant species (Table 2). Therefore, the theoretical advantages of OBIA could
not play out as well as for EO data with a very high spatial resolution [17,59,65–68]. Instead, in our
case, the two approaches obtained comparable overall accuracies. Only the kappa coefficient showed
a (clear) advantage of the object-based approach.
The maps in Figure 13 and Table 9 correctly show the dominance of spruce in both forest test
sites. Together with the higher amount of pine in the Altoetting area, these results are in line with forest
descriptions of the forest enterprise [31]. However, some of the pure pine stands in the southwest
part of the Altoetting study site are in reality mixed stands with spruce. In addition, the high amount
of other broadleaf trees seems to be too high, even if the dominance in the riverbank vegetation is
plausible. This class and the oak class are over-classified at the cost of beech. Although the spatial
resolution of S2 is not fine enough for the delineation and classification of individual tree crowns, the
maps show the potential to classify even heterogonous forests, mainly if the stand composition is not
on individual tree level but at the level of tree groups.
As expected, the classification margin shows tree specific differences. Classes which show higher
classification accuracies like spruce (Table 8), obtained also higher values for the classification margin
(Figures 12 and 14).
Amongst the five most important spectral bands, we found two in the SWIR (B11 and B12), one in
the red-edge (B5) and two in the visible (B2, B4) (Figure 15). Hence, compared to the crop classification
(Figure 11), a similar set of “best” spectral bands was identified. In particular, the three “best” spectral
channels were identical in both studies (e.g., B2, B5 and B11). RGB false color composites of blue (B2),
Red Edge-1 (B5) and SWIR-1 (B11) for all test sites are shown in Appendix A (Figure A2a–Figure A2f).
Table 9. Area statistics (in ha) derived from the pixel-based classification of the forest test sites Ebersberg
and Altoetting.
Spruce

Pine

Larch

Fir

Beech

Oak

Other BL

17,626

3050

2006

125

3456

5551

12,332
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studies confirmed
confirmed the
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and shortwave infrared (SWIR) bands for vegetation mapping fully in line with other studies
and shortwave infrared (SWIR) bands for vegetation mapping fully in line with other studies [45,71,72].
[45,71,72]. The blue band was also important in both studies. Surprisingly, the S2-bands in the near
The blue band was also important in both studies. Surprisingly, the S2-bands in the near infrared were
infrared were amongst the least important channels. Although interesting, these findings have to be
amongst the least important channels. Although interesting, these findings have to be considered
considered with caution as only one set of image was analyzed and other bands might be of high
with caution as only one set of image was analyzed and other bands might be of high importance in
importance in different landscapes and/or using images acquired in other season(s). Further
different landscapes and/or using images acquired in other season(s). Further research is warranted
research is warranted to address these issues.
to address these issues.
Most confusion in our crop type and tree species maps was due to the non-optimum timing of
Most confusion in our crop type and tree species maps was due to the non-optimum timing of
the S2 acquisitions. For our study, only images acquired (mid/end) of August were available. Such
the S2 acquisitions. For our study, only images acquired (mid/end) of August were available. Such
late acquisitions are certainly not optimal for distinguishing crop types as most crops are already in
late acquisitions are certainly not optimal for distinguishing crop types as most crops are already
an advanced stage of development or even in senescence. Also for forest classifications, images
in an advanced stage of development or even in senescence. Also for forest classifications, images
acquired earlier (end of spring) or later (beginning of autumn) in the year would probably lead to
acquired earlier (end of spring) or later (beginning of autumn) in the year would probably lead to
higher classification accuracies. For all land cover types, we expect higher classification accuracies
higher classification accuracies. For all land cover types, we expect higher classification accuracies
with better timing of the acquisitions and in particular by using multi-temporal data [57,73–75].
with better timing of the acquisitions and in particular by using multi-temporal data [57,73–75].
Regarding the spatial information, crop classifications were applied using the S2 bands
(excluding B1, B9 and B10) resampled at either 10 or 20 m pixels size. We reported here only the
findings from the layer stack at 10 m resolution as no differences were observed in terms of thematic
accuracy between 10 and 20 m. In the case of the tree species classifications, however, it was already
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Regarding the spatial information, crop classifications were applied using the S2 bands (excluding
B1, B9 and B10) resampled at either 10 or 20 m pixels size. We reported here only the findings from the
layer stack at 10 m resolution as no differences were observed in terms of thematic accuracy between 10
and 20 m. In the case of the tree species classifications, however, it was already difficult to identify and
delineate pure forests stands at 10 m spatial resolution. Therefore, we combined in a layer stack the
four S2 bands at 10 m and the six bands at 20 m by resampling the latter at 10 m pixel size. We confirm
the finding of Stratoulias et al. [14] that the spatial resolution of S2 (in particular the bands with 20 m
GSD) could be too low for mapping very highly fragmented forests and landscapes. As a spatial
resolution of 10 m is not sufficient to capture single trees [19], a very detailed description of forests with
a high amount of species based on S2 data seems to be difficult. Therefore, we recommend combining
dense time series from S2 with rich spectral information and very high spatial resolution images (e.g.,
orthophotos). Very high resolution (VHR) images would probably also positively contribute to the
extraction of textural attributes.
Sentinel-2 was specifically designed to collect dense time series. The mission plan from ESA
foresees two identical satellites in operation (S2A and S2B). With the second Sentinel-2 (S2B launch
expected in June 2016), the S2 constellation will achieve a revisit time of 5 days. Within the overlap
areas, even higher revisit times will be possible. The temporal frequency of cloud-free acquisitions
will be further increased as S2 was designed for building a virtual constellation with Landsat-8 with
a high potential for global monitoring [76]. Hence, compared to our study, much more data will be
freely available in the near future, which will significantly impact the capturing of land cover/land use
(LCLU) information [21]. Despite the few data analyzed in our study, our research demonstrated that
even using a single image, crop classification accuracies can be achieved comparable to the outcome of
the study presented in Inglada et al. [16].
4. Conclusions
In this study, the performance of pre-operational Sentinel-2 (S2) data to derive crop type and
tree species maps was analyzed in Austria (for cropland) and Germany (for forests). In both case
studies, only single cloud-free S2 scenes were used (both acquired in August 2015). Using the
mono-temporal datasets, we applied a Random Forest classifier (RF) using supervised pixel- and
object-based classifications. We used as inputs 10 spectral bands of S2 resampled to 10 m pixel size.
The classification models were validated using a 10-fold cross-validation approach. Data for training
and validation were collected from field survey (cropland), respectively from forest inventory data
and visual interpretation of very high spatial resolution images (forests).
The achieved classifications results for the pixel- and the object-based approach were satisfactory
but not extremely high. It is not known how much the “pre-operational” status of the analyzed images
contributed to the observed misclassifications. Certainly, with the current refinements done by ESA
and its partners, it can be expected that the data quality will further increase. Likewise, a better
timing of the acquisition will improve the classification results. The use of multi-temporal S2 data has
probably the highest potential for further increasing classification results. In the future, with the two
twin S2 satellites in orbit, dense time series will be available. Albeit S2’s spatial resolution of 10 and
20 m imposes some limitations for very detailed analyses, the potential of data with this level of spatial
detail, its well-chosen spectral bands and global coverage, is unprecedented.
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ATKIS
BL
CORINE
GSD
LCLU
LSMS
MDA
MSI
NIR
OA
OBIA
OSM
PA
PC
PCA
RF
S2
SWIR
ToA
UA

Amtliches Topographisch-Kartographische Informationssystem
broadleaf trees
Coordination of Information on the Environment
Ground Sampling Distance
Land Cover and Land Use
Large Scale Mean Shift
Mean Decrease in Accuracy
Multi-Spectral Imager
Near Infrared
Overall Accuracy
Object Based Image Analysis
Open Street Map
Producer’s Accuracy
Principle Component
Principle Component Analysis
Random Forest
Sentinel-2
Shortwave Infrared
Top-of-Atmosphere
User’s accuracy
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Appendix A
Appendix A

Figure A1. Sentinel-2 scene (30 August 2015) of the cropland test site Marchfeld, Austria. Different
Figure A1. Sentinel-2 scene (30 August 2015) of the cropland test site Marchfeld, Austria. Different
band combinations and PCA results (Number indicates the used data for R,G,B): (a) 10 m bands 4,3,2;
band combinations and PCA results (Number indicates the used data for R,G,B): (a) 10 m bands 4,3,2;
(b) 10 m bands 8,4,3; (c) 20 m bands 7,6,5; (d) 20 m bands 12,11,8A; (e) 60 m bands 1,9,10; (f) 20 m bands
(b) 10 m bands 8,4,3; (c) 20 m bands 7,6,5; (d) 20 m bands 12,11,8A; (e) 60 m bands 1,9,10; (f) 20 m
11,5,2; (g) PC1, PC2, PC3; (h) PC4, PC5, PC6.
bands 11,5,2; (g) PC1, PC2, PC3; (h) PC4, PC5, PC6.
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Figure A2. Sentinel-2 scene (13 August 2015) of the first forest test site Ebersberg in Bavaria, Germany.
Figure A2. Sentinel-2 scene (13 August 2015) of the first forest test site Ebersberg in Bavaria, Germany.
Different band combinations and PCA results (Number indicates the used data for R,G,B): (a) 10 m
Different band combinations and PCA results (Number indicates the used data for R,G,B): (a) 10 m
bands 4,3,2; (b) 10 m bands 8,4,3; (c) 20 m bands 7,6,5; (d) 20 m bands 12,11,8A; (e) 60 m bands 1,9,10;
bands 4,3,2; (b) 10 m bands 8,4,3; (c) 20 m bands 7,6,5; (d) 20 m bands 12,11,8A; (e) 60 m bands 1,9,10;
(f) 20 m bands 11,5,2; (g) PC1, PC2, PC3; (h) PC4, PC5, PC6.
(f) 20 m bands 11,5,2; (g) PC1, PC2, PC3; (h) PC4, PC5, PC6.
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Figure A3. Sentinel-2 scene (13 August 2015) of the second forest test site Altoetting in Bavaria, Germany.
Figure A3. Sentinel-2 scene (13 August 2015) of the second forest test site Altoetting in Bavaria,
Different band combinations and PCA results (Number indicates the used data for R,G,B): (a) 10 m
Germany. Different band combinations and PCA results (Number indicates the used data for R,G,B):
bands 4,3,2; (b) 10 m bands 8,4,3; (c) 20 m bands 7,6,5; (d) 20 m bands 12,11,8A; (e) 60 m bands 1,9,10;
(a) 10 m bands 4,3,2; (b) 10 m bands 8,4,3; (c) 20 m bands 7,6,5; (d) 20 m bands 12,11,8A; (e) 60 m
(f) 20 m bands 11,5,2; (g) PC1, PC2, PC3; (h) PC4, PC5, PC6.
bands 1,9,10; (f) 20 m bands 11,5,2; (g) PC1, PC2, PC3; (h) PC4, PC5, PC6.
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Verwendung von multispektralen Sentinel-2 Daten
für die Baumartenklassifikation und Vergleich
mit anderen Satellitensensoren
MARKUS IMMITZER1, FRANCESCO VUOLO1, KATHRIN EINZMANN1, WAI TIM NG1,
SEBASTIAN BÖCK1 & CLEMENT ATZBERGER1
Zusammenfassung: In dieser Arbeit wurde die Eignung von Sentinel-2 Daten für die
Baumartenunterscheidung analysiert. Dabei wurde auch ein Vergleich mit räumlich höher
(WorldView-2) als auch geringer (Landsat-8) aufgelösten Satellitendaten mit ähnlicher
spektraler Information durchgeführt. Die Analysen zeigen, dass die spektralen Signaturen
der sieben untersuchten Baumartenklassen in allen Datensätzen sehr ähnlich sind.
Deutlichere Unterschiede wurden dagegen bei den erzielten Klassifikationsgenauigkeiten
festgestellt. So wurden mit den aus den Sentinel-2 Daten gewonnen Informationen wesentlich
höhere Genauigkeiten erzielt als mit Landsat-8. Die noch besseren Ergebnisse mit
WorldView-2 belegen einen Zusammenhang zwischen räumlicher Auflösung und
Klassifikationsgenauigkeit. Dabei ist jedoch zu berücksichtigen, dass WorldView-2 und
andere kommerzielle Erdbeobachtungsdaten nur eingeschränkt verfügbar und mit hohen
Kosten verbunden sind. Sentinel-2 Daten sind dagegen global kostenfrei und in hoher
zeitlicher Frequenz verfügbar.

1 Einleitung
Der steigende Bedarf an detaillierten Informationen über Ökosysteme erfordert die Entwicklung
von objektiven, großflächig anwendbaren Ansätzen, welche ggfls. gut auf andere Gebiete
übertragbar sind. Dabei wird zunehmend auf den Einsatz von optischen Erdbeobachtungsdaten
gesetzt, deren Verfügbarkeit in den letzten Jahren stark zugenommen hat. Mittlerweile stehen
Satellitendaten mit häufiger Wiederholrate, sehr guter spektraler und räumlicher Auflösung zur
Verfügung. Mit dem Start von Sentinel-2 (S2) wurde diesbezüglich ein weiterer wesentlicher
Schritt gemacht, welcher die Verfügbarkeit an hoch aufgelösten Spektraldaten erhöht. Der erste
der beiden S2 Satelliten wurde am 23. Juni 2015, im Rahmen des europäischen Copernicus
Programms, erfolgreich gestartet und sendete bereits wenige Tage danach die ersten Szenen. Der
Satellit trägt einen innovativen MSI Sensor (Multi-Spectral Imager) welcher Daten in 13
Spektralkanälen mit räumlichen Auflösungen von 10, 20 bzw. 60 m liefert und dabei eine
Streifenbreite von 290 km abdeckt (DRUSCH et al. 2012; ESA 2015).
Nach dem Start des Zwillingsatelliten (voraussichtlicher Starttermin im Januar 2017) ergibt sich
eine Wiederholrate der Datenaufnahme von maximal fünf Tagen (im Überlappungsbereich der
Streifen doppelt so häufig). Durch die Kombination von hoher räumlicher Auflösung von bis zu
10 m, mit innovativen Spektralkanälen, wie drei Red-Edge sowie die beiden SWIR-Kanälen,
stehen extrem nützliche Daten zur Verfügung, welche für die Charakterisierung der
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Landbedeckung und dabei vor allem von Vegetation neue Perspektiven eröffnen (MALENOVSKÝ
et al. 2012; IMMITZER et al. 2016).
Der zunehmende Informationsbedarf bezüglich Waldgebieten hat in den letzten Jahren bereits zu
einem verstärkten Einsatz von Fernerkundungsdaten geführt (WULDER et al. 2004). So sind
detaillierte Informationen über die Baumartenzusammensetzung, sowohl für die Bewirtschaftung
der Wälder als auch zur ökologischen Bewertung unumgänglich. Dies spiegelt sich auch in der
steigenden Anzahl an Studien zur Klassifikation von Baumarten mit den unterschiedlichsten
Erdbeobachtungsensoren wieder (NAGENDRA 2001; IMMITZER et al. 2012). Neben einer
adäquaten räumlichen Unterscheidung von verschiedenen Klassen und der Beschreibung der
aktuellen Situation, steigt aber auch das Interesse an der Erkennung von Veränderungen. Eine
hohe zeitliche Wiederholrate, im Idealfall unter vergleichbaren Aufnahmegegebenheiten
(Blickrichtung, Uhrzeit, usw.), bietet die Möglichkeit rasche Veränderungen wie z.B. Windwürfe
zu detektieren. Aber auch langsamere Vitalitätsveränderungen sowie Wechsel der
Baumartenzusammensetzung sind erfassbar. Bedingt durch sich ändernde Umweltbedingungen
wird das Interesse an diesen Informationen in den nächsten Jahren noch deutlich zunehmen
(ASNER 2013).
Ziel dieser Studie war die Untersuchung einer monotemporalen S2 Szene zur Klassifizierung von
Baumarten in Mitteleuropa und ein Vergleich mit bereits etablierten Satellitensensoren, sowohl
mit höherer als auch geringerer räumlichen Auflösung. Dazu wurden Referenzpolygone auf den
Daten der Sensoren S2, WorldView-2 (WV2) und Landsat-8 (L8) abgegrenzt um damit Random
Forest (RF) Klassifikationsmodelle zu erstellen. Dies ermöglicht einen Vergleich der
Modellergebnisse in Bezug auf die verfügbare Spektralinformationen sowie die räumliche
Auflösung. Da bislang erst wenige wolkenfreie S2 Szenen zur Verfügung stehen, konnte eine
multitemporal Analyse im Rahmen dieser Arbeit noch nicht durchgeführt werden.

2 Datenmaterial und Methoden
2.1 Untersuchungsgebiet und Referenzdaten
Das Untersuchungsgebiet liegt im bayerischen Alpenvorland östlich von München (Abb. 1). Die
Analysen konzentrieren sich auf die zwei von den Bayerischen Staatsforsten (BaySF)
bewirtschafte Waldgebiete Ebersberg und Altötting von welchen WV2 Sommeraufnahmen
sowie Referenzdaten zur Verfügung standen. Die analysierten Waldgebiete sind geprägt durch
heterogene Mischbestände mit nur geringen Anteilen von Reinbeständen. Das Gebiet wird durch
eine Jahresdurchschnittstemperatur von 7.6°C und einem mittleren jährlichen Niederschlag
zwischen 850 und 950 mm, mit einem Niederschlagsmaximum in den Sommermonaten,
charakterisiert. Die potenziellen natürlichen Waldgesellschaften sind Buchen-dominierte Wälder
mit beigemischter Fichte bzw. Tanne. Die aktuelle Bestockung wird von Fichte (Picea abies, (L)
Karst.) dominiert, wobei ebenso Rot-Buche (Fagus sylvatica, L.) und Waldkiefer (Pinus
sylvestris, L.) mit Anteilen von bis zu 10%, sowie Eichenarten (Quercus sp.) mit rund 5%
Flächenanteil, eine wichtige Rolle spielen. Im Untersuchungsgebiet kommen darüber hinaus
Tanne (Abies alba, Mill.), Europäische Lärche (Larix decidua, Mill.), Douglasie (Pseudotsuga
menziesii, (Mirb.) Franco), Hainbuche (Carpinus betulus, L.), sowie Ahorn- (Acer sp.), Birken(Betula sp.), Erlen- (Alnus sp.) und Weidenarten (Salix sp.) vor (BAYSF 2013).
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Abb. 1:

Lage des Untersuchungsgebietes und Abdeckung der für die Analysen verwendeten
Fernerkundungsszenen.

Die Referenzinformationen stammten aus Forstinventuren und wurden mittels visueller
Interpretation von Orthophotos und WV2 Szenen ergänzt. Auf Grund der geringen Anzahl an
Douglasie-Referenzdaten konnte diese Baumart in den Analysen nicht berücksichtigt werden.
Ebenso mussten die wenigen Referenzdaten von Hainbuche, Ahorn, Birke, Erle und Weide zur
Klasse „sonstiges Laubholz“ zusammengefügt werden. Damit wurden insgesamt sieben Klassen
unterschieden (drei Laubholzklassen und vier Nadelholzklassen).
2.2 Satellitendaten und Vorverarbeitung
Der WV2 Datensatz erstreckt sich auf zwei Szenen, aufgenommen am 12. Juli 2011 (Ebersberg)
bzw. am 16. August 2013 (Altötting). Die Szenen wurden mit der Prozesskette CATENA
(REINARTZ 2010; KRAUß et al. 2013) des DLR vorprozessiert. CATENA beinhaltet eine
parametrischen Orthorektifizierung basierend auf ORTHO (MÜLLER et al. 2005) und eine
automatische Atmosphärenkorrektur basierend auf ATCOR (RICHTER & SCHLÄPFER 2012). Um
einen möglichst homogenen Datensatz zu erhalten wurde zusätzlich ein Histogramm-Matching
angewendet.
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Abb. 2:

Vergleich der drei verwendeten Satellitendaten WorldView-2, Sentinel-2 und Landsat-8 jeweils
in CIR Darstellung

Der verwendete S2 Datensatz wurde am 13. August 2015 aufgenommen und war somit eine der
ersten wolkenfreien S2 Aufnahmen. Für die Analysen wurde der am 8. März 2016 von der ESA
neu prozessierte Datensatz verwendet. Die Atmosphärenkorrektur erfolgte mit Sen2Cor. Für die
Analysen wurden die sechs 20 m Spektralbänder auf 10 m umgerechnet und mit den originalen
10 m-Bänder zusammengefügt. Die drei S2 Bänder in 60 m Auflösung wurden nicht verwendet.
Die Aufnahme der L8 Szene erfolgte am 9. August 2015. Es konnten vom USGS bereits
atmosphärenkorrigierten Daten (surface reflectance, L8SR) heruntergeladen werden. Die
unterschiedlichen räumlichen Auflösungen der drei Satellitensysteme sind in Abb. 2 dargestellt.
Mittels automatisierter Segmentierung wurden homogene Bestandesteile bzw. Baumgruppen
abgegrenzt. Die WV2 Szenen wurden mit eCognition segmentiert (BAATZ & SCHÄPE 2000)
(scale = 25, shape = 0.9 und compactness = 0.95). Bei der Segmentierung wurden die Kanäle
Rot und NIR mit 1,5 gewichtet. Anschließend wurden aneinander angrenzende ähnliche
Segmente (mittels merge = 20) nochmals zusammengefügt. Weitere Details zu der
Szenenvorverarbeitung und Segmentierung finden sich in IMMITZER et al. (2015).
Für die S2 Szene wurde eine Large Scale Mean Shift (LSMS)-Segmentierung (COMANICIU &
MEER 2002) basierend auf den 10 m Bändern (Band 2, 3, 4 und 8) durchgeführt. Details zur
Datenaufbereitung, zum Segmentierungsalgorithmus und zur Parameterfestlegung finden sich in
IMMITZER ET AL. (2016). Umgesetzt wurde die Segmentierung mit der open source software
Orfeo Toolbox Version 5.0.0, eine Beschreibung zu dieser findet sich bei MICHEL et al. (2015).
Die verwendeten Parameter waren: spatial radius (hs) = 10, range radius (hr) = 10 und minimum
size (ms) = 4.
Zur Segmentierung der L8 Daten wurde die S2 Segmentierung auf die L8 Szene übertragen,
wobei für die Berechnung der Metriken, die jeweilige Deckung des Polygons mit den (gröberen)
Pixeln berücksichtigt wurde.
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Für alle drei Datensätze und Segmentierungen wurde für jedes Polygon der Mittelwert, die
Standardabweichung sowie die 5., 10., 25., 50., 75., 90. und 95. Perzentilen berechnet. Diese
Metriken wurden für die RF Klassifikation verwendet.
2.3 Klassifikation und Genauigkeitsanalyse
Basierend auf den Metriken der Referenzpolygone wurden für jeden Datensatz RF
Klassifikationsmodelle erstellt (BREIMAN 2001). RF ist ein auf einer Vielzahl von
Entscheidungsbäumen basierender Algorithmus. Durch das integrierte Bootstrapping basieren
auch die Modellergebnisse auf unabhängige Schätzung: es werden nur Samples klassifiziert die
in dem jeweiligen Durchgang nicht gezogen (out-of-bag) und somit nicht beim Training des
Entscheidungsbaumes berücksichtigt wurden. Detaillierte Informationen zu RF für die
Klassifikation von Fernerkundungsdaten finden sich in der Literatur (PAL 2005; GISLASON et al.
2006; IMMITZER et al. 2012). Für die beiden einzustellende Parameter ntree (Anzahl an
Entscheidungsbäume) und mtry (Anzahl an zufällig gewählten Metriken/Features für jeden
Entscheidungsknoten) wurden die Standardeinstellungen verwendet: 500 Bäume (ntree) und die
Wurzel der insgesamt verfügbaren Features (mtry). Die Umsetzung erfolgte in R 3.2.3 (R CORE
TEAM 2015) mit dem Package randomforest (LIAW & WIENER 2002).
Die Bewertung der Modelle erfolgte mittels Klassifikationsmatrizen und den daraus abgeleiteten
Standardmaßen: Nutzer-Genauigkeit (NG), Produzent-Genauigkeit (PG), Gesamtgenauigkeit
(GG) sowie Kappa (FOODY 2002).

3 Ergebnisse und Diskussion
3.1

Spektrale Signaturen

Die extrahierten spektralen Signaturen für die verschiedenen Baumarten zeigen eine sehr hohe
Übereinstimmung zwischen den drei Satellitensystemen (Abb. 3). Während im sichtbaren
Bereich die Unterschiede relativ gering sind, sind die Baumarten vor allem in
Wellenlängenbereich des nahen Infrarots gut unterscheidbar. Die Laubbaumarten weisen dabei
naturgemäß deutlich höhere Reflexionswerte auf als die Nadelbäume. Die höchsten
Reflexionswerte zeigte die Buche, die geringsten Fichte und Kiefer. Dies deckt sich mit anderen
Studien so zeigten die Analysen von Einzelkronen dieselben Tendenzen der Baumarten, jedoch
etwas bessere Unterscheidbarkeit zwischen den einzelnen Baumarten (IMMITZER et al. 2012).
Durch die zusätzlichen Kanäle im kurzwelligen Infrarot weisen die beiden Sensoren S2 und L8
einen wesentlichen Vorteil gegenüber den räumlich höher aufgelösten WV2 Sensor auf. In
diesen SWIR-Kanälen sind ähnlich wie im NIR große Unterschiede zwischen den Baumarten
erkennbar (dies wurde beim Nachfolger, dem im Jahr 2015 gestarteten WorldView-3,
berücksichtigt). WV2 und S2 haben neben den konventionellen Bändern auch einen bzw. drei
Spektralkanäle im Red-Edge Bereich was ebenfalls für Vegetationsstudien von Vorteil ist.
Sowohl die Wichtigkeit von SWIR als auch jene der Red-Edge Bänder wurde bereits in
mehreren Studien belegt (SCHUSTER et al. 2012; RAMOELO et al. 2015; IMMITZER et al. 2016).
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Abb. 3:

Spektrale Signaturen für die sieben untersuchten Baumartenklassen und die drei analysierten
Satellitensensoren. Dargestellt sind die Reflexions-Mittelwerte der jeweiligen Spektralbänder
aus den Referenzobjekten
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3.2 Klassifikationsergebnisse
Die Klassifikationsmodelle für sieben Baumarten erreichten mit Gesamtgenauigkeiten von 50 bis
75% (Tab. 1). Die Ergebnisse für S2 und WV2 liegen damit im Bereich vergleichbarer Studien
mit anderen Datensätzen (siehe Studienübersicht in IMMITZER et al. (2012)). Aggregiert man die
Klassifikationsergebnisse der einzelnen Baumarten zu den Baumartengruppen ‚Nadelhölzer‘ und
‚Laubhölzer‘ zeigt sich folgendes Bild: mit WV2 können die beiden Gruppen mit einer
Genauigkeit von 97% getrennt werden, bei S2 mit 93% und bei L8 mit 83%.
Tab. 1: Klassifikationsmatrizen der RF Modelle für die untersuchten Datensätze WorldView-2, Sentinel-2
und Landsat-8 (soLH: sonstige Laubhölzer; NG: Nutzergenauigkeit, PG: Produzentengenauigkeit, GG:
Gesamtgenauigkeit)

Klassifiziert als

WorldView-2
Fichte
Kiefer
Lärche
Tanne
Buche
Eiche
soLH
PG

Fichte
121
2
4
1
0
0
0
128
0.945

Kiefer
5
42
3
0
0
0
0
50
0.840

Lärche
5
3
48
0
0
1
0
57
0.842

Tanne
6
0
1
22
0
3
1
33
0.667

Referenz
Buche
Eiche
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
2
73
11
5
33
15
12
93
59
0.785
0.559

soLH
3
0
2
2
26
14
33
80
0.413

Σ
140
47
59
27
110
56
61
500
GG
Kappa

Fichte
70
2
1
2
0
1
1
77
0.909

Kiefer
14
5
1
0
0
1
0
21
0.238

Lärche
3
0
28
3
0
2
2
38
0.737

Tanne
3
0
1
19
2
0
1
26
0.731

Referenz
Buche
Eiche
0
0
0
0
0
3
2
0
48
10
1
9
15
10
66
32
0.727
0.281

soLH
0
0
4
2
8
6
37
57
0.649

Σ
90
7
38
28
68
20
66
317
GG
Kappa

Fichte
50
6
6
3
6
3
3
77
0.649

Kiefer
13
4
3
0
1
0
0
21
0.190

Lärche
5
0
22
1
2
2
6
38
0.579

Tanne
9
1
4
4
4
1
3
26
0.154

Referenz
Buche
Eiche
3
4
0
0
2
2
1
0
41
12
5
6
14
7
66
31
0.621
0.194

soLH
5
0
3
2
12
6
29
57
0.509

Σ
89
11
42
11
78
23
62
316
GG
Kappa

Klassifiziert als

Sentinel-2
Fichte
Kiefer
Lärche
Tanne
Buche
Eiche
soLH
PG

Klassifiziert als

Landsat-8
Fichte
Kiefer
Lärche
Tanne
Buche
Eiche
soLH
PG
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NG
0.864
0.894
0.814
0.815
0.664
0.589
0.541
0.744
0.691

NG
0.778
0.714
0.737
0.679
0.706
0.45
0.561
0.681
0.611

NG
0.562
0.364
0.524
0.364
0.526
0.261
0.468
0.494
0.380
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Die Modellergebnisse zeigen einen klaren Zusammenhang zwischen Klassifikationsgenauigkeit
und räumlicher Auflösung der zugrundeliegenden Daten. Die höchste Gesamtgenauigkeit, wie
auch die höchsten klassenspezifischen Genauigkeiten, wurde mit den WV2 Daten erzielt. Die
etwas höhere Anzahl an Referenzdaten (kleinere Segmente als bei S2) wird dabei einen geringen
positiven Einfluss haben; die Verwendung von zwei unterschiedlichen Szenen einen negativen
Einfluss. Die mit S2 erzielten Ergebnisse sind deutlich höher als jene mit L8, was auf die bessere
räumliche und spektrale Auflösung zurückzuführen ist.
Während bei WV2 die klassenspezifischen Ergebnisse relativ ausgeglichen sind, sind bei S2 und
L8 große Unterschiede zwischen einzelnen Klassen erkennbar, wobei die Fichte in allen
Datensätzen am besten klassifiziert wird. Die Kiefer weißt bei WV2 nur geringfügig schlechtere
Ergebnisse auf, bei S2 und L8 ist hingegen die Produzentengenauigkeiten deutlich geringer als
bei den anderen Baumarten. Ähnliches gilt auch für Eiche. Dabei wird die Tatsache, dass diese
beiden Baumarten im Vergleich zu Fichte bzw. Buche in den untersuchten Gebieten weniger
häufig vorkommen, vor allem auch was Reinbestände betrifft, eine Rolle spielen. Dadurch ist der
Anteil an Mischpixel bzw. nicht baumartenreinen Segmenten bei den Datensätzen mit geringerer
räumlicher Auflösung höher, was sicherlich zur Verschlechterung der Ergebnisse beiträgt. Neben
der geringeren Mischpixelproblematik bietet die höhere räumliche Auflösung von WV2 auch
den Vorteil, Texturunterschiede besser abzubilden. Dies erhöht zum Beispiel die Trennbarkeit
von Fichte und Kiefer mit stark unterschiedlichen Kronenformen.
Verglichen mit den ersten (prä-operationellen) Daten die von der ESA im Herbst 2015 zu
Testzwecken zur Verfügung gestellt wurden, sind die jetzt operationell verfügbaren Daten noch
einmal qualitativ verbessert worden. So konnten in dieser Arbeit, im Vergleich zu einer
Vorläuferstudie, die noch mit den prä-operationellen Daten gearbeitet hat (IMMITZER et al. 2016),
eine Verbesserung in den spektralen Eigenschaften als auch in der erzielten
Klassifikationsgenauigkeit beobachtet werden. Dies zeigt die Anstrengungen, die von Seiten der
ESA unternommen werden, um den maximalen Informationsgehalt der aufgezeichneten Daten
verfügbar zu machen.
Insbesondere sind die sechs S2 Bänder mit einer räumlichen Auflösung von 20 m sind
detaillierte Analysen in sehr strukturreichen Wäldern zu grob, was sich mit den Erkenntnissen
von STRATOULIAS et al. (2015) deckt. Bei einer Auflösung von 20 m ist bereits die
Referenzdatenabgrenzung sehr schwierig. Oftmals reichen auch Aufnahmen mit 10 m Auflösung
nicht aus, um einzelne Bäume zu erkennen bzw. zu analysieren (WULDER et al. 2004).
Für sehr detaillierte Auswertungen könnten Kombinationen von S2 mit höher aufgelösten
Datensätzen wie Orthophotos eine potenzielle Lösung darstellen. Darüber hinaus sind vor allem
S2 Zeitreihen von großem Interesse. Durch die Verwendung von nur einer einzelnen Szene
wurde in dieser Studie nicht das volle Potenzial von S2 ausgeschöpft. So können Aufnahmen zu
anderen Zeitpunkten, bzw. vor allem die Verwendung von kontinuierliche Zeitreihendaten, die
Klassifikation noch wesentlich verbessern. (ELATAWNEH et al. 2013; TIGGES et al. 2013; LI et al.
2015). Die gute Vergleichbarkeit der Spektralkanäle ermöglicht auch eine Kombination von S2
und L8 Daten (WULDER et al. 2015). Durch die hohen Wiederholraten von 5 bzw. 16 Tagen wird
sich die Anzahl an wolkenfreien Datensätzen deutlich erhöhen. Zusätzlich werden Verfahren zur
Verfügung stehen, hochfrequente, wolkenfreie Komposite zu generieren (VUOLO et al. under
review).
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4 Fazit & Ausblick
Mit den europäischen Sentinel-2 (S2) Satelliten stehen der Fernerkundungsgemeinschaft seit
Ende 2015 Daten mit bislang nicht verfügbaren Charakteristika zur Verfügung. Die hohe
räumliche Auflösung (bis zu 10 m), die zehn Spektralkanäle zur Erdbeobachtung (sowie drei
weitere Kanäle zur Atmosphärenkorrektur) und v.a. auch die zeitliche Auflösung von zukünftig
maximal 5 Tagen bei globaler Abdeckung sind einzigartig. Die spektrale Information von S2
ähnelt dabei sehr stark dem räumlich höher aufgelösten WorldView-2 (WV2) als auch Landsat-8
(L8) mit geringerer räumlicher Auflösung. Die Analyse von monotemporalen S2 Daten für die
Klassifikation von sieben Baumartenklassen zeigte gute Ergebnisse. So wurden mit S2 deutlich
höhere Genauigkeiten erzielt als mit L8. Mit WV2 konnten zwar noch bessere Ergebnisse erzielt
werden, dieser Sensor ist jedoch nur kleinflächig verfügbar und mit hohen Kosten verbunden.
Die Analysen bestätigen damit die gute Eignung von S2 Daten für die Unterscheidung von
Landbedeckungsklassen, wobei das große Potenzial von S2 – die Verfügbarkeit von
multitemporalen Datensätzen – in dieser Arbeit noch nicht untersucht werden konnte.
Die Verwendung von S2 Zeitserien wird weitere Einsatzmöglichkeiten aufzeigen und die
Klassifikationsgenauigkeiten weiter verbessern. Neben der Verwendung von multitemporalen
Datensätzen wird auch ein großes Potenzial in der Kombination mit anderen z.B. räumlich
höheraufgelösten Daten wie Orthophotos gesehen. Solche Fragestellungen werden ein wichtiger
Schwerpunkt zukünftiger Forschungsarbeiten sein, wie auch die Nutzung von physikalisch
basierten Strahlungstransfermodellen zur Ableitung von biophysikalischen VegetationsCharakteristika.
Es wurde eine deutliche Qualitätsverbesserung der S2 Daten im Vergleich zu bereits analysierten
prä-operationellen Daten beobachtet. Dies belegt die aktuellen Aktivitäten von Seiten der ESA,
im Zuge der ramp-up Phase noch Optimierungen an den Daten vorzunehmen, um in Zukunft die
bestmöglichen Daten verfügbar zu machen. Von Anwenderseite ist es jetzt ein vorrangiges Ziel,
dass sich ESA und die Mitgliedsstaaten auf eine operationelle Bereitstellung von
atmosphärenkorrigierten Daten unter Verwendung der temporalen Information (sog. MACCS
Algorithmus) einigen.
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Erstellung von Fichten- und Kiefernanteilskarten
auf Basis von Satellitendaten für Bayern
MARKUS IMMITZER1,*, KATHRIN EINZMANN1, SEBASTIAN BÖCK1, MATTEO MATTIUZZI1, WAI-TIM NG1, ADELHEID WALLNER2,
NICOLE PINNEL3, ANNE REICHMUTH3, MATTHIAS FROST4, ANDREAS MÜLLER3, RUDOLF SEITZ2 UND CLEMENT ATZBERGER1

Zusammenfassung
Der fortschreitende Klimawandel erhöht das Gefährdungspotenzial von Wäldern zunehmend. Eine forstwirtschaftliche Nutzung von Wäldern ist oftmals nur durch den Wechsel auf Baumarten mit größerer Flexibilität
gegenüber den Auswirkungen des Klimawandels langfristig sichergestellt. Für derartige Waldumbauvorhaben auf großer Fläche benötigen die Akteure aktuelle Verbreitungskarten einzelner Baumarten in einer
räumlichen Auflösung von z. B. 1 Hektar. Um eine regelmäßige Überwachung und Aktualisierung zu ermöglichen, sind die Kosten für derartige Kartenprodukte ein weiterer wichtiger Faktor, der zu berücksichtigen ist.
Der vorliegende Beitrag beschreibt und validiert einen fernerkundungsbasierten Ansatz für die Kartierung
von einzelnen Baumarten (Fichte und Kiefer) mit einer innovativen Kombination von kommerziellen, sehr
hoch aufgelösten Satellitendaten und frei verfügbar Landsat-Zeitreihen. Die Methodik beinhaltet dabei die
überwachte Klassifikation von WorldView-2 Daten ausgewählter Testgebiete, gefolgt von einem „Upscaling“
dieser Referenzinformationen auf große Flächen mit multispektralen und multitemporalen Landsat-Daten.
Für die Modellierung wurde mit Random Forest (RF) ein auf Entscheidungsbäumen basierender Ansatz
gewählt. Mit der entwickelten Methode konnten für ganz Bayern konsistente und genaue Karten der Fichtenund Kiefernverbreitung (kontinuierliche Anteile) mit einer Auflösung von 1 ha erstellt werden. Eine Validierung mit 3798 unabhängigen Referenzzellen ergab für Fichte bzw. Kiefer einen Root-Mean-Square Error
(RMSE) von 11 und 14 %, und ein Bestimmtheitsmaß (R²) von 0.74 bis 0.79. Zwischen 76 und 85 % der Validierungspunkte wurden besser modelliert als die angenommene Unsicherheitsmarge von ±15 % der Referenzinformation (aus manueller Bildinterpretation von Orthophotos).

Schlüsselwörter
Upscaling; Random Forest Regression; WorldView-2, Landsat; prozentuelle Bedeckung; Baumartenkartierung

Abstract
Intensifying weather events and climate change have the potential to put healthy forests at risk. This calls for
an adaption in forest management. To manage large scale forest conversion, stakeholders need up-to-date,
accurate and consistent forest distribution maps at hecta-metric spatial resolution covering large areas. To
enable such map products, costs are a major factor to consider. This paper describes and validates a remote
sensing based approach for mapping individual tree species (here spruce and pine) using an innovative
combination of commercial very high resolution (WorldView-2) images and freely available Landsat time
series. The mapping involves a supervised classification of very high resolution images over a relatively small
selection of test sites. Where after wall-to-wall upscaling of the derived reference information is used on
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multi-spectral and multi-temporal Landsat data. Random Forests (RF) regression trees are used for modeling.
The method is tested on Bavaria (Germany), its approach yields consistent and accurate maps of fractional
tree cover within 1-ha cells. The validation using 3798 independent reference samples provided a root-meansquare error (RMSE) between 11 and 14 % with almost no bias, and R2 of 0.74-0.79 for spruce and pine,
respectively. Between 76 and 85 % of the samples were modeled within the assumed uncertainty of ±15 % of
the reference sample, the latter being derived through manual photo-interpretation of orthoimagery.

Keywords
Upscaling; Random Forest regression; WorldView-2; Landsat; fractional coverage; tree species mapping

1

Einleitung

Durch den fortschreitenden Klimawandel werden sich die Wachstumsbedingungen für die verschiedenen
Baumarten weiter verändern. Für Bayern wird dabei prognostiziert, dass Fichte und Kiefer zu den am stärksten betroffenen Baumarten gehören werden (KÖLLING et al. 2009). Um dem Klimawandel zu begegnen fehlen
bis jetzt jedoch verlässliche, flächendeckende Karten über die Verbreitung der einzelnen Baumarten in
mittlerer Auflösung (Flächengröße zirka 1 ha). Solche Grundlagendaten würden sowohl der forstlichen
Beratung, als auch langfristigen Monitoringvorhaben dienen.
Im Gegensatz zu terrestrisch punktweise aufgenommenen Waldinventuren bietet die Auswertung von Fernerkundungsdaten die Möglichkeit flächendeckende Produkte zu liefern. Für eine bayernweite Umsetzung
müssen neben der Berücksichtigung der Datenkosten auch der Aufwand für Interpretation und Analyse der
Bilddaten beachtet werden. Eine überregionale Auswertung durch visuelle Stereointerpretation von Farbinfrarot-Luftbildern ist beispielsweise auf Grund des hohen Arbeitsaufwandes nicht praktikabel. Als
brauchbare Alternative bietet sich die Verwendung von Satellitendaten an. Satelliten erfassen größere
Gebiete und stellen homogenere Bilddaten bereit als beispielsweise Orthophotos. Dabei stehen Sensoren
mit sehr unterschiedlichen spektralen und geometrischen Auflösungen zur Verfügung. Für großflächige
Klassifikationen von groben Landbedeckungsklassen bieten sich Sensoren mit mittlerer (z. B. MODIS) bis
hoher Auflösung (z. B. Landsat) an (CARRÃO et al. 2008; CIHLAR 2000; FRANKLIN & WULDER 2002; KNORN et al. 2009).
Sehr hoch auflösende Daten können hingegen auch gut für die Klassifikation von einzelnen Baumarten
herangezogen werden (CARLEER & WOLFF 2004; IMMITZER et al. 2012b; KIM et al. 2011; WASER et al. 2014).
Durch die Landsat-Satelliten stehen kostenfreie Daten mit hoher Flächenabdeckung und 16-tägiger Wiederholungsrate zur Verfügung. Der Landsat-Sensor hat darüber hinaus Spektralkanäle im nahen und mittleren
Infrarot mit hoher Relevanz für waldbezogene Fragestellungen (SCHLERF et al. 2003). Landsat-Daten können
neuerdings bereits in hoher Qualität atmosphärenkorrigiert bezogen werden (VUOLO et al. 2015). Die für
forstliche Fragestellungen wichtige hohe räumliche und spektrale Auflösung des WorldView-2-Sensors (WV-2)
muss durch relativ hohe Beschaffungskosten und geringe Flächenabdeckung ‚erkauft‘ werden. Daher ist eine
großflächige Anwendung meist finanziell nicht tragbar. Die Eckdaten beider Systeme finden sich in Tab. 1.
Landsat-Familie

WorldView-2

Geometrische Auflösung

30 m

2m

Anzahl Spektralkanäle

7

8

Spektralkanäle

Blau-Grün, Grün, Rot, nahes Infrarot,
mittleres Infrarot 1, mittleres Infrarot 2

Küstenblau, Blau, Grün, Gelb, Rot,
Red-Edge, nahes Infrarot 1, nahes Infrarot 2

Verfügbarkeit

Flächendeckend, alle 16 Tage

Auf Bestellung

Kosten

Kostenfrei beziehbar

Relativ hohe Kosten (ca. 30 USD/km²)

Tab. 1: Eckdaten zweier Satellitensystemen (Landsat und WorldView-2)
Tab. 1: Main features of the two satellite sensors (Landsat and WorldView-2)
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Das Ziel der vorliegenden Arbeit war es die jeweiligen Vorteile beider Sensoren durch die Kombination
beider Datensätze zu nutzen:
➢ Flächendeckende multi-temporale Aufnahmen (Zeitreihen) hoch aufgelöster Daten (Landsat)
➢ Kleinflächige mono-temporale Aufnahmen sehr hoch aufgelöster Daten (WV2)
Die damit erzielten Synergieeffekte ermöglichen großflächige Kartierungen bei vertretbaren Datenkosten.
Solch kombinierte Ansätze (Upscaling), wurden bereits für Baumartengruppen erfolgreich angewendet
(IVERSON et al. 1989; ZHU & EVANS 1994; METZLER & SADER 2005). Eine Umsetzung zur Schätzung einzelner Baumarten innerhalb einer Baumartengruppe ist bislang nicht bekannt.

2

Methoden

Die entwickelte Methode für die Erstellung der bayernweiten Fichten- und Kiefernanteilskarten lässt sich in
drei Abschnitte unterteilen (Abb. 1):
Der erste Schritt beinhaltet die überwachte, objektbasierte Klassifikation von insgesamt 43 WV2-Satellitenszenen. Dadurch werden relativ kleinflächige, über ganz Bayern verteilte, Baumartenkarten erstellt. Diese
Baumartenkarten dienen im zweiten Schritt als Eingangs- bzw. Referenzdatensatz für ein Upscaling. Das
Upscaling dient zur Überführung dieser Informationen auf flächendeckend zur Verfügung stehende
Landsat-Daten. Die kalibrierten Modelle lassen sich dann auf die Gesamtfläche übertragen, also auch auf
die Bereiche außerhalb der (relativ kleinen) WV2-Daten. Damit werden Karten in einer räumlichen Auflösung von 100 m x 100 m erstellt, mit Prozentangaben von Fichte (Picea sp.), Kiefer (Pinus sp.) und Sonstiges pro ha-Zelle. Im dritten Arbeitsschritt werden die Teilergebnisse dann homogenisiert und zusammengeführt. Anschließend findet eine unabhängige Validierung der Gesamtergebnisse statt. Entsprechend der
Aufnahmezeitpunkte der WV2-Szenen entspricht der Statuszeitpunkt zur Kartierung der Fichten- und Kiefernbestände in Bayern den Jahren 2013/2014.

Abb. 1: Workflow der dreistufigen Methodik zur Erstellung von prozentualen Fichten- und Kiefernkarten für Bayern:
Erstellung der Baumartenkarten (links), flächendeckendes Upscaling der Baumartenkarten (Mitte) und Aufbereitung der Ergebnisse zu den finalen Karten und Validierung (rechts).
Fig. 1: Workflow of the three-step method for designing the Bavarian spruce and pine probability maps: Creation of
tree species maps (left), area-wide upscaling of tree species maps (middle) and producing the final maps and
validation (right).
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2.1 Erstellung von räumlich hoch aufgelösten Baumartenkarten für kleine Teilgebiete
Für die Erstellung der räumlich sehr hoch aufgelösten Baumartenkarten („Referenz“) wurde auf WV2-Daten
(Tab. 1) zurückgegriffen. Ihre Eignung für die Klassifikation von mitteleuropäischen Wäldern ist gut belegt
(IMMITZER et al. 2012b; IMMITZER et al. 2012a; WASER et al. 2014). Die bearbeiteten Gebiete wurden entsprechend
der forstlichen Wuchsgebiete Bayerns (WALENTOWSKI et al. 2001) sowie der Verteilung der Staatswaldflächen
ausgewählt. Zusätzlich stehen Inventurpunkte als Referenzdaten zur Verfügung. Für die ausgewählten
Gebiete wurden WV2-Daten aus dem Archiv bestellt bzw. explizit für das Projekt in Auftrag gegeben (Abb. 3
links).
Alle WV2-Szenen wurden zwei Vorprozessierungsschritten mit der Prozesskette CATENA (KRAUSS et al. 2013;
REINARTZ 2010) des DLR unterzogen. Diese Prozesskette besteht aus mehreren Komponenten, unter anderem
der parametrischen Orthorektifizierung basierend auf ORTHO (MÜLLER et al. 2005), der automatischen Atmosphärenkorrektur basierend auf ATCOR (RICHTER 1996; RICHTER et al. 2006) sowie einer Qualitätskontrolle.
Um die Klassifizierung zu optimieren wurden nicht nur spektrale Merkmale verwendet, sondern auch
Texturinformation, wie beispielsweise Wavelets. Diese können bei ähnlichem oder höherem Informationsgehalt deutlich schneller berechnet werden als z. B. die weitverbreiteten Texturmaße nach Haralick (IMMITZER
et al. 2014; TOSCANI et al. 2013). Zur Bestimmung der objekt-spezifischen Texturmerkmale wurde neben den
Kanälen Rot und nahes Infrarot auch der Vegetationsindex NDVI (ROUSE et al. 1974) einer diskreten stationären Wavelet-Transformation (DSWT) (TOSCANI et al. 2013) unterzogen (Abb. 2c). Der NDVI basiert auf den
Spektralkanälen nahes Infrarot und Rot.
Für die überwachte, objekt-basierte Klassifizierung wurden die WV2-Szenen mittels der Software eCognition
automatisiert segmentiert (Abb. 2a). Ziel war, möglichst klassenreine Segmente zu erhalten. Die Segmentierungseinstellungen wurden dazu manuell an die Gegebenheiten jeder einzelnen Szene angepasst.
Die weitere Prozessierung wurde mit der Statistiksoftware R 3.0.1 (R CORE TEAM 2014) umgesetzt. Für
jedes Segment wurden unterschiedliche statistische Kennwerte berechnet, und zwar getrennt für die acht
Spektralkanäle, den NDVI-Layer und die 12 Texturlayer. Die statistischen Kennwerte zur überwachten
Klassifizierung der Segmente umfassen den Mittelwert, die Standardabweichung, Minimum, Maximum sowie
zusätzlich noch die 5., 10., 25., 50., 75., 90. und 95. Perzentile. Damit standen insgesamt 231 Eingangsvariablen
zur objekt-basierten Klassifikation zur Verfügung (21 Layer x 11 Kennwerte).
Wo vorhanden, wurden den Segmenten Referenzinformationen aus Inventurdaten zugewiesen. Wenn nötig
wurden zusätzliche Referenzdaten durch die manuelle Interpretation von Orthophotos und Stereoluftbildern gewonnen. Bei der Identifikation geeigneter Referenzflächen wurden insbesondere die beiden
Zielklassen Fichte und Kiefer beachtet. Die Daten wurden ergänzt um weitere Nadelhölzer sowie eine
Laubholz-Klasse. Um eine flächendeckende Klassifikation zu erhalten wurden zusätzlich auch Nichtwaldklassen (Wiese, Acker, Siedlung, Gewässer,...) ausgewiesen.
Als Klassifikator wurde der von BREIMAN (2001) entwickelte ‚Random Forest (RF)‘ Algorithmus verwendet. RF
liefert zuverlässige Klassifikationsergebnisse bei geringer Feinabstimmung (LIAW & WIENER 2002; HASTIE et al.
2009). Vorteilhaft sind auch die Out-of-Bag-Schätzungen (OOB), die unabhängige Schätzgenauigkeiten
liefern (BREIMAN 2001). Das Verfahren wird zur Gruppe der ‚ensemble learning‘-Klassifikatoren gezählt, welche
die Erkennungsleistung durch die Kombination mehrerer Klassifikatoren steigern (WASKE & BRAUN 2009;
KROSCHEL et al. 2011). Im konkreten Fall wurden für jede Klassifikation 1000 Entscheidungsbäume erstellt. Die
Reduktion der großen Anzahl an Eingangsdaten auf die wesentlichen Variablen erfolgte mit einer schrittweisen ‚recursive feature elimination‘ (GUYON et al. 2002), basierend auf den im RF-Modell ermittelten Wichtigkeitsmaßen. Dazu wurden die Eingangsdaten nach Wichtigkeit gereiht und durch Streichung der jeweils
unwichtigsten (letztgereihten) Variable reduziert. Dieser Vorgang wurde bis zur Erstellung eines Modells
mit nur einer Eingangsvariabel wiederholt.Von allen Modellen wurde die Gesamtgenauigkeit auf Basis der
OOB Daten errechnet und das Modell identifiziert, welches mit wenigen Eingangsvariablen eine nahezu
optimale Schätzgenauigkeit liefert. Dieses ‚beste‘ Modell wurde anschließend auf die gesamte WV2-Szene
angewendet (Abb. 2d).
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Das Klassifikationsergebnis wurde einer visuellen Überprüfung unterzogen. Dies erfolgte durch Vergleich
und Interpretation von Orthophotos. Erkannte Fehlklassifikationen wurden anschließend manuell korrigiert.
Unsichere Bereiche wurden auf ‚nicht eindeutig klassifizierbar‘ gesetzt und von der weiteren Analyse ausgenommen.
Um die resultierenden Baumartenkarten als Eingangsdaten für die Upscaling-Modellierung verwenden zu
können, erfolgte eine thematische Aggregation zu den Zielklassen Fichte, Kiefer und Sonstiges (Abb. 2e).
Diese Informationen wurden in ein für ganz Bayern eindeutig festgelegtes Raster mit 100 m x 100 m großen
Zellen aggregiert (Abb. 2f). Dazu wurde innerhalb jeder 1 ha-Zelle der Flächenanteil berechnet, der von den
drei Klassen bedeckt wird. Diese so ermittelten Flächenanteile stellen im nächsten Schritt die zu modellierenden Zielgrößen dar.

Abb. 2: Ablauf der Baumartenkartenerstellung („Referenz“) mit Datenmaterial und Zwischenergebnissen anhand eines
Detailausschnittes: a) WorldView-2-Szene, b) Segmentierung, c) aus den WorldView-2-Daten generierter Texturlayer, d) detailliertes Klassifikationsergebnis, e) thematisch aggregiertes Klassifikationsergebnis, f) räumlich zu den
1 ha-Zellen aggregiertes Klassifikationsergebnis als „Referenz“ für das nachfolgende Upscaling.
Fig. 2: Workflow for the creation of the tree species map (‘reference’) with data and intermediate results by means of a
subset: a) WorldView-2 scene, b) segmentation, c) from WorldView-2 data derived texture layer, d) detailed
classification result, e) thematically aggregated classification result, f) aggregated classification result spatial linked
to 1 ha-cells as ‘reference’ for subsequent upscaling.

2.2 Upscaling der Baumartenkarten zu flächendeckenden Fichten- und Kiefernkarten
Im zweiten Schritt der Methodik erfolgte die Überführung (Upscaling) der teilflächig vorliegenden Informationen auf die gesamte Landesfläche. Dazu wurden in den Bereichen, die durch Baumartenkarten abgedeckt waren, Upscaling-Modelle erstellt und diese in weiterer Folge auf die Gebiete außerhalb der Baumartenkarten angewendet. Als Referenzinformation für die Modelle wurden die Flächenanteile der drei
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Klassen in den 1 ha-Zellen aus den Baumartenkarten herangezogen (Abb. 2f). Flächendeckend zur Verfügung stehende Landsat-Satellitenszenen mehrerer Aufnahmezeitpunkte bzw. daraus abgeleitete Zeitserien
wurden als erklärende Variablen verwendet. Die Abdeckung Bayerns mit Landsat-Szenen (siehe Tab. 1) wird
durch vier überlappende Streifen (192 bis 195) mit jeweils maximal drei Szenen sichergestellt (Abb. 3
rechts). Durch die Überlappung und relativ hohe zeitliche Wiederholrate (alle 16 Tage je Sensor) sind für
ganz Bayern wolkenfreie Landsat-Daten vorhanden.

Abb. 3: Eingangsdaten für die Erstellung der Upscaling-Modelle: über Bayern verteilte Klassifikationsergebnisse
(Baumartenkarten) der WorldView-2 Szenen hinterlegt mit den forstlichen Wuchsgebieten (links) und flächendeckend zur Verfügung stehende Landsat-Daten in stark überlappenden Streifen (rechts). In der Mitte ist dargestellt, wie die erklärenden Variablen zur Schätzung der zu erklärenden Variable (Flächenanteile) herangezogen
werden.
Fig. 3: Input data for creation of upscaling-models: classification results (tree species maps) of the WorldView-2 scene
distributed over Bavaria with forest growth zones in the background (left) area-wide available Landsat-data with
high overlapping stripes (right). Middle: Usage of the explanatory variable for estimating the explanatory variable
(surface area).

Für die Modellierung wurden die spektralen Informationen einzelner Szenen sowie Zeitreihendaten verwendet. Für die Extraktion der spektralen Information wurden flächendeckend jeweils zwei bis drei Szenen
verteilt über die Vegetationsperioden der letzten fünf Jahre verwendet, wobei aktuellere Daten bevorzugt
wurden.
Zusätzlich wurde der NDVI aller verfügbaren Szenen für die Zeitreihenanalyse berechnet und dieser
innerhalb eines Jahresverlaufs analysiert. Daraus wurden pro 1 ha-Zelle verschiedene Kennwerte ermittelt,
wie z. B. die Amplitude oder der kumulierte NDVI der Vegetationsperiode.
Zur Veranschaulichung der unterschiedlichen Abdeckungen sind in Abb. 3 die beiden wesentlichen
Eingangsdaten gegenüber gestellt:
➢ die über Bayern verteilten sehr hoch aufgelösten WV2-Daten bzw. die bereits daraus abgeleiteten Baumartenkarten,
➢ die flächendeckend zur Verfügung stehenden Landsat-Daten; hier als Mosaik aus ursprünglich vier getrennten, jedoch stark überlappenden Streifen.
Die Upscaling-Modelle wurden getrennt für jeden Landsat-Streifen und für jede der drei Klassen (Fichte,
Kiefer und Sonstige) erstellt. Für die Modellierung wurde das RF Regressionsverfahren verwendet (BREIMAN
2001). Ähnlich zum bereits erwähnten RF Klassifikationsverfahren basiert es auf Entscheidungsbäumen. Die
erstellten Modelle wurden anschließend auf die jeweiligen Landsat-Streifen angewendet (Abb. 4b und 4c).
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2.3 Datenaufbereitung zu bayernweiten Kartenprodukten
Für die finale Kartenerstellung (Abb. 4, untere Zeile) und Validierung wurden die Teilergebnisse der einzelnen Landsat-Streifen im letzten Schritt zu einer bayernweiten Karte zusammengeführt (Mosaikerstellung).
Dabei erfolgte eine abstandsabhängige Interpolation der sich überlappenden Ergebnisse. Bei allen Arbeitsschritten wurde darauf geachtet, dass jede 1 ha-Zelle in Summe genau 100 % Deckung aufweist. Gegebenenfalls wurde neu skaliert. Unter Berücksichtigung der Waldmaske wurden alle Bereiche außerhalb des Waldes
auf 100 % Sonstiges gesetzt.
2.4 Konsistenzprüfung und Validierung
Da die Schätzung der einzelnen stark überlappenden Landsat-Streifen unabhängig voneinander erfolgte,
konnten die Überlappungsbereiche zur Überprüfung der Modellstabilität (Konsistenz) herangezogen
werden. Zur Validierung wurde ein regelmäßiges Raster mit 2.5 km x 2.5 km Netzweite erstellt. An allen Punkten innerhalb der Waldmaske wurden in der jeweiligen 1 ha-Zelle die drei Klassen in 5 %-Schritten durch
visuelle Orthophotointerpretation geschätzt.

3

Ergebnisse

3.1 Räumlich hoch aufgelöste Baumartenkarten für kleine Teilbereiche
Die einzelnen WV-Szenen wurden in 8 bis 15 Klassen klassifiziert (Median: 11 Klassen). Die Klassenanzahl
variiert, da nicht immer alle Landbedeckungsklassen vorkommen. Für die Erstellung der Klassifikationsmodelle wurden zwischen 500 und 1500 (Median: 850) Referenzpolygone pro Szene berücksichtigt. Die auf
den OOB-Daten basierenden und mittels Konfusionsmatrizen ermittelten Gesamtgenauigkeiten der Klassifikationsmodelle lagen zwischen 85 und 95 % (Median: 92 %). Ein beispielhaftes Klassifikationsergebnis ist
in Abb. 2d dargestellt. Vor der Verwendung als Eingangsdaten für das Upscaling wurden die Klassifikationsergebnisse thematisch und räumlich aggregiert (Abb. 2d-f). Dadurch wurden für ca. 20 % der Landesfläche
flächendeckende Informationen bezüglich der prozentualen Bedeckung mit Fichte, Kiefer und Sonstiges
generiert (Abb. 4 links). Von der Analyse ausgenommen wurden Flächen, die nicht eindeutig einer dieser
Klassen zugewiesen werden konnten.
3.2 Upscaling in den Landsat-Streifen
Die erklärten Varianzanteile der Upscaling-Modelle je Klasse und Landsat-Streifen sind in Tab. 2 aufgeführt. Tendenziell wurden in den Streifen, für welche eine größere Anzahl an WV2-Szenen vorhanden war,
bessere Ergebnisse erzielt. Ebenso zeigten die Landsat-Daten einen Einfluss auf die Modellgüte: die Verfügbarkeit von aktuelleren Szenen sowie Szenen in einer größeren Anzahl wirkten sich positiv auf die
Modellgüte aus.
192

193

194

195

Fichte

83.7

84.1

87.4

78.7

Kiefer

78.2

83.2

86.6

74.9

Sonstiges

89.2

91.4

92.0

89.0

n (WV2-Szenen)

20

33

22

6

n (Landsat-Szenen)

2

2

3

2

Tab. 2: Erklärter Varianzanteil (R²) aus den OOB Ergebnissen für die drei Klassen pro LandsatStreifen sowie die für die Modellerstellung verfügbare Anzahl an WV-2- bzw. LandsatSzenen pro Streifen (n).
Tab. 2: Explanatory variance percentage of the OOB results for the three classes per Landsatstripe and the available number of WV-2 respectively Landsat scenes per stripe (n).
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3.3. Fichten und Kiefernkarte
Die bayernübergreifenden Verbreitungskarten wurden durch die Zusammenführung der drei Klassen in den
Streifen sowie durch eine anschließende entfernungsabhängige gewichtete Interpolation (Mosaikerstellung) der Überlappungsbereiche der streifenweisen Teilergebnisse erstellt (Abb. 4, untere Zeile). Die beiden
Karten in Abb. 5 und Abb. 6 zeigen den kontinuierlichen Flächenanteil von Fichte bzw. Kiefer pro 1 ha-Zelle.

Abb. 4: Vom streifenweisen Upscaling der WorldView-2 Ergebnisse bis zur finalen Karte: a) klassifizierte WorldView-2
Szenen, b) Auswahl der Szenen für die Erstellung der Schätzmodelle für den Landsat-Streifen 193, c) Ergebnis der
Upscaling-Modellanwendung für die Klasse Fichte, d) Kombination der drei Klassen im Landsat-Streifen 193,
e) Mosaikerstellung aus den benachbarten Streifenergebnissen, f) fertige Karte mit allen drei Klassen.
Fig. 4: From stripe wise upscaling of the WorldView-2 results to the final map: a) classified WorldView-2 scene, b) scene
selection for designing the estimation model for Landsat-stripe 193, c) result of applying the upscaling model
for class ‘spruce’, d) combination of the three classes in Landsat-stripe 193, e) mosaicking of neighboring stripes,
f) final map with the three classes.
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Abb. 5: Darstellung des ermittelten Fichtenanteils in Prozent pro 1 ha-Zelle (Farbsättigung entspricht Anteil der Klasse).
Fig. 5: Map with calculated spruce percentage per 1 ha-cell (color saturation equals class percentage).
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Abb. 6: Darstellung des ermittelten Kiefernanteils in Prozent pro 1 ha-Zelle (Farbsättigung entspricht Anteil der Klasse).
Fig. 6: Map with calculated pine percentage per 1 ha-cell (color saturation equals class percentage).
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3.4 Konsistenzprüfung und Validierung
Beim Vergleich der Schätzergebnisse in den Überlappungsbereichen benachbarter Landsat-Streifen wurden
sehr hohe Korrelationen zwischen den Schätzungen festgestellt (Tab. 3). Dies indiziert eine hohe Stabilität
und räumliche Konsistenz der erstellten Upscaling-Modelle.
Streifen 1

192

193

194

Streifen 2

193

194

195

Klasse

R²

RMSE

BIAS

Fichte

0.92

8.89

–5.41

Kiefer

0.89

5.13

0.64

Sonstiges

0.96

7.90

4.75

Fichte

0.86

9.00

–2.26

Kiefer

0.84

8.56

0.36

Sonstiges

0.94

7.39

1.90

Fichte

0.90

5.43

–1.51

Kiefer

0.88

6.12

0.45

Sonstiges

0.94

6.05

1.04

N

748693

1021170

182026

Tab. 3:
Zusammenfassende Vergleiche der
Upscaling-Ergebnisse in den Überlappungsbereichen aneinandergrenzender Landsat-Streifen. Mit N wird
die Anzahl der Pixel im Überlappungsbereich bezeichnet. Die
Schätzwerte der einzelnen Klassen
liegen zwischen 0 und 100 Prozent.
Tab. 3
Comparison of the upscaling results
in overlapping areas of neighboring
Landsat-stripes. N is the number of
pixels in the overlapping area. The
estimated value of the single classes
ranges between 0 and 100 percent.

Der Vergleich der Validierungsdaten aus der Orthophotointerpretation mit den erzielten Upscaling-Ergebnissen zeigt sehr gute Übereinstimmungen (Abb. 7).

Abb. 7: Unabhängige Validierung der drei Klassen mit 3798 am Orthophoto visuell interpretierten Rasterzellen: Streudiagramme der visuellen Schätzung (in 5 % Schritten) versus Modellergebnisse. In schwarz die 1:1 Linie; in rot die
Ausgleichsgerade (oben). Dichtefunktionen der Differenzen aus Modellierungsergebnis und visueller Referenz.
Die roten senkrechten Linien geben die wahrscheinliche Unsicherheitsmarge der visuellen Referenzschätzungen
an (±15 %); grün für angenommene ±10 % (unten).
Fig. 7: Independent validation of the three classes applied on 3798 on orthophotos visually interpreted raster cells: Scatterplot of the visual assessment (in 5 % steps) versus model results. In black 1:1 line, in red best-fit line (above).
Probability density functions of the difference between model results and visual reference. The vertical lines display
the probable uncertainty margin of the visual reference estimation: red: ±15 %, green: ±10 % (below).
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Das Bestimmtheitsmaß für Fichte lag bei 0.74, jenes für Kiefer bei 0.79. Berücksichtigt man die durch die
Orthophotointerpretation erzielbare Genauigkeit von ±15 % (rote senkrechte Linien in den kumulierten
Häufigkeitsverteilungen) wurden an 76 % der Validierungspunkte der Fichtenanteil und an 85 % der Kiefernanteil korrekt geschätzt.

4

Diskussion

Der mittlere absolute Fehler der beiden Zielklassen betrug für Fichte 10 % und für Kiefer 7 %. Die Modellgüte
der Upscaling-Modelle der beiden Baumarten lag dabei deutlich höher als bei vergleichbaren Studien zur
Schätzung von Baumartengruppen (METZLER & SADER 2005). Bezüglich der räumlichen Verteilungsmuster
besteht eine hohe Übereinstimmung mit den vom Europäischen Forstinstitute (EFI) erstellten Baumartenkarten (BRUS et al. 2012). Am auffälligsten sind Unterschiede im Detaillierungsgrad (räumliche Auflösung
von 1 ha der beschriebenen Karten gegenüber 1 km² beim EFI Produkt). Auch sind bei den EFI-Karten
Artefakte zu erkennen, die auf das zugrundeliegende Kriging-Verfahren zurückzuführen sind. Dies betrifft
insbesondere die seltener vorkommenden Baumarten wie die Kiefer (tlw. deutliche Überschätzung).
Interessant ist auch der Vergleich der vorliegenden Kartierungen mit den BWI Daten Bayerns. Die Baumartenanteile für Bayern aus den BWI³-Daten werden mit 41.8 % für Fichte und 17.1 % für Kiefer beziffert
(KLEMMT et al. 2014). Die Summe der in diesem Projekt erstellten Karten fällt für diese beiden Baumarten
hingegen deutlich geringer aus. Bezogen auf die Waldfläche von 2 560 000 ha ergeben sich Anteile von
31.2 % für Fichte und 14.5 % für Kiefer. Die Unterschiede sind wahrscheinlich auf unterschiedliche Definitionen zurückzuführen. In der vorliegenden Arbeit werden die tatsächlichen Überschirmungsflächen er mittelt und dargestellt. Bei den Inventuren werden dagegen beispielsweise auch Bestandslücken innerhalb
eines Fichtenforstes als „Fichte“ definiert.

5

Zusammenfassung und Ausblick

Verteilungskarten für einzelne Baumarten sind eine wichtige Informationsgrundlage für die Steuerung der
Waldentwicklung, für Monitoringvorhaben oder als Eingangsdaten für diverse Modellierungsansätze. Im
vorgestellten Projekt wurden flächenhafte Verbreitungskarten für Fichte und Kiefer produziert, die den
Gesamtwald in Bayern darstellen. Die Karten geben dabei die prozentualen Anteile von Fichte und Kiefer
in 1 ha-Zellen an. Aus diesen zellenweisen Daten lassen sich ohne Aufwand Flächenabschätzungen der
überschirmten Fläche für jede beliebige (administrative) Einheit errechnen.
Zur Kartenerstellung wurde ein effizientes Verfahren entwickelt, das sich auch auf andere Baumarten anwenden lässt. Kartierungen lassen sich gegebenenfalls regelmäßig wiederholen. Weitere Kostenreduzierungen
sind potentiell möglich, wenn auf alternative hochaufgelöste Fernerkundungsdaten zurückgegriffen wird.
In der vorliegenden Arbeit wurden beispielsweise WV2-Daten für die Detailkartierung verwendet. Die
WV2-Satellitendaten wurden gewählt wegen ihrer relativ hohen Qualität und flexiblen Datenbestellung.
Nachteilig sind jedoch die hohen Datenkosten. Andere – kostengünstigere – kommerzielle Satellitendaten
wurden im Projekt nicht alternativ untersucht.
Um eine wirtschaftliche Auswertung zu erreichen, wurde ein mehrstufiges Verfahren entwickelt. Dabei
wurden die WV2-Daten lediglich zur ‚kleinflächigen‘ Kalibrierung kostenfreier Landsat-Satellitendaten mit
30 m Auflösung verwendet. Damit war eine bezüglich der Reproduzierbarkeit robuste Kartierung der bayernweiten Verbreitung von Fichte und Kiefer möglich. Hiermit stehen erstmalig flächendeckende, digitale
Karten mit einer räumlichen Auflösung von 1 ha zur Verfügung, welche die prozentualen Anteile der von
Fichte und Kiefer überschirmten Fläche darstellen. Eine unabhängige Validierung bescheinigte den Karten
einen Fehler (RMSE) zwischen 11 und 14 %. Die geplante Verschneidung mit anderen Geodaten – beispielsweise mit den aus dem Projekt »KLIP 4« erarbeiteten digitalen Standortinformationen wird in nächster Zeit
erfolgen. Ebenso ist ein detaillierterer Vergleich mit den BWI³ Ergebnisse geplant.
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Abstract
Extreme weather events and climate change have the potential to put currently healthy
forests at risk. One option to minimize this risk are forest conversion measures, for which
forest managers need up-to-date, accurate and consistent forest distribution maps at a
relatively fine spatial resolution (e.g. 1 ha). Cost efficiency is a major factor when creating
such maps. Taking European Spruce (Picea abies) and Scots Pine (Pinus sylvestris) as an
example, this paper describes and validates a remote sensing based approach for mapping
two tree species using an innovative combination of commercial very high resolution
(WorldView-2) images and Landsat time series data. In a first step, the mapping involves a
supervised object-based classification of WorldView-2 (WV2) images over relatively small
test sites spread over the region of interest. Using these ‘hard’ classification maps as training
data, a wall-to-wall mapping of fractional coverage of Spruce and Pine is achieved using
multi-temporal Landsat data and Random Forests (RF) regression. The method is
demonstrated for the entire state of Bavaria (Germany), consisting of approximately
26,000 km² of forests. The proposed two-step approach yields consistent and accurate maps
of fractional tree cover within 1 ha cells. For independent validation of the maps we derived
3,798 reference samples. Fractional cover estimates were collected through visual photointerpretation of orthophotos. The validation provided a root-mean-square error (RMSE)
between 11 and 14% with almost no bias, and R² of 0.74 and 0.79 for Spruce and Pine,
respectively. Between 75% (Spruce) and 84% (Pine) of the validation samples were modeled
within the assumed uncertainty of ±15% of the reference sample. Accuracies were
significantly better compared to a standard approach, where Landsat time series data were
directly classified at pixel level (30 m). We find that the standard approach was inferior
because the two-step approach captures better existing regional variations in the spectral
signatures of target classes. Moreover, the inflated number of available reference cells
mitigates the impact of occasional errors in the reference dataset.

Keywords: Upscaling, Random Forest regression, WorldView-2, Landsat, fractional
coverage, tree species mapping
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1

Introduction

Climate change influences the growing conditions of trees. Depending on the location, some
tree species will benefit; problems such as water stress or higher vulnerability for abiotic and
biotic disturbances will increase for other species (Lindner et al., 2010). In Central Europe,
several coniferous tree species are of particular concern: The vulnerability of tree species
such as European spruce and Scots pine is much higher in areas where they are planted
outside their natural range (Kölling et al., 2009b; Lindner et al., 2014; Seidl et al., 2017). As
both species are of high economic importance for the European forest sector, targeted forest
management is necessary to minimize losses. In order to identifying areas of increased risk,
Kölling et al. (2009a) produced risk maps for different tree species based on different climate
scenarios for Bavaria, Germany. Identification of endangered forest stands at a fine spatial
resolution is a logical follow-up step to ensure efficient planning of silvicultural activities. In
other words, risk maps depicting (future) growing conditions must be combined with precise
actual species distribution information. Unfortunately, the requisite large area data for tree
species distribution in a suitable spatial resolution, i.e. percentage cover in 1 ha cells, is still
missing.
Long-established forest inventories in Europe provide important information about forest
composition. In particular, the sampling approach delivers precise information for the field
plot where terrestrial observations were made. However, the collected data is inappropriate
for providing detailed spatial information on local to regional level. Statistical interpolation
methods such as kriging have been employed to address this problem. Such procedures
permit the production of distribution maps of tree species based on inventory data. The
European Forest Institute (EFI), for example, produced Europe-wide maps using mainly
national forest inventory data (Brus et al., 2012). This data at 1 km resolution provide a good
overview of the general distribution of the species but lacks spatial detail, particularly for less
abundant species. The tree species distribution maps available in the Forest Information
System for Europe (JRC, 2017) are another example.
Earth Observation (EO) derived data products covering large areas usually provide only
information on the presence / absence of forests or on the percent tree cover. Prominent
examples are the global forest cover and forest cover change products based on MODIS
and/or Landsat data sets (Hansen et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2014; Sexton et al., 2013;
Townshend et al., 2012). Other products covering Europe solely separate tree species
groups such as coniferous and broadleaf trees. Examples include the Forest High Resolution
Layer (EEA, 2017a), the Pan-European Forest Type Map (JRC, 2015) and the CORINE
Land cover (CLC) inventory (EEA, 2017b). An overview and comparison of various land
cover products can be found in Pérez-Hoyos et al. (2012).
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Several studies analyzing the species distribution at a detailed level (e.g. with up to ten
different species and often at the level of individual trees) are mainly based on optical EO
data with high to very high spatial resolution (VHR), such as IKONOS or WorldView-2 (WV2)
(Carleer and Wolff, 2004; Fassnacht et al., 2017; Immitzer et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2011;
Mora et al., 2010; Waser et al., 2014). Hence the high potential of VHR data when applied
within specific pilot studies and for relatively small areas has been confirmed. Detailed
studies and examples covering larger geographic extents, however, are still missing
(Fassnacht et al., 2016).
To cover large areas, the use of VHR data is often limited by their high data costs.
Consequently, most applications focus on the use of freely available high-quality data from
the Landsat family. Often Best-Available-Pixel (BAP) composites are used to produce cloud
free mosaics (Griffiths et al., 2013; Hermosilla et al., 2015; White et al., 2014; Zhu et al.,
2015). With the launch of the European Sentinel-2A and 2B satellites, data with higher
spatial, spectral and temporal resolution are available with high potential for tree species
separation on stand level (Immitzer et al., 2016b).
A recent overview of the possibilities, advantages and limitations of different satellite sensor
data and methods can be found in the review from Fassnacht et al. (2016). The authors
found that (i) passive sensors in the optical domain have a higher potential compared to
active sensors, (ii) most of the existing studies cover only small areas (in particular when
based on VHR data), and (iii) selected approaches and/or datasets often do not permit
application to larger areas.
The capability of multi-temporal data for land cover classification is well described in the
review of Gómez et al. (2016). They concluded that depending on the temporal resolution,
inter-annual changes, as well as intra-annual dynamics (e.g. phenological development) can
be described. This provides much more meaningful information compared to mono-temporal
data. Recent examples of using multi-temporal Landsat data for classification include a land
cover map of Germany provided by Mack et al. (2017). Other examples are the tree species
and basal area maps of northern New York and Vermont from Gudex-Cross et al. (2017).
To improve land cover maps, some research groups analyzed the possibility of combining
satellite data with different spatial resolutions. Well known examples in forestry are studies
combining data sets from Landsat and AVHRR (Fries et al., 1998) or Landsat and MODIS
(Hansen et al., 2000). Other studies have derived continuous classes such as percent forest
cover by combining Landsat and AVHRR (Iverson et al., 1989; Zhu and Evans, 1994). More
recent studies combined data with a higher spatial resolution such as IKONOS and Landsat
(Metzler and Sader, 2005) or GeoEye-1 and Landsat (Donmez et al., 2015). While most of
4

the studies focus on one general forest class, the work of Metzler and Sader (2005)
estimated the percentage of softwood and hardwood separately.
For the modeling of continuous target classes, techniques such as multiple regression
(Iverson et al., 1989; Metzler and Sader, 2005; Zhu and Evans, 1994) or decision tree-based
approaches (Donmez et al., 2015; Hansen et al., 2000; Thompson et al., 2015) can be used.
In recent years the Random Forest algorithm became popular for modeling continuous data
based on EO data (Immitzer et al., 2016b; Mutanga et al., 2012; Stepper et al., 2017;
Thompson et al., 2015; White et al., 2015). Advantages of this non-parametric technique
include having only few assumptions about the data structure, delivering information about
the importance of the individual input data, providing an internal bootstrapping for
independent validation and the relatively fast and robust modeling framework.
At current prices, the use of VHR data can likely only be justified for limited areas. However,
for covering large areas, it is possible to combine VHR data with freely available Landsat
data, thereby synergizing the advantages of the two data sets. In such a combined analysis,
the high potential of VHR data for the production of detailed land cover maps is utilized,
which would in a second step be used to train models employing (free) Landsat-type of data.
To the best of our knowledge, no studies have yet been published, combining satellite data
with very high (<5 m) and medium spatial resolution (30 m) for continuous (fractional)
mapping of individual tree species. This study aims to present such an approach for
estimating the fractional coverage of Spruce and Pine in 1 ha cells for all of Bavaria
(Germany). This is realized with a two-step approach including: (i) classification of several
VHR scenes distributed over the study area and covering only part of the region of interest;
and (ii) modeling the Spruce and Pine fractional cover derived from VHR maps using spectral
and temporal metrics derived from Landsat as explanatory variables; the application of the
calibrated models to the area covered by Landsat yields maps covering the entire federal
state.
Main research questions concern:


Suitability of Landsat time series data for upscaling of tree species information
derived by VHR imagery



Evaluation of the added value of the proposed two step approach compared to a
standard classification



Trade-off between the number of VHR scenes (cost) and quality of the final maps
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For comparison, a pixel-based classification based on the Landsat time series data using the
same reference data is applied. Both products are validated using an independent data set
based on the interpretation of orthophotos.
2

Methods

For the production of fractional coverage Spruce and Pine maps for large areas (here entire
Bavaria), a two-step approach was developed (Figure 1): First VHR ‘reference’ land cover
maps were produced at 2 m spatial resolution using a supervised object-based approach
utilizing 47 WV2 scenes. The VHR scenes were spread over Bavaria and cover roughly 20%
of the entire area. In a second step, the produced maps were used as reference information
for the upscaling to the entire federal state. This comprised RF modeling for the classes
Spruce (primarily European Spruce, Picea abies (L.) H.Karst.), Pine (primarily Scots Pine,
Pinus sylvestris L.) and Others (all other tree species and non-forest land cover classes)
using the aggregated VHR tree species maps as reference data in conjunction with cloudfree Landsat time series as explanatory variables. To remove data gaps due to clouds and
cloud shadows, smoothed and gap-filled Landsat time series data (Vuolo et al., 2017) are
used. This also sidesteps the need for separate modeling of each Landsat acquisition path.
To assess the accuracy of the proposed approach, the three modeled fractional coverages
were subsequently verified and validated using 3,780 1 ha cells of visually interpreted
orthophoto samples. These samples were produced independently from the mapping
products. We also assessed the impact of using fewer WV2 scenes on the modeling
accuracy. A ‘classical’ (pixel-based) classification of Landsat data was performed to compare
the proposed approach against a simpler procedure.
For the modeling, the statistical software R 3.0.1 (R Core Team, 2014) and the packages
caret (Kuhn et al., 2014), matrixstats (Bengtsson, 2014), raster (Hijmans, 2014) and
randomForest (Liaw and Wiener, 2002) were used.
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Figure 1. Workflow of the proposed two-step method for generating Spruce and Pine fractional coverage maps:
(left – ‘first step’) creation of tree species maps using VHR images distributed over the entire region of interest,
(center – ‘second step’) area-wide upscaling of tree species maps and production of the final maps. Validation
was done using 3,780 1 ha cells of visually interpreted orthophotos. For comparison, Landsat data was also
directly used to map Spruce and Pine occurrence (right – pixel-based approach)

2.1

Study site Bavaria

With an area of around 70,500 km², Bavaria is the largest federal state in Germany. Around
37% of the area is covered by forests, with an average timber volume of 400 m³/ha and an
annual timber production of 28 Mio.m³ consisting of 68% Norway spruce, 13% Scots pine
and 8% European beech (Klemmt et al., 2014). This makes Bavaria one of the most
important wood producers in Central Europe. In recent years, spruce wood harvest have
increased mainly due to forest conversion activities and more frequent and powerful
calamities (Klemmt et al., 2014).
Growing conditions are quite diverse in Bavaria with oceanic influence in the North-West,
(sub)boreal climate in the North-East and subalpine conditions in the South. The largest part
of Bavaria is characterized by a subcontinental or intermediate climate. The dominant life
zones are colline to submontane with some montane areas in the East and South. As a
consequence, the potential natural forest community would be dominated by different
7

Fagetum types accompanied by some Quercetum types in North-East and Piceetum types in
East and South (Walentowski et al., 2001).
The actual forests are dominated by Norway spruce (41.8%), Scots pine (17.1%) and
European beech (13.9%) (Klemmt et al., 2014). Due to climate change, Spruce and Pine
forests are often stressed leading to increasing risks in particular if planted outside their
natural range (Kölling et al., 2009b; StMELF, 2013). Therefore, forest conversion activities
are necessary to generate better adapted stands with an adjusted mixture of tree species
(Kölling et al., 2009b).

2.2

Data sets

VHR data
47 VHR WV2 scenes (2 m pixel size) were selected based on forest growth areas of Bavaria
(Walentowski et al., 2001) and the availability of forest inventory data from the Bavarian state
forest enterprise (BaySF). To limit data costs, archived data were preferred and new scenes
were only tasked when no usable archive data was available. The distribution of the used
WV2 scenes can be observed in Figure 2 and detailed information about the scenes is listed
in Table S1 (Supplementary Materials).
All WV2 data were pre-processed with DLR’s automatic processing chain CATENA (Krauß et
al., 2013; Reinartz, 2010), which includes an orthorectification and atmospheric correction
based on ORTHO (Müller et al., 2005) and ATCOR (Richter et al., 2006), respectively.
Landsat time series data
To model Spruce and Pine fractional coverage, we used a smoothed and gap-filled Landsat
(LS) time series covering the year 2013. Details about the production of this dataset can be
found in Vuolo et al. (2017). The approach provides bi-monthly cloud-free Bottom of
Atmosphere (BoA) reflectance in the six Landsat spectral bands. An illustration for the
second half of August 2013 is shown in Figure 2. An example data set with raw and
processed data can be found in Vuolo (2016).
Compared to the original Landsat scenes, the main advantages of the smoothed and gapfilled Landsat time series data are:
(i)

A higher amount of cloud-free observations per year (24 observations per pixel
and year), equally distributed over the entire time period, hence covering all
seasons.
8

(ii)

Spatially homogenous data over large spatial extents, thus avoiding usage of
multiple scenes.

Besides the reflectance values in six spectral channels, several metrics derived from
normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI, (Rouse et al., 1974)) time series data were
included in the analyses:


two NDVI values for each month (bi-monthly data),



mean annual NDVI value,



difference between average summer and winter NDVI values (amplitude).

Figure 2. Input data sets used to model Spruce and Pine fractional coverage for entire Bavaria. (left)
WorldView-2 scenes spread over Bavaria; (right) example of one gap-filled and smoothed Landsat data mosaic.

2.3

Classification of VHR satellite data and generation of reference fractional coverage
information

We applied an object-based approach to classify the individual WV2 scenes using spectral
and textural information. Depending on the image location, landscape and reference data, up
to 12 different land cover classes were mapped on the specific scenes (Figure 4).
For image segmentation, eCognition Developer 8 was used with parameters fine-tuned for
each scene to obtain homogenous forest stands or tree groups, while avoiding the
segmentation of individual tree crowns. Reference information based on inventory data as
well as on visual interpretation of orthophotos and stereo aerial images was manually
assigned to segments.
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For each segment, statistical values (mean, standard deviation, percentiles) of the eight
spectral bands of WV2 and the texture layers were produced (Table 1). Textures were
derived from red, NIR and NDIVI using a discrete stationary wavelet transformation (coifletsfamily: coif1) similar to Einzmann et al. (2017). More details about the wavelet transformation
can be found in Toscani et al. (2013) and Immitzer et al. (2014).
Table 1. Explanatory variables for the first step of the approach
EO input data

No of layers

WorldView-2 spectral bands

8

NDVI

1

Texture wavelet coiflet1

12

Metrics calculated for each polygon
Mean, Standard deviation, Percentiles: Minimum,
th
th
th
th
th
th
5 , 10 , 25 , Median, 75 , 90 , 95 , Maximum
Mean, Standard deviation, Percentiles: Minimum,
5th, 10th, 25th, Median, 75th, 90th, 95th, Maximum
Mean, Standard deviation, Percentiles: Minimum,
5th, 10th, 25th, Median, 75th, 90th, 95th, Maximum

No of explanatory variables
88
11
132

The reference data sampling focused on the two target classes Spruce and Pine. Additional
classes were included to represent other forest and non-forest classes depending on the
landscape. In regions with mixed stands of Spruce and Pine, a mixed class was assigned.
The reference data set creation was based on forest inventory data and color infrared (CIR)
orthophoto interpretation. For each scene, around 850 training samples were generated (all
classes combined).
Based on the reference data, a supervised classification using Breiman‘s (2001) Random
Forest (RF) algorithm was applied. The parameter mtry was set to the square root of
available input variables (default) and ntree to 1000. Detailed information about this
ensemble learning algorithm and its advantages such as the included bootstrapping
providing relatively unbiased ‘out-of-bag’ (OOB) results can be found in the literature (Hastie
et al., 2009; Immitzer et al., 2012; Pal, 2005).
To optimize the classification output, a recursive feature selection (Guyon et al., 2002) using
the importance information from RF was applied. The applied classification procedure with
feature selection is described in Immitzer et al. (2015) and Schultz et al. (2015).
After classification, a thematic and a spatial aggregation were carried out (Figure 3). First, all
classes except Spruce, Pine, mixed Spruce and Pine, Shadow and Clouds were converted to
the class Others. Neighboring polygons of the same classes were dissolved and ‘shadow’
polygons were merged with the neighboring polygons sharing the longest border. The
obtained classification results were checked visually based on orthophotos, and corrected
when necessary. Otherwise such errors would propagate to the final modeling product. Notinterpretable areas and the Clouds class were set to ‘no data’ (NA) and excluded from the
following procedure. For the subsequent spatial aggregation, a Bavaria-wide raster with a
pixel size of 1 ha was produced. In the areas covered by the WV2 scenes, the fractional
coverages (in %) of the three classes Pine, Spruce, and Others were calculated for each cell.
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Where necessary, the mixed Spruce and Pine class was equally allocated to the two main
classes. Cells not entirely classified (e.g. including NA areas) were discarded. Raster cells
which were not fully covered by the WV2 classification results were also discarded.

Figure 3. Preparation of the detailed VHR classification results to the final 1 ha cells as ‘reference’ for the
subsequent second step of the approach. The workflow includes thematic aggregation, shadow elimination and
spatial aggregation.

2.4

Upscaling of the classification results to area-wide maps

After creation of the reference data set, the second part of our method aimed at developing
models for mapping the fractional coverage for all of Bavaria. The WV-2 classification results
were converted to class specific proportions within each 1 ha cell. For the Landsat data sets
all pixels were disaggregated to 10 m spatial resolution (nearest neighbor) and aligned to the
ha-grid. The aligned 10 m pixels were then summarized in terms of mean, standard deviation
and percentiles to characterize the distribution of reflectance and NDVI within each 1 ha cell
(Table 2).
RF regression models were trained for the three classes Spruce, Pine and Others using the
aggregated information described in the previous section. Explanatory variables were
obtained from the area-wide available Landsat time series, including both spectral
reflectance values and NDVI. From those variables, we extracted additional features such as
amplitude and mean values of the vegetation period. For the reflectance values we used only
data sets from the end of June 2013 and the end of August 2013. A comprehensive list of all
explanatory variables is given in Table 2. RF regression models were used as they possess
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a number of advantages for this application (Gómez et al., 2016; Hastie et al., 2009; Immitzer
et al., 2016a) such as reduced risk of overfitting, determination of variable importance and
handling of different data types. Similar to the classification approach, the RF regression
includes a bootstrapping and provides relatively unbiased ‘out-of-bag’ (OOB) results.
Table 2. Explanatory variables for the second step of the approach
EO input data

No of layers

Metrics calculated for each 1 ha cell

No of explanatory variables

Mean, Standard deviation,
Percentiles: Minimum ,25th,Median,75th, Maximum
Mean, Standard deviation,
th
th
Percentiles: Minimum ,25 , Median,75 ,
Maximum

Landsat Reflectance June 2013

6

Landsat Reflectance Aug 2013

6

NDVI bi-monthly time series 2013

24

Mean, Standard deviation

48

24

Amplitude and Mean value March to August,
Mean of the Year

3

NDVI bi-monthly time series 2013

42
42

Within each WV2 land cover map (aggregated to 1 ha cells), 5000 training samples were
extracted. Training points were chosen such that cells having a high proportion (top 2%) of
the classes Spruce and Pine are included, with the remaining points being randomly
sampled. The RF models were generated separately for each of the three target classes
Spruce, Pine, and Others. First, a model was built using all available Landsat metrics. Based
on the feature importance information obtained from the RF model, the 100 most important
explanatory variables were chosen to build a new model. For the regression models, the
default values for ntree (500 trees) and mtry (third of the total number of input features) were
used. The models for the three classes were separately applied to the entire study area.
Afterward the three maps were combined and, if necessary, rescaled so that the classes sum
up to 100% for each 1 ha cell. Areas outside of forests were manually set to 100% Others
using the vectorized forest information (forest mask) from ATKIS (AdV, 2015).

2.5

Reduction of the number of WV2 scenes

The use of a large number of VHR scenes implies high costs for data provision and analysis.
To better understand the cost-benefit relation between accuracy and number of VHR scenes,
sites were reduced iteratively from 47 (total number of available WV2 scenes) to 1, using a
greedy algorithm. In each step, the VHR scene which led to the smallest increase in the
average distance of empty cells to the sampled training cells of the respective nearest scene
was removed. Removing sites inevitably increases the average distance between grid cells
to be estimated and training points, therefore decreasing coverage.
Greedy algorithms have the advantage of being fast and easy to compute but do not
necessarily lead to an optimal solution. Also, content and data quality of the individual WV2
scenes are disregarded. The approach is depicted in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Visualization of the WV2 scene reduction based on the distance between the 1 ha cells to the next
training cells: (left) all scenes, (center) 15 remaining scenes, (right) last remaining scene. From each scene only
5000 ha cells were used.

2.6

Comparison against pixel-based classification of Landsat data

To demonstrate and quantify the added value of the proposed two-step approach, a standard
pixel-based classification of the LS data set was performed. The RF classification (ntree =
1000, mtry = square root of the number of input features) used the same reference data
which were used for the classification of the WV2 scenes, excluding the class Spruce and
Pine mixed. For each reference polygon, the most central (30 m) LS pixel was used. Eight
classes were distinguished: Spruce, Pine, other coniferous trees, broadleaf trees, non-forest
vegetation, water, natural areas without vegetation and sealed areas. In total, the number of
reference pixels used for the classification was 4,870 for Spruce, 2,080 for Pine, 2,821 for
other coniferous trees, 5,805 for broadleaf trees and 8,031 for non-forest vegetation, 3,190
for water, 2,369 for natural areas without vegetation and 8,251 for sealed areas. For the RF
classification model the same 37 Landsat metrics as for the upscaling approach (Table 2)
were used. The model was applied to the entire area. Afterwards, all classes except Spruce
and Pine were converted to the class Others. The pixel-based classification results were
subsequently aggregated to the 1 ha cells, yielding the fractional coverage for each of the
three classes.
2.7

Validation using independent samples from orthophotos

For an independent validation, we produced a regular raster with 2.5 km x 2.5 km cell size
covering Bavaria. On each raster point inside the forest mask (3,780 points) the
corresponding 1 ha cell was visual interpreted by experienced photo-interpreters using CIR
orthophotos. The fractional coverages of the three classes Spruce, Pine and Others were
assessed in 5% steps. The resulting independent validation data set is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Independent validation data set (regular 2.5 km x 2.5 km raster) based on visual interpretation of the
corresponding 1 ha cell using orthophotos. The colors represent the dominant class; only raster points inside the
forest mask were interpreted

To determine the precision and accuracy of the different models (e.g. proposed approach
and direct pixel-based Landsat classification), the root mean squared error (RMSE), the bias
and the coefficient of determination (R2) were calculated.

3
3.1

Results
Land cover maps based on WV2 scenes

The OOB Overall Accuracies (OA) for the 47 WV2 scenes was around (median) 93.8%
(ranging from 87.6 to 97.4%), with some variation in the class specific results (Figure 6).
Note that classes which were only present in some WV2 scenes were aggregated to the
superior class. For example, European larch, Douglas fir and White fir were combined in
Figure 6 in the class other coniferous tree species (post-classification grouping).
For Spruce, the Producer’s Accuracy (PA) ranged between 76.1 to 98.4% (median 88.0%),
for Pine between 30.4 and 100% (median 85.9%). The user’s accuracy (UA) achieved values
between 70.6 to 95.9% (median 88.2%) for Spruce and 58.3 to 100% (median 84.7%) for
Pine. The values for the other forest classes vary in a similar range. The non-forest classes
achieved higher accuracies and showed lower variability amongst the 47 WV2 scenes
(Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Distribution of the producer’s, user’s and overall accuracies based on the OOB model results of the 47
WorldView-2 scene classifications. Classes which were used only for some scenes were aggregated to the
superior class. (Abbreviations: S/P mixed: mixed Spruce and Pine stands, Conif: other coniferous tree species,
Broad: broadleaf tree species, Veg: non forest vegetation, Veg free: natural areas without vegetation)

As expected, image quality (acquisition date and acquisition parameters) determined the
usability of the WV2 data for tree species separation. Data from summer (June to August)
and acquisitions with near-nadir view angles showed the highest suitability and achieved the
highest accuracies (not shown). For good class specific performance, an adequate number
of high-quality reference data was necessary.
The confusion matrix based on the OOB results of all reference data is shown in Table 2. To
generate this confusion matrix, the results of the 47 individual WV2 scenes were again
combined. The class mixed Spruce and Pine shows the lowest class specific accuracy as
this class was mainly confused with the (pure) Spruce and Pine classes. Next to the mixed
class, the two other forest classes coniferous tree species and broadleaf tree species show
the highest confusion with the two target classes Spruce and Pine.
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Table 2. Confusion matrix based on the summed up OOB results of all RF models. Classes which were used
only for some scenes were aggregated to the superior class. (Abbreviations: S/P mixed: mixed Spruce and Pine
stands, Conif: other coniferous tree species, Broad: broadleaf tree species, Veg: non forest vegetation, Veg free:
natural areas without vegetation)
Spruce

S/P
mixed

Pine

Conif

Broad

Veg

Water

Veg
free

Sealed

Shadow

Clouds



UA

4,319

141

117

333

46

11

1

1

-

21

-

4,990

0.866

S/P mixed

108

501

98

11

-

4

1

-

-

2

-

725

0.691

Pine

105

128

1,699

94

18

7

1

2

-

10

-

2,064

0.823

Conif

238

9

98

2,237

68

7

1

2

-

18

1

2,679

0.835

Broad

51

-

38

100

5,574

50

1

1

-

17

2

5,834

0.955

Veg

Spruce

15

-

15

28

70

7,860

3

22

60

1

10

8,084

0.972

Water

-

-

-

-

-

-

3,103

2

27

31

1

3,164

0.981

Veg free

-

-

1

1

-

21

2

2,201

66

-

18

2,310

0.953

Sealed

-

-

-

-

1

68

53

119

8,087

11

2

8,341

0.970

Shadow

34

4

13

17

28

3

24

-

6

2,285

-

2,414

0.947

Clouds

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

19

5

-

1,660

1,685

0.985



4,870

783

2,080

2,821

5,805

8,031

3,190

2,369

8,251

2,396

1,694

42,290

PA

0.887

0.640

0.817

0.793

0.960

0.979

0.973

0.929

0.980

0.954

0.980

OA

0.935

Kappa

0.925

A visual check of the classified images sometimes revealed differences in model
performance and map accuracy. Apparent misclassifications of the main classes Spruce and
Pine were manually corrected to avoid negative impacts on the final maps. The average
change of the classification was around 2.5% (roughly one working day per scene). For
some scenes a higher effort was necessary as scene quality and/or reference data were suboptimal (Supplementary materials Table S1).
For the second step, 5000 samples (1 ha cells) from each spatial and thematic aggregated
WV2 classification result were used. The data distribution for the three classes can be found
in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Histograms of the reference data for the second step for the three Classes Spruce, Pine and Others.
Data were obtained from the VHR classification results
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3.2

Bavarian-wide Spruce and Pine maps

The RF regression models based on all 47 WV2 scenes, using only the most important
Landsat-based predictor variables, explained 79.8% of the variance for Spruce, 77.0% for
Pine and 87.9% for the class Others (OOB results). The most important variables for the
Spruce modeling were the spectral reflectance values from both Landsat data sets (Band 1,
4 and 3) and NDVI values from all seasons. Similar features were found important for Pine,
with, however, an increased importance of the NDVI metrics.
Results of the two-step mapping are presented in Figure 8. The maps show fractional
coverage of Spruce and Pine from the WV2 classification (top) and the Landsat-based
upscaling (bottom), at a spatial resolution of 1 ha.

Figure 8. Intermediate and final results of the developed approach for (left) Spruce and (right) Pine: (top)
aggregated WorldView-2 classification; (bottom) results of the large scale mapping using Landsat time series
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The results of the independent validation are shown in Figure 9. The three graphs on the top
refer to the proposed two-step method; the three graphs in the center row show the results
obtained using a direct (pixel-based) classification of Landsat data for comparison. The R²
values for Spruce and Pine are 0.72 and 0.75, respectively. The RMSE varied between
12.1% (Pine) and 14.2% (Spruce). For all three classes, bias was close to zero. With a R² of
0.82 the highest correlation of the two-step approach was found for the class Others, which
represents, in this case, only other forest classes (validation was applied only in forested
areas).
The results for the direct pixel-based classification (OOB results are given in the
Supplementary materials Table S2) are considerably worse (Figure 9, center row). For all
three classes significantly lower R² values, higher RMSE and higher bias values can be
observed. The bottom row of Figure 9 illustrates the model deviations from the independent
validation data. For example, in the case of the two-step approach for Spruce, approximately
75% of the 1 ha cells are modeled within the error margin of ±15%. Only 67% of the cells
were correctly modeled using the pixel-based approach. The bar charts in Figure 10 further
summarize the strong improvements (R², RMSE and bias) obtained with the proposed twostep mapping approach.
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Figure 9. Validation results: (1st row) results of the two-step approach (x-axis) against independent validation
data set based on orthophoto interpretation, (2nd row) same but for the direct pixel-based classification; (for
better visualization of the data, some random variation was added to the validation estimations using the jitter
function), (3rd row) Cumulative distribution functions of the differences between model results and validation for
both model approaches (vertical lines at ±15% were added to display the probable uncertainty margin of the
visual reference estimation).
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Figure 10. Comparison of the validation results for the three classes Spruce, Pine and Others obtained by the
two methods: the two-step approach (black) and the pixel-based classification (grey): (left) R² values, (center)
RMSE values, and (right) bias values

3.3

Reduction of WV2 scenes

To test the influence of the number of inputs, WV2 scenes were reduced stepwise. With a
decreasing number of scenes, the R² decreased and the RMSE increased (Figure 11).
However, the modeling accuracy decreased only slightly from 47 to around 15 WV2 scenes.
Only below this point did a further reduction of the number of WV2 scenes lead to a
significant decrease in model performance. A relatively close relationship is seen between
the modeling error (e.g. RMSE) and the average distance of (empty) cells to the location of
the nearest WV2 scene (bottom of graphs), demonstrating the strong impact of (spatially)
well distributed and dense training samples (here coverage with very high resolution data),
on modeling accuracy.

Figure 11. Validation results for RF-models based on different numbers of WorldView-2 scenes (stepwise
reduction of input data) for the three classes Spruce, Pine and Others: (left) R² values, (center) RMSE values,
and (right) Bias values. On the bottom of each graph the average minimum distance (MinDist) of (empty) 1 ha
cells to the nearest very high resolution image is shown.
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4
4.1

Discussion
Model approach

The presented two-step method for fractional coverage mapping of tree species gave good
results, with 75% (Spruce) to 84% (Pine) of the validation samples being modeled within the
assumed uncertainty of ±15% of the reference samples. The achieved R² values based on
the independent validation samples are only slightly lower than the OOB results of the three
RF regression models, with similar trends and patterns. This confirms the validity of OOB
statistics for assessing RF models, already mentioned in other studies (Hastie et al., 2009;
Immitzer et al., 2016a).
Compared to a conceptually and computationally simpler pixel-based classification, our twostep method achieved a considerably improved accuracy, while using the same basic
reference data as input. In fact, the two-step process allowed for substantially more training
points to be collected than could be collected in the more simple pixel-based classification
and this is likely the source of the increased modeling accuracy. When first classifying very
high resolution (VHR) data; we obtained a larger amount of reference data, likely better
covering the peculiarities of the mapped tree species. Peculiarities in spectral and temporal
signatures may result for example from differences in stand management and/or growing
conditions. Simultaneously, possible classification errors (first step) are cancelled out.
We applied a completely independent validation based on orthophoto interpretation using a
regular grid covering the entire study site. The disadvantage of this approach is that spatial
shifts (or layover effects) between the orthophoto and the map product can influence the
validation negatively – nevertheless we obtained satisfactory results. Compared to a similar
study by Metzler and Sader (2005), our study achieved R² values for the three target classes
of 0.72 to 0.82 that are notably higher. In the study of Metzler and Sader (2005), the upscaling of soft- and hardwood coverage from IKONOS to (multi-temporal) Landsat data yields
R² values of around 0.66 for the two classes. Obviously, their analysis was carried out in a
different geographic area with different target variables, hampering a direct comparison.
Other studies using similar approaches for modeling forest cover also obtained similar R²
values of around 0.80 (Donmez et al., 2015; Iverson et al., 1989; Sexton et al., 2013)
The mapped spatial distribution of Spruce and Pine is similar to those from the European
Forest Institute (EFI) (not shown), which produced tree species maps based on kriging of
inventory data (Brus et al., 2012). However, the maps produced in our study have two main
advantages: (i) the maps provide a higher level of detail, and (ii) the maps show no artifacts
which sometimes appear in the EFI maps for species with rare(r) occurrences (e.g. strong
overestimation around single inventory plots).
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Compared to the official Spruce and Pine acreages provided by the Bavarian State Institute
of Forestry, we found distinct differences. In the official data derived from National Forest
Inventory (NFI) (BWI3), Spruce covers 41.8% of the forested area and Pine 17.1% (Klemmt
et al., 2014). From our data, however, we calculated for the 2,560,000 ha of forests in
Bavaria coverage of only 30.1% for Spruce and 14.9% for Pine. We believe that the
differences mainly result from diverging definitions of ‘coverage’. In our approach, we map
the percentage crown coverage in each 1 ha cell, whereas in the NFI a forest gap is for
example counted as Spruce if located inside a Spruce stand.

4.2

Considerations regarding the VHR input data

The classification of the VHR data achieved overall very good results. This is in line with
several other studies, which showed the high potential of WV2 data for detailed land cover
mapping, including forest classification (Fassnacht et al., 2017; Immitzer et al., 2012; Karlson
et al., 2016; Omer et al., 2015; Waser et al., 2014).
The main drawback of WV2 is their relatively high costs. Depending on the occurring tree
species, less expensive data with fewer spectral bands are possibly equally suitable for tree
species classification (Immitzer et al., 2012). Also, airborne data can be successfully
employed for tree species classification (Waser et al., 2011). As discussed, the VHR data in
our study was solely used to inflate the database available for training of the RF regression
models. This could potentially also be achieved by making use of other pre-existing high
resolution maps. Fassnacht et al. (2016) for example highlighted that most of the tree
species classification studies covered in their review paper were data-driven and covered
only very small test sites with limited operational implementation opportunity. Hence, results
of these small-scale studies could be an interesting input data set for large-scale approaches
such as the presented method. The usage of pre-existing classification results (even from
different sensors) could further reduce data costs and therefore contribute to a cost-efficient
tool to produce large-scale tree species maps. Obiosuly, the quality of the VHR tree species
classification is very important for the overall modeling approach. Any misclassification will
negatively influence the model accuracy in the second step.
As expected, the date of the image collection and the acquisition parameters had a high
impact on the resulting classification accuracy. We used 47 WV2 scenes with off-nadir
angles ranging from 2-25°. The images were acquired between end of April and end of
September. For the classification of tree species, the scenes acquired in April or begin of
May were sub-optimal, due to the abundance of foliation of deciduous trees. In scenes
covering mountainous areas, even images from May were not always adequate since the
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broadleaf trees in the valley had already unfolded leaves whereas in higher areas foliation
was still missing. For tree species classification in Central Europe, we suggest to acquire
images between mid-June till the end of August. The proposed acquisition period also
minimizes the negative impact of illumination effects, like the length of cast-shadows.
Another important factor influencing the quality of the classification was the variation in offnadir angle and viewing geometry. Comparing images acquired with different off-nadir
angles, the scenes with an angle up to 15° were generally satisfactory. However, with higher
view angles, especially >20°, we observed some noticeable distortions in the images. The
effect increased in scenes with hilly terrain.
To assess the impact of scene number versus mapping accuracy, we analyzed for this study
an excessively high number of WV2 scenes. We demonstrated that far less VHR data are
sufficient, if well distributed over the study area and covering the various land cover and
forest types. In particular, we observed nearly no decrease in model performance as the
number of WV2 scenes was reduced from 47 to 15. Only below that number, errors
increased drastically, likely because critical training samples were no longer available. From
each scene only 5000 ha cells were used for the modeling approach. The training data from
the 15 scenes cover roughly 1% of the size of Bavaria, as only 5000 ha cells from each
scene were used for the modeling approach (in total 750 km²).

4.3

Suitability of Landsat time series as explanatory variables

To cover Bavaria, ten Landsat scenes from four paths (192 to 195) are necessary. Getting
cloud-free data for large areas (acquired within a short time interval and close to key
phenological dates) is a challenge. Difficulties further increase if multi-temporal cloud-free
data are needed to distinguish spectrally similar classes, etc. (Beck et al., 2006; Ju and Roy,
2008).
To minimize impacts of cloudiness and acquisition time, we first tried to identify and process
suitable data (two dates) from each path. Modeling was done for each path separately
(Immitzer et al., 2015). This necessarily involves the availability of a sufficient amount of
WV2 data per path. After modeling, some post-processing is required to mosaic the mapping
results from the four paths together to create one homogeneous final map.
To avoid problems related to the strip-wise data processing, for this study we used gap-filled
time series data (Vuolo et al., 2017). The gap-filling process involves the creation of wall-towall homogeneous mosaics in the original Landsat spectral bands at bi-monthly temporal
resolution (Figure 2). Hence, the entire study region can be processed in one step. Although
computationally simpler compared to the strip-wise mapping, results were similar. For the
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three classes Spruce, Pine and Others we obtained nearly identical performances: R² values
for Spruce, Pine and Others were 0.72, 0.75 and 0.82, compared to 0.74, 0.79 and 0.83
when processing the data strip-by-strip (Immitzer et al., 2015). Similar results were found for
the RMSE, while the bias was reduced when using the gap-filled data.
Using the smoothed and gap-filled Landsat data (Vuolo et al., 2017) therefore simplifies the
processing and offers a number of further advantages: (i) any number of cloud free data from
one specific vegetation period can be used, and (ii) fewer reference data are necessary as
larger areas are covered compared to the original Landsat scenes / paths. Both aspects
deserve more research. In particular, we did not yet utilize the full time series of the spectral
data, but only used data from two time steps (Table 2). The usage of additional data could
be useful especially for other tree species.

5

Conclusion

The proposed two-step method provides a good framework for producing high quality tree
species maps for large areas. The generated mapping results are important for forest
monitoring and management activities. For example, the Spruce and Pine maps generated in
this study will be combined by the Bavarian State Institute of Forestry with risk maps to
localize hot spots for forest conversion activities. The fractional coverage maps at a
resolution of 1 ha are potentially useful for several other applications such as landscape
modeling or monitoring issues.
The proposed method combines large area Landsat mosaics and very high resolution (VHR)
data covering only a relatively small part of the region of interest in a computationally efficient
way. The use of VHR data permits to extend the reference data later available to train the RF
models based on Landsat metrics. The use of Landsat data for the final mapping
considerably reduces the costs associated with the acquisition and processing of commercial
VHR data over large areas.
In the present study, the approach was solely applied to map Spruce and Pine. Obviously,
application to other species is possible. The method also permits the use of pre-existing
(high resolution) maps as inputs. To achieve acceptable accuracies, it is important that
different landscape types are well covered by VHR imagery or similar data. For Bavaria with
a very heterogeneous landscape ranging from the Alps to lowlands, we found that the very
high resolution reference data should cover roughly 1% of the total area for achieving 1015% accuracy (RMSE) for mapping fractional coverage of Spruce and Pine. For our data set,
a much lower coverage significantly increases the modeling errors as local variations in
spectral signatures are no longer captured.
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Summary: In Central Europe and North America,
bark beetle infestations cause considerable economic losses. If infested trees are not rapidly removed, large areas can be damaged. Removal of
infested trees has to be done during the so-called
“green-attack” stage, which is before the bark beetles move to other trees. Field surveys even if they
are feasible are cost intensive and impractical if
large areas have to be monitored. The aim of the
study was to analyse the suitability of 8-band
WorldView-2 satellite imagery for detecting bark
beetle infestations of two intensity stages (e.g.
“dead” and “green-attack”) against “healthy” (nonattacked) trees. For classifying individual trees two
classifiers, random forest and logistic regression,
were evaluated. Despite the relative large class
overlap in the spectral signatures, the sample trees
(n = 600) could be assigned to the classes “dead”,
“green-attack”, and “healthy” with an overall accuracy of about 75%. Producer’s and user’s accuracies of all classes were around 70%. The best result
was obtained with random forests using the eight
spectral bands of a WorldView-2 image acquired in
July. With this dataset, an overall accuracy of 76%
and a kappa coefficient of 0.61 were achieved. For
the separation of the classes “healthy” and “greenattack”, vegetation indices based on 2-band normalized differences as well as ratios yielded nearly
as good results as the classification with all eight
spectral bands. The best results were obtained by
combining either the Green or Yellow band with the
Near Infrared 1. With regard to individual bands,
the Yellow and the Red band are defined as most
important ones. We can conclude that 8-band
WorldView-2 imagery has the potential for creating
hotspot maps of infested trees or of trees with an
increased risk of infestation. This could have positive implications for the forest practice.

Zusammenfassung: Frühzeitige Erkennung von
Borkenkäferbefall an Fichten mittels WorldView-2
Satellitendaten. Borkenkäferepidemien führen in
Europa und Nordamerika immer wieder zu großen
ökonomischen Verlusten in der Forstwirtschaft.
Um großflächige Ausbreitungen zu verhindern,
müssen befallene Bäume rasch erkannt und entfernt werden. Die gezielte Entnahme der Bäume,
bevor die Käfer ausgeflogen sind, ist schwierig, da
die Bäume meist noch keine Verfärbung der Nadeln zeigen. Daher sind derzeit aufwändige und
kostenintensive Feldbegehungen notwendig, um
eine Ausbreitung des Schädlings zu vermeiden. In
dieser Arbeit wurden sehr hochauflösende WorldView-2 Satellitendaten mit acht Spektralkanälen
von zwei Aufnahmetagen untersucht, um Borkenkäferbefall frühzeitig zu erkennen. Dazu wurde
versucht nicht befallene Bäume von befallenen jedoch noch nicht verfärbten („green-attack“) und
von bereits stark verfärbten bzw. abgestorbenen
Bäumen auf Grund der spektralen Reflexion zu
trennen. Hierbei wurden die Einzelbaumobjekte
mittels Random Forest und Logistischer Regression klassifiziert. Trotz der großen Überschneidungen der spektralen Signaturen zwischen den Klassen „gesund“, „befallen – ohne sichtbare Verfärbung“ und „abgestorben“ konnten diese mit Gesamtgenauigkeiten von rund 75% getrennt werden.
Auch die Nutzer- und Produzentengenauigkeiten
aller Klassen lagen dabei über 70%. Am besten
konnten die Beispielbäume in der Aufnahme vom
Juli klassifiziert werden, mit einer Gesamtgenauigkeit von 76% und einem kappa-Wert von 0.61. Zusätzlich wurden verschiedene Vegetationsindizes
getestet. Dabei erzielten einzelne normalisierte
Differenz- bzw. Verhältnis-Indizes nahezu gleich
gute Ergebnisse wie Modelle mit allen acht Spektralkanälen. Die besten Ergebnisse wurden dabei
mit Kombinationen des Grün- bzw. Gelb-Kanals
mit dem Nahen Infrarot 1 Kanal erreicht. Bei den
Modellen basierend auf einzelnen Kanälen brachten der Gelb- bzw. der Rot-Kanal die höchsten Genauigkeiten. Die erzielten Ergebnisse zeigen, dass
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im Frühsommer aufgenommene WorldView-2 Szenen Potential für die frühzeitige Erkennung von
Borkenkäferbefall aufweisen. Diese Tatsache
könnte für die Visualisierung von befallenen Bäumen beziehungsweise von Bäumen mit hohem Befallsrisiko genutzt werden. Solche hotspot-Karten
könnten eine große Unterstützung für die forstliche
Praxis bei der Bekämpfung von Borkenkäferepidemien darstellen.

1

Introduction

Natural disturbances play an important and
often positive role in forest ecosystems. At the
same time, however, such disturbances cause
great economic damage for forest owners. In
Central-European forests windthrow and bark
beetles are considered the most important abiotic and biotic disturbance agents in the last
century (sCHelHaas et al. 2003). After the big
windthrows in Central Europe in the first ten
years of this millennium (“Kyrill” in January
2007, “Paula” in January 2008, and “Emma”
in March 2008), beetle infestations in Norway
spruce (Picea abies, L.) forests increased dramatically (tomiCzek et al. 2011). Most likely,
these problems will increase in the near future. For example, models based on climate
change scenarios predict an increasing risk
for bark beetle outbreaks (netHeReR & sCHopf
2010, seidl et al. 2011, oveRbeCk & sCHmidt
2012). As Norway spruce is the most valuable
tree for European forestry, suitable monitoring methods have to be developed.
In Austria and other European countries,
the ecological and economical most relevant
bark beetle species are Ips typographus, L.,
and Pityogenes chalcographus, L.. Both are
on Norway spruce and attack mainly weakened trees. To protect other trees, infested individuals have to be removed before the new
larvae are fully developed and start to leave
the trees for infesting neighbouring trees. An
early detection of infested trees is therefore
important to avoid mass outbreaks; best before (visually) discolorations are visible. Usually foresters have to look for early signs of
infestation like boring dust around the base
of trees (k ReHan 2008). However, a regular
large-scale control is too expensive and not

eschweizerbart_xxx

practical. Remote sensing techniques are considered useful for an early detection of potentially infested hotspots.
Numerous studies, mainly in North America, pointed out the potential of remote sensing data for detection of (declining) health
status of trees. Most of them analysed detection of Mountain Pine Beetles (Dendroctonus
ponderosae, Hopkins) infestations on Lodgepole Pine (Pinus contorta, Dougl.) in Canada.
While advanced stages of damage (so called
“red-attack” and “grey-attack”) can be detected easily, the early detection of an infestation
(henceforth referred to as “green-attack”) is
problematic (RobeRts et al. 2003, skakun et
al. 2003, WuldeR et al. 2004, 2006a, 2006b,
Coops et al. 2006). Due to the problems of early detection North American researchers focus their work on the analysis of areas around
old “red attack” areas to locate new infestation
hot spots (WuldeR et al. 2009, Coggins et al.
2010, 2011).
An early detection of infested trees (“greenattack”) would be a major breakthrough regarding the control, prevention and mitigation of large-scale outbreaks. For this reason
investigations in the use of remote sensing for
detection of infestation before visible discoloration (“green-attack”, early detection) continues. HeatH (2001) compared the spectral
signatures (compact airborne spectrographic imager – CASI) of healthy, freshly infected (“green-attack”) and previously infected
(“red-attack”) trees and found some trends
in the spectra, partially confirming previous
studies (e.g., HelleR 1968, Hall 1981). The
main problem was the large intra-class variability of the reflectance values hampering the
separability of the different infestation classes. Similar results were achieved by sHaRma
(2007). For the identification of infestation
he characterized the spectral bands between
900 nm and 1100 nm as the most essentially.
He concluded that early detection could be
possible under certain conditions. CHeng et
al. (2010) were able to demonstrate effects of
water deficit and changes in chlorophyll content of artificially stressed needles through
wavelet analysis of reflection spectra measured in the laboratory. They found good statistical separability in the wavelength ranges
between 950 nm and 1390 nm. These results
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imply high potential for a cost effective and
large-scale method for detection of health status classes of trees.
For the detection of large-scale bark beetle infestation, like in North America, satellite data with low (eklundH et al. 2009) to medium resolution (meigs et al. 2011, meddens
et al. 2013) can deliver adequate information.
For early detection of mostly small-scale infestations in Central Europe the spatial resolution is very important (lausCH et al. 2013).
With the new generation of very high resolution (VHR) satellite data, multispectral data
with spatial resolutions in the metre range
are available. maRx (2010) used bi-temporal
RapidEye satellite images (mid-April to midJune) for the detection of bark beetle infested
spruce. The first image was used for the separation between spruce stands and deciduous trees. The second image was used for the
separation of different attack classes within
the spruce stands. In addition to the RapidEye spectral bands, different vegetation indices were included in the analysis. The reference data came from foresters who delineated infested (and healthy) areas in the field.
Following experimental set-ups used in North
America three infestations classes were classified: “healthy” (= “non-attacked”), “infest ed” (“green-attack”) and “red” (“red-attack”).
Classification was done by creating decision
tree models. The classification results showed
a good separation of the already discoloured
trees (“red-attack”). The two classes “healthy”
and “infestation” were frequently misclassified. oRtiz et al. (2013) used RapidEye and
TerraSAR-X data, both acquired in May 2009,
to detect bark beetle green-attack in southwest Germany. The RapidEye data achieved
higher classification accuracies than the SAR
data. The highest accuracy was achieved by
combining the two datasets.
WorldView-2 data with higher spatial and
spectral resolution have also been used for
the detection of tree health status. finnigan
(2011), for example, used WorldView-2 data
for the “red-attack” detection on Lodgepole
pine. filCHev (2012) tried to map bark beetle
stressed spruce in a Bulgarian Biosphere reserve. He used vegetation indices calculated
from the eight WorldView-2 spectral bands.
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However, the results were not verified with
field data.
In addition to satellite data, hyperspectral
data from airborne platforms were evaluated
for early detection of bark beetle infestations
on spruce in several studies. Thereby early
stages of infestation (“green-attack”) could be
detected (fassnaCHt et al. 2012, 2014). lausCH
et al. (2013) tried to detect very early stages of
bark beetle infestation and even forecast infestation with one- or two-year old hyperspectral
data. They found a tendency towards detectability of health status; however, they conclude
that the achievable accuracies are too low for
an application in forestry.
The aim of our study was to analyse the
suitability of WorldView-2 imagery for detecting three bark beetle infestation classes on
spruce: “dead” (red/grey-attack), “green-attack”, and “healthy” (non-attacked) in Central
Europe. WorldView-2 is the first commercial
satellite providing data with very high spatial
(2 m) and spectral (8 bands) resolution. Both
factors are important for mapping tree species
or health status of individual trees. Since foresters need an early recognition of infested areas remote sensing data were acquired early
in summer. For evaluation of the image’s acquisistion date, data from June and July were
tested. Focus was set on identifying relevant
spectral bands and vegetation indices for separating the classes “healthy” and “green-attack”. The identification of relevant spectral
bands has direct implications for practicers
as the 4-band version of WorldView-2 data
is much cheaper compared to the 8-band version. Ground truth data for the three classes
were provided by local foresters through field
inspection.

2

Data and Methods

2.1 Study Site
The study site covers approximately 1100 ha
and is located in central Austria (47°28’N,
14°30’E) in the province of Styria (Fig. 1).
The terrain is mountainous and extends from
the montane to the subalpin life zone with an
elevation ranging from 680 m and 2400 m
above sea level. The annual rainfall is between
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1250 mm and 1500 mm, with a maximum in
July. The bedrocks are mainly base-poor silicates, quartz phyllites and gneisses. The potential natural forest community in the study
site is a spruce-fir forest with admixture of
beech, larch and sycamore maple (k ilian et al.
1994). The privately owned forests are commercially used focusing on timber production.
The study site is located next to Enns valley. In this region Ips typographus, L. and Pityogenes chalcographus, L. are the two most
common bark beetle species on spruce. The
logging statistics from the year 2010 of Styria reveals a substantial quantity of damaged
timber (roughly 1 million cubic metre) caused
by bark beetle attacks. This corresponds to
approximately one-fifth of the total logging
amount of that year. The huge impact of the
bark beetle attacks was primarily a late consequence of heavy storm events in the preceeding years (“Kyrill”, “Paula” and “Emma”)
(faCHabteilung 10C des landes steieRmaRk
– foRstWesen 2011).

2.2 WorldView-2 Data
The WorldView-2 satellite provides very high
spatial resolution data with eight spectral
bands. At nadir the ground resolution (GSD)
is 50 cm for the panchromatic band (0.46 µm
– 0.80 µm) and 200 cm for the multispectral
bands. In addition to the four standard bands
Blue (0.45 µm – 0.51 µm), Green (0.51 µm –
0.58 µm), Red (0.63 µm – 0.69 µm), and Near
Infrared 1 (NIR 1, 0.77 µm – 0.90 µm), another four bands are available. The four additional bands are Coastal (0.40 – 0.45 µm), Yellow (0.59 µm – 0.63 µm), Red Edge (0.71 µm
– 0.75 µm), and Near Infrared 2 (NIR 2,
0.86 µm – 1.04 µm). Further details about the
sensor can be found on the website of the provider (digital globe 2014) and in updike &
Comp (2010). WorldView-2 data can be ordered either with the four conventional bands
or (at higher costs) with all eight bands. The
good suitability of WorldView-2 for tree species classification has already been shown
(immitzeR et al. 2012a, WaseR et al. 2014).

Fig. 1: WorldView-2 image (true-colour composite with the bands Red, Green, Blue) of the study
site from June 2010. The locations of the reference data are shown in green (“healthy”), orange
(“green-attack”) and red (“dead”). The inlet indicates the position (blue) of the study site in the
province of Styria in Austria.
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For the purpose of the study, three WorldView-2 images with eight bands and processing level “Ortho Ready Standard” were obtained. The first image was acquired in June
2010. At that time the first generation of bark
beetle was fully developed. The second image
was taken in July and third in October, at the
end of the growing season. All scenes were
recorded under cloudless conditions over the
study site. Detailed recording parameters can
be found in Tab. 1. The third image was only
used for confirming the location of reference
data identified during field work. An image
acquisition in October would be too late for
early detection of “green-attack”. Hence, only
the two summer images (June and July 2010)
were used for the classification exercise.
Before data analysis, the two summer
scenes were atmospherically corrected, pansharpened and orthorectified. To derive topof-canopy reflectance, the pixel gray values
(digital numbers) were first converted into
spectral ‘at-sensor’ radiance (updike & Comp
2010) using the ENVI module (ENVI 4.8)
FLAASH. The settings were chosen iteratively by checking the resulting reflectance values
for plausibility. Optimal results were obtained
with the following FLAASH settings: Atmospheric Model: Mid-Latitude Summer, Aerosol
Model: Rural, Initial Visibility: 60 km (June)
and 70 km (July). The atmospheric correction
resulted in meaningful spectral reflectance
signatures of the tree crowns. For visualisation purposes a pansharpening was performed
to enhance the spatial resolution of the eight
multispectral bands. Therefore, the HCS (Hyperspherical Color Space) algorithm (padWiCk
et al. 2010) implemented in ERDAS Imagine
was used. Finally, both images, with 2 m and
0.5 m were orthorectified using a digital terrain model (5 m grid) and about 20 ground
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control points per scene. The coordinates of
the control points were taken from a colourinfrared orthophoto with 0.5 m pixel size. The
achieved average accuracy (RMSE) was about
1.8 pixels on images with 2 m pixel size.

2.3 Reference Data
As reference information we used groups of
infested and healthy trees identified by experienced local forest staff through field inspections in the summer months. The tree groups
were surveyed with GPS and marked on orthophotos. In most cases, the two classes were
located near each other. So systematic differences in slope and azimuth (and consequently
in illumination conditions) between the two
classes can be excluded. Some of the infested trees were discoloured over the acquisition
period. Others showed no visual changes between summer and autumn images. Most of
the infested tree groups, however, were harvested by the foresters before the third image
was acquired to prevent large-scale outbreaks.
Within the study we assumed that infestation by bark beetle (Ips typographus, L.)
caused the discoloration of the trees. The trees
were typically attacked early in spring or in
the previous year. Healthy and infected trees
display no visible differences in the true colour composites of the summer images (Fig. 2).
Trees that are clearly discoloured in the summer images (June, July) were assigned to the
class “dead” (red/grey-attack). We assume that
these trees were attacked by bark beetle in one
of the previous years and were already dead or
almost dead in 2010. Fig. 2 shows sample images of the three data acquisition dates for the
three infestation classes.

Tab. 1: Recording parameters of the three WorldView-2 images.
June

July

October

Acquisition date

12 June 2010

10 July 2010

11 October 2010

Scan direction

reverse

forward

forward

Mean satellite elevation

76.8°

65.6°

66.7°

Mean satellite azimuth

159.1°

135.5°

7.6°

Mean off nadir view angle

11.8°

21.4°

20.9°
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Based on the reference polygons from field
inspections and the two summer scenes, we
selected in total about 600 reference trees
within each image. In the June scene we manually delineated 257 “healthy”, 272 “green-attacked”, and 81 “dead” trees. In the July image 256 “healthy”, 245 “green-attack”, and 79
“dead” trees were identified. For each reference tree, we manually delineated the well-illuminated part of the tree crown to minimize
shadow effects (ClaRk et al. 2005, leCkie et
al. 2005, gReenbeRg et al. 2006, immitzeR et al.
2012a). It was not possible to automate the tree

crown delineation because of strongly varying
acquisition geometries.
To locate the sample trees, the pansharpened
image with 0.5 m pixel size was displayed together with the multispectral image with 2 m
pixel size both as colour-infrared composite
(RGB: NIR 1, Red and Green). Then we selected the sun-lit pixels per tree crown in the
multispectral image with 2 m pixel size and
converted them to a polygon vector file. Finally, this file was used for extracting the spectral
information from the corresponding WorldView-2 image. This workflow allowed a rapid

Fig. 2: Examples (marked with yellow arrows) of the three infestation classes (“healthy”, “greenattack” and “dead”) on pansharpened and atmospherically corrected summer and autumn WorldView-2 images.
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selection and pixel-sharp demarcation of tree
crowns (immitzeR et al. 2012b).

2.4 Spectral Separation and
Classification of Infestation
Classes
Based on the manually delineated tree crowns
(section 2.3), the spectral values in the eight
WorldView-2 bands were extracted and analysed. The mean values for each crown polygon were calculated and used for further analysis.
For separating the three infestation classes,
we used the non-parametric, ensemble learning random forest (RF) classifier (bReiman
2001). The RF classifier is increasingly used
for the classification of remote sensing data
(pal 2005, immitzeR et al. 2012a, RodRíguezgaliano et al. 2012). Some of the advantages of this method are (I) it does not make any
assumptions about data distribution and the
collinearity in the data, (II) it does not require common covariance in the classes, (III)
thanks to the integrated bootstrapping the accuracy estimates are obtained from independent samples, and (IV) it provides variable
importance measures which can be helpful
for feature selection (bReiman 2001, liaW &
WieneR 2002, Hastie et al. 2009, immitzeR et
al. 2012a, tosCani et al. 2013). In our study,
the following parameterization of the RF was
used: 500 trees and two variables at each node
(= the square-root of the total number of input variables) at each node. We created models
using all eight, respectively, the four conventional WorldView-2 bands (Blue, Green, Red
and NIR 1). We analysed the 2- and 3-class
separability.
Although RF provides variable importance
measures, logistic regression (LR) was used
as an additional method to identify the most
important spectral bands for separating the
two most similar classes “green-attack” and
“healthy”. One advantage of LR is that models can also be built with only one explanatory
variable, which is not meaningful with a decision tree-based method like RF. The drawback
of LR is that it can only handle two-class problems. Using LR, we first created models with
all eight spectral bands (baseline) and then
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with the four conventional ones. Next, every
single band was used individually.
In addition to the eight spectral bands, we
tested three categories of vegetation indices
(Tab. 2), similar to other studies (busCHmann
& nagel 1993, gitelson & meRzlyak 1994,
sims & gamon 2002, maRx 2010). Within
each category, all possible band combinations
were tested. The first group of indices was obtained by calculating the difference and the
second by calculating the ratio of two WorldView-2 bands, respectively. Analogously to
the formula of the widely used NDVI (normalized difference vegetation index) (Rouse et al.
1973), normalized differences were calculated
as a third group, again using all possible permutations.
To build LR models, we used bootstrap
samples (random sampling with replacement)
drawn from the original dataset (efRon 1979).
With the generated model all undrawn samples were classified and the classification accuracy was then calculated. We repeated this
procedure 500 times and used the majority
votes of the iterations.
To evaluate the results of RF and LR we
produced confusion matrices with the majority vote from all bootstrap iterations and calculated the producer’s and user’s accuracies for
each class, the overall accuracy (correct classification rate), and Cohen’s kappa coefficient
(CoHen 1960).
For modelling R 3.0.2 (R CoRe team
2013) was applied with the additional packages MASS (venables & R ipley 2002), randomForest (liaW & WieneR 2002), and caret
(kuHn et al. 2013).
Tab. 2: Formulas for indices calculation: R x and
Ry denote reflectance values of two different
WorldView-2 bands. All possible permutations
were tested. The indices were evaluated by logistic regression.
Index type
Difference indices
Ratio indices

Normalised difference indices
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the bands Yellow and Red. However, we found
high within-class variances in all classes leading to significant class overlaps.

Results

3.1 Spectral Signatures
Fig. 3 shows the spectral signatures of the
three infestation classes based on the July
scene. The class “dead” shows higher reflectance values in the visible wavelength range
and lower values in the near infrared compared to the two other classes. The differences between the classes “green-attack” and
“healthy” are much smaller. The mean value
of the class “green-attack” often lies between
the average signatures of the two other classes. The largest distinctions between the classes “healthy” and “green-attack” appeared in

3.2 Results of the Random Forest
Classifier for the three Infestation
Classes
The RF classification of the three infestation classes based on the spectral data (all
eight bands) produced very similar results for
the two summer images: the overall accuracy with the June image was 74.4%, and with
the July image 76.2%. Kappa coefficient was
around 0.60 for both classifications. The con-

Fig. 3: Reflectance values of the three infestation classes “healthy”, “green-attack” and “dead”
based on the WorldView-2 image acquired on 10th July 2010: (a) boxplots and (b) spectral signatures (median values).
Tab. 3: Confusion matrix for the three classes “healthy”, “green-attack”, and “dead” using all eight
bands of the WorldView-2 images from June and July, respectively, and the random forest classifier (independent bootstrapping results).
Field data
healthy

green-attack

dead

Σ

User’s acc.

Classified as

June

July

June

July

June

July

June

July

June

July

Healthy

167

185

65

67

0

0

232

79

0.720

0.734

Green-attack

90

71

207

178

1

0

298

249

0.695

0.715

1.000

1.000

0.744

0.762

Dead
Σ
Producer’s acc.

0

0

0

0

80

79

80

252

257

256

272

245

81

79

610

580

0.650

0.723

0.761

0.727

0.988

1.000
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fusion matrices in Tab. 3 show that the class
“dead” can be nearly perfectly separated from
the two other classes. Producer’s (PA) and user’s accuracy (UA) for the class “healthy” was
for the two images in the order of ≥ 72% (except PA for June image: 65.0%). Similar values were obtained for the class “green-attack”,
with however somewhat higher PA (73% –
76%) and lower UA (70% – 72%). Between
the two summer images, only small differences could be detected. The PA of the July image
was higher for the class “healthy” (72.3% vs.
65.0%) and for the class “green-attack” lower
(76.1% vs. 72.7%) compared to the June image.
The use of the four conventional bands instead of all eight bands resulted in a decrease
of classification accuracy for both images. The
obtained overall accuracy for June was 71.6%
(kappa 0.53) and those for July 70.2% (kappa
0.51).

3.3 Separation of the Classes
“Healthy” and “Green-attack”
The bootstrapped results using RF and LR for
separating the classes “healthy” and “greenattack” are shown in Tab. 4 to Tab. 8. The colours indicate the level of accuracy (based on
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kappa coefficients), increasing from white to
green. As expected, the models without the
easily separable class “dead”, showed lower classification accuracies compared to the
3-class problem. Using all eight bands, both
classes “healthy” and “green-attack” could be
correctly assigned with an accuracy of around
70% with both approaches (RF and LR) and
both images. The models based on the four
conventional bands showed generally lower
classification precision, except the LR model
using the June data (Tab. 4).
The models with single spectral bands
achieved significantly lower results, particularly for the June image (Tab. 5). When assessed individually, the Red and Green bands
were most significant in the June image. In the
July image, the drop in accuracy was less pronounced. Here, the Yellow band showed the
highest accuracy, closely followed by the Red
band. The two bands almost reached an accuracy of 70%, which is comparable with those
of the LR models with the four conventional
bands. For both summer images, the worst results were obtained using solely the bands in
the near infrared. The Red Edge band had little discriminative power when used alone.
The results obtained from LR models using
single bands could be confirmed with the two
importance measures derived from RF model

Tab. 4: Overall accuracies and corresponding kappa coefficients (in brackets) from random forest
(RF) and logistic regression (LR) models to separate “healthy” and “green-attack” samples using
all eight and the four conventional spectral bands of WorldView-2 images acquired in June and
July (independent bootstrapping results).
RF – eight bands

RF – four bands

LR – eight bands

LR – four bands

June

0.703 (0.405)

0.682 (0.364)

0.713 (0.424)

0.726 (0.451)

July

0.737 (0.473)

0.659 (0.318)

0.711 (0.424)

0.693 (0.384)

Tab. 5: Overall accuracies and corresponding kappa coefficients (in brackets) from logistic regression models to separate “healthy” and “green-attack” samples using single bands of the WorldView-2 images acquired in June and July (independent bootstrapping results).
Coastal

Blue

Green

Yellow

Red

Red
Edge

NIR 1

NIR 2

June

0.493
(-0.036)

0.631
(0.260)

0.656
(0.311)

0.626
(0.250)

0.658
(0.315)

0.531
(0.056)

0.518
(0.031)

0.484
(-0.048)

July

0.583
(0.164)

0.565
(0.127)

0.635
(0.269)

0.693
(0.384)

0.669
(0.337)

0.575
(0.149)

0.543
(0.082)

0.523
(0.043)
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Tab. 6: Overall accuracies and corresponding kappa coefficients (in brackets) from logistic regression models to separate “healthy” and “green-attack” samples using difference indices from the
WorldView-2 images acquired in July (below the diagonal) and in June (above the diagonal), (independent bootstrapping results).
Coastal

Blue

Green

Yellow

Red

Red
Edge

NIR 1

NIR 2

-

0.643
(0.284)

0.648
(0.295)

0.628
(0.254)

0.643
(0.284)

0.520
(0.034)

0.533
(0.062)

0.497
(-0.021)

Blue

0.511
(0.018)

-

0.624
(0.246)

0.567
(0.131)

0.624
(0.246)

0.503
(-0.004)

0.505
(0.000)

0.486
(-0.057)

Green

0.551
(0.099)

0.593
(0.185)

-

0.539
(0.075)

0.539
(0.073)

0.482
(-0.064)

0.473
(-0.082)

0.469
(-0.077)

Yellow

0.699
(0.396)

0.667
(0.332)

0.653
(0.304)

-

0.471
(-0.086)

0.467
(-0.091)

0.473
(-0.071)

0.457
(-0.111)

Red

0.603
(0.203)

0.661
(0.320)

0.499
(-0.011)

0.637
(0.272)

-

0.474
(-0.078)

0.474
(-0.069)

0.454
(-0.117)

Red
Edge

0.559
(0.117)

0.575
(0.148)

0.569
(0.136)

0.507
(0.007)

0.557
(0.112)

-

0.478
(-0.066)

0.478
(-0.056)

NIR 1

0.551
(0.099)

0.561
(0.119)

0.585
(0.167)

0.615
(0.228)

0.581
(0.159)

0.681
(0.361)

-

0.514
(0.020)

NIR 2

0.505
(0.005)

0.505
(0.006)

0.499
(-0.009)

0.471
(-0.074)

0.495
(-0.018)

0.517
(0.029)

0.597
(0.194)

-

Band
Coastal

Tab. 7: Overall accuracies and corresponding kappa coefficients (in brackets) from logistic regression models to separate “healthy” and “green-attack” samples using ratio indices from the WorldView-2 images acquired in July (below the diagonal) and in June (above the diagonal) (independent bootstrapping results).
Coastal

Blue

Green

Yellow

Red

Red
Edge

NIR 1

NIR 2

-

0.616
(0.232)

0.597
(0.194)

0.618
(0.234)

0.631
(0.262)

0.509
(0.010)

0.507
(-0.001)

0.480
(-0.067)

Blue

0.547
(0.091)

-

0.586
(0.169)

0.535
(0.066)

0.629
(0.257)

0.539
(0.074)

0.582
(0.162)

0.577
(0.151)

Green

0.507
(0.002)

0.533
(0.063)

-

0.501
(-0.026)

0.599
(0.198)

0.597
(0.195)

0.707
(0.412)

0.637
(0.274)

Yellow

0.627
(0.253)

0.671
(0.340)

0.647
(0.293)

-

0.550
(0.098)

0.654
(0.307)

0.62
(0.236)

0.648
(0.295)

Red

0.547
(0.090)

0.649
(0.296)

0.639
(0.277)

0.543
(0.083)

-

0.641
(0.28)

0.694
(0.385)

0.671
(0.341)

Red
Edge

0.523
(0.037)

0.497
(-0.014)

0.521
(0.030)

0.663
(0.323)

0.581
(0.158)

-

0.488
(-0.044)

0.535
(0.063)

NIR 1

0.621
(0.238)

0.607
(0.211)

0.683
(0.364)

0.711
(0.419)

0.689
(0.376)

0.687
(0.372)

-

0.480
(-0.054)

NIR 2

0.553
(0.101)

0.501
(-0.008)

0.567
(0.129)

0.667
(0.331)

0.603
(0.202)

0.583
(0.163)

0.577
(0.155)

-

Band
Coastal
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(8 bands, 2 classes). Both importance measurements (“mean decrease in Gini” and “mean
decrease in accuracy”) ranked the Red and the
Green band as the most important variables
using the June image. For the July image the
two top ranked bands were Yellow and Red.
Classification accuracies obtained by using difference indices are reported in Tab. 6
to Tab. 8. Only results for one band order are
shown (wavelength band y > wavelength band
x), as differences were either inexistent (difference and normalized difference indices) or
very small (ratio indices).
Compared to the use of single spectral
bands, the classification accuracy from difference indices was either stable (June) or slightly
improved (July). Only few models show better
results than a purely random model (kappa coefficient > 0). For both images, difference indices employing the Coastal band gave highest accuracies.
The use of ratios instead of differences between two spectral bands improved the separability of the two infestation classes (Tab. 7).
Most of the models, however, showed very
low kappa-values which denote unsatisfied
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model accuracy. Band ratios combining Near
Infrared 1 with Green (June), respectively Yellow (July) resulted in mean overall accuracies
nearly similar to models using all eight spectral bands. These models proofed significant
(kappa values > 0.4). Comparable results were
also obtained using normalized differences
(Tab. 8). Again, combining bands in the near
infrared with the bands Green or Red yielded
best results. In the July image, Near Infrared
1 combined with Yellow performed also very
well.

4

Discussion

In our study the WorldView-2 data showed
the potential to detect spectral differences
between “healthy” and bark beetle infected “green-attack” trees. However, the spectral differences between the two infestation
classes are small and blurred by high withinclass variances. As a result, classification accuracies (RF and LR) do not exceed 70% for
these two classes. Studies using hyperspectral
data also found significant overlaps between

Tab. 8: Overall accuracies and corresponding kappa coefficients (in brackets) from logistic regression models to separate “healthy” and “green-attack” samples using normalized difference indices
from the WorldView-2 images acquired in July (below the diagonal) and in June (above the diagonal) (independent bootstrapping results).
Coastal

Blue

Green

Yellow

Red

Red
Edge

NIR 1

NIR 2

-

0.611
(0.220)

0.605
(0.207)

0.62
(0.236)

0.635
(0.268)

0.514
(0.020)

0.507
(-0.002)

0.51
(-0.008)

Blue

0.551
(0.100)

-

0.582
(0.160)

0.543
(0.079)

0.635
(0.268)

0.533
(0.066)

0.571
(0.141)

0.567
(0.135)

Green

0.505
(-0.002)

0.537
(0.071)

-

0.509
(-0.011)

0.601
(0.202)

0.582
(0.166)

0.705
(0.409)

0.633
(0.268)

Yellow

0.627
(0.253)

0.675
(0.348)

0.641
(0.280)

-

0.558
(0.112)

0.652
(0.304)

0.637
(0.273)

0.643
(0.285)

Red

0.547
(0.090)

0.649
(0.296)

0.637
(0.272)

0.543
(0.084)

-

0.618
(0.237)

0.682
(0.364)

0.673
(0.347)

Red
Edge

0.521
(0.033)

0.497
(-0.013)

0.521
(0.030)

0.663
(0.323)

0.581
(0.158)

-

0.469
(-0.081)

0.535
(0.065)

NIR 1

0.621
(0.238)

0.607
(0.211)

0.683
(0.364)

0.709
(0.415)

0.699
(0.396)

0.689
(0.377)

-

0.509
(0.008)

NIR 2

0.553
(0.101)

0.503
(-0.004)

0.569
(0.133)

0.675
(0.347)

0.603
(0.202)

0.579
(0.155)

0.595
(0.190)

-

Band
Coastal
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the two most problematic infestation classes
(HeatH 2001, lausCH et al. 2013). On the contrary, in our study, the class of “dead” trees
could be classified almost perfectly.
Despite the relatively large class overlap in
the spectral signatures, the manually delineated trees could be assigned to the classes
“dead”, “green-attack”, and “healthy” by supervised classification (random forests, RF)
with an overall accuracy of about 75%. The
producer’s and user’s accuracies of all classes were around 70%. The best result was obtained with RF using all eight spectral bands
of the July image. With this dataset, an overall
accuracy of 76.2% and a kappa coefficient of
0.609 were achieved. Using only the four conventional WorldView-2 bands (Blue, Green,
Red and Near Infrared 1) generally resulted in a loss of discriminative power. For the
separation of the classes “green-attack” and
“healthy” using RF or logistic regression (LR)
the best results were achieved with all eight
bands. Only the LR model using the June data
was an exception. This might be due to the
fact that unsuitable variables can worsen a LR
model, whereas RF can handle this.
The similar accuracies of the classes “greenattack” and “healthy” is maybe caused by the
equal data distribution between these two
classes in the reference data. In a real-world
setting, the occurrence of the class “healthy”
is usually considerably higher than those of
the infested trees. As we had no a priori information regarding the class distribution within
our study area, we opted for an equal sampling
of the three classes. Possible errors in the reference data have also to be taken into account
when interpreting our results.
Using RapidEye data, maRx (2010) was
able to separate the three classes with an overall accuracy of 98.6%. However, in this study,
97% of the samples were healthy trees, thus
euphemising the overall accuracy. Looking
at the results for the classes “green-attack”
and “dead” the accuracies of our study are in
line with or even higher than those found by
maRx (2010). The “green-attack” trees were
classified by maRx (2010) with a user’s accuracy of 76.5% and with a producer’s accuracy of 40.9%, the values for “red-attack”
(nearly equivalent to our class “dead”) were
87.4% and 80.2%, respectively. Our results
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also outperform those of oRtiz et al. (2013)
using RapidEye data for the green-attack detection. The user’s and producer’s accuracies
in their study were 50.0% and 66.7%, respectively. The higher accuracies in our study may
be due to the higher spatial resolution of the
WorldView-2 images (2 m) compared with the
RapidEye data (5 m). It has also to be noted
that we only classified the well illuminated
parts of the tree crowns. The high detectability of already advanced stages of bark beetle infestation based on WorldView-2 data is
also consistent with the results from finnigan
(2011).
A question arising in bark beetle studies is
whether the remote sensing data detects directly the infested trees or solely a certain preweakening. This pre-weakening of trees could
increase the predisposition to bark beetle infestation. The detection of pre-weakening of
spruces was also highlighted in the study by
lausCH et al. (2013). They used one- and twoyear old hyperspectral data to classify different
infestation classes. Their best model achieved
very similar results as our study. They classified the three classes “dry” (old bark beetle
infestations), “infestation 2010” and “healthy”
with an overall accurcy of 69.3% (kappa 0.54)
using hyperspectral HyMap data from 2009.
The user’s and producer’s accuracies of the
class “dry” were nearly 90%, those of the other classes were around 60%, therefore, the infestation of 2010 could be forcasted with data
from 2009.
With respect to the image acquisition date,
we found only small differences between the
June and July images. The accuracies obtained
from 8-band RF classification in the June image were almost as good as the July image. Using LR and various 2-band vegetation indices,
the June image gave only slightly lower accuracies compared to the July image. An early
image acquisition as such in June would give
the forest practitioners extra time to remove
infested trees before the bark beetles spread
out. However, this requires good acquisition
conditions, e.g. cloud free conditions with
low haze levels and near-nadir view angles.
In practice, one recommendation could be to
task an early image acquisition, e.g. June, but
insisting on optimum conditions. If these cannot be met the acquisition window should be
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extended, e.g. into July, until suitable weather
conditions are encountered.
Remarkably, for the separation of the classes “healthy” and “green-attack”, some vegetation indices based on 2-band normalized differences and ratios yielded nearly as good results as the classification with all eight spectral bands. The best results were obtained with
the bands Green and Near Infrared 1 from the
June image and Yellow and Near Infrared 1
from the July image, respectively. The new
bands Red Edge and Near Infrared 2 achieved
significantly worse results. The use of spectral
indices does not only permit an easy visualization of data compared to eight band data but
also results in a simplified modelling, significantly reducing the necessary computer power
and storage requirements. Possibly, the usage
of 2-band vegetation indices reduces negative
impacts related to illumination differences
and topographic effects. However, these aspects were not studied in the present work.
Numerous studies identified bands from the
green peak up to the Red Edge region as relevant for an early detection of plant stress induced by bark beetle infestation or air pollution
(stone et al. 2001, laWRenCe & labus 2003,
entCHeva Campbell et al. 2004, fassnaCHt et
al. 2012, 2014, lausCH et al. 2013). This was
also confirmed by our investigation, where the
bands Red / Green (June) and Yellow / Red
(July) showed the highest prediction power
in the models with single bands. The same
bands were identified by RF as the most important ones. In our study however, the Red
Edge band was amongst the worst performing
bands within the visible spectral range.
Regarding alternative data sources, WorldView-2 images have a few advantages compared to classical aerial images as well as hyperspectral datasets. One advantage of WorldView-2 data compared to hyperspectral imagery is its higher spatial resolution and largescale mapping capacity. lausCH et al. (2013),
for example, identified a problem of mixed
information using hyperspectral data with a
spatial resolution of 4 m. In their study it was
pointed out that a spatial resolution of about
1 m would be interesting for mapping purposes at tree level. On the other hand, imaging spectroscopy certainly permits the detection of more subtle absorption features, which
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are not present in the rather coarse bands of
the WorldView-2 sensor (sCHleRf et al. 2010).
Aerial images usually have a very high spatial
resolution and are clearly cheaper than WorldView-2 data. But the number of spectral bands
is smaller and radiometric inhomogeneity in
the data makes large-scale applications difficult. However, it still has to be checked if the
four additional WorldView-2 bands are more
beneficial for the early detection of bark beetle infestation or the higher spatial resolution
of aerial images. Aside from data with high
spectral and high spatial resolution, multitemporal data (meigs et al. 2011, meddens et
al. 2013) as well as multi-sensor data (oRtiz et
al. 2013) can increase classification accuracy.

5

Conclusion and Outlook

The study showed that WorldView-2 satellite
data may be useful for large-scale applications
aiming at the detection of advanced as well as
early bark beetle infestation with remote sensing data. However, the data does not permit
to reliably identify each tree at the “greenattack” stage of infestation. Nonetheless, the
data might be suitable to create hotspot maps
of infested trees and of trees with an increased
risk of infestation. Such maps would be an important information gain for the forest practice
and would probably lead to an increase in efficiency of bark beetle infestation control.
Remotely sensed maps of bark beetle infestation could also positively contribute to
the bark beetle modelling community. Both,
the information from advanced bark beetle
infestation (dead trees) with high confidence
level, as well as the less reliable information
from green-attack trees could constitute essential input data in bark beetle models. For
example, it can be expected that the combination of maps showing green-attack and dead
trees with predisposition models (netHeReR
& nopp-mayR 2005) could increase the prediction accuracy of such models. Remotely
sensed maps can also be used as an alternative
to cost intensive inventory data for detailed
GIS modelling approaches of bark beetle infestation similar to the work described in Rossi et al. (2009).
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With respect to our methodology, the spectral separability, positioning of reference polygons on the image, processing time and data
volume needs further analysis. For further
studies, it is also recommended to improve the
collection of reference data. A more precise
localisation of the trees in the field or a delineation of the individual crowns on the remote
sensing images would make the localization
of the trees less time consuming. In addition,
a detailed description of the infestation stage,
such as boring dust emission, start of the tree
crown discoloration, and so on, would be helpful.
It was shown that mainly the four conventional bands (Blue, Green, Red and Near
Infrared 1) and derived indices positively
contributed to the separation of the infestation classes. Amongst the four new bands of
WorldView-2, only the Yellow band had importance. For this approach it would be interesting to analyse the potential of other remote
sensing data, e.g. digital aerial images. Furthermore, the potential of spectral regions not
covered by the WorldView-2 satellite should
be analysed. Therefore, for further studies applying hyperspectral data with very high spatial resolution is recommended. In this way,
one could also test newer parameterizations of
the Red Edge feature for detecting bark beetle infestation classes (CHo et al. 2008). In our
study, the so-called Red Edge band of WorldView-2 did not positively contribute to the
class separability.
This study and previous studies on tree species discrimination (immitzeR et al. 2012a,
2012b) have shown that the classification accuracy can be increased, if only the well-lit
parts of the crowns are used. So far, the delineation of the crown has been made manually.
For an operational, large-scale application this
procedure must be automated. Initial tests of
different segmentation algorithms were promising but not yet used.
The bulk of the above mentioned suggestions are addressed in an actual joint research
project together with Bavarian State Institute
of Forestry (LWF), German Aerospace Center (DLR), Bavaria State Forest Enterprise
(BaySF) and Austrian State Forest Enterprise
(ÖBf) with study areas in Bavaria and Austria.
We are planning detailed analyses of time se-
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ries both of WorldView-2 and airborne hyperspectral data (HySpex) with very high spatial
resolution for observing vitality loss of artificially stressed trees.
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Abstract: With climate change, extreme storms are expected to occur more frequently. These storms
can cause severe forest damage, provoking direct and indirect economic losses for forestry.
To minimize economic losses, the windthrow areas need to be detected fast to prevent subsequent
biotic damage, for example, related to beetle infestations. Remote sensing is an efficient tool with
high potential to cost-efficiently map large storm affected regions. Storm Niklas hit South Germany
in March 2015 and caused widespread forest cover loss. We present a two-step change detection
approach applying commercial very high-resolution optical Earth Observation data to spot forest
damage. First, an object-based bi-temporal change analysis is carried out to identify windthrow
areas larger than 0.5 ha. For this purpose, a supervised Random Forest classifier is used, including
a semi-automatic feature selection procedure; for image segmentation, the large-scale mean shift
algorithm was chosen. Input features include spectral characteristics, texture, vegetation indices,
layer combinations and spectral transformations. A hybrid-change detection approach at pixel-level
subsequently identifies small groups of fallen trees, combining the most important features of
the previous processing step with Spectral Angle Mapper and Multivariate Alteration Detection.
The methodology was evaluated on two test sites in Bavaria with RapidEye data at 5 m pixel
resolution. The results regarding windthrow areas larger than 0.5 ha were validated with reference
data from field visits and acquired through orthophoto interpretation. For the two test sites, the novel
object-based change detection approach identified over 90% of the windthrow areas (≥0.5 ha). The red
edge channel was the most important for windthrow identification. Accuracy levels of the change
detection at tree level could not be calculated, as it was not possible to collect field data for single
trees, nor was it possible to perform an orthophoto validation. Nevertheless, the plausibility and
applicability of the pixel-based approach is demonstrated on a second test site.
Keywords: windthrow; remote sensing; OBIA; Random Forests; hybrid change detection; large-scale
mean shift

1. Introduction
In the last few decades, Europe was hit by a series of heavy storms, such as Vivian and Wiebke
in 1990, Lothar in 1999, followed by Kyrill in 2007. In March 2015, storm Niklas caused widespread
Forests 2017, 8, 21; doi:10.3390/f8010021
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forest damage in South Germany. It is expected that in the future the frequency of severe storms will
further increase in Europe [1,2]. These storms damaged areas were often correlated with subsequent
insect outbreaks, mainly European spruce bark beetle Ips typographus (L.). In Europe, abiotic wind
disturbances and biotic bark beetle infestations are the main factors for causing forest disturbances [2].
Between 1950 and 2000 the approximate average annual storm damage in Europe was 18.7 million m3
of wood, with most of the storm damage occurring in Central Europa and the Alps [1]. In the same
period, the average annual wood volume damage by bark beetles was 2.9 million m3 per year [1].
Thus, the affected forest areas need to be localized quickly to assess the damage and to minimize the
impact of biotic subsequent damage, as storm damaged trees are providing breeding materials for the
insects [1,3].
Efficient and cost-effective tools for a fast and reliable detection of the vast windthrow areas are
still missing. Previous studies have shown the general suitability of passive optical Earth Observation
(EO) sensors for forest disturbances detection [4–11].
These studies mainly apply pixel-based approaches to medium-resolution (MR) data (Table 1).
Compared to MR data, high (HR) to very high resolution (VHR) images display much more detail
of the Earth’s surface, thus enabling the detection of fine-scale tree damage, which MR data is either
unable or limited in its ability to detect. Despite these characteristics, VHR images are less often
applied for evaluating forest cover change [12], probably related to the high costs involved with data
acquisition and data storing for large areas. Only a few recent studies [7,10,13,14] use HR to VHR
satellite imagery for forest disturbance monitoring. As more and more VHR satellites are launched
into orbit, and costs for VHR data are continuously decreasing, this data can be a sufficient data source
to detect mainly small scale disturbances in forests.
Table 1. Selection of essential previous studies for forest disturbance detection. Most studies used
medium resolution (deca-metric) satellite data and pixel-based approaches on temperate and boreal
forest ecosystems. Abbreviations: TM (Thematic Mapper), ETM+ (Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus),
SPOT (Satellite Pour l’Observation de la Terre), AeS (Aero-Sensing), E-SAR (Experimental airborne
SAR), ERS (European Remote Sensing Satellite).
Topic

Area (km2 )

Region

Approach

References

Landsat TM

Coppin and Bauer [4]

New Mexico, United States

Landsat
TM/ETM+

Spectral trends of time series data sets to capture
forest changes

Vogelmann et al. [5]

19,600

Lithuania

Landsat TM

Image differencing and classification with
k-Nearest Neighbor

Jonikavičius and
Mozgeris [8]

33,600
17,100

European Russia; Minnesota,
United States

Landsat
TM/ETM+

Separation of windfalls and clear cuts with Forestness Index,
Disturbance Index, and Tasseled Cap Transformation

Baumann et al. [9]

Southwest France

Formosat-2

Automated feature selection process followed by
bi-temporal classification to detect wind storm damage
in forests

Chehata et al. [12]

Comparison of active and passive data as well as pixel- and
object-based approaches for detecting windthrow

Schwarz et al. [15]

421

Minnesota, United States

Monitoring of forest
changes with
multi-temporal data

166

Detection of forest damage
resulting from wind storm
Forest windfall
disturbance detection
Object-based change
detection to assess wind
storm damage

Sensor

Detection of canopy disturbances with vegetation indices,
standardized image differencing, and principal
component analysis

Forest cover
change detection

60

Windthrow detection in
mountainous regions

221

Switzerland

Ikonos, SPOT-4,
Landsat ETM+,
AeS-1, E-SAR,
ERS-1/2

Forest disturbance
detection

3810
4200
5000

Washington State, United States;
St. Petersburg region, Russia

Landsat
TM/ETM+

Assessing forest disturbances in multi-temporal data with
Tasseled Cap Transformation and Disturbance Index

Healey et al. [16]

Clear-cut detection

1800

Eastern Belgium

SPOT

Object-based image segmentation, image differencing,
stochastic analysis of the multispectral signal for
clear-cut detection

Desclée et al. [17]

West Siberia, Russia

Landsat
TM/ETM+

Unsupervised classification of Tasseled Cap Indices to
detect changes caused by forest harvesting and windthrow

Dyukarev et al. [18]

Georgia, United States

Landsat

High temporal forest monitoring with Forest Disturbance
Algorithm (CMFDA)

Zhu et al. [19]

Golf Coast, United States

Landsat,
MODIS

Estimating large-scale disturbances by combining satellite
data, field data, and modeling

Négron-Juárez et al. [20]

Saskatchewan, Canada

Landsat
TM/ETM+

Breakpoint analysis of spectral trends with changed objects
being attributed to a certain change type

Hermosilla et al. [21]

Forest cover
disturbance detection
Continuous forest
disturbance monitoring

32,150
3600

Assessing tree damage
caused by hurricanes
Spectral trend analysis to
detect forest changes

375,000

Several change detection (CD) methods exist identifying changes in satellite images, which also
can be used for the assessment of abrupt forest cover loss. The recent studies of Chen et al. [22],
Hussain et al. [23], Hecheltjen et al. [24], Bovolo and Bruzzone [25], and Tewkesbury et al. [26] give
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a broad overview of established CD techniques. For a synopsis of forest disturbance CD studies,
the reader is referred to Chehata et al. [12].
Generally, CD techniques can be differentiated in pixel-based analysis (PBA) and object-based
image analysis (OBIA) [15,17,26]. In OBIA, instead of analyzing single pixels, typically image
segmentation is applied first. OBIA is particularly useful when carrying out a CD with VHR imagery,
since VHR pixels are in the size of 1 m (measurement unit) and therefore are often smaller than
the land surface object (i.e., tree or group of trees) that needs to be detected (mapping unit). Thus,
the object size can be scaled to the size of the studied feature [27]. A further advantage of OBIA is
that per image-object, statistical, and geometrical measures can be computed in addition to spectral
information, which can increase change detection accuracy [22,28].
In this paper, we aim to demonstrate that passive VHR EO satellites provide detailed information
about the size and location of the storm loss areas. Large damaged areas are usually easily detected
and cleared, smaller areas often not. The remaining dead trees can be very problematic for further bark
beetle infestation. Thus, in our study we specially focus on detecting small-scale damages to provide
fast information for foresters.
Therefore, the images are taken in a narrow period before and after the storm. As such,
mainly forest changes caused by the storm are detectable, which is the focus of our interest. Further,
we wanted to capture by applying Random Forest feature selection the spectral characteristics,
texture, vegetation indices, and layer combinations that are most suitable for detecting changes
caused by windthrow.
Furthermore, we wanted to explore the potential of the red edge spectral region for windthrow
detection. In our study, we applied VHR RapidEye data comprising a red edge channel that was
centered at 710 nm. Recent studies have shown the performance of red edge bands in facilitating
important information on the state of vegetation and their benefit for vegetation monitoring [29–31].
In 2015, Sentinel-2A satellite has been launched. The data is globally and freely available, and within
the next couple of months, two identical satellites (Sentinel-2A and 2B) will be in orbit, acquiring
imagery of land’s spectral properties in up to 10 m spatial resolution every five days, thereby providing
dense time series. Sentinel-2 multispectral imager is the first HR sensor to include three red edge
bands. RapidEye’s red edge band is close to Sentinel-2’s band 5 [32], hence our findings can support
future windthrow analysis with Sentinel-2 data.
As storms such as Niklas often cause different kinds of damage patterns, ranging from scattered
tree damage to compact, homogeneous areas with up to several hectares, we aimed for the identification
of two sizes of damaged forest areas:

•
•

windthrow areas ≥0.5 ha, and
groups consisting of only few fallen trees (both tree fall-gaps and freestanding groups).

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Storm Niklas and Study Area
Storm Niklas hit Bavaria, Germany, on 31 March 2015 and caused severe damage. Niklas reached
peak gusts up to 192 km/h in the Bavarian Alps and up to 120 km/h in the lowlands, and was one of
the strongest spring storms in the last 30 years [33]. The core area affected by the storm was the region
between the south of Munich and the Alps.
Niklas caused a heterogeneous damage pattern: mainly small groups and single fallen trees,
as well as large-scale storm loss in a temperate forest. We performed our study on two test sites in
Bavaria, Germany (see Figure 1), which presented both of the two damage patterns. The first site was
selected for method development, while the second site was used for method validation.
The first study area Munich South is situated south of the city of Munich (48◦ 00 N, 11◦ 320 E,
530 to 750 m above sea level (a.s.l.)), covering an area of approximately 720 km2 . The zone is located
within the Munich gravel plain and is characterized by very low terrain variation. Approximately

Niklas caused a heterogeneous damage pattern: mainly small groups and single fallen trees, as well
as large‐scale storm loss in a temperate forest. We performed our study on two test sites in Bavaria,
Germany (see Figure 1), which presented both of the two damage patterns. The first site was selected
for method development, while the second site was used for method validation.
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For the windthrow detection, RapidEye scenes before and after the storm were acquired. RapidEye
offers five spectral bands at 5 m spatial resolution: blue (B), green (G), red (R), red edge (RE), and near
infrared (NIR). Data are delivered in tiles of 25 × 25 km2 . As five identical satellites are in orbit,
in principle a daily revisiting can be achieved (ignoring cloud cover). When satellites need to be
pointed, however, substantial off-nadir views can occur.
For both test sites, the pre-storm images were acquired on 18 March 2015, 13 days before the
storm. The post-storm image of Munich South was taken on 10 April 2015, 10 days after the storm.
The post-storm image of Landsberg was acquired on 19 April 2015, 19 days after the storm. All images
are nearly cloud free, but with some haze. The pre-storm images also have some snow patches.
Vegetation changes in the image are expected to be mainly caused by the storm event, due to the short
period between the acquisitions dates (23 days for Munich South and 32 days for Landsberg). Table 2
summarizes the main characteristics of the acquired RapidEye data.
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Table 2. Main characteristics of the acquired RapidEye data used to detect windthrow areas caused by
storm Niklas on 31 March 2015 in South Bavaria.

Munich South
Landsberg

Pre-Storm Image

Post-Storm Image

Area

18 March 2015
18 March 2015

10 April 2015
19 April 2015

720 km2
840 km2

Before mosaicking the single tiles (25 × 25 km2 ), radiance was transformed into top of atmosphere
(TOA) reflectance following BlackBridge [35]. A normalization for differences in sun zenith angles
in the TOA correction is expected to be sufficient for the detection of abrupt vegetation changes [36].
No information about aerosol loads and water vapor contents were available to run a proper
atmospheric correction.
Correctly co-registered images are crucial for change detection analysis. Therefore, all scenes were
acquired as orthorectified (level 3A) products. No further georectification was necessary, since the
images were overlaying accurately with orthophotos.
2.3. Reference Data
Field surveys were conducted by Bavarian State Institute of Forestry in the study regions in April
2015, a few days after the storm. Several damaged areas were thereby mapped using Garmin GPSMAP
64 devices. In addition, information was collected about windthrow size and type (e.g., single fallen
tree, stand, or large-scale windfall), tree damage (e.g., broken branches, tree split, uprooted trees),
and the main affected tree species. Table 3 summarize the main characteristics of these field surveys,
which were used for a first validation of the developed method.
In addition, and for large-scale validation, another reference data set was created from orthophotos
(see Table 4). For this purpose, false-color infrared orthophotos with 20 cm spatial resolution were
used, which were acquired in June and July 2015. The orthophotos were visually interpreted and
windfalls (≥0.5 ha) were manually digitized. The delineated windthrow areas were cross-checked
with older pre-storm orthophotos and RapidEye scenes.
Table 3. Number of reference polygons obtained from field surveys per affected forest type. The total
area of the reference polygons is also indicated.

Munich South
Landsberg

Spruce, Pure Stand

Spruce, Mixed Forest

Mixed Forest

Total Number

Total Area (in ha)

6
27

8
-

4

14
31

27.5
16.6

Table 4. Number of reference polygons (≥0.5 ha) obtained from orthophoto interpretation. The size
distribution of the affected windthrow areas is indicated.

Number of polygons
Size between 0.5 ≤ 1 ha
Size between 1 ≤ 2 ha
Size between 2 ≤ 5 ha
Size between 5 ≤ 10 ha
Size ≤ 10 ha
Largest area (in ha)
Mean size (in ha)
Total area (in ha)

Munich South

Landsberg

307
176
79
46
5
1
11.5
1.3
400.8

135
93
32
10
4.4
1
138.6

It should be noted that the reference obtained from the orthophoto is potentially biased.
The orthophotos were acquired three (Munich South) to four months (Landsberg) after storm Niklas.
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2.4.1. Input Variables
To obtain optimum classification results for windfall change detection, a wide range of predictor
layers were analyzed, such as spectral bands, vegetation indices, and texture and statistical measures.
In addition, simple band transformations were performed, such as layer differencing, specified Tasseled
Cap Transformation (sTCT) [13,37,38], Disturbance Index (DI) [16], Multivariate Alteration Detection
(MAD) [39], and Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM) [40] (Figure 2).
At pixel scale, 175 feature layers were generated (Table 5), belonging to three groups: (i) spectral
input layers; (ii) transformation-based input layers; and (iii) textural input layers. Additional details
are given in Appendix A.
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Table 5. Summary of the 175 available input layers at pixel level, distinguishing between spectral,
transformation-based, and textural input layers (more details are given in Appendix A). Abbreviations:
VI (Vegetation Indices), MAD (Multivariate Alteration Detection), SAM (Spectral Angel Mapper), sTCC
(specified Tasseled Cap Coefficients), DI (Disturbance Index), NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index), GLRLM (Grey-Level Run-Length Martrix).
Spectral Input Layers
Pre-Storm

Transformation-Based Input Layers

Post-Storm Difference

VI
Difference

sTCC + DI
Difference

3 × sTCC (Schönert)

B
G
R
RE
NIR

B
G
R
RE
NIR

B
G
R
RE
NIR

18 × VIs

5

5

5

18

Textural Input Layers

MAD

SAM

Wavelet Difference

Haralick
Difference

GLRLM
Difference

5 × 1 layer

8 × 1 layer

4 scales × 6 (5 spectral
and NDVI) mean
directions

5 × 8 Haralick
features

5 × 11 GLRLM
features

24

40

55

3 × sTCC (Annert)
2 × DI
2 × sTCB-sTCG
10

5

8

From the 175 input layers of groups (i) to (iii), seventeen statistical measures were calculated per
image-object (Table 6), leading to 2975 object variables (175 × 17). For each object, five additional
geometrical variables were calculated. These geometrical variables are listed in Table 6. This resulted
in 2980 features per bi-temporal image-object.
Table 6. Computed statistical and geometrical variables calculated for each image object. The seventeen
statistical variables were calculated per input layer (175) whereas only one set of (five) geometrical
variables was derived.
Statistics

Geometry

Minimum
Maximum
Median
Mean
Standard Deviation
12 percentiles (1 to 99)

Area
Perimeter
Compactness
Shape Index
Fractal Dimension

2.4.2. Segmentation
For image segmentation, the large-scale mean shift (LSMS) algorithm was used [41,42]. LSMS is
provided within the Orfeo ToolBox (OTB) 5.0.0 [43]. The mean shift procedure, a non-parametric
clustering, was originally proposed by Fukunaga and Hostetler [44]. For image segmentation, the preand post-storm images were trimmed. Extreme values (beneath 0.5 percentile and above 99.5 percentile
of all pixel values) were removed and images were linearly rescaled to values between 0 and 255.
LSMS requires the setting of three parameters: spatial radius (hs), range radius (hr), and minimum
region size (ms). hs is the spatial radius of the neighborhood, hr is defining the radius in the
multispectral space, and ms the minimum size of generated image objects. If a region is smaller
than the ms, the region is merged to the radiometrically closest neighboring object [43].
As we were interested in forest change, we tried to find the best combination of input layers to get
objects well delineating changed forest areas. Segmentation tests were performed with both spectral
bands and VIs, but we choose to perform the segmentation with spectral bands only. This was done so
as not to distort the Random Forest feature selection result, which might otherwise rank the VI high,
which was used for segmentation. LSMS was applied to the following layer combinations:

•
•
•
•

stacked pre- and post-storm TOA reflectances (10 layers)
difference images of the TOA reflectances (5 layers)
difference images of the three spectral channels R, RE, and NIR (3 layers)
mean of the three difference images (R, RE, and NIR) (1 layer)

combinations:

stacked pre‐ and post‐storm TOA reflectances (10 layers)

difference images of the TOA reflectances (5 layers)

difference images of the three spectral channels R, RE, and NIR (3 layers)
Forests 2017, 8, 21
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Figure 3. Detail of Munich South scene showing input (a) and resulting image segmentation (b). The

Figure 3. Detail of Munich South scene showing input (a) and resulting image segmentation (b).
input layer (a) consists of the mean values of the three difference layers from red, red edge, and near
The input layer (a) consists of the mean values of the three difference layers from red, red edge,
infrared bands. Darker regions within the forested area indicate windthrow.
and near infrared bands. Darker regions within the forested area indicate windthrow.
Table 7. LSMS segmentation parameters for the two test sites Munich South and Landsberg. The two
test sites were segmented using a single layer input image (average of red, red edge, and near
infrared channels).

Munich South
Landsberg

Standard Deviation

Spatial Radius hs

Range Radius hr

Minimum Size ms

29
22.57

14.5
7.5

7.25
3.75

10 (250 m2 )
5 (125 m2 )

For Landsberg, these values had to be adjusted to take into account the finer granularity of the
forest cover. The best segmentation result was obtained by setting hs to a third of SD and hr to a sixth
of the SD of the image digital numbers. ms has been set to five pixels (125 m2 ), since the forest is more
mixed (and more heterogeneous) compared to the Munich South area.
To reduce the amount of data in the subsequent analysis, only objects that were located within
forests were kept. For this purpose, a forest mask was used [46]. The mask was buffered with 10 m to
possibly capture windfall areas on the edge of the forest mask.
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2.5. Object-Based Change Detection for Detecting Windthrow Areas ≥0.5 ha
2.5.1. Random Forest Classifier
For the classification and feature selection we used the Random Forest (RF) classifier [47].
This machine learning algorithm consists of an ensemble of decision trees and is currently widely
used in remote sensing [25,27,48–50]. RF was chosen for classification as the algorithm can deal with
few training data, multi-modal classes, and non-normal data distributions [47,51]. Some further
advantages of RF are the included bootstrapping which provides the relatively unbiased “out-of-bag”
(OOB) classification results and the calculation of feature important measures such as Mean Decrease in
Accuracy (MDA). This important ranking can be used for feature selection [29,50,52,53]. More details
about the algorithm can be found in Pal [54], Hastie et al. [51], and Immitzer et al. [55].
In this study we used the RF implementation randomForest [56] in R 3.2.3 [57]. For the modelling
we set the number of trees to be grown in the run (ntree) to 1000. The number of features used in each
split (mtry) was set equal to the square root of the total number of input features [47,56].
2.5.2. Training Data
For the training of the supervised RF classifier, 25 reference polygons for class “windthrow” had
been manually selected in the RapidEye imagery. In addition, 25 polygons representing the class
“non-windthrow” were selected, such as intact forest, water bodies, fields, shadows, and urban areas.
Examples are provided in Figure 4. The RF classifier is sensitive to the number of input data, but as we
did not know the amount of windthrow areas, we chose to have equal proportions of training data in
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2.5.4. Classification Margin
Besides indicating the most voted class of each object (majority vote), the frequency of the most
common and the second most common class was calculated. By subtracting these two values, a
measure for classification reliability can be derived [29,50,59]. In case that the RF model is certain
about the class assignment, most trees will be classified in the same class. Consequently, this will
result in a high difference of the classification frequency compared to the second voted class. In the
same logic, if two classes are more or less equally often assigned to a given object, the difference is
low, indicating a small confidence.
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2.5.4. Classification Margin
Besides indicating the most voted class of each object (majority vote), the frequency of the
most common and the second most common class was calculated. By subtracting these two values,
a measure for classification reliability can be derived [29,50,59]. In case that the RF model is certain
about the class assignment, most trees will be classified in the same class. Consequently, this will result
in a high difference of the classification frequency compared to the second voted class. In the same
logic, if two classes are more or less equally often assigned to a given object, the difference is low,
indicating a small confidence.
After classification, for each as ‘windthrow’ classified image-object the classification security was
calculated and grouped in five classes (see Table 8). The regrouping of results permits in a subsequent
step to merge adjacent polygons belonging to the same security class.
Table 8. Overview of the windfall securities classes.
Class

Security (in %)

1
2
3
4
5

0–19
20–39
40–59
60–79
80–100

2.6. Pixel-Based Change Detection for Identifying Smaller Groups of Fallen Trees
To identify changes smaller than the smallest segment defined by ms (Table 7)—less than 250 m2
for Munich South and 125 m2 for Landsberg—a pixel-based classification was performed. We intended
to do so to provide the foresters an additional map at hand, which they could use to faster detect
small-scale damage (e.g., some few individual or clusters of damaged trees). This is important because
in the region we often had problems with the undetected damaged trees providing nesting material
for subsequent bark beetle infestations.
For this, only the two most important predictor layers of the RF model were used as input data.
Therefore, the layers with the highest number of counts (several statistical metrics) were chosen
among those highest ranked in the RF feature selection. Correlated variables can influence accuracy
importance measures (like MDA or mean decrease in Gini (MDG)), but are able to deliver reliable
results; MDA is more stable when correlations among the predictor variables exist [55].
Different CD methods have been tested, which are fast and relatively easy applicable, such as
difference images, SAM and MAD. The best results were achieved with a combination of SAM and
MAD, yielding satisfactory results also in areas with haze and shadows. For this purpose, MAD and
also SAM was calculated on each of the layer stacks of the two most important variables of the preand post-storm images. The two generated MAD layers and the generated SAM layer were then joined
to form a layer stack of three change layers.
2.7. Validation
The quality of the object-based change detection was evaluated against the validation data set
(see Table 5). Contingency matrices were calculated for the two binary variables, distinguishing
between four possibilities [60,61]:

•
•
•
•

True positives (tp): windthrow areas are correctly detected
False positives (fp): unchanged objects are incorrectly flagged as “windthrow”
True negatives (tn): unchanged objects are correctly identified as “no change”
False negatives (fn): windthrow areas are incorrectly flagged as “no change”
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The case “true negatives” did not apply in our analysis since only windthrow areas have been
digitized in the validation data set.
From the contingency matrix, we calculated sensitivity (Equation (1)) [62]. Sensitivity, also known
as true positive rate, is defined as:
tp
Sensitivity =
(1)
(tp + fn)
This criterion indicates the percentage of segments that have been properly classified as windthrow
area, subject to the totality of all by the algorithm recognized windfalls.
For the pixel-based approach, visual validation with the orthophotos was conducted, since it was
not possible to map all single fallen trees in the test areas.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Detection of Windthrow Areas ≥0.5 ha Using Object-Based Classification
3.1.1. Classification Results
The results of the object-based windthrow detection for areas greater than 0.5 ha were satisfactory.
An exemplary change detection result of the study site Munich South is shown in Figure 5.
2017, 8, 21 table for the study site Munich South is given in Table 9.
12 of 27
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Figure 5. Object‐based change detection results for an exemplary area in Munich South. Polygons are

Figure 5. Object-based change detection results for an exemplary area in Munich South. Polygons are
overlaid on false color composite of post‐storm scene (band combination: near infrared—red—green).
overlaid on false color composite of post-storm scene (band combination: near infrared—red—green).
(a) Reference windthrow areas greater than 0.5 ha; (b) detected windthrow areas greater than 0.25 ha,
(a) Reference windthrow areas greater than 0.5 ha; (b) detected windthrow areas greater than 0.25 ha,
the minimum mapping unit of the segmentation, with classification margins.
the minimum mapping unit of the segmentation, with classification margins.
Table 9. Contingency table of binary classifier for Munich South and Landsberg.
Munich South
Reference:
Reference:
Windthrow
No Windthrow
Classification result:
windthrow detected
Classification result:
windthrow not detected

Landsberg
Reference:
Reference:
Windthrow
No Windthrow

295 (tp)

24 (fp)

88 (tp)

1 (fp)

21 (fn)

not applicable

4 (fn)

not applicable

Sensitivity for the test area Munich South was 93%, indicating a high conformity between the
classified windfalls and the validation data set. The detected windthrow areas also showed a good
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Table 9. Contingency table of binary classifier for Munich South and Landsberg.
Munich South

Classification result:
windthrow detected
Classification result:
windthrow not detected

Landsberg

Reference:
Windthrow

Reference:
No Windthrow

Reference:
Windthrow

Reference:
No Windthrow

295 (tp)

24 (fp)

88 (tp)

1 (fp)

21 (fn)

not applicable

4 (fn)

not applicable

Sensitivity for the test area Munich South was 93%, indicating a high conformity between the
classified windfalls and the validation data set. The detected windthrow areas also showed a good
surface sharpness. Of the 295 areas 71% were almost congruent (with size deviations between 1
and 3 m), 13% of the surfaces were smaller in size than the actual windfall extent, 15% were larger in size.
Twenty-four areas were wrongly classified as windfall. These areas often belonged to security classes 1
or 2 (see Table 8), and were often adjacent to bright gravel pits or to fallow grounds. This indicates that
misclassification was mainly caused by over-exposure from neighboring bright areas.
Similar results were obtained for the Landsberg area; validation results for areas larger than 0.5 ha
are listed in Table 9. The sensitivity for this second area was 96%, thereby demonstrating a good match
between the classified windthrow areas and the validation data. The detected windthrow areas had a
good congruency, however, they were less good than for the Munich South study site. Approximately
51% had an overlapping extent, 47% of the detected areas were smaller than the validation areas,
and 2% were larger.
The reason for underestimating the extent of the detected areas is probably caused by the
acquisition date of the orthophotos. They were acquired four months after the storm event. Therefore,
the actual windfall areas could not be identified perfectly. Instead, what was mapped corresponds to
the forest state at the time of orthophotos acquisition. At that time, some of the damaged areas were
already cleared. The cleared sites were often greater than the actual affected area, due to additional
timber outtake for protective measures. This was also confirmed by visual inspection of RapidEye
and Google Earth images [63], which were acquired closer to the storm event—these images reveal a
better agreement.
In Landsberg, only one area was incorrectly classified as windfall, whereas four windthrow areas
were not detected. These areas were mainly mixed forest stands with a relatively strong increase in
vegetation cover coupled with the release of understory [64] and the onset of spring and during the
32 days between the storm event and image acquisition.
3.1.2. Selected Features
Not all features were equally important for the detection of windthrow areas using the RF model.
The nine most important variables for the Munich South study area are listed in Table 10. Four of
the selected variables were directly based on the Plant Senescence Reflectance Index (PSRI); a fifth
one (RE reflectance) entered into the calculation of PSRI. Two of the remaining selected variables
were associated with the NIR channel of the pre-storm image. The last variable was based on
Haralick texture.
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Table 10. Random Forest model with the most important object variables for the Munich South study
site. The last column indicates the value of the Mean Decrease in Accuracy (MDA).
Indicator

Object Statistics

MDA

Plant Senescence Reflectance Index difference
Plant Senescence Reflectance Index difference
Plant Senescence Reflectance Index difference
Near Infrared of post-storm image
Plant Senescence Reflectance Index difference
Red Edge difference
Near Infrared of post-storm image
Normalized Difference Red Edge Blue Index difference
Haralick Correlation of Green difference

15 percentile
5 percentile
20 percentile
1 percentile
10 percentile
25 percentile
Minimum
20 percentile
10 percentile

18.5
16.2
15.2
14.3
14.1
14.0
13.8
13.6
13.2

The strong contribution of PSRI is interesting because the index had been initially developed to
determine the onset of senescence and to monitor the vegetation’s vitality [65]. In our study, PRSI was
found to be very important in detecting forest disturbances caused by windfalls. This demonstrates
the suitability of the index and the RE channels for the detection of stressed and damaged vegetation.
Besides the PSRI, the NIR band of the post-storm image was selected twice among the important
features. As PSRI is calculated with bands of the visible spectra (B, R, and RE) and does not consider
the NIR region, it is sensitive to plant pigments. NIR reflectance provides information about the cell
structure of the plant and is widely used in vegetation monitoring [66]. The post-NIR reflectance
indicated changes in leaf structure of the damaged trees.
Similar to the Munich South area, the PSRI was found to be one of the most important variables for
the Landsberg area, and the variables based on RE reflectance appeared several times (Table 11). The RE
channel of the pre-storm image was ranked highest. Three variables were based on the difference of
Normalized Difference Red Edge Blue Index, also closely related to the RE channel. Only the variable
difference of 2nd Modified Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index was based on NIR channel (see Table 11).
No texture measure was observed to be amongst the most important variables.
Table 11. Most important object variables in the Random Forest model for the Landsberg study site.
The last column indicates the value of the Mean Decrease in Accuracy (MDA).
Indicator

Object Statistics

MDA

Red Edge of pre-storm image
Normalized Difference Red Edge Blue Index difference
Red Edge difference
Normalized Difference Red Edge Blue Index difference
Normalized Difference Red Edge Blue Index difference
2nd Modified Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index difference
Plant Senescence Reflectance Index difference
Spectral Angle Mapper with radius of 5 neighboring pixel

Maximum
Mean
99 percentile
75 percentile
Median
90 percentile
75 percentile
80 percentile

21
19.4
18.4
17.7
17.1
16.8
15.7
15.3

Together, Table 10 (Munich South) and Table 11 (Landsberg) show that mainly vegetation indices
and spectral bands were important for windthrow detection. Specified Tasseled Cap Coefficients
(sTCC) and DI features were not selected, indicating that these transformations perform better with
sensors they originally have been developed for, such as, sensors with shortwave infrared (SWIR)
bands (e.g., Landsat). Textural features are in principle suitable for object-based change detection [67],
but played a minor role compared to the variables based on spectral information.
3.2. Detection of Smaller Groups of Fallen Trees Using Pixel-Based Change Detection
For the pixel-based CD, the key input layers of the RF feature selection, PSRI and NIR (see Table 10)
were used. In this MAD-SAM combination, both the larger windfalls as well as smaller windfall
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patches appear in blue (Figure 6). To test the applicability of the pixel-based approach, the MAD-SAM
combination was accordingly computed for the Landsberg study area and led to similar results as those
observed for Munich South.
Visual comparison of the change images with orthophotos and validation data was conducted.
Figures 6–8 illustrate the result of the PBA approach. The utilized layer combination also shows single
fallen trees. Furthermore, the PBA is fast to compute.
Applying SAM and MAD yields better results in comparison to a simple layer stack of the selected
features in the areas covered by haze. Since MAD [39] and SAM, given the same number of bands [68],
can handle data acquired with different sensors, this approach could be suitable if there is no pre- and
post-storm image available from the same sensor, or if a cloud free scene was acquired faster by a
different sensor. However, this case is subject to further research.

Figure 6. Detail of false color composite (band combination: near infrared—red—green) pre-storm
RapidEye scene (a); post-storm RapidEye scene (b) and pixel-based change detection result based on
RapidEye data (c) for Munich South. Windthrow areas appear in blue.
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Figure 9. Frequency of size distribution of windthrow affected areas ≥0.5 ha for Munich South (Left)
and Landsberg (Right) resulting from the object‐based approach.
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Most of the damage in Munich South occurred in the western and northern part of the study area.
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The windthrow detection performed well for both flat conditions (e.g., Munich South) and in hilly
The windthrow detection performed well for both flat conditions (e.g., Munich South) and in
terrain (e.g., Landsberg). In mountainous areas, however, the classification outcome is expected to be
hilly terrain (e.g., Landsberg). In mountainous areas, however, the classification outcome is expected
less accurate, as illumination conditions may vary sharply between adjacent sites. Difficulties are also
to be less accurate, as illumination conditions may vary sharply between adjacent sites. Difficulties
expected regarding the detection of damaged leaning trees. In our test sites, the spectral differences
are also expected regarding the detection of damaged leaning trees. In our test sites, the spectral
between leaning trees and intact trees were only minor, prohibiting reliable results.
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3.4. Comparisson with Other Studies
Our findings correlate with other studies applying HR [12] and VHR satellite data [14] for
windthrow change detection. Chehata et al. [12] implemented an object-based approach using HR
Formosat-2 data on a 60 km2 study site to detect windthrow. In Chehata et al.’s study, 87.8% of the
disturbed areas were identified, with green band shown to be the most useful. It should be noted that
Formosat-2 does not have a red edge band. The study performed by Elatawneh et al. [14] detected
forest cover loss with OBCD after a windfall with accuracies ranging between 87% and 96% on a
130 km2 area. RapidEye data were applied, and the red edge band was labeled as best performing
band, as a result of a visual pre-study [69]. However, our study included two larger test sites (720 km2
and 840 km2 ) compared to the studies by Chehata et al. [12] and Elatawneh et al. [14] and various
predictor variables (texture, spectral, statistical, and geometrical) were used to test for windthrow
detection with Random Forest.
NDVI is widely used for vegetation and disturbance monitoring. However, in our study, the NDVI
was not ranked highly as a suitable predictor layer. This is in line with studies applying HR or VHR for
both disturbance [12,14] and severity [7] detection after windthrow. This further confirms the findings
of other studies [5,6,17] that used medium resolution data for forest disturbances monitoring.
Some uncertainties exist in our study. First, we used two RapidEye datasets with 23 and 32 days
of difference, and we performed our analysis under the explicit assumption that the changes we
discovered were mainly caused by windthrow, due to the narrow time window. As salvage logging
is the common harvesting type in our study region, we cannot, however, exclude the possibility that
some of the detected changes were caused by forest thinnings, which would present similar spectral
changes [7]. Secondly, we focused only on the detection of changed forest areas. The scope of our study
did not consider the identification of several different types of land change, like in other studies [9,21].
In the future, different types of disturbances should be included in the approach. Further, while the
impact of changes in illumination and phenology between pre- and post-storm images in our study
were minor, they could generally lead to misinterpretations.
4. Conclusions
In our study, we applied a two-step approach to identify windthrow areas in a temperate
forest. To detect damaged areas greater than 0.5 ha, we developed an object-based method using
Random Forest (RF) classification that demonstrated high accuracies, which were validated with
independent reference data. The built-in feature selection identified similar predictor variables in
both areas. After having identified the most important input layers, as derived from the object-based
approach, we developed the subsequent pixel-based method to visualize windthrow areas on pixel
level. With this, we intended to give the foresters an additional map to have at hand, which they could
use to faster detect small-scale damage (e.g., just some few damaged trees or canopy gaps). This is
important because in the past, problems occurred with undetected clusters of damaged trees which
provided breeding material for bark beetles.
Our study proved the applicability and robustness of RF classifier for windthrow detection at
object- and pixel-level and its benefit for ranking features according to their importance. As RF is easy
to implement and to handle, we recommend its use for windthrow detection.
According to our results, vegetation indices proved suitable measures for the detection of
windthrow. In particular, vegetation indices achieved better results compared to individual spectral
bands or texture. Plant Senescence Reflectance Index (PSRI) and Normalized Difference Red Edge
Blue Index (NDREDI), both applying the red edge and blue spectral bands, were identified as the
most applicable indices. The use of sensor data providing information in red edge and blue spectral
bands, and vegetation indices including those bands, is therefore potentially beneficial, but any definite
suggestion would require further research under different test conditions. In future work, the use of
high resolution Sentinel-2 data is potentially beneficial for windthrow detection. However, it needs
to be tested whether small-scale changes can be captured with the Sentinel-2 data, which have a
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coarser resolution than RapidEye. Otherwise, Sentinel-2, especially considering its three red edge
bands as well as its shortwave infrared bands, has the necessary spectral band setting to perform well
in large-scale windthrow monitoring. Our developed method as well as existing forest disturbance
monitoring methods based on Landsat data need to be further tested with Sentinel-2 data.
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Appendix A
Appendix A.1. Vegetation Indices
Vegetation indices (VIs) are mathematical combinations of spectral bands enhancing a specific
spectral behavior of the plants [4,23,70]. Numerous VIs exist assessing various aspects of the vegetation
cover (e.g., water content, plant senescence, leaf chlorophyll content). We calculated eighteen different
VIs as potential candidates for the identification of forest windthrow disturbances (see Table A1).
Table A1. Vegetation indices used for the change detection analysis.
Index
Atmospherically Resistant Vegetation Index

Equation

Reference

N IR − (2 × R − B)
ARV I =
N IR + (2 × R − B)

[71]

DD = (2 × N IR − R) − ( G − B)

[72]

Difference Vegetation Index

DV I = N IR − R

[73]

Enhanced Vegetation Index

2.5 × ( N IR − R)
EV I2 =
( N IR + (2.4 × R + 1.0))

[74]

NIR − (G − (B − R))
GARI =
NIR + (G − (B − R))

[75]

Difference Difference Vegetation Index

Green Atmospherically Resistant Vegetation Index
Green Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
Infrared Percentage Vegetation Index
2nd Modified Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index
Normalized Difference Red Edge Index
Normalized Difference Greenness Index
Normalized Difference Red Edge Blue Index
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
Normalized Near Infrared
Plant Senescence Reflectance Index
Red Edge Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
Red Edge Ratio Index 1
Ratio Vegetation Index
Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index

MSAV I2 =

N IR − G
GNDV I =
N IR + G
N IR
IPV I =
N IR + R
q
2 × NIR + 1 − (2 × N IR + 1)2 − 8 × (NIR − R)
2
N IR − REG
NDREI =
N IR + REG
G−R
NDGI =
G+R
REG − B
NDREG − B =
REG + B
N IR − R
NDV I =
N IR + R
N IR
NN IR =
( N IR + R + G )
R−B
PSRI =
REG
REG − R
REG NDV I =
REG + R
N IR
RRI1 =
REG
N IR
RV I =
R
1.5 × ( N IR − R)
SAV I =
N IR + R + 0.5

[76]
[77]
[78]
[79,80]
[81]
evolved for this study
[82]
[83]
[65]
[84]
[85]
[86,87]
[88]
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Appendix A.2. Tasseled Cap Transformation and Disturbance Index
The Tasseled Cap Transformation (TCT) is an orthogonal spectral feature space transformation
originally derived for Landsat data [37,89]. TCT reduces multi-spectral bands into three (relatively)
uncorrelated features, the so-called Tasseled Cap Coefficients (TCC)—Brightness (B), Greenness (G),
and Wetness (W).
From the TCC, Healey et al. [16] derived a measure for quantifying forest disturbance
(Equation (A1)), the Disturbance Index (DI):
DI = B − (G − W)

(A1)

The DI is assuming that in disturbed forest areas, brightness will rise and at the same
time, greenness and moisture content will decrease [16]. Positive DI values therefore indicate
forest disturbances.
Since TCT is sensor specific [90] and RapidEye has no shortwave infrared band (SWIR) like
Landsat, we applied specific transformations developed for RapidEye [13,38]. Specific TCC (sTCC)
were calculated following both approaches. Subsequently, DIs were computed, as well as difference
layers (before/after the storm). After visual inspection of the derived DI images, it turned out that the
DIs responded strongly to haze present in the post-storm images. Thus, a modified DI was calculated,
only subtracting G from B, not taking the third sTCC into account.
Appendix A.3. Image Differencing
Image differencing is a simple and well-established CD approach [4,26,91]. In our study,
difference layers were calculated for all spectral bands, vegetation indices, texture layers, Tasseled Cap
Coefficients, and Disturbance Indices by subtracting the post-storm values from the pre-storm values.
Appendix A.4. Spectral Angle Mapper
In the Spectral Angle Mapper approach (SAM), the spectral similarity between two spectral
signatures is quantified by calculating the spectral angle in the n-dimensional feature space [40].
SAM is applied both in hyperspectral remote sensing [92,93] as well as in multispectral CD [68,94].
Any change over time leads to higher angles, since the pixel vectors vary more compared to unchanged
pixels. The advantage of this method is the relatively high robustness to brightness differences between
two acquisitions [95]. A moving window was applied using a radius of 5, 10, 15, and 20 m from the
initial pixel. SAM was calculated once with the pre-image being the master image, once with the
post-image for the four different radii.
Appendix A.5. Multivariate Alteration Detection
Multivariate Alteration Detection (MAD) minimizes the correlation between two data sets and
maximizes the data’s variance [39]. The method is based on standard canonical correlation analysis,
which transforms the input images into two multivariate vector sets. Subsequently, linear combinations
of the multivariate sets are built, so-called canonical variates [39]. The lower order variates contain the
higher variance. The change is detected by differencing the two sets of uncorrelated canonical variates,
generating uncorrelated MAD components.
Appendix A.6. Textural Features
Texture, the spatial micro-variation of images grey-levels, can enhance the results of object-based
image classifications, as demonstrated in several forest applications [53,96,97]. An undisturbed forest
has a more homogenous texture compared to a disturbed forest. Single fallen or small groups of
damaged trees will especially lead to higher variation in texture.
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We applied multi-scale (Wavelet transformation) and statistical (Haralick and Grey-Level
Run-Length features) textural measures. The various textural features are summarized in Table A2.
Table A2. Summary of textural features used in the study.
Haralick
Energy
Entropy
Correlation
Inverse Difference
Moment
Inertia
Cluster Shade
Cluster Prominence
Haralick Correlation

Grey-Level Run-Length Matrix

[98]

Short Run Emphasis
Long Run Emphasis
Grey-Level Nonuniformity
Run Length Nonuniformity
Run Percentage

[99]

Low Grey-Level Run Emphasis
High Grey-Level Run Emphasis

[100]

Short Run Low Grey-Level Emphasis
Short Run High Grey-Level Emphasis
Long Run Low Grey-Level Emphasis
Long Run High Grey-Level Emphasis

[101]

The multi-scale wavelet transformation [102] decomposes the grey-level frequencies of an image
into images of different scales [67]. For each scale, four new sub-images are calculated: approximation
and three directions (horizontal, vertical, and diagonal). The low-frequency approximation sub-image is
needed to calculate the next scale. The three direction sub-images give high-frequency information
about image texture details. We applied a discrete stationary wavelet transformation with Coiflets
(coif1) [53] at four different scales. After the fourth scale a natural convergence occurs, therefore only
four transformation passages were performed [103]. To reduce the data amount, the mean of the
three directions was calculated for each level, assuming no preferred direction of windthrow patterns.
The transformations were computed with MATLAB 8.2.0.29 [104].
In addition, eight second order Haralick texture features were calculated based on grey-level
co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) [98] (Table A2). The computation was carried out with OTB, which uses
a variation of GLCM for faster processing [43].
Furthermore, eleven higher statistical order texture features based on Grey-Level Run
Length-Matrices (GLRLM) were calculated in OTB [43] (Table A2). GLRLM measures the runs of pixels
with the same grey-level values in a set direction [99].
All textural features were calculated for the five spectral channels of the pre- and post-storm
images, as well as the wavelet layers for NDVI. Textural change layers were derived by subtracting the
pre-storm feature from the post-storm features [105].
Appendix A.7. Geometrical Characteristics
For each image object, five additional geometrical characteristics were calculated: area, perimeter
as well as compactness [106], shape index and fractal dimension [107].
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a b s t r a c t
Angle-count sampling (ACS) is an established method in forest mensuration and is implemented in different National Forest Inventories (NFI). However, due to the lack of fixed reference areas of the inventory
plots, these ACS-based field data are seldom used as training data for wall-to-wall mapping applications
at forest enterprise level. In this paper, we demonstrate an approach to overcome this shortcoming. For a
study area in northern Bavaria, Germany, we used ACS-based NFI data for model training to generate
wall-to-wall maps of growing stock for broadleaf, conifer and mixed forest stands. Both spectral and
height information from the very high resolution WorldView-2 (WV2) satellite were used as auxiliary
information and the non-parametric Random Forests (RF) algorithm was chosen as modeling approach.
The growing stock predictions were validated using out-of-bag (OOB) samples and further verified at
the plot and stand level using additional data. For validation, field plots from a Management Forest
Inventory (MFI) and delineated forest stands were used. Compared to stand-level aggregations based
on field plots from the MFI, our approach explained 56% of the variability in the growing stock (R2) with
a relative RMSE of 15% at the stand level (n = 252). As expected, the scatter was higher at the plot-level
(n = 3973). Nonetheless, the models still achieved acceptable performance measures (R2 = 0.44;
RMSE = 34%).
Ó 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Detailed, reliable and up-to-date information is essential for
optimum management of forests. For example, structural descriptions of forests such as growing stock are required for mid-term
forest management. Usually, the required information is obtained
from terrestrial sample-based forest inventories. Several studies
have demonstrated that the combination of terrestrial inventories
with remote sensing further increases the value of terrestrial
approaches such as supporting national forest inventories (e.g.
McRoberts et al., 2014a; McRoberts and Tomppo, 2007). Remote
sensing techniques can provide useful information over large areas,
at reasonable costs, with short repetition intervals and with a
higher level of detail (Masek et al., 2015; McRoberts et al.,
2014c; Stoffels et al., 2015; Wulder and Franklin, 2003). This is of
great interest for forest management applications (Næsset, 2014)
⇑ Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: markus.immitzer@boku.ac.at (M. Immitzer), Christoph.Stepper@
lwf.bayern.de (C. Stepper), sebastian.boeck@boku.ac.at (S. Böck), Christoph.Straub@
lwf.bayern.de (C. Straub), clement.atzberger@boku.ac.at (C. Atzberger).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.foreco.2015.10.018
0378-1127/Ó 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

and for ecological purposes (Wulder et al., 2004; Zlinszky et al.,
2015). In combination with inventory data remote sensing data
can be used for stratification purposes (McRoberts et al., 2002;
Tomppo et al., 2008), small area estimations (e.g. Breidenbach
and Astrup, 2012; Steinmann et al., 2013) and to describe direct
relationships between the two data sets (e.g. Stepper et al., 2015a).
For the mapping of structural forest variables such as spatial
distribution of growing stock, a variety of different passive and
active remote sensing sensors have been tested. Some studies used
spectral information from (passive) satellite imagery such as Landsat or MODIS to model growing stock over large areas (e.g. Chirici
et al., 2008; Falkowski et al., 2009; Gallaun et al., 2010; Koukal
et al., 2007; Reese et al., 2002). In some North European countries,
the combination of satellite imagery and NFI data is already used to
produce nationwide forest cover maps (Tomppo et al., 2008).
Although the availability of (active) airborne laser scanning
(ALS) data over the past ten years has been increasing, however,
the use of 3D data became more prominent due to its very high
level of derived structural detail. The strength of ALS data is related
to the three-dimensional forest structure information that it provides, along with the measurements of the terrain underneath.
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For this reason, ALS is often considered as one of the most promising remote sensing techniques for forest inventories (Vauhkonen
et al., 2014). Recent and comprehensive reviews of ALS applications in forestry are provided by Wulder et al. (2012) and
Maltamo et al. (2014). Operational applications of ALS for forest
inventories have been reported for Norway (Næsset, 2007), Canada
(Woods et al., 2011) and Finland (Maltamo et al., 2011). For the
mentioned operational applications the area-based approach was
used, as described in Næsset (2002, 2014) and White et al.
(2013). In some cases, aerial images are used together with ALS
to improve the separation of tree species (e.g. in Finland)
(Maltamo et al., 2006).
Despite the known advantages of ALS, it is rarely used in practical applications. Due to relatively high acquisition costs, ALS data
are not affordable as a data source for many countries, for regularly
updating the forest description and for prediction of forest attributes. To cope with this problem, image matching techniques
may be an alternative. Image matching allows the extraction of
digital surface models (DSMs) from (air- and space-borne) stereo
imagery and is therefore considered an interesting alternative to
ALS-derived DSMs (White et al., 2013b). With adequate methods,
and the availability of mostly ALS-based digital terrain models
(DTM), image-based DSMs achieve sufficient precision for forest
canopy height modeling (Hobi and Ginzler, 2012).
Advantages of airborne stereo data include lower acquisition
costs and high repetition rate (Pitt et al., 2014; Rahlf et al., 2014;
Stepper et al., 2015a; Straub et al., 2013a). Using stereo imagery,
it is possible to combine the height information with spectral information to improve model accuracies (Maltamo et al., 2009).
Recently, it has been demonstrated that the large side overlap of
airborne imagery can be used to extract additional structural variables from the recorded directional variation of canopy reflectance
(Koukal et al., 2014).
Recent studies used point clouds and canopy height models
(CHM) derived from aerial images to predict growing stock at the
plot and stand level (e.g. Rahlf et al., 2014; Stepper et al., 2015a).
Other studies have assessed height changes based on regularly
acquired aerial images (Stepper et al., 2015b; Vastaranta et al.,
2015; Wang et al., 2015). The changes in the forest canopy height
can be used to derive yield classes (Windisch et al., 2014) or age
classes (Vastaranta et al., 2015) of the forests. The comparison of
height data derived from ALS to those from aerial images revealed
only slight differences in the prediction of forest inventory attributes. Studies were conducted for different forest types e.g. boreal
forests in Finland (Gobakken et al., 2015; Nurminen et al., 2013;
Vastaranta et al., 2013), conifer-dominated forests in Canada (Pitt
et al., 2014) and mixed forests in Central Europe (Stepper et al.,
2015a). All mentioned studies emphasize the great potential
of aerial stereo imagery to support forest inventories if a
pre-existing ALS-based DTM is available to normalize the
photogrammetric measurements (i.e. for vegetation height calculation). Compared with ALS, the costs for acquiring aerial images are
considerably lower, aerial images cost about one-half to one-third
of ALS data (White et al., 2013b).
Thus far, few studies have used canopy height information
obtained from very high-resolution (VHR) satellite stereo imagery
for predictions of forest inventory attributes. St-Onge et al. (2008)
assessed the accuracy of forest height and aboveground biomass
estimations based on an Ikonos stereo pair and an ALS DTM in a
study site located in Quebec, Canada. Straub et al. (2013b) used
Cartosat-1 and WorldView-2 (WV2) stereo imagery for areabased predictions of growing stock in a highly structured mixed
forest in Germany. Kattenborn et al. (2015) evaluated predictors
from interferometric (Tandem-X) and photogrammetric (WV2)
height models in combination with hyperspectral (EO1-hyperion)
predictors for biomass estimations in a study site with both pure
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and mixed stands in Germany. The main advantages of satellite
data over airborne remote sensing data include higher temporal
resolution, wider area coverage and spatially more homogenous
image content. Additionally, satellites often have an improved
spectral resolution (e.g. more and narrower bands) compared to
state-of-the-art digital photogrammetric cameras.
There are two main approaches to estimate growing stock from
3D remote sensing data: single tree approach and area-based
approach. In the single tree approach, remote sensing data are
divided into segments representing single tree crowns. ALS data
with very high point densities are required to model these single
trees. The area-based approach is based on the statistical dependency between predictor variables derived from remote sensing
data and field measured response variables, to infer from sample
plots to large areas (e.g. Hollaus et al., 2009; Næsset, 2002;
McRoberts et al., 2014b; Stepper et al., 2015a; White et al., 2013a).
In terms of statistical methods, both parametric regressions
(e.g. Hollaus et al., 2009; Næsset, 2002; Maselli et al., 2014) as well
as non-parametric methods have proved suitable for modeling
growing stock. In the non-parametric domain, k-NN is amongst
the most often chosen techniques, especially in applications dealing with NFI data and satellite images (e.g. Chirici et al., 2012;
McRoberts et al., 2015; Tomppo et al., 2008). The successful use
of Random Forests (RF) as an alternative non-parametric technique
was demonstrated in several recent studies (e.g. Nurminen et al.,
2013; Stepper et al., 2015a). Advantages of RF for that kind of
application with numerous co-variates are the ease of feature
reduction based on variable importance measures, the good performance in situations where many more predictors exist than samples (‘‘large P, small N” situations), and the ability to use
variables with different scales as predictors (White et al., 2013a).
One challenge in combining terrestrial forest inventories with
remotely sensed data relates to the sampling design of the terrestrial inventories. For example, in many European countries, such as
Germany, terrestrial forest inventories are conducted at different
geographical scales. Local (small-scale) forest inventories provide
information for specific forest holdings and are usually conducted
in forests with a minimum size of around 50–100 ha. At the other
end of the scale, national forest inventories provide large-scale
information on forest condition and productivity (Kändler, 2006).
However, the sample plots are usually widely spread, e.g. in
Germany on a nationwide 4 km  4 km grid (BMEL, 2015). In
Europe, this information is generally updated every five to
ten years (Tomppo et al., 2010).
To the best of our knowledge, studies in Central Europe dealing
with wall-to-wall estimations based on 3D remote sensing data
have used field plots from local inventories and not from largescale NFI. One explanation as to why NFI samples are underused
relates to the unresolved issue of spatially connecting the anglecount samples with the remote sensing data. Indeed, national
inventories in Central Europe often use the angle-count approach
where the inclusion probability of a tree is proportional to its basal
area at breast height and to its distance to the plot center (Tomppo
et al., 2010). For an individual tree, the covered ground area on a
plot is a circle (if the diameter is assumed to be a circle) but not
any more when merging the individual circles. However, wellspecified reference areas would be preferred to build transfer relations between the field sample and the remote sensing data. A
common way to deal with this challenge is to extract the remotely
sensed information from a range of different plot sizes (circles) and
evaluate their predictive power in subsequent modeling of the
response variable e.g. the growing stock. The circle size with the
best model performance is then identified and further used for
wall-to-wall mapping. This implies that only one plot size is used
(e.g. Hollaus et al., 2009; Immitzer, 2013). However, the selection
of only one plot size will cause disadvantages: reference areas that
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are too small may exclude some important remote sensing information whereas reference areas too large may be influenced by
their neighborhood conditions. Additionally, the area covered by
trees (crowns) in angle-count approaches seldom corresponds to
a perfect circle. The degree of misalignment between the trees
sampled in the field and the approximated circle used for extracting the remote sensing data depends on the stand characteristics.
The present study assesses the potential of very high resolution
WV2 stereo data for an area-based prediction of growing stock in a
broadleaf-dominated forest using existing field plots from the
German NFI as training samples. For this purpose, a novel approach
was developed to link the angle-count samples from the NFI with
the remotely sensed spectral and CHM data. To evaluate the informative value of the predicted growing stock on the forest enterprise level, the predictions were validated at the plot and at the
stand level using an MFI data set. WV2 was chosen for the study
as this sensor offers data with a very high spatial resolution in
eight spectral bands. These satellite data have already demonstrated a high suitability for classification applications in forests
(Immitzer et al., 2012a,b; Immitzer and Atzberger, 2014; Omer
et al., 2015; Waser et al., 2014).
The main objectives of the study are:
 modeling growing stock (m3 ha1) using (angle-count) NFI field
data by implementing a novel multi-circle and multi-metrics
approach,
 evaluating the explanatory power of spectral and height-related
metrics for modeling growing stock, and
 developing a wall-to-wall application of the growing stock
model by using a moving window approach.
2. Study area and materials
2.1. Study area
The study is centered in the Steigerwald test site (49°550 N,
10°350 E) located in the northwestern part of Bavaria, Germany
(Fig. 1). The study area encompasses a total area of 700 km2 with
elevations ranging from 210 m to 490 m above sea level (average
335 m a.s.l.). Soils are predominantly built up from Upper Triassic
sandstone layers and the main land cover type within the study
area is forested land (370 km2). Thereof, 164 km2 (44%) are stateowned land, which can be characterized as managed forest, with
a great variety of stand development stages (Mergner, 2013). The
main tree species in the area are European beech (Fagus sylvatica
L., 42%), sessile oak (Quercus petraea (Mattuschka) Liebl., 18%)
and Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L., 14%).
2.2. Field data
2.2.1. National Forest Inventory data
The National Forest Inventory (NFI) in Germany, established in
1986, is based on a single-level cluster sampling and was
reevaluated for the second time in 2012 (third inventory measurements – BWI3). The layout of the individual clusters, comprising
four measurement plots located on a square (called ‘tract’) with a
side length of 150 m, is based on a nationwide, permanent
4 km  4 km grid. All plots are examined for the current land cover
type according to the German NFI definition (key requirements for
forest: minimum area P0.1 ha, minimum width P10 m; for details
refer to Polley et al. (2010)) and in consequence, only forested plots
are surveyed in the field, i.e. clusters with less than four plots can
exist. At each plot, more than 150 features are recorded using
standardized techniques (BMEL, 2015; BMELV, 2011).
In contrast to inventory designs using fixed area plots, the
German NFI is based on the angle-count sampling (ACS;

Bitterlich, 1948). The inclusion probability of a tree is proportional
to its basal area at defined height; therefore each tree trunk is
focused from the sample plot center and is selected if the diameter
at breast height (dbh) exceeds a prescribed angle width. Within the
German NFI, a basal area factor of four is used, i.e. each sample tree
represents a basal area of 4 m2 ha1. For volume estimation, all
trees selected by ACS with dbh P 7 cm are callipered and tree
heights are measured for a sub-sample. Heights of the remaining
trees are predicted using established diameter–height-models
and taper curves are applied to obtain individual tree volumes.
Subsequently, these individual tree volumes are converted to per
hectare values (Laar and Akça, 2007) and aggregated for the
respective plots. According to Polley et al. (2010), the growing
stock estimates used in the current study refer to volume (m3) of
compact wood, i.e. above-ground stem volume including bark having a diameter of at least 7 cm.
Within the presented study area (Fig. 1), a total of 92 sample
plots (tract corners) were assigned to be forest following the NFI
definition (BMELV, 2011). The field measurements were conducted
in the years 2011 and 2012 and a Cosifan-MCC1 GNSS device
was used to record the respective plot centers, achieving
accuracies with maximum deviations of 3 m under closed canopies
(H. Klemmt, personal communication, 18 May 2015). Field based
estimates of growing stock, separately for conifers and broadleaves, were made available for the 92 NFI sample plots.
2.2.2. Management Forest Inventory
To further validate the modeling results, field measurements
from a Management Forest Inventory (MFI) were used as a separate validation data set. These MFI data were acquired in 2010 by
the Bavarian State Forest Enterprise (BaySF). The guideline of
BaySF (2011) provides a basic description of the methodology, further details regarding the inventory design are given e.g. in Straub
et al. (2013a). The permanent field plots, fixed circles with an area
of 500 m2, are laid out in a regular grid pattern of 200 m  200 m
within the state-owned land (cf. Fig. 1). For all plots, the location
of the center point was measured using a Trimble GeoExplorer
XT GPS device with maximum deviations of ±3–5 m (H. Grünvogel,
personal communication, 4 August 2014). In total, measurements
for 3937 MFI plots were recorded within the study area and were
made available to us. For all plots, per-hectare values for various
forest-related attributes, e.g. growing stock, from the individual
tree data were compiled. Descriptive statistics for both the NFI
and MFI field data are shown in Table 1.
2.2.3. Operational management units
In addition to the model validation at the plot level, the model
predictions were compared to stand level estimates. For this purpose, MFI plot measurements were aggregated for separate operational management units (forest stands). The stand delineation of
the state-owned forest was carried out manually by forestmanagement professionals based on CIR orthophoto (GSD 20 cm)
interpretation and field surveys in 2012 in accordance with
BaySF (2011). Here, characteristics such as tree species composition, developmental stage and vertical, as well as horizontal stand
structures were considered. In total, 2330 stands, varying in size
from 1 to 9 ha (avg. size 7 ha), were established within the stateowned land. These geometries were intersected with the MFI
inventory plot locations and following Stepper et al. (2015a), we
selected only forest stands which contained at least five sample
plots for the assessment of the growing stock prediction at the
stand level. In total 252 stands with an average size of 29.2 ha
(SD: 11.6 ha) remained for this purpose. The observed growing
stock, derived as the mean of the terrestrial inventory plots, ranged
from 73.0 to 637.7 m3 ha1 with an arithmetic mean of
390.6 m3 ha1 (SD: 84.9 m3 ha1).
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Fig. 1. Map of the study area. (a) Location in Germany, (b) spatial distribution of the full set of ground plots (yellow: National Forest Inventory (NFI) plots, blue: Management
Forest Inventory (MFI) plots) superimposed on a CIR composite of a WorldView-2 image, and (c) detailed map illustrating the image-based CHM and the spatial arrangement
of the inventory plots. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 1
Summary statistics of the field data from both the NFI and MFI plots within the study
area.

Number of sample plots
Mean growing stock (m3 ha1)
Maximum growing stock (m3 ha1)
Standard deviation of growing stock (m3 ha1)

NFI

MFI

92
374.8
876.1
175.0

3937
374.3
1293.0
165.3

The atmospheric correction of the spectral images was performed with DLR’s generic processing chain CATENA (Krauß
et al., 2013; Reinartz, 2010) using the implemented ATCOR
approach (Richter, 1996; Richter et al., 2006; Richter and
Schläpfer, 2012). As a result, the top-of-canopy (TOC) spectral
reflectance for the eight spectral bands was available for further
processing. For modeling, the multispectral data were resampled
to 1 m pixel size.
3. Methods

2.3. Remote sensing data
Two WV2 stereo-image pairs, i.e. four images, were used to fully
cover the study area. These images were recorded under cloud-free
conditions on 5 August 2013 (middle of the growing season) at
approximately 10:40 a.m. local time. Detailed information about
the four images is given in Table 2.

Fig. 2 illustrates the developed processing chain. The main steps
are:
 computation of an image-based canopy height model (CHM),
 calculation of height and spectral explanatory variables (P)
within circles of various radii (e.g. from 5 to 20 m),
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Table 2
Recording parameters of the two WorldView-2 stereo-image pairs.

Pair
1
Pair
1
Pair
2
Pair
2

Scene name

Scene
acquisition
date

Solar azimuth
angle (degree)

Mean off-nadir view
angle (degree)

Mean in track view
angle (degree)

13AUG05103950-P2AS13EUSI-0590-01
13AUG05104027-P2AS13EUSI-0590-01
13AUG05104038-P2AS13EUSI-0590-01
13AUG05104003-P2AS13EUSI-0590-01

05.08.13

161.2

15.7

12.20

9.90

Forward

05.08.13

161.5

10.7

5.50

9.19

Forward

05.08.13

161.2

14.0

9.50

10.00

Reverse

05.08.13

161.0

12.4

6.20

10.70

Forward

 training of the Random Forests regression models for estimating
growing stock at the NFI plots (including a feature selection),
 predictive model application for wall-to-wall mapping,
 validation of the model predictions at the plot and stand level
using MFI data for validation.
We developed our modeling procedure in the open-source statistical software R (version 3.1.3) (R Core Team, 2015). To implement the different modeling steps, we made use of R packages
randomForest (Liaw and Wiener, 2002), raster (Hijmans, 2014),
caret (Kuhn et al., 2014) and matrixStats (Bengtsson, 2014).
To evaluate the impact of combining spectral with height information, three different sub-models were developed and tested:
(1) models using solely spectral information,
(2) models using solely height information,
(3) models combining height and spectral information.
Additionally, as shown in Fig. 2, three different implementations (HEXsingle, MWsingle and MWmulti) were tested for applying
the developed regression models to large areas.
3.1. Computation of an image-based canopy height model
Applying image matching techniques to the stereo satellite
images allows for the computation of surface heights. In the present study, we used the software package LPS eATE, integrated in
ERDAS IMAGINE 2014 for this purpose. Within eATE, the areabased normalized cross-correlation method is used to identify corresponding image points. As input data, the panchromatic WV2
images with spatial resolution of 0.50 m were selected. The provided rpc (Rational polynomial coefficients) files were used for orienting the images. The image-matching processing resulted in a
DSM with 1 m spatial resolution.
Canopy heights were calculated at 1 m spatial resolution as the
difference between the image-based DSM and the ALS-based DTM.
For the study area, an ALS-based DTM with a spatial resolution of
1 m (ALS last return density of 1.37 per m2) from a topographic
mapping survey in 2009 was used for this purpose.
3.2. Masking of vegetation higher than 2 m
A vegetation mask (P2 m) was derived from the WV2 data
using the computed CHM (respectively, normalized DSM outside
the forest) in combination with the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI, Rouse et al., 1974) calculated from the spectral
data (NDVI = (NIR 1  Red)/(NIR 1 + Red)). The suitability of these
input layers to classify different land cover classes (e.g. forest,
scrubs, meadows, roads or buildings) was shown before e.g. by
Hollaus et al. (2005).
First, we extracted all height values above 2 m from the CHM to
select all non-ground regions as suggested by e.g. Næsset (2002) or

Mean cross track view
angle (degree)

Scan
direction

Nilsson (1996). In the following step, vegetated regions were
extracted based on the NDVI. We applied a technique described
by Heinzel et al. (2008), which automatically determines a threshold based on the histogram of the NDVI values. Here, we iteratively
smooth the histogram of the NDVI-values until only one local minimum remains. In consequence, the NDVI value of that minimum
was used to classify vegetated and non-vegetated regions. The final
vegetation mask was computed as the intersection of the nonground regions (from the CHM) with the vegetation regions (from
the NDVI image). For all further computations, only the pixels
within the vegetation mask were considered.
3.3. Calculation of explanatory variables for the NFI plots
For each NFI plot with ACS field measurements, multiple
circles with radii from 5 to 20 m around the plot centers were
generated. For the later model application, pixel-sharp approximations of circles were used for the extraction. We extracted
the pixel values of the multispectral WV2 image and the imagebased CHM within the respective circles. Sets of distribution
statistics, denoted as P (e.g. mean, standard deviation, and
percentiles: minimum, 1st, 5th, 10th, 20th, 25th, 50th, 75th,
80th, 90th, 95th, 99th, maximum) were calculated from the
extracted pixel values for each circle (120 spectral metrics and
15 height metrics each). These metrics (135 for 16 circle
sizes = 2160 in total) were used as predictor variables in the
subsequent Random Forests modeling.
3.4. Random Forests modeling at the NFI plot level
To model growing stock, Random Forests (RF) regression was
used (Breiman, 2001). RF is a popular ensemble regression tree
algorithm for multiple regression problems based on uncorrelated
decision trees. For each decision tree, a new bootstrap sample is
generated from the original data and at each decision node; the
algorithm randomly selects a subset of the predictors as candidates
for splitting. To obtain the final regression model, the results of the
individual trees are averaged. The main advantages of RF are
(Breiman, 2002, 2001; Hastie et al., 2009):
 variable distributions need not to be unimodal or even normally
distributed,
 high-dimensional and highly correlated data sets can be processed efficiently,
 over fitting of the models is prevented,
 performance measures can be computed using only the out-ofbag (OOB) data,
 information on the importance of each input variable for the
model is provided.
The fact that the model performance can be computed along the
way using the OOB samples is a very appealing feature of RF. This is
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Fig. 2. Methodological workflow for the different wall-to-wall mapping approaches based on WorldView-2 stereo images and ACS National Forest Inventory (NFI) plots
including validation with Management Forest Inventory (MFI) data.

possible as not all observations are included in the respective
bootstraps of the individual trees. According to Hastie et al.
(2009), the OOB error estimates are very similar to those obtained
by N-fold cross-validation.
The main disadvantage of RF models is that the averaging of the
single trees tends to an overestimation of small values and an
underestimation of high values (Baccini et al., 2004; Horning,
2010; Vanselow and Samimi, 2014). Due to the underlying decision
trees, it is not possible for RF to predict beyond the range of the
input data.

We followed the recommendation of Kuhn and Johnson (2013)
with regard to the estimation procedure and fixed the number of
regression trees for the forest (ntree) at 1000, giving a balance
between computational expense and model performance. For the
number of variables randomly selected from the total set of predictor variables P at each node (mtry), we used the default setting for
regression mode (mtry = P/3), as recommended by Breiman (2001).
For the estimation of growing stock, different sets of explanatory variables were tested (cf. Fig. 2). We developed models using
either the spectral or the height variables. Additionally, models
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based on the combination of both variable sets were generated.
The different approaches were applied for all 16 concentric circles
separately, as well as for a dataset comprising the statistical metrics from all circles at once. Thus, in total (16 + 1)  3 = 51 different
RF models were generated and evaluated.
3.4.1. Statistical assessment of models
To determine the precision and accuracy of the different models, the absolute and relative root mean squared error (RMSE),
the bias (absolute and relative) and the coefficient of determination (R2) were calculated as:

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Pn
^ 2
i¼1 ðyi  yi Þ
RMSE ¼
n
RMSErel ¼

RMSE
 100

y

Pn
bias ¼
biasrel ¼

i¼1 ðyi

 y^i Þ

n
bias
 100

y

Pn
Þ2
ðy^i  y
R2 ¼ Pi¼1
n
2
i¼1 ðyi  yÞ

ð1Þ

ð2Þ

ð3Þ
ð4Þ

ð5Þ

 the mean of
where yi is the observed value, y^i the predicted value, y
the observed values, and n is the number of observations.

assign each pixel to exactly one hexagonal segment (Stepper
et al., 2015a). The size of these hexagons (HEXsingle) was adjusted
to be the same as the area of the circle identified by the best performing single-circle model. Given the pixel-size and the desired
area of the hexagonal template, there was a small trade-off
between area accuracy and symmetry of the hexagon template.
The workflows for the three approaches are illustrated in Fig. 2.
3.6. Model validation
3.6.1. Validation at the plot-level
As mentioned, 3937 circular 500 m2 inventory plots from the
MFI were used as validation data set. For each plot, all modeled values inside the 500 m2 circle were extracted from the three different
wall-to-wall growing stock maps (HEXsingle, MWsingle, MWmulti).
The extracted values were then averaged for each plot and compared to the field-based estimates.
3.6.2. Validation at the stand-level
Besides a validation at the plot level, the produced maps were
also validated at the stand level following e.g. Rahlf et al. (2014)
or Stepper et al. (2015a). For this purpose, the inventory-based
growing stocks of 252 selected stands (see Section 2.2.3) were
compared to the estimates from the wall-to-wall predictions
(HEXsingle, MWsingle, MWmulti). To obtain the predicted stand level
estimates, we selected the modeled values of all 1 m2 pixels completely contained by the stand polygons and calculated the respective means.
4. Results

3.4.2. Feature selection
The different models incorporate large sets of WV2 explanatory
variables, which are highly prone to multi-collinearity. Although
RF is capable to handle high dimensional and even heavily correlated data sets, an elimination of non-relevant or redundant features can further improve the model performance (Hastie et al.,
2009). We subsequently applied a backward feature selection algorithm based on the RF importance value ‘Increase of Mean squared
Error’ (%IncMSE). This approach is similar to the recursive feature
elimination procedure described in Guyon et al. (2002).
3.5. Wall-to-wall mapping
Ideally, the cell size used for a predictive application of the
regression models (i.e. wall-to-wall mapping) should coincide with
the plot size used for model development (White et al., 2013a;
Woods et al., 2011). Following this, and considering our multicircle approach for metrics extraction and modeling at the ACS
plots, we implemented a pixel-by-pixel moving window (MW)
procedure. The MW procedure generates the input layer for the
RF model application to produce wall-to-wall maps. For each (central) pixel within the vegetation mask, all pixel values inside the
specific circle around this pixel were extracted for all circle sizes
and layers (multispectral WV2 image and the image-based CHM)
and the specific metrics were calculated. We used the same
pixel-sharp approximations of circles and calculated the same metrics as for the training data. In the end the required metrics (which
were identified during the specific RF modeling procedures) were
saved for each pixel into a multilayer raster file and the RF models
were applied to these data. The MW approach was implemented
both for the best performing single-circle model (MWsingle) and
for the best performing multi-circle model (MWmulti).
For comparison, we additionally generated a wall-to-wall growing stock map based on hexagons. Therefore, the entire study area
was delineated in non-overlapping, uniform hexagons in order to

4.1. Model performance of the different approaches
Table 3 shows the OOB estimates for the three model
approaches (1) spectral variables only, (2) height variables only,
and (3) using a combination of spectral and height variables. The
OOB estimates were computed for all 16 single-circle models
separately and for the multi-circle model (last row). Only the
results for the final models are presented in Table 3, i.e. the OOB
estimates achieved for the models with optimized features. Feature
selection generally had a positive effect compared to using all
variables (not shown): the mean improvement of the RMSE
was 8.0% for all single-circle models and 18.6% for the three
multi-circle models.
The models solely based on spectral variables achieved R2 values below 0.3 and relative RMSEs above 40%. Here, the multicircle model performed best with R2 = 0.40 and RMSErel = 37.1%
(Fig. 3d). The spectral models were outperformed by models using
only the height variables (best single-circle (r = 12 m): R2 = 0.48,
RMSErel = 33.5%; multi-circle model: R2 = 0.53, RMSErel = 31.7%).
The models built on the combination of both variable sets, i.e.
spectral and height variables, were superior to the aforementioned separate models in terms of the modelś predictive
capabilities
(best
single-circle
(r = 15 m):
R2 = 0.53,
RMSErel = 32.0%, Fig. 1c). The positive effect was observed for all
individual circle sizes and was particularly strong in the multicircle model. If the explanatory variables were extracted from multiple circles, the accuracy increased considerably compared to all
other models (multi-circle model: R2 = 0.60, RMSErel = 29.5%,
Fig. 3f). Thus, the model based on a dataset comprising the height
and spectral metrics from all circles at once outperformed all other
tested models. This model was built with 17 remaining variables
(after feature selection): 15 metrics derived from the CHM and
two from the spectral data. Here, the 99th quantile computed
from the digital numbers of the blue band, extracted within
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Table 3
OOB performance measures for the different model approaches developed for estimating growing stock at ACS inventory plots (n = 92). Results are given for the different sets of
explanatory variables (spectral, height, and combination), separately for each tested circle size as well as for the multi-circle approach (best approaches and multi-circle approach
in bold letters).
Radius
(m)

Spectral variables
Vars.
total

Vars.
selected

R2

RMSE
(m3 ha1)

RMSE
(%)

Vars.
total

Height variables
Vars.
selected

R2

RMSE
(m3 ha1)

RMSE
(%)

Vars.
Total

Combination (spectral + height)
Vars.
selected

R2

RMSE
(m3 ha1)

RMSE
(%)

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Multi

120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
1920

30
10
13
13
5
2
5
5
3
4
3
3
9
3
2
2
16

0.25
0.27
0.16
0.12
0.08
0.13
0.09
0.04
0.12
0.07
0.17
0.12
0.10
0.12
0.09
0.10
0.40

152
150
160
164
168
164
167
172
165
168
160
164
166
165
169
167
139

40.7
40.1
42.7
43.6
44.9
43.6
44.6
45.8
44.1
44.9
42.6
43.8
44.3
43.9
45.2
44.7
37.1

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
240

5
5
7
9
7
5
1
2
5
13
5
4
4
2
5
2
20

0.39
0.41
0.41
0.42
0.42
0.46
0.47
0.48
0.47
0.42
0.43
0.44
0.44
0.43
0.39
0.46
0.53

137
135
135
134
133
128
130
125
126
133
131
130
130
131
136
128
119

36.4
35.9
36.1
35.8
35.5
34.1
34.7
33.5
33.7
35.5
35.1
34.6
34.8
35.0
36.4
34.1
31.7

135
135
135
135
135
135
135
135
135
135
135
135
135
135
135
135
2160

35
35
17
3
14
4
9
22
12
11
12
11
10
10
10
1
17

0.45
0.42
0.43
0.46
0.45
0.48
0.48
0.49
0.51
0.50
0.53
0.49
0.46
0.44
0.44
0.42
0.60

130
133
132
129
129
126
126
124
121
124
120
125
128
130
130
134
110

34.6
35.4
35.1
34.3
34.5
33.7
33.6
33.0
32.4
33.0
32.0
33.3
34.2
34.7
34.8
35.7
29.5

Fig. 3. Scatterplots of predicted vs. observed growing stock using the explanatory variables based on spectral information (a and d), height information (b and e), and the
combination of both (c and f). The subfigures in the first row (a–c) show the results for the single-circle models with radius 15 m, the bottom-row subfigures (d–f) the results
for the multi-circle models.

the 13 m radius circles, obtained the highest importance scores.
The CHM-derived height metrics 25th quantile (12 m radius circle)
and 75th quantile (7 m radius circle) gained almost the same score
levels. Next to these variables also different 50th quantiles from
the CHM (of various circle radii from 7 m to 20 m) and the 10th

quantile computed from the digital numbers of the green band
(15 m circle radius) were selected.
The results from the OOB performance measures were confirmed in the scatterplots of predicted vs. observed growing stock
(Fig. 3). In these scatterplots, the observed values are given on
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the y-axis and the predicted on the x-axis following Piñeiro et al.
(2008). Separate symbols were used for broadleaf dominated, conifer dominated, and mixed forest types. Forest types were classified
according to the actual proportions of the total growing stock,
however revealed no tendencies with regards to the estimation
of growing stock.

4.2. Wall-to-wall model application
The results of the wall-to-wall model application of the different methods (HEXsingle, MWsingle, MWmulti) are shown in Fig. 4 for
a subset of the study area together with a CIR composite of a
WV2 image, the CHM and the vegetation mask. Regarding the
three growing stock maps, a general coincidence between the
HEXsingle map and the two MW maps is recognizable. However,
the MW approaches (e and f) are capable to better preserve the forest structure when mapping growing stock for the area. Using the
HEXsingle method (d), the predicted growing stocks tend to be more
smoothed, not capturing the extremes and changes at stand
boundaries well. Regarding the two MW maps, the differences
appear to be small.
For the total forest enterprise area the three wall-to-wall
methods reached mean growing stock values of 375 m3 ha1
(HEXsingle), 394 m3 ha1 (MWsingle) and 380 m3 ha1 (MWmulti).
The aggregated growing stock estimates are shown in Fig. 5 for
the delineated forest stands within the state owned land
(MWmulti approach). This map reflects the great variability of
developmental stages of the forest stands within the study area.
Modeled stand-wise growing stocks range from 50 to more than
450 m3 ha1.

4.3. Model validation
The scatterplots in Fig. 6 show the predicted growing stock
values of the different methods (HEXsingle, MWsingle, MWmulti) vs.
the observed growing stock values from the 3937 MFI field
measurements. Principally, the scatter is similar for the three
methods, showing comparable deviations from the 1:1 line.
Irrespective of the approach used, a systematic underestimation
can be observed for inventory plots with high growing stocks of
more than about 700 m3 ha1. Contrary, the observed growing
stocks at plots without or with very little stocking tend to be
overestimated by all approaches.
The accuracy assessment using the MFI data (Fig. 6)
generally shows RMSE values only slightly higher than the
OOB estimates of the established RF regression models. For all
approaches, a slight negative bias is observed, i.e. the models
overestimate the actual measurements to some extent. The R2
values with a maximum of 0.44 for the MWmulti approach,
however, are significantly lower than the corresponding OOB
estimates (R2 = 0.60).
Fig. 7 shows the predicted stand level estimates vs. the averaged observed growing stocks for 252 validation stands. Only
stands containing at least five MFI plots were used for validation.
As a result of the aggregation to the stand level, the scatter of predicted vs. observed values was substantially reduced for all
approaches. In contrast to the plot-level validation, no systematic
under or overestimation is visible for the stands at the upper and
lower distribution edges. The calculated RMSE values at the stand
level were reduced by more than half compared to the plot-level
RMSEs. Again, the MW approaches outperformed the HEXsingle
approach in terms of the achieved model precision with relative
RMSEs of 14.8% (MWsingle) and 15.1% (MWmulti) compared to
16.2% (HEXsingle).

4.4. Iterative feature elimination procedure
The results presented thus far were obtained using a feature
selection approach. In the case of the overall best performing
model – the multi-circle approach using the combination of spectral and height information – the feature selection resulted in a
final subset of 17 variables (from 2160 computed variables). The
selected algorithm starts with the full set of variables and continuous removes the least important one in a sequential mode. At the
end, the model with the best performance based on the least number of input variables is identified.
To evaluate the efficacy of the implemented iterative strategy,
we compared the performance of the ‘‘optimum” model (vertical
line in Fig. 8) to a large number of randomly chosen models
(2.5 million), each based on 17 randomly selected variables. For
the selection of the 17 variables, the 100 most important variables
of the full model were considered. The mean R2 of these models
with randomly drawn predictors was 0.53 with a negative skew
(Fig. 8). The best model based on a randomly selected variable
set was slightly better than the model based on the backward stepwise elimination (R2 = 0.62 vs. 0.60). As shown in Fig. 8, only 0.12%
of the 2.5 million models performed better than the one with the
variables remaining after the sequential selection. However, running such a large number of simulations, takes a considerable
amount of time, whereas the proposed feature selection approach
is very time-efficient.

5. Discussion
5.1. Stereo satellite images as alternative to airborne stereo image data
It is well known that tree height is positively correlated with
growing stock (Pretzsch, 2010). Nevertheless, supplying the
modeling procedure with spectral data in addition to height data
can increase the performance. This has been shown by
Kattenborn et al. (2015), Stepper et al. (2015a) and Van Ewijk
et al. (2014) who demonstrated that the additional spectral
information can be incorporated as indication of tree species
(and age class) groups. Maack et al. (2015) obtained the best
results for biomass estimation with combined spectral and
CHM metrics. Our modeling results for estimating growing stock
based on WorldView-2 (WV2) data confirm these findings. For
example, comparing the OOB performance measures of the
different multi-circle models, the model based solely on spectral
variables achieved an RMSErel of 37.1%, whereas the model based
on height variables achieved an RMSErel of 31.7%. However, by
combining both variable sets (height plus spectral), the RMSErel
was reduced to 29.5%.
Straub et al. (2013b) reported an RMSErel of 44.4% for estimating
growing stock in a complex mixed forest using solely height data
derived from WV2. In comparison to this study our modeling
results are considerably better. These differences can be assigned
to different forest structures and species compositions. Nonetheless, in the current study we could reveal some additional positive
contributions to modeling by combining spectral and height
information.
Very positive results were also obtained by Kattenborn et al.
(2015) for a relatively homogeneous forest. Here, the combined
use of WV2 height and Hyperion spectral data resulted in
an RMSErel of 24.8% for biomass at the plot level. Compared
to these results, our model performances are somewhat worse.
Again, we attribute these differences mostly to the different
forest types.
To the best of our knowledge, these are so far the only studies
using WV2 stereo data for estimating forest attributes such as
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the different approaches for wall-to-wall mapping of the NFI ground measured growing stocks. (a) WorldView-2 data visualized in CIR band
combination, (b) image-based CHM, (c) computed vegetation mask defining the area where MW mapping is applied, (d) hexagon-based wall-to-wall mapping (HEXsingle), (e)
MW wall-to-wall mapping using single-best-circle (MWsingle), and (f) MW wall-to-wall mapping using multiple circles (MWmulti).

Fig. 5. Map of the growing stock estimates aggregated at the stand level for the state-owned land based on the original 1 m2 maps obtained from the MWmulti approach.

growing stock. Due to the appealing nature of the results, we suggest further investigation of the potential of WV2 and other stereo

satellite data. Special attention should be paid to the combined use
of height and spectral information.
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Fig. 6. Scatterplots of predicted growing stock vs. observed growing stock for the three different wall-to-wall mapping approaches, (a) HEXsingle, (b) MWsingle, and (c) MWmulti.
As independent validation data set, the field measurements of the MFI were used.

Fig. 7. Scatterplots of predicted growing stock vs. observed growing stock for the three different wall-to-wall mapping approaches, (a) HEXsingle, (b) MWsingle, and (c) MWmulti
for 252 validation stands containing at least five MFI plots.

5.2. Use of angle-count sampling field measurements for model
training
NFI programs are installed as long term monitoring projects and
the data are acquired following standardized instructions. As the
NFIs are conducted by national authorities, these data are generally
publicly available and are of high quality. In Central Europe, the
inventory design of the NFIs relies often on probability-based sampling (ACS) (Tomppo et al., 2010). However, most published
remote sensing approaches follow the area-based approach using
fixed area field sample plots for model training (Næsset, 2002;
White et al., 2013a). Thus, the challenge we faced in this study
was to overcome the drawback of ACS-based field measurements
for linking them to the remote sensing data, as the spatial extent
of each plot is different. The proposed method is potentially very
valuable for large-area applications integrating remote sensing
data and NFI surveys.
Hollaus et al. (2009) and Immitzer (2013) tried to cope with this
problem by fitting circles with different radii to the ACS plots and
selecting the best performing model (circle), i.e. the model with the

lowest RMSE. However, doing so only partly meets the design of
ACS plots, as there are always trees either included or excluded
from the ‘‘best fitting circle”. We demonstrate that it is advantageous to extract and combine the information from multiple circles
rather than attempting to identify one ‘‘optimum” circle size. This
can be seen in Table 3, which confirms that the developed multicircle approach outperforms all models based on one specific circle.
For example, when using the combination of height and spectral
metrics, the RMSEs (OOB) were reduced for the multi-circle model
by 2.5 percent points compared to the best single-circle model
(29.5% vs. 32.0%).
5.3. Random Forests for modeling the growing stock
Different studies published recently have shown the potential
of Random Forests (RF) regression for growing stock modeling
(e.g. Kattenborn et al., 2015; Pitt et al., 2014; Stepper et al.,
2015a). This was confirmed by our study showing that the
non-parametric regression method RF was successfully applied
for estimating the growing stock. The scatterplots in Fig. 3 show
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found. To overcome this disadvantage, all possible subset combinations have to be tested, which is hardly feasible. As shown in Fig. 8,
our approach was able to select a very well performing feature subset, outperforming the overwhelming majority of randomly
selected subsets (e.g. 2.5 Mio different models). This is especially
important for practical applications, as time can be saved during
model training and application.
5.5. Wall-to-wall mapping and model validation

Fig. 8. Histogram of R2 values for 2.5 million models, each based on a set of 17
randomly selected variables; the vertical line indicates the R2 value of the model
based on the variables selected with the developed feature elimination algorithm.

the predicted vs. the observed growing stock values for the NFI
plots. The graphs confirm that the RF models are not biased. However, they unveil the common – and well-known – disadvantage of
all decision tree based models; the overestimation of small and
underestimation of high values respectively (Baccini et al., 2004;
Vanselow and Samimi, 2014). This can be attributed to the bootstrapping approach, which ensures that different training samples
are used for various decision trees. The disadvantage is that
extreme values are often ‘out-of-bag’ and therefore cannot positively contribute to the ‘learning phase’. Nonetheless, the scatterplots for growing stock at the NFI plot level (and in particular at
the stand level) show a good correlation between predicted and
observed values.
5.4. Feature selection to improve model performance
Although it is commonly agreed that RF can handle many highly
correlated variables as well as non-informative predictors, we
applied a feature selection algorithm to reduce the number of
input variables. Kuhn and Johnson (2013) stated for RF, that the
inclusion of non-informative predictors has no serious influence
on the overall regression model. But due to the random selection
of predictors for splitting at each node (mtry), a large portion of
non-informative predictors can coerce the final model to include
unimportant predictors and thus, the model performance can be
constrained. Additionally, from a practical point of view, calculating a large number of variables is computationally burdensome,
especially when following the proposed multi-circle approach
(spectral and height metrics from multiple circles). Having both
aspects in mind, by installing a well-functioning feature reduction
procedure, we can achieve better and more stable modeling results
based on relative small subsets of variables.
Our approach can be assigned to the wrapper methods, as multiple models are evaluated to find the optimal variable set for maximizing model performance (a detailed description of the different
feature selection categories can be found in Kuhn and Johnson
(2013)). In our case, the search algorithm utilizes the RF model
as base learner and the RMSE as objective function to be optimized.
One drawback of the proposed method is that it can be trapped in
local minima and consequently the best variable subset is not

Both methods, i.e. the fixed prediction units in hexagonal shape
as well as the moving window approach predicting on a 1 m2 basis,
were successfully applied to generate wall-to-wall estimates of
growing stock. For forest planning purpose such as assessment of
annual yield, the mean growing stock is of interest. The three models achieved a mean growing stock for the entire forest enterprise
of about 380 m3 ha1 which is very close to the value calculated
from the MFI data (374 m3 ha1), not used for model training.
The moving window approaches, both the MWsingle and the
MWmulti, resulted in spatially detailed maps of growing stock. As
displayed in Fig. 4, the moving window approaches are capable
to better preserve the forest structure compared to the HEXsingle
approach. With regard to practical applications and as a supporting
tool for forest planning and management, the computed maps are
of great value. The aggregated stand level estimates of growing
stock offer further advantages for integrating the presented
approaches into existing forest planning and monitoring practices.
The spatially explicit estimates of growing stock for the different
stands, in combination with the CHM giving insights into the status
of canopy height and closure, can help forest practitioners to identify stands, which have to be prioritized for silvicultural treatments
in order to comply with certain tending objectives.
In the current study, we had the opportunity to evaluate our
predictive models using inventory data from the MFI as validation
data set. Thus, we were able to assess the reliability of the OOB
estimates gained from the RF-modeling. Fortunately, the 92 plot
measurements of the sparse NFI grid provided a reasonable characterization of the growing stock within the study area, resulting in
nearly exact same mean values as derived from the 3937 MFI plot
measurements as well as comparable standard deviations (cf.
Table 1). Thus, the necessary prerequisite for a meaningful prediction is fulfilled. Due to lower maximum value of the NFI measurements compared to the MFI, the predictive models based on the
NFI data are partially restricted looking at the top end of the
observed growing stocks. This is especially true as RF is not able
to extrapolate beyond the range of values used for training.
The relative RMSE values computed for the prediction of growing stock at the 3937 MFI plots (HEXsingle: 34.6%, MWsingle: 34.3%,
MWmulti: 33.5%) are only slightly higher than the OOB estimates
(best single circle: 32.0%, multi-circle: 29.5%). These results confirm the assumption, that using the OOB estimates gives a reasonable measure of the model performance. The results further
approved the predictive capacity of the RF models, not being overly
fitted to the training data.
Recently, Stepper et al. (2015a) published results from a study
conducted in the northern subarea of the current study area. For
RF models based on height and spectral information from aerial
images, they achieved a minimum relative RMSE of 30.9% at the
plot level (cross-validated). Using this as a reference, and looking
at the very similar results in the current study, we could demonstrate that the combination of NFI field plot data and stereo WV2
remote sensing data is feasible for modeling growing stock at the
plot level in this forest environment. However, in similarity to
the study of Stepper et al. (2015a), when looking at the scatterplots
in Fig. 6, a systematic underestimation for MFI plots with growing
stock values higher than approx. 700 m3 ha1 can be observed. We
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attribute this to (a) the poor availability of NFI plots with high
growing stocks and (b) to the known shortcoming of the nonparametric RF approach when estimating values next to the Minimum or Maximum of the data range.
Additionally to the validation at the MFI plot level, we scrutinized the wall-to-wall maps of growing stock produced at the forest stand level. As a result of aggregation to the stand level, the
RMSEs were reduced significantly compared to the plot-level estimates. This is similar to the findings reported e.g. by Gobakken
et al. (2015), Rahlf et al. (2014) and Stepper et al. (2015a). Moreover, the achieved relative RMSEs of 14.8–16.2% for the different
mapping approaches are comparable to those reported in Stepper
et al. (2015a) – they achieved a relative RMSE at the stand level
of 13.9% for a subset of the currently used stands. The issue of
underestimating high growing stocks, as discussed above for the
plot level, was not found at the stand level (scatterplots in
Fig. 7). We explain this, at least in part, with the integration effect
at the stand level, i.e. averaging the high resolution predictions to a
coarser scale.
The achieved results, especially when looking at the model validation using the MFI data as well as the forest stands, highlight the
great potential of WV2 derived height and spectral data for estimating growing stock. In addition, they further underline that
image-based height data (airborne and spaceborne) should be
taken into consideration as an alternative to ALS for these kinds
of application.
6. Conclusions
In this study, we demonstrated the potential of WorldView-2
(WV2) stereo data together with National Forest Inventory (NFI)
field plots to generate maps of the growing stock. These maps were
produced at 1 m spatial resolution using RF-regression.
Several main conclusions can be drawn from our study:
 Stereo images from high resolution satellites such as WV2 can
be used to compute detailed canopy height information. The
satellite-derived canopy heights in combination with the
available spectral data were successfully used in the estimation
of growing stock.
 The combined use of spectral and height information outperformed the sole use of either spectral or height data.
 The developed method with multiple circles was able to generate spatially detailed and accurate maps displaying the distribution of growing stock within the forest.
 The developed moving window (MW) approach for map generation proved very efficient and outperformed an approach
based on fixed hexagons.
 An aggregation of the estimated growing stocks to larger units
(e.g. from plot to stand level) further reduced the estimation
error.
Our results underline the great potential of the developed moving window method as an area-based mapping approach, especially
when angle-count field inventory plots are used for model training.
By overcoming the fixed-area reference prerequisite, it is possible
to use ACS based field measurements, such as the German NFI plots,
without approximating one specific circle. This is especially
important with regards to the standardized measurements and
the availability of these data throughout the country.
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The estimation of various forest inventory attributes from high spatial resolution airborne remote sensing
data has been widely examined and proved to be successful at the experimental level. Nevertheless, the operational use of these data in automated procedures to support forest inventories and forest management is
still limited to a small number of cases. The reasons for this are high data costs, limited availability of remote
sensing data over large areas and resistance from practitioners. In this review the main aim is to stimulate
debate about spaceborne very high resolution stereo-imagery (VHRSI) as an alternative to airborne remote
sensing data by presenting: (1) a case study on the retrieval of stand density, aboveground biomass and tree
species using a set of easy-to-calculate variables obtained from VHRSI data combined with image processing
and nonparametric classiﬁcation and modelling approaches; and (2) the results of an expert opinion survey
on the potential of VHRSI as compared with Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR), hyperspectral and airborne
digital imagery to derive a range of forest inventory attributes. In the case study, stand density was estimated
with r² = 0.71 and RMSE = 156 trees (rel./norm. RMSE = 24.9 per cent/12.4 per cent), biomass with r² = 0.64
and RMSE of 36.7 t/ha (rel./norm. RMSE = 20.0 per cent/12.8 per cent) while tree species classiﬁcations with
ﬁve species reached overall accuracies of 84.2 per cent (kappa = 0.81). These results were comparable to earlier
studies in the same test site, obtained with more expensive airborne acquisitions. Expert opinions were more
diverse for VHRSI and aerial photographs (Shannon index values of 0.94 and 0.97) than for LiDAR and hyperspectral data (Shannon index values 0.69 and 0.88). In our opinion, this reﬂects the current state-of-the-art in the
application of VHRSI for automatically retrieving forest inventory attributes. The number of studies using these
data is still limited, and the full potential of these datasets is not yet completely explored. Compared with LiDAR
and hyperspectral data, which both mostly received high scores for forest inventory products matching the sensor
systems’ strengths, VHRSI and aerial photographs received more homogeneous scores indicating their potential as
multi-purpose instruments to collect forest inventory information. In summary, considering the simpler acquisition,
reasonable price and the comparably easy data format and handling of VHRSI compared with other sensor types,
we recommend further research on the application of these data for supporting operational forest inventories.

Introduction
Over the last two decades, high spatial resolution digital remote
sensing data has become more commonly available for natural
resources inventories. Spatially highly resolved data from airborne
hyperspectral (also called ‘imaging spectroscopy’) and Light
Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) sensors were demonstrated to
hold great potential to automatically derive forest information to

support tasks related to economical (e.g. by providing structural
inventory or forest health related information) and ecological
(e.g. habitat or biodiversity mapping) management aspects of
forest ecosystems. Typical forest information that can be provided
by remote sensing data includes standing timber volume, biomass, stand height, stand density and the detection of dead or
stressed trees. Such information is relevant for local forest management decisions but also for national and international
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reporting commitments (e.g. concerning carbon balance or within
REDD+ activities). While remote sensing is not likely to replace
completely ﬁeld-inventories, it is a valuable tool to complement
ﬁeld surveys with objective and spatially continuous estimates of
various forest inventory attributes. However, in order to reach an
operational status, remote sensing methods must be accurate,
robust and transparent to practitioners; the latter point is little
discussed but important because it is they who eventually decide
whether or not to integrate remote-sensing information in their
management system.
In this context, several sensor systems have been discussed
and often widely examined in the remote-sensing community.
For example, LiDAR data with its ability to capture structural attributes along with a limited amount of spectral information (via
intensity values), has been successfully applied to estimate forest
structural attributes. These parameters include for example forest
height (Nilsson, 1996; Clark et al., 2004, Falkowski et al., 2006),
growing stock volume (Straub and Koch, 2011; McRoberts et al.,
2013) and biomass (Dubayah et al., 2010; Hudak et al., 2012;
Næsset et al., 2013; Fassnacht et al., 2014). Additionally, LiDAR
has demonstrated some potential for estimating vascular plant
species richness in forests (Lucas et al., 2010; Lopatin et al., 2016)
as well as for classifying and mapping tree species (Ørka et al.,
2009; Korpela et al., 2010; Vaughn et al., 2012). The latter has
been amongst the core applications of hyperspectral data which
allows for capturing subtle differences of spectral vegetation
properties with its high spectral resolution. Tree species classiﬁcation with hyperspectral data has been examined in a large number of case studies in urban (Alonzo et al., 2014) natural (Clark
et al., 2005) or managed forests (Fassnacht et al., 2014; Ghosh
et al., 2014) and has been reviewed by Fassnacht et al. (2016).
Further applications of hyperspectral data in forests include the
estimation of leaf-chemistry variables (Schlerf et al., 2010;
Kalacska et al., 2015), canopy water content (Clevers et al., 2010)
as well as the assessment of forest health as affected by insects
(Pontius et al., 2008; Fassnacht et al., 2014) or pathogens (Coops
et al., 2003). Finally, both LiDAR and hyperspectral data have additionally been applied to delineate single trees in forest stands
(Dalponte et al., 2014, 2015) and urban forests (Zhang and Qiu,
2012; Alonzo et al., 2014) which enables not only a subsequent
retrieval of single-tree parameters but also an indirect estimation
of stand density.
In some studies, merging the high spectral and spatial resolution of hyperspectral and LiDAR data, respectively, could further
improve the single sensor results. Examples include Alonzo et al.
(2014) and Dian et al. (2016) for tree species classiﬁcation and
studies reviewed by Man et al. (2014) for biomass estimations.
However, these improvements were reported in many cases to be
limited for both tree species classiﬁcation (Fassnacht et al., 2016)
and biomass estimation (Latiﬁ et al., 2012, 2015). In summary,
earlier studies indicated that both structural and spectral information are needed to precisely estimate common forest inventory parameters with some parameters primarily requiring
structural and others primarily requiring spectral information. This
also matches the practical experiences from ﬁeld inventories, in
which both spectral (or visual, i.e. information retrieved by visual
assessment of shape and colour of leaves and woody compartments) and structural (=stem diameter, crown radius, tree height,
number of trees/ha) attributes are typically recorded. For most
applications, information has to be provided at a comparably
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high spatial resolution to account for the spatial heterogeneity in
forest ecosystems and to match the scale on which practitioners
require inventory information. This is one reason for the relative
dominance of studies that applied airborne sensors compared
with satellite-based approaches in the ﬁeld of remote sensingassisted forest inventory research.
However, high quality airborne data are often expensive to
obtain. According to Ørka and Hauglin (2016) the price for airborne LiDAR and hyperspectral data currently ranges between
~50–220 €/km² and 100–150 €/km², respectively, though combined acquisitions might be available at lower prices. Airborne
multispectral imagery are cheaper at an approximate cost of
30–50 €/km². These digital multispectral imageries are particularly relevant as they continue a long tradition in forestry applications, e.g. manual photo interpretation of aerial photographs
and orthophotos was and still is a commonly applied procedure
to support operational forest inventories. Albeit less frequent
than LiDAR and hyperspectral studies, some recent studies have
also presented approaches for an automated analysis of airborne multispectral imagery for extracting forest parameters
such as tree species (Waser et al., 2010), growing stock volume
(Rahlf et al., 2014; Stepper et al., 2015a, b; Straub and Stepper,
2016), basal area (Stepper et al., 2016) or height changes
(Stepper et al., 2015a, b). These studies typically applied stereo
image processing and photogrammetric methods. Although
they suggested that airborne multispectral imagery is suitable
for retrieving some forest attributes, automated approaches to
retrieve forest attributes that are mainly related to spectral
properties are often hampered by the spectral variability in airborne multispectral data. This variability is mostly caused by
varying illumination conditions as well as changing sun-sensor
geometry and atmospheric conditions (see Fassnacht et al.
(2016) and discussed papers herein). These changes occur during the course of a day and are even more pronounced if an airborne survey takes several days or weeks, as it is typically the
case in operational scenarios. Similar problems have been
observed by the authors of this study for large hyperspectral
campaigns which often require extensive pre-processing to create a more-or-less homogeneous dataset. Being an active sensing system, these problems apply less for LiDAR data, which are
largely independent of sun-illumination and atmospheric properties. Finally, one common restriction of most of the recent airborne data types is that in many parts of the world they are still
not readily available.
In this study, we will review and discuss spaceborne very high
resolution (VHR) multispectral stereo-imagery (VHRSI) as a globally available alternative to airborne data for remotely assessing forest inventory attributes at high spatial resolutions. A
planned new acquisition of a stereo-dataset of the most recent
VHRSI sensor system WorldView-3, which features one of the
highest spatial resolutions and largest spatial ranges on the market, currently costs ~50 €/km² (with all 16 spectral bands). This is
at the lower end of the costs for a LiDAR acquisition and notably
cheaper than the price for a typical hyperspectral dataset.
Alternative products from sensors like WorldView-2 (eight spectral bands), Pléiades, IKONOS or Quickbird (all with four spectral
bands) are available at even lower prices. As VHRSI data are
spaceborne, problems related to varying sun-sensor geometry or
atmospheric effects might exist between datasets, but are likely
to be irrelevant within a single acquisition. Since the imagery is
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recorded in a time-span of several seconds to a few minutes neither weather nor illumination conditions are expected to notably
change. This is one of the advantages of VHR data compared
with a typical airborne campaign, that entails a notably longer
time to cover the same area and thus has to deal with changing
conditions and the corresponding effects in the data. Concerning
the detail of information on spectral and structural properties of
forests, the VHRSI is unlikely to reach the level of a combined
hyperspectral and LiDAR dataset. Yet, the optical bands of sensors such as WorldView-2 and WorldView-3 cover some of the
key spectral regions in respect to plant traits and the spatial
accuracy of photogrammetric products complies with many
demands for retrieving structural forest attributes in area-based
approaches. This has been demonstrated in earlier studies which
showed that VHR and VHRSI can reach similarly high accuracies
as LiDAR and hyperspectral data for the retrieval of several forest
inventory attributes.
For example, earlier studies demonstrated that the combination of a LiDAR-based digital terrain model (DTM) with a photogrammetric digital surface model (DSM) obtained from VHRSI
enables good estimations of forest height (RMSE = 1.5–4 m) in
many forest ecosystems including Mediterranean pine plantations (Beguet et al. 2014), boreal forests (Persson and Perko,
2016) and mangrove forests (Lagomasino et al., 2016). At stand
level, good results have also been reported for estimating timber volume (normalized RMSE (nRMSE) = 19.5–27.9 per cent)
(Straub et al., 2013; Immitzer et al., 2016; Persson, 2016) and
aboveground forest biomass (nRMSE = 11.9–18.3 per cent)
(Kattenborn et al., 2015; Maack et al., 2015) with area-based
approaches in temperate and boreal forests.
Several studies reported forest density estimations from VHR
data with mixed success. For example, Ozdemir and Karnieli
(2011) reached only moderate accuracies (r² = 0.38, RMSE
(nRMSE) = 110 trees (20.9 per cent)) for estimating the number
of trees in Aleppo pine (Pinus halepensis Mill.) plantations using
mainly texture measures from WorldView-2 data. Contrasting
results were shown in Beguet et al. (2014) who reported high
accuracies (r² of 0.96 and 0.79 and RMSE (nRMSE) values of
0.37 m (7.7 per cent) and 0.89 m (18.6 per cent) for two examined sites in southern France) for estimating tree spacing in
Mediterranean pine plantations using textural and spectral features from Pléiades and Quickbird data.
Finally, VHR data have also been applied to classify and map
tree species. Recent studies include the works of Cho et al.
(2015) who classiﬁed three dominant tree species and three
other relevant classes (bushes, bare soil and burnt patches) in
an indigenous forest in South Africa. They applied WorldView-2
data and reported high overall accuracies (OA) of 89.3 per cent.
Peerbhay et al. (2014) also reported high overall classiﬁcation
accuracies of 85.4 per cent (kappa = 0.8) for classifying six tree
species (including four eucalyptus and two pine species) from
WorldView-2 data for a test site near to the one examined in
Cho et al. (2015). Similarly, high accuracies were reported by
Immitzer et al. (2012) for 10 tree species or Waser et al. (2014)
for seven species both in temperate central European forests.
They reached on average higher accuracies for coniferous than
for broadleaved trees. Immitzer et al. (2012) as well as Pu and
Landry (2012) emphasized the importance of the four additional
WorldView-2 bands in the blue, yellow and near infrared portions of the spectrum for classifying tree species.

In addition to the above examples, VHR data has been suggested as a tool to support forest health monitoring (Waser
et al., 2014; Immitzer and Atzberger, 2014), LAI estimation
(Zhou et al., 2014; Pu and Cheng, 2015) or the mapping of areas
being felled (Chirici et al., 2011).
In summary, the potential of VHR and VHRSI data to retrieve
a range of important forest inventory attributes has been presented in earlier studies. Nevertheless, the possibility of applying
these data in operational surveys has been discussed far less
than the application of airborne LiDAR and hyperspectral data
(see, e.g. Holopainen et al., 2014 and Lim et al., 2003). This was
the motivation for this study, which aims to inform and stimulate the debate about the potential of VHR and VHRSI by combining the ﬁndings of a case study with a more general
discussion on the current opinions concerning the operational
use of VHRSI data for forest inventory tasks.
The study has three aims:
(1) Present straightforward approaches to estimate forest
inventory parameters (stand density, aboveground biomass,
tree species) from stereo WorldView-2 imagery using a
combination of ﬁeld data, image processing, photogrammetry and machine learning methods;
(2) discuss the methods and ﬁndings of our local case study
with earlier results obtained from airborne LiDAR and hyperspectral data also considering a more applied practitioner’s
perspective; and
(3) position the local ﬁndings in a wider context based on an
expert opinion survey on the suitability of the four commonly available sensor systems (LiDAR, hyperspectral, VHRSI
and digital aerial imagery) for forest inventory tasks.

Study area
The study area is located in the Hardtwald forest in the north of
the city Karlsruhe, southwestern Germany (49° 0′ 34″ N, 8° 24′
14″ E) (Figure 1). The site has a temperate climate with an average annual temperature of 10°C and an annual precipitation of
800 mm. The study site has been described in several earlier
studies (Heinzel and Koch, 2011; Fassnacht et al., 2014). The
area is located in ﬂat terrain and forests are stocked with pure
and mixed stands of predominantly Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris
L.), European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.), oaks (Quercus petraea
(Matt) Liebl., Quercus robur L.), red oak (Quercus rubra L.) and
hornbeam (Carpinus betulus L.) with a small component of
Douglas-ﬁr (Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco), European
larch (Larix decidua Mill.) and silver birch (Betula pendula Roth).
The age of the stands is varied and ranges between 30 and 150
years. Based on earlier surveys, two and three-layered stands
are common amongst the older parts of the forest exceeding
100 years.

Materials
Remote sensing datasets
The applied remote sensing datasets included two WorldView-2
scenes featuring eight multispectral (pixel size of 2 m) and one
panchromatic band (pixel size of 0.5 m) as well as a LiDAR DTM
with a pixel size of 1 m.
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Figure 1 Location of the test site in Germany (left) and WorldView-2 RGB composite view of the test site (right).

The eight multispectral bands of the WorldView-2 scenes cover
a spectral range between 400 and 1040 nm, while the panchromatic band measures total radiation between 450 and 800 nm.
The two scenes were acquired on the 8th and 23rd of June 2013.
The earlier scene contained ~10 per cent cloud-cover. The DTM
originated from LiDAR point-cloud data collected over the study
area with a Riegl LMS-Q560 laser scanner mounted on a Harrier
56 system (see Latiﬁ et al., 2012 for further details).
The two WorldView-2 scenes were used as a (repeat-pass)
stereo-pair to obtain a photogrammetric DSM. We applied the
ERDAS LPS module (Leica Geosystems, Atlanta, Georgia, USA) to
derive a photogrammetric point cloud from the two panchromatic bands of the WorldView-2 data. The point cloud was then
interpolated using TreesVis (Weinacker et al., 2004). This resulted
in a DSM with a pixel size of 1 m. To obtain a normalized DSM
(nDSM), the LiDAR terrain model was subtracted from the
WorldView-2 DSM. Prior to this, we accounted for a small height
off-set between the two datasets by ﬁrst quantifying the offset
within areas covered by asphalt and bare ground and then subtracting the offset from the LiDAR DTM.

Reference ﬁeld data
Two ﬁeld surveys were conducted in the study area in 2015 to
obtain reference data for aboveground biomass, stand density
and tree species. The two campaigns have a 2-year offset
between ﬁeld data and satellite acquisition. However, considering
the relatively stable conditions in the study site (there were no
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major storm events or harvests in the last few years), the effects
caused by this time lag were assumed to be very small and were
not taken into account.

Tree species
Tree species reference data were collected at the single-tree level.
The single trees were ﬁrst delineated from the cloud-free pansharpened WorldView-2 image. Existing forest inventory maps of
the study area were used to stratify the delineated crowns based
on tree species. Furthermore, it was ensured that the delineated
crowns are well spread over the whole study area. We tried to
mainly delineate crowns that we assumed to be relatively easy to
identify in the ﬁeld. This in turn introduces a bias to the ﬁnally
selected crowns, as there was a tendency towards larger tree
crowns overtopping the surrounding canopy. However, we also
delineated co-dominant crowns in mono-species stands in which
the identiﬁcation of the individual trees in the ﬁeld was considered
to be unnecessary. It was assumed that a veriﬁcation was sufﬁcient at the rough location of the delineated crowns to ensure
that no other species occurs in the area. A ﬁeld survey was conducted in April 2015 to conﬁrm the species of each delineated
crown. Furthermore, the location and species of additional trees
were recorded during the survey. An accurate delineation of these
trees was accomplished afterwards. The survey resulted in a total
of 348 reference trees of 10 species (Table 1).
In addition, 33 and 13 sample pixels were directly collected
from the cloud-free WorldView-2 image for shaded and bare
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Table 1 Summary of tree species reference data.
Tree species

Number of reference crowns

Red Oak (Quercus rubra)
European Larch (Larix decidua)
Oak (Quercus robur, Quercus petraea)
Scots Pine (Pinus sylvestris)
Hornbeam (Carpinus betulus)
European Beech (Fagus sylvatica)
Douglas Fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii)
Norway Maple (Acer platanoides)
Silver Birch (Betula pendula)
Linden (Tilia grandifolia, Tilia cordata)
Shadow
Bare ground

59
55
53
43
31
29
28
21
17
12
33 (point samples)
13 (point samples)

ground areas, respectively. These classes were added to account
for the commonly occurring shadowed and bare ground patches
in the forest that would otherwise be misclassiﬁed as one of the
species in the applied supervised classiﬁcation. The shadow
samples were collected within all common forest types, while a
low number of samples were considered to be sufﬁcient for an
accurate description of the bare ground signal.

Stand density
To obtain reference data for stand density, a ﬁeld survey was
conducted using the Point-Centred Quarter Method (PCQM)
described in Mitchell (2001). The PCQM is a plot-less method
based on repeated measurements along transects. The
approach is simple and fast, and has been reported to have
statistical advantages over comparable methods (Beasom and
Haucke, 1975; Mitchell, 2001).
The PCQM was conducted as follows:
(1) A list with random numbers between 1 and 100 was created
and sorted in ascending order.
(2) A transect with a length of 100 m was established in a given
forest stand using a tape measure.
(3) The surveyors started at the beginning of the transect (tape
measure) and walked until they reached the ﬁrst random
number in metres.
(4) At this ﬁrst measurement point an imaginary orthogonal line
was set on the transect resulting in four sectors (Figure 2).
(5) In each of the four sectors, the closest tree to the measurement point with a diameter at breast height (DBH) of greater than 7 cm was recorded by noting its species, DBH and
distance to the measurement point.
(6) The surveyors walked to the next random number and
repeated steps (4) and (5). Measurement points always had
to be at least 4 m apart from each other. Random numbers
that fell in-between were dropped.
Here, the PCQM method was applied to record reference data
at 80 locations within the study area in summer 2015. The locations were selected based on an earlier experimental design
(Kattenborn et al., 2015). Available inventory information for
these locations served as orientation to ensure that all major

Figure 2 Scheme of the PCQM method (following Mitchell 2001).

forest types of the study site were sampled. This explains the
irregular distributions of the sampling locations (Figure 1). Plot
locations were recorded with a standard GPS (Garmin Maps
64S). At each location two transects were sampled: one in a
north-south direction and one in an east-west direction. Based
on the recorded data we calculated the overall stand densities
(trees/ha) following the equations given in Mitchell (2001). For
the calculation of stand density, the two transects per plot were
treated as a single dataset.
Biomass
Reference data for aboveground biomass (t/ha) were obtained
from the same PCQM data used to record the reference for tree
density. Biomass estimates were derived by ﬁrst calculating biomass values for each recorded tree using species-speciﬁc allometric equations. The equations required only the DBH of the
measured trees as input parameters (Jenkins et al., 2003; Zianis
et al., 2005; Zell, 2008; Annighöfer et al., 2012). Then the biomass of an average tree was calculated for each species occurring in a PCQM sample. These values were then extrapolated to
tons per hectare values by multiplying the median tree biomass
with the species-speciﬁc tree densities of each PCQM sample as
obtained from the PCQM method. Trees that were measured
several times during the PCQM were considered only once to
derive the median tree biomass. Furthermore, from the 5140
measured trees we excluded 52 trees below and above the 1st
and 99th percentiles of biomass values, respectively. Preliminary
experiments showed that such outliers (especially very large
individuals) have a notable effect on the estimated tons per
hectare biomass values which hampers a combination of the
reference data with the remote sensing predictors. For example,
in one sample, a single oak tree with a DBH of almost 1 m had
an estimated biomass of almost 9 t, while all other trees did not
exceed 2.3 t with the majority of the trees showing biomass
estimates of less than 500 kg. In such cases, an individual tree
can have a notable effect on the extrapolated biomass estimates per ha which can lead to values that do not represent
the situation in the stand.
Sample-based biomass estimates generally suffer from these
problems and further uncertainty is added by the allometric
equations, which also build on empirical relationships that can
notably vary with location. Hence, the biomass reference dataset is likely to contain an unknown degree of uncertainty. This
uncertainty could be reduced by developing site-speciﬁc biomass equations through destructive sampling and by replacing
the sample-based survey with a full survey during which each
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tree of a sample plot is measured. However, both suggestions
would lead to a notably increased workload that could not be
matched with the resources available in this study. A statistical
summary of the two reference sets obtained during the PCQM
survey is given in Table 2.

Methods
The WorldView-2 scenes were processed in three processing chains to
derive three forest inventory parameters as summarized in Figure 3 and
discussed in detail below.
Table 2 Statistical summary of biomass and tree density values of the
PCQM survey.

Biomass (t/ha)
Biomass (t/ha) (two outliers removed)
Stand density (Trees/ha)

Min.

Max.

Mean

Median

33.5
50.1
143

346.4
336.4
1397

180.1
183.9
626

190.9
198.1
586

Figure 3 Overview of the methodical work-ﬂow.
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Tree species classiﬁcation
For the tree species classiﬁcation, we applied a work-ﬂow described in
detail in earlier studies (Fassnacht et al., 2014, 2015). In summary, we
applied a support vector machines (SVM) classiﬁcation with a radial basis
function (RBF) kernel. The SVM was optimized for sigma and cost via a
grid search. Classiﬁcation accuracies were obtained via a ﬁvefold crossvalidation and an additional iterative procedure based on bootstrap
resamples of 100 splits of the reference data into training and validation
datasets. The latter approach helps to capture the variability in classiﬁcation accuracy as a function of the composition of training and validation
sets. This variability has been shown to be quite high in the case of limited sample sizes (Fassnacht et al., 2016). The pixel-wise classiﬁcation
maps were obtained from a separate classiﬁcation that applied all reference data in the training stage to exploit all available information.
The input variables to the SVM classiﬁcation included the eight
WorldView-2 spectral bands as well as eleven textural metrics obtained
from the panchromatic channel via the standard grey-level co-occurrence matrix procedure available in ENVI 4.8 (ITT Visual Information
Solutions, 2009). We applied a window size of 9 (= 5.5 m) which conforms roughly the average crown diameter in the study area. The eleven
texture measures were subsequently resampled to a pixel size of 2 m
and were stacked with the spectral bands.

Estimating stand density, biomass and tree species from very high resolution stereo-imagery

The reference crown-polygons and the additional sample points for
shadow and bare ground pixels were overlapped with the image stack
consisting of spectral and textural bands, and mean values of each
band were extracted for all pixels intersecting with the crown polygons.
These data served as input to the subsequent classiﬁcation.
Classiﬁcation maps were obtained by applying the trained SVM algorithm pixel-wise to the WorldView-2 image stack containing the spectral
and textural bands.
In total three classiﬁcations were tested. Classiﬁcation A applied reference crowns from all available species; Classiﬁcation B used only ﬁve
mostly stand dominating species that had also been examined in earlier
studies using hyperspectral data (Ghosh et al., 2014; Fassnacht et al.,
2014); and Classiﬁcation C considered two broad groups of broadleaved
and coniferous trees (see Methods for stand density). In all scenarios
bare ground and shadow were considered as additional classes, as previously described.

Stand density estimation
To estimate the number of trees per ha, we derived two types of variables from the WorldView-2 imagery. Both variables were extracted at
the areas where the PCQM was conducted. The PCQM areas were
deﬁned with a buffer around the two perpendicular transects. The radius
of the buffer was ﬁrst deﬁned as 7.85 m (the 90th percentile of all tree
distances measured during the PCQM) but an additional 3 m was added
later resulting in a radius of 10.85 m. The additional 3 m increment was
added to account for GPS inaccuracies which are commonly observed in
forests (Tomaštík et al., 2016).
The ﬁrst examined variable type was the number of local maxima
obtained from ﬁlters with a window size of 7 by 7, 9 by 9 and 11 by 11
pixels that were applied to the panchromatic bands of the cloud-free
WorldView-2 scene (the predictor obtained with a window size of 9 by 9
pixels was used in the ﬁnal model) (Figure 4a). The window sizes were
selected to approximately match the average size of a single tree crown.
Each maximum was assumed to represent a tree top that leads to a
local maximum reﬂectance due to its exposed position. Similar
approaches had been presented in earlier studies (Patias and Stournara,
2016).
The second examined variable type was obtained from a simple classiﬁcation with the four classes of broadleaved trees, coniferous trees,
shadow and soil (Figure 4b). Here, we followed the procedure described
for the tree species classiﬁcation but used an independent reference
dataset containing 35, 37, 32 and 39 samples for the classes broadleaved, coniferous, shadow and bare ground, respectively. These reference samples were directly generated by visual interpretation using a
false-colour-composite view of the cloud-free WorldView-2 scene. We are
conﬁdent that these simple classes could be reliably collected via image
interpretation and additionally considering available forest inventory
maps. The corresponding classiﬁcation accuracies are reported in the
Results section (classiﬁcation C of the tree species classiﬁcations). From
the obtained classiﬁcation map, we calculated the fractions of each of
the four classes within each PCQM area. We assumed that the fractions
of shadow and bare ground might be associated with the density of the
stand and hence would be suitable predictors to estimate the number of
trees per ha. Furthermore, we assumed that the information on forest
types could also be relevant in the biomass models (see below).
We applied the Random Forest (RF) regression algorithm for modelling, which is a well-known machine learning method for which detailed
information can be found in earlier literature (Breiman, 2001; Hastie
et al., 2009). The algorithm was parametrized with number of variables
randomly sampled at each split (mtry) = 2 and number of trees per forest (ntree) = 500. The explained variances based on out of bag model
validation are reported along with Pearson’s r² and RMSE values calculated between RF predictions and reference values. Since our sample

Figure 4 The three predictor variable types applied for model building:
(a) the number of local maxima obtained from the panchromatic band
of the WorldView-2 imagery; (b) fractions of deciduous, coniferous, shadow and bare ground pixels; and (c) height variables extracted from the
photogrammetric nDSM.

size was limited, we did not conduct a fully independent validation but
relied on the bootstrap-based out-of-bag validation as an adequate validation method which has been used in earlier publications (Breiman,
2001; Immitzer et al., 2016).
To check for the robustness of this approach, we additionally
repeated the whole procedure for the clouded WorldView-2 imagery but
excluded the PCQM areas that were affected by clouds. To obtain fractions of broadleaved, coniferous, shadow and bare ground, we applied
the same number of samples collected from approximately the same
locations as for the cloud-free WorldView-2 imagery. However, the locations had to be slightly adapted, as for example shadows did not occur
at exactly the same locations in the two images. Moreover, a few points
that would have been affected by clouds were also shifted. The best
model for the clouded scene was found by combining the fractions of
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broadleaved, coniferous, shadow and bare ground with the ‘Local
Maxima’ variable obtained with the 11 by 11 pixels window.

Biomass estimation
RF was also applied to model forest biomass, with identical parameters
to those that were used to estimate stand density. The predictor variables included mean, median, and standard deviation of height values
of all pixels within the PCQM areas as extracted from the WorldView-2derived nDSM (Figure 4c). In addition, the fractions of broadleaved, coniferous, shadow and bare ground as well as the number of local maxima
as described in the stand density model were used as predictors. The
model validation also followed that of the stand density models.
Before estimating biomass, we excluded 12 of the 80 ﬁeld PCQM
samples, since 10 of them were affected by cloud-cover (and hence no
reliable height could be extracted for these areas) and two points were
excluded as outliers after preliminary examination (results including the
outliers are presented in Supplementary material 5).
Prediction maps were obtained by ﬁrst creating a regular grid of polygons with the area of a single grid cell matching the area of a PCQM
sample. Then all predictor variables were derived for these grid cells and
the RF models for biomass and stand density were applied to the grid.

remote sensing experts working at the interface between forestry and
remote sensing to participate in an expert opinion survey. The invited
experts were a mix of senior scientists with outstanding reputation in the
ﬁeld of forest remote sensing and a number of additional experts who
recently published VHRSI related works in peer-reviewed international
journals. Of the 35 contacted experts 22 replied to our emails. The participants were asked to ﬁll a table in which the potential of four sensor types
(airborne LiDAR, airborne hyperspectral, VHRSI and airborne digital
imagery) to estimate a range of forest parameters (Supplementary Data
1) should be rated on an ordinal scale with four classes (Table 3). The
experts were asked to complete the table, assuming (semi-) automated
methods and an operational use of the corresponding remote-sensing
sensor types to estimate the deﬁned forest parameters.
Furthermore, the experts were asked to focus their feedback to one
of the three most commonly occurring global forest biomes (boreal,
temperate and tropical forests). From the 22 replies we received, four
experts were commenting on tropical forests while for boreal and temperate forests we received 5 and 13 replies. The results of the survey are
reported in histograms, showing the frequency of the four classes for
each sensor type and forest parameter. In addition, we report mean
values for each sensor type, forest parameter and biome. Finally, we calculated the Shannon Index of Entropy to quantify the diversity in the
opinions of the experts. The Shannon Index is deﬁned as follows:
s

HS =

Expert opinion survey
To put the results of the case study into a wider perspective and to
understand how the remote sensing community perceives the potential
of VHRSI data for forestry applications, we invited 35 international
Table 3 Ordinal classes of the expert opinion survey.
Class Ordinal
class

Deﬁnition

1

Poor

2

Limited

3

Good

4

Excellent

Hardly any potential, might work in a few exceptional
situations
Works but does not reach the accuracy demanded by
practitioners, yet could serve as a supplementary
information (e.g. for separating broad forest type
classes instead of species)
Works good and over many forest types, reaches
accuracy demands in most cases, might not work
in a few exceptional situations
Works very good and over all forest types, matches
accuracy demands, with marginal problems in very
few cases

∑ pi * ln ( pi )
i =1

where in the given case, s is the total number of ordinal classes and pi is
the proportion of votes belonging to the i th ordinal class. The higher the
index the more diverse are the expert opinions on a given combination
of sensor type and forest parameter.

Results
Tree species classiﬁcation
Table 4 summarizes the performances of Classiﬁcations A to C.
In general, better mean classiﬁcation accuracies were observed
for the ﬁvefold CV, compared with those obtained by the iterative bootstrap resampling. However, all results achieved by the
ﬁvefold CV were in the range of observed bootstrap results.
Classiﬁcation A, involving 10 species, reached moderate OA
of greater than 70 per cent, whereas the reduction to ﬁve tree
species (Classiﬁcation B) reached results of greater than 80 per
cent. The broadleaved and coniferous species groups were even
classiﬁed with perfect accuracies, reaching 100 per cent for the
ﬁvefold cross-validation.

Table 4 Summary of tree species classiﬁcation results.
Classiﬁcation accuracy measure

A (10 species)

B (ﬁve species)

C (broadleaved/coniferous)1

Overall acc. (ﬁvefold CV)
Mean overall acc. (iterative bootstrap)
St. dev. (iterative bootstrap)
Mean kappa (iterative bootstrap)
St. dev. kappa (iterative bootstrap)
Min./max. user’s acc.
Min./max. producer’s acc.

79.7%
73.8%
8.1%
0.71
0.08
0.0%/100%
0.0%/100%

85.7%
84.2%
3.8%
0.81
0.05
25.0%/100%
18.2%/75.8%

100% (100%)
99.8% (98.4%)
0.6% (1.7%)
0.99 (0.98)
0.01 (0.02)
85.7%/100% (81.8%/100%)
87.5%/100% (81.8%/100%)

1

Results of clouded scene are given in brackets.
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Moreover, the distributions of user’s accuracy (UA) and producer’s accuracy (PA) values obtained in the bootstrap validation showed low classiﬁcation accuracies for some classes in
Classiﬁcation A (Supplementary Data 2). In particular, Linden
and Hornbeam reached only low mean accuracies of less than
50 per cent.
In Classiﬁcation B, involving ﬁve dominant species, all species
reached mean UA and PA values of over 60 per cent in the bootstrap validation, with most species showing mean UA and PA
values of higher or close to 80 per cent (Figure 5).
The classiﬁcation map from Classiﬁcation A showed a rather
heterogeneous pattern with frequent misclassiﬁcations that even
occurred in homogeneous stands (results not shown here). For
Classiﬁcation B (Figure 7 and Supplementary Data 3), the maps
generally agreed well with known species occurrences within
pure stands. In mixed stands however, a certain over-estimation
of Oak was observed, as ﬁeld observations revealed that most
mixed old-growth stands are stocked with Beech rather than with
Oak. These misclassiﬁcations are also reﬂected in the confusion
matrix (Table 5) where highest confusion occurs between the
three broadleaved species (Oak, Beech and Red Oak).

Stand density estimation
The model to estimate stand density reached good accuracies
of r² = 0.71 (Pearson’s r2 between observed and predicted

values) and RMSE = 156 trees/ha. Figure 6 indicates only a slight
model bias to underestimate high stand densities.
These model results were robust across the two examined
scenes, since the model for the cloud-affected WorldView-2
scene reached comparable results to that of the cloud-free
scene (r² = 0.69, RMSE = 146 trees/ha). The good model ﬁts
were also reﬂected in the ﬁnal prediction map (Figure 7). In the
displayed subset of the stand density map (Figure 7d), high
densities of trees are predicted for comparably young and dense
stands in which individual crowns are hardly identiﬁable in the
panchromatic view (Figure 7a). In contrast, notably lower number of trees per ha were predicted in areas where large individual crowns were clearly visible in the panchromatic view.
The predictors that notably contributed to the results were
the ‘Fraction of Shadow’ and ‘Fraction of Bare Ground’, both
showing negative correlations with tree density and the ‘Local
Maxima with a Window Size of 9’ showing positive correlations
with stand density (Table 6).

Biomass estimation
The biomass estimations reached reasonable accuracies of r² =
0.64 (Pearson’s r2 between observed and predicted values) and
RMSE = 36 t/ha (Figure 8). Similar to the stand density model,
the biomass model showed a slight bias indicating that the
model has slightly overestimated small biomass and underestimated high biomass values.

Figure 5 Distributions of user’s accuracy and producer’s accuracy values for all considered classes as well as overall accuracy (OA) and kappa for
Classiﬁcation B.
Table 5 Aggregated confusion matrix for Classiﬁcation B as obtained from the 100 classiﬁcations.
Dgl. Fir

Oak

Pine

Beech

RedOak

Shadow

Soil

User. Acc.

Dgl. Fir
Oak
Pine
Beech
RedOak
Shadow
Soil

834
53
43
111
0
0
0

98
1482
28
184
144
11
0

67
37
1464
0
0
0
0

136
187
1
639
80
0
0

1
182
0
70
1966
3
0

0
0
1
2
0
1185
0

0
4
0
0
0
57
412

73.4%
76.2%
95.3%
63.5%
89.8%
94.3%
100.0%

Prod. Acc.

80.1%

76.1%

93.3%

61.2%

88.5%

99.7%

87.1%

OA: 84.2%

Class.

Ref.
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hyperspectral potential for assessing leaf chemistry which
received high scores for tropical forests (3.5) and lower scores for
boreal forests (2.5) as well as VHRSI’s and Aerial Photographs’
potential for ‘Forest Height’ which received high scores for temperate forests (2.9 and 3.4) and low for tropical forests (1.8 and 2.2).
The diversity of the expert opinion’s varied with sensor type
and forest parameter. Considering all parameters, LiDAR showed
clearly lowest diversity (0.69) followed by hyperspectral (0.88),
VHRSI (0.94) and aerial photographs (0.97). These patterns are
also reﬂected in the histograms displayed in Figure 9. Highest diversities were observed for ‘Canopy Cover’ from hyperspectral data,
‘Stand Density’ from aerial photographs and VHRSI, ‘Wood Volume’
from aerial photographs and VHRSI as well as ‘Stand Height’ from
VHRSI and ‘Leaf Chemistry’ from hyperspectral data (Table 9).

Discussion

Figure 6 Scatterplot between predicted and observed stand density.
Solid line indicates the one-to-one line; dashed line indicates the linear
model between values predicted by the Random Forest model and reference values.

The predicted biomass patterns (Figure 7b) generally agreed
with ﬁeld knowledge and earlier LiDAR-based studies conducted
in the study area (Fassnacht et al., 2014). The highest biomass
values were observed for intermediate density, mixed and high
old-growth stands. Predictors with highest correlations to biomass included ‘Fraction of Shadow’, ‘Fraction of Broadleaved
Trees’, ‘Fraction of Coniferous Trees’ and ‘Median and Mean
Height’ with only ‘Fraction of Broadleaved Trees’ showing a
negative correlation with biomass (Table 7).

Expert opinion survey
Experts assigned the overall highest average scores (considering
all forest variables and all biomes) to LiDAR data (average of
2.8), followed by aerial photographs (2.3), VHRSI (2.2) and
hyperspectral data (2.0). Concerning the individual forest attributes, experts judged that LiDAR data has the highest overall
potential for the estimation of ‘Stand Height’ followed by
‘Canopy Cover’ and ‘Wood Volume’. LiDAR received low scores
(1.0–1.7) for ‘Leaf chemistry’, ‘Forest Health’ and ‘Species’.
Hyperspectral data received high scores for retrieving information on forest health (3.1), species (3.0) and leaf chemistry (3.1),
whereas the potential for all other parameters was only limited
or poor (1.2–2.4). VHRSI and digital aerial images both received
comparable scoring patterns with intermediate potential
(2.2–3.2) for many forest parameters and with only three variables (‘Leaf Chemistry’, ‘Multi-layer Detection’ and ‘Understorey
Detection’) scoring below 2.0 (Table 8).
The scoring ﬂuctuations between biomes were low with the
majority of the cases showing scoring differences of less than 0.5
(22 cases) or between 0.6 and 0.9 (15 cases). Exceptions include
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In this study, we reported satisfactory results for estimating three
essential forest inventory parameters, including stand density
(trees/ha), aboveground forest biomass (t/ha) and tree species by
means of VHRSI. The main discussion point to arise from this is
the potential ability to operationalize this approach and compare
it to the published results from airborne remote sensing systems.

Tree species classiﬁcation
The tree species classiﬁcation including spectral and textural information revealed good results. The obtained accuracies for the
classiﬁcation of 10 tree species are in line with similar studies in
Central Europe. The OA of nearly 80 per cent is only slightly lower
than those achieved by Waser et al. (2014) for seven tree species
(OA = 83 per cent) or by Immitzer et al. (2012) for 10 tree species
(OA = 82 per cent). Only studies with a small number of tree
species reached higher values such as Cho et al. (2015) for three
species or Peerbhay et al. (2014) for six tree species (OA = 89 and
85 per cent, respectively). Also in this study a reduction to the ﬁve
main tree species caused an increase of the obtained OA to ~85
per cent, which is similar to earlier studies in the same test site
using hyperspectral data. Ghosh et al., 2014 and Fassnacht et al.,
2014 obtained OAs of 86 and 96 per cent, respectively for the
same tree species in the same forest.
The analyzed tree species showed large differences in the class
speciﬁc accuracy values. In the model analyzing 10 species Scots
pine, European larch, Douglas-ﬁr and silver birch revealed very
good results, Norway maple (Acer platanoides L.) and oak acceptable accuracies. The lowest UA and PA were found for linden (Tilia
cordata Mill., Tilia grandifolia Ehrh. ex W.D.J. Koch), hornbeam and
European beech. Immitzer et al. (2012) achieved also only low
accuracy values for hornbeam but very good results for European
beech, which was the dominant tree species at their test site (linden was not analyzed). We observed a general tendency that
class speciﬁc accuracies (UA and PA) increased for species with
more samples. Hence, to harness the high potential of VHR data
for tree species classiﬁcation an adequate number of reference
samples with high quality is indispensable.
Further improvements of the classiﬁcation models could be
obtained by integrating texture measures that are explicitly
designed to differentiate between certain tree species. Such measures have been proposed for airborne digital imagery (Zhang and

Estimating stand density, biomass and tree species from very high resolution stereo-imagery

Figure 7 Overview of all results obtained from the stereo WorldView-2 data for a subset of the study area including a RGB-composite of the pan-sharpened
WorldView-2 data as reference (a), the tree species classiﬁcation map (b), the tree density map (c) and a map depicting the biomass distribution (d).

Table 6 Spearman rank correlation coefﬁcient between predictor variables and ﬁeld-estimated tree density. Predictors not used in the ﬁnal model
are shown in grey.
Predictor

Spearman rank correlation with tree
density – cloud-free WorldView-2 scene

Spearman rank correlation with tree density
– cloud-affected WorldView-2 scene

Fraction of broadleaved trees
Fraction of coniferous trees
Fraction of shadow
Fraction of soil
Local maxima (window size = 7)
Local maxima (window size = 9)
Local maxima (window size = 11)

−0.03
0.11
−0.70
−0.56
0.67
0.80
0.76

−0.12
0.17
−0.61
−0.75
0.74
0.80
0.80

Hu, 2012) and could be adapted to VHR data. However, the current
limitation to 0.3 m pixel size (WorldView-3) might cause some
restrictions for such measures in stands with small tree crowns. In
terms of operationalization, currently reachable qualities to

automatically retrieve tree crown segments from VHR data might
also not yet sufﬁce to make such texture measures a viable option.
Concerning this, our classiﬁcation maps might currently be suboptimal as we trained the classiﬁer with mean spectral values of
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crown objects but predicted to pixels which are likely to be more
heterogeneous as, for example, tree crowns often have a shaded
and a sunlit part. This probably created some noise that could be
reduced with a high-quality segmentation which we did not pursue
in this study but would be the next step in further research.

Stand density
Stand density was successfully predicted by using two WorldView2- derived variables including the number of local maxima and the
fractions of coniferous, broadleaved, bare ground and shadow pixels. It can be assumed that in particular the local maxima
approach is a comparably robust way to estimate stand density
from VHR data; due to the very high spatial resolution of the

Figure 8 Scatterplot of predicted and observed biomass values. Solid
line indicates the one-to-one line; dashed line indicates the linear model
between values predicted by the Random Forest model and reference
values.

WorldView-2 data, larger tree crowns become clearly visible in the
image. The tree tops typically receive a higher amount of direct
sunlight, which results in increased reﬂectance values and a detectable local maxima in contrast to the surrounding areas. However,
this approach faces some limitations in the presence of overlapping
or shaded tree crowns. A visual comparison of the derived local
maxima with the visible tree crowns in the WorldView-2 data
revealed that the rate of detection success was higher for larger
and clearly identiﬁable crowns, while smaller and overlapping
crowns were often missed. Accordingly, the approach appeared
slightly more successful in coniferous than in broadleaved stands.
Nevertheless, the number of derived maxima correlated well to the
number of ﬁeld measured trees. The local maxima approach has
been suggested in various earlier studies, which also reported its
general suitability to detect larger tree crowns (Gomes and
Maillard, 2016; Patias and Stournara, 2016) and hence could additionally serve as a starting point for single tree delineations. In our
case, the additional information on fractions of broadleaved, coniferous, shadow and bare ground pixels also contributed to the
good model performance. In particular, the fractions of bare
ground and shadow were found to be important predictors for tree
density. The observed correlations matched well with the expectations, that is, higher stand density were observed for samples with
lower fractions of bare ground and shadow.
An earlier LiDAR-based study in the same test site (Latiﬁ
et al., 2012) reached relative RMSE rates of ~65 per cent when
estimating stem density. This conﬁrms that the potential of the
WorldView-2 data to estimate tree density is good, although
the reference datasets differed between the two studies and
the LiDAR study was not optimized for tree detection but followed a rather general area-based approach.
Due to the simplicity of the presented approach and as also
indicated by the very comparable results of the two WorldView-2
scenes, we expect the estimation of stand density to be quite
robust. It might be possible to get reasonable spatial estimates of
stand density even without calibrating the remote sensing data
with explicit ﬁeld data. Further research might head into this direction by for example just setting upper and lower limits of stand
densities for a speciﬁc region (as often available from general forest inventories) and then creating a knowledge-based model
based on the predictor variables of this study (fraction of bare
ground, shadow, broadleaved and coniferous + the number of
local maxima). Such a knowledge-based model could integrate

Table 7 Spearman rank correlation between predictor variables and biomass.
Predictor

Spearman rank correlation with ﬁeldestimated biomass – cloud-free scene

Spearman rank correlation with ﬁeldestimated biomass – clouded scene

Fraction of broadleaved trees
Fraction of coniferous trees
Fraction of shadow
Fraction of bare Ground
Local maxima (window size = 9)
Median height
Mean height
Standard deviation height

−0.45
0.45
0.46
−0.13
−0.17
0.371
0.371
0.191

−0.46
0.43
0.48
−0.09
−0.14

1

Both scenes required to obtain the variable.
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Table 8 Mean expert opinion score for LiDAR, hyperspectral (HS), very high resolution stereo-imagery (VHRSI) and stereo aerial photographs (Aerial
Ph.) to operationally derive selected forest inventory variables.
Species Leaf
chem.

Forest
health

Single tree
Del.

Height Canopy
cover

Multi-Layer
det.

Stand
density

Understorey Wood
volume

Mean
(all var.)

Biome

LiDAR
HS
VHRSI
Aerial Ph.

1.7
3.0
2.5
2.4

1.0
3.0
1.7
1.4

1.4
3.1
2.4
2.4

3.2
1.8
2.4
2.9

4.0
1.2
2.7
3.0

3.7
2.4
3.0
3.2

3.4
1.2
1.2
1.5

3.1
1.5
2.2
2.5

2.8
1.2
1.3
1.4

3.5
1.8
2.6
2.6

2.8
2.0
2.2
2.3

All

LiDAR
HS
VHRSI
Aerial Ph.

1.8
2.8
2.4
2.8

1.0
2.5
1.2
1.2

2.0
3.0
2.5
2.8

3.4
1.8
2.6
3.0

4.0
1.5
2.8
3.4

4.0
2.0
2.8
3.0

3.4
1.0
1.0
1.6

3.4
1.2
2.0
2.4

2.6
1.0
1.0
1.0

3.8
1.8
2.8
3.0

2.9
1.9
2.1
2.4

Boreal

LiDAR
HS
VHRSI
Aerial Ph.

1.7
3.1
2.5
2.4

1.0
2.9
1.8
1.4

1.2
3.1
2.3
2.3

3.1
1.8
2.3
2.8

3.9
1.2
2.9
3.1

3.7
2.5
2.9
3.2

3.2
1.2
1.1
1.3

2.8
1.4
2.2
2.4

2.8
1.2
1.2
1.4

3.4
1.8
2.8
2.5

2.7
2.0
2.2
2.3

Temperate

LiDAR
HS
VHRSI
Aerial Ph.

1.5
3.2
2.5
2.0

1.0
3.5
2.0
1.3

1.7
3.7
2.7
2.0

3.2
2.0
2.2
3.0

4.0
1.0
1.8
2.2

3.2
2.8
3.2
3.5

3.8
1.5
1.8
2.0

3.5
2.0
2.5
3.0

2.8
1.5
2.0
1.8

3.8
1.5
2.0
2.2

2.8
2.3
2.3
2.3

Tropical

Bold numbers indicate highest scoring sensor type.

assumed relationships such as ‘larger trees cast larger shadows,
larger trees need more space, hence the density is lower’ or ‘young
broadleaved stands build dense canopies and are less likely to
show high fractions of bare ground, hence low fractions of bare
ground indicate high stand densities in broadleaved forests’.

Biomass
With a RMSE of 36.7 t/ha the biomass estimates showed reasonable performance. Moreover, the performance was consistent with the results of an earlier LiDAR-based study across the
study site (RMSE = 37.32 t/ha with a RF model in Latiﬁ et al.,
2010), which shows the suitability of the applied VHRSI as a
cost-effective surrogate to airborne LiDAR data for local areabased biomass estimates.
The selected predictor variables suggested that information on
broadleaved/coniferous fractions were of highest relevance for biomass estimation, and were even more important than the information provided by the height. Species information has been frequently
stated to be advantageous for biomass estimations due to the differences in species-dependent wood densities (see, e.g. Fassnacht
et al., 2014 and the reviewed references therein). However, in this
study, the importance of species information can also be explained
by the fact that many low biomass stands are comparably young,
pure broadleaved stands, while highest biomass stands are often
mixed stands with old-growth pine trees and an often two-layered
structure. The latter point also explains the strong positive correlation
of the fraction of shadow with ﬁeld-estimated biomass values as
especially these two-layered old growth pine stands showed notable
fractions of shadow casted by the large pine trees. The importance

of shadows for estimating biomass from VHR data has also been
reported in earlier studies (Leboeuf et al., 2007). One reason for the
comparably low correlations of the height variables with biomass
was the inﬂuence of a set of sample points with high height values
but low biomass reference values (Supplementary Data 4). All of
these samples were located in young and dense Red Oak stands.
We hypothesize that within these stands two factors contributed to
the observed patterns: (1) the VHRSI canopy height model might be
less accurate in these stands as the applied photogrammetric
matching relies on texture features that are detectable in both
scenes; in very dense young broadleaved stands such features are
sparse; (2) the high levels of competition in young and dense broadleaved stands often results in a small form factor of the individual
trees and hence comparably high stand heights but low DBH and
hence low biomass values. While most of these samples in young
Red Oak stands could still be estimated with reasonable accuracies
by integrating the predictor variables of broadleaved/coniferous fractions, the most extreme sample (very low ﬁeld-estimated biomass
value with high stand height) was excluded as one of the two outliers in the biomass model. The second outlier related to the problem
of extrapolated ﬁeld estimates being affected by large individual
trees in otherwise young stands which has already been addressed
in the methods section. Here, we tried to solve this problem by eliminating the 1 per cent trees with overall highest and lowest biomass
values from the dataset. This step notably improved the correlation
between the remote sensing signal and the ﬁeld-based biomass
estimates in our study. However, it is clearly not an optimal
approach as also mirrored in the second outlier sample where the
extrapolation problem still persisted after the outlier removal.
Whenever possible, sample-based estimates should be avoided to
train remote sensing models.
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Figure 9 Summarized results of the expert opinion survey. The dashed black, grey and black stripes indicate mean values of temperate, boreal and
tropical forests, respectively. Numbers below the histograms indicate the presumed potential with 1 = poor potential, 2 = limited potential, 3 =
good potential and 4 = excellent potential.
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Table 9 Shannon diversity of expert opinions on the suitability of LiDAR, hyperspectral (HS), very high resolution stereo-imagery (VHRSI) and stereo
aerial photographs (Aerial Ph.) to operationally derive selected forest inventory variables.

LiDAR
HS
VHRSI
Aerial Ph.

Species Leaf
chem.

Forest
health

Single tree
del.

Height Canopy
cover

Multi-Layer
det.

Stand
density

Understorey Wood
volume

Mean
(all var.)

0.63
1.09
1.00
1.08

0.82
0.86
0.86
0.97

0.86
0.98
0.96
0.94

0.18
0.49
1.15
0.98

0.93
0.55
0.47
0.90

0.88
0.88
1.17
1.28

1.04
0.49
0.71
0.76

0.69
0.88
0.94
0.97

0.00
1.14
1.04
0.65

0.71
1.33
0.86
0.86

0.82
1.00
1.14
1.26

Bold numbers indicate highest Shannon diversity value for a given forest inventory variable.

One major constraint of the presented study are the explicit
characteristics of the test site which limit its representativeness for
temperate European forest stands. One of these characteristics is
topography: whereas the Central European mixed stands are mostly
characterized by mountainous or hilly terrain, the study site is associated with a very low topographic gradient in which the geometric
terrain effects on the quality of passive spectral imagery can be
considered as minimal. A further phenomenal issue concerns the
forest types: the study site comprises an untypically high number of
tree species in mixture compared with common forest stands in
the region. Besides the stands with only a single tree species (Pine,
Beech or Oak), various mixtures occur in the site, ranging from separate groups of broadleaves or coniferous trees to mixed stands of
both species groups. This highlights one of the crucial advantages
of the applied methodology, namely the potential of the applied
WorldView-2 imagery for detailed tree type mapping. Coupled with
the subsequent biomass models, it forms a practically efﬁcient processing chain in which species-speciﬁc biomass can be retrieved by
the use of only one remotely sensed data source. This is a complement to the existing area-based LiDAR methods (Latiﬁ et al., 2015),
which generally lack a built-in species classiﬁcation, and should
therefore only rely on either sample-based forest inventory data or
species information provided by additional spectral data.
In addition, one may note that an approach solely based on
VHRSI for retrieving structural attributes is dependent on an
already existing LiDAR-based DTM to normalize the heights and
produce a nDSM, which in turn constrains a practical application.
Finally, the results in this study were produced with a repeatpass stereo imagery, in which a longer time lag exists between
the acquired panchromatic and multispectral images compared
with single-pass data. Due to reduced decorrelation issues
when using single pass data, the results might be improved if
single pass imagery would be used.

Expert opinions on practical application
To give insight in the current opinions of the remote sensing community about the potential for practical application of airborne
LiDAR, hyperspectral and multispectral data as well as VHRSI
data to automatically retrieve forest variables we conducted a
brief expert opinion survey. We received notably more opinions
(13 replies) on temperate forests than for boreal and tropical forests (4 and 5 replies, respectively). This result is a consequence of
the often strong focus of the VHR and airborne remote sensing
community on temperate forest ecosystems which relates to the
location of many research groups in this ﬁeld.

The results of the survey showed that especially for LiDAR
data, the expert opinions agreed well amongst each other as
indicated by a low mean Shannon Index (SI) value (0.69).
Highest diversity values and hence most strongly varying opinions were observed for ‘Multi-Layer Detection’ and
‘Understorey Detection’. These parameters have been investigated in earlier studies (Hill and Broughton, 2009; Latiﬁ et al.,
2017) but as they are mostly relevant for ecological questions
they are still less well investigated than economically relevant
forest inventory attributes such as growing stock or biomass.
The homogeneous tendencies observed in the opinions on the
potential of LiDAR data might be related to the nature of the
sensor system (very well suited for structure and hardly suited
for optical traits) but partly also to the huge amount of literature that has been published on LiDAR applications in forests.
Concerning the potential of LiDAR, experts judged that LiDAR
data has only poor or limited potential (mean scores between 1.0
and 1.7) to obtain parameters that are predominantly related to
spectral information including ‘Leaf chemicals’, ‘Forest health’,
and ‘Species’. On the other hand, all variables predominantly
related to structure received high scoring rates (2.8–4.0).
The opinions on the potential of hyperspectral data were more
diverse as indicated by a mean SI of 0.88. Opinions were especially diverse for ‘Canopy Cover’ (SI = 1.33), ‘Leaf Chemistry’ (SI =
1.14) and ‘Species’ (SI = 1.09). It is interesting to see that the
experts’ opinion on the potential of hyperspectral data are quite
diverse even concerning its assumed prime disciplines ‘Species’
and ‘Leaf Chemistry’ which both also received several votes for
the ‘limited’ category. However, at least for ‘Leaf Chemistry’ this
also reﬂects an ongoing discussion in the remote sensing community about the direct estimation of for example nitrogen from
hyperspectral data, which has been the subject to much debate
(Knyazikhin et al., 2013). Another reason for this rather critical
view was revealed in the comments of one of the returned forms
which pointed out that limited data availability is hampering any
operational use of hyperspectral data. Furthermore, the application of hyperspectral data to retrieve some of the listed variables
such as ‘Canopy Cover’, ‘Understory Detection’ or ‘Stand Density’
has also been rarely investigated.
Opinions on the potential of VHRSI are even more diverse
than for the hyperspectral data (mean SI = 0.94). Most diverse
scores were observed for ‘Stand Density’ (SI = 1.17), ‘Stand
Height’ (SI = 1.15) and ‘Wood Volume/Biomass’ (SI = 1.14). In
our opinion, this reﬂects the current state of knowledge quite
well. The number of studies applying VHRSI data is still comparably low and hence the experts are less familiar with these data.
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Therefore, clear opinions on the real potential of these data have
not yet been formed in the remote sensing community.
Nevertheless, it is interesting to see that only three forest attributes including ‘Multi-layer Detection’, ‘Understory Detection’
and ‘Leaf Chemistry’ received mean scores of less than two. All
other forest attributes received at least one vote for ‘good’ (score
of 3) or ‘excellent’ (score of 4) potential. This indicates that further research in this area is required.
For aerial images, we observed similarly diverse opinions as
for the VHRSI with an even slightly higher mean SI of 0.97. Most
diverse opinions were observed for ‘Stand Density’, ‘Wood
Volume/Biomass’ and ‘Leaf Chemistry’. Highest potential was
assumed for the estimation of ‘Canopy Cover’ (mean score =
3.2) and ‘Stand Height’ (mean score = 3.0). Here, similarly as for
VHRSI, the full potential of most recent datasets and processing
approaches might have not yet been described as the number
of recent studies focusing on this data type is limited. One reason for this might be that, the application of aerial images has a
somewhat ‘old-fashioned’ touch in the remote sensing community. Nevertheless, very recent studies have pointed out how
valuable these – in many cases already existing data – can be if
analyzed with newly available photogrammetric and image processing algorithms (Rahlf et al., 2014; Stepper et al., 2015a,b;
Straub and Stepper, 2016).

VHRSI data for practitioners
As expected, none of our individual results for modelling stand
density and biomass or for classifying tree species showed a
strong improvement over earlier results obtained with LiDAR
(Latiﬁ et al., 2012, 2015; Fassnacht et al., 2014) or hyperspectral
data (Ghosh et al., 2014; Fassnacht et al., 2014) in the same
study area. However, we think that from a practitioner’s perspective, VHRSI data offer some important advantages over
these airborne datasets:
First of all, the acquisition of VHRSI is relatively fast and easy
to accomplish. After placing an online order, there might be a
certain time delay due to weather conditions and competing
acquisitions in the same orbit. However, once the data are
acquired, it is typically delivered within a few days after the
image acquisition. A notable advantage of VHRSI data over airborne data is the global availability of on-demand data, while
companies offering airborne LiDAR and hyperspectral acquisitions are still rare in many parts of the world.
For a local to regional application with a single pair of VHR
scenes, no further pre-processing of the VHRSI is required if a
geometrically orthorectiﬁed product has been ordered. Several
earlier studies showed that atmospheric correction procedures
are not necessary for most applications (excluding changedetection or physical-based approaches) if a single optical dataset is used in combination with ﬁeld data (Pu et al., 2015). This is
a consequence of the acquisition from space that takes place
during a single satellite overﬂight and within a small time-span
during which atmospheric conditions typically remain stable
resulting in a homogeneous atmospheric effect on the obtained
image. In comparison, to cover the area of a typical VHRSI acquisition (starting at 100 km²) with an airborne hyperspectral campaign, many overlapping ﬂight lines have to be acquired, coregistered and pre-processed. In many cases, the pre-processing
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is not fully automated and the correction for varying observation
geometries, weather conditions, etc. is time-consuming and
requires sophisticated professional software. Hence practitioners
might face the problem to either work with the delivered data
quality from the data provider or being obliged to learn complex
pre-processing steps of hyperspectral data which is not likely to
happen. Obviously, the previously discussed stability of atmospheric conditions during a VHRSI acquisition does not solve problems related to terrain shadows that can severely hamper
automated analysis of VHRSI data or at least force a prior stratiﬁcation into shaded and non-shaded parts for all analytical steps.
A further advantage of VHRSI data is that they are comparably more convenient to handle and understand. Most practitioners are familiar with airborne multispectral data
(orthophotos and digital aerial imagery) which are typically
delivered in the same data formats as VHRSI data. An intuitive
integration of the VHRSI data into existing GIS systems should
therefore be possible and hence, besides serving as a data
source for automated analysis, VHRSI data can also be used for
traditional photo-interpretation purposes (albeit the spatial
resolution with a current maximum of 0.3 m might be slightly
coarser than recent airborne datasets). On the contrary, the
high dimensionality of hyperspectral data and the 3D-nature of
LiDAR data might pose problems to practitioners with less
experience in handling these kinds of data formats.
Despite the listed advantages, VHRSI cannot match airborne
data in certain aspects. Particularly, LiDAR data offers some functional characteristics such as the possibility to extract a DTM and
delivering insights into the structure of stands and thereby enabling to assess multi-layered stands and understory parameters.
In the present study, we applied a LiDAR DTM in combination with
the DSM calculated from the VHRSI to derive vegetation heights.
In ﬂat terrain it might be possible to make use of canopy gaps to
calculate a DTM from a photogrammetric point cloud. However,
the quality of a DTM derived by LiDAR data can obviously not be
reached with such approaches. On the other hand, if a LiDAR DTM
is available, retrieving an accurate estimate of stand height can
be accomplished with VHRSI and this might already match most
important information demands of practitioners.
Depending on the required level of detail, the spectral information contained in the VHR data might also be too low to
adequately characterize the species composition of forest
stands. While the applied WorldView-2 dataset with eight spectral bands covering the visual and a part of the near-infrared
domains showed good potential to separate several dominating
tree species in the study area, other VHR satellite systems that
often deliver spectral information in only four bands are likely to
not surpass a discrimination of forest stands into broad categories such as broadleaved, coniferous and mixed or in best case a
discrimination of few dominating tree species as demonstrated
in Immitzer et al. (2012). Whether this is a real drawback for
practitioners can be questioned. For many applications an
accurate stand-wise estimation of broadleaved to coniferous
ratio might already be valuable.

Conclusion
In this study, we tested the application of VHRSI obtained by
WorldView-2 to estimate forest stand density and biomass as
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well as to classify tree species over a temperate mixed forest in
Germany. For the estimation of stand density and biomass, the
presented approach utilizing the RF algorithm with three groups
of predictor variables, including height information obtained
from a photogrammetric point cloud, fractions of broadleaved,
coniferous, shadow and bare ground pixels (resulting from a
supervised classiﬁcation) and the number of local maxima
(obtained from the panchromatic band of the WorldView-2
data) delivered good results over the examined test site that
had ﬂat topography.
The results of tree species classiﬁcation considering ﬁve dominant tree species did not achieve accuracies that were formerly
achieved by applying hyperspectral data over the same test site.
However, the achieved accuracies of over 80 per cent were still
reasonable, and the obtained species maps agreed well with
the ﬁeld observations within pure stands. Furthermore, the discrimination of broadleaved and coniferous trees was possible
with nearly perfect accuracies, underlining the potential of
spaceborne VHR data for continuous mapping of forest types.
Finally, the results of the expert opinion survey suggested
that while opinions on the operational potential of LiDAR and
hyperspectral data are already quite ﬁrmly formed, the potential
of VHR optical stereo data is probably still not fully understood,
as indicated by contrasting opinions on the potential of these
data to estimate important forest attributes such as stand
height that received almost equal number of votes for excellent
and poor potential.
By considering our experimental and survey results, we call
for further research on the application of spaceborne and airborne VHR stereo-images to obtain forest inventory parameters
using automated approaches.

Supplementary data
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